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UNClASSIFIED 
?REfAC":' 

t'.:l '!'his history provides the reader wi~h a basic '.lnders't.anding of how 
we arr~ved a~ our present posture in nuclear weapons in order ~~a't. he 
may be better able to cope with the problems of t~e future. It traces 
the evolution of the custody, deployment authorizations, and Cispersals a: 
nuclear weapons from July 1945 through September 1977. :~ illustrates, as 
factually as possible within data collection·sources, the development of, 
and statistical data associated with, t~e United States.nuclear force . 

. (U) The material was derived from the ·records of the Office of the Assistant 
to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy), the Joint. Staff and the Qefense 
~uclear Agency. Every effort was made to reconcile disparities in numbers; 
however, due to different accounting procedures particularly prior to 1961, 
there are some minor conflicts pertaining to individual ~o~als by weapon 
au~hori~a~ive accoun~s of the Defense Nuclear Agency and t~e Energy Research 
and Development Administration (now Department of Energy). 

(U) '~ny of the key individuals who were intimately involved in the policy 
discussions and ~ecis~ons are no longer available to provide a first-hand 
account of th~happenings. It was therefore necessary to borrow liberally 
:rom many sources, ~st o: whom are identified. 

(U) This history does not ~eflect the opinions or views of the Department 
of Defense. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

(U) On Friday the 13th of July. 1945, at the site of Project Trinity 
near Alamagordo, New Mexico, Brigadier General T. F. Farrell, 
deputy for General Leslie R. Groves, signed a receipt for the active 
material and handed it to Dr. Louis Slotin who was in charge of the 
nuclear assembly. Dr. Slotin was t()··be one of the fir.st casualties 
of a nuclear accident. He died a year later on May 31, 1946 as a 
result ·of ·an excursion during a critical experiment at Los Alamos 
Laboratory. The acceptance of this receipt constituted the formal 
transfer of Plutonium 239 from the scientists of Los Alamos to the 
Army to be expended in the test explosion. Thus, the first transfer 
of the nuclear components of an atomic weapon was conducted. It 
was not until 14 years later that the Department of Defense gained 
full custodial rights for all atomic· weapons dispersed to Army, Navy 
and Air Force storage sites. During these intervening years, the 
legal and tke philosophical struggle for custody of nuclear weapons 
was waged between the Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Department of Defense. 

(U) On th.i. one side was the conviction that custody of nuclear weapons 
in peacetime should lay in the civilian hands of the AEC. The military 
and the DoD, on the opposite side, were convinced that military pre
paredness demanded not only the positioning of nucl<;ar weapons with 
or near the delivery units but also the transfer of custody of these 
weapons to full control of the military. 

(U) Over the years we have progressed from an initial scarcity of 
uranium ore and weapons to the point where there is an abundance o£ 
fissionable materials and extensive stockpiles of sophisticated nuclear 
weapons and delivery vehicles. The problems of managing a small 
number of weapons located at a few sites in the United States pale 
by comparison with the multitude of tasks associated with the 
storage, handling, transportation, access, and safety of thousands 
of nuclear weapons located at hundreds of locations worldwide. 
The need for quick reaction by complex nuclear delivery systems 
coupled with reliable, swiit release procedures is not by any means 
compatible with the requirements for safety and protection against 
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inadvertent detonation or launch. Thus. the controversleS and 
problerr.s were not only between the AEC and DoD but wtthin :he 
DoD itself. at times. between the Executive Branch and Leglslative 
branches of the governrr.ent and, lastly. between the C. S. and its 
allies. 

~E¥!U5) It is interesting to note that as late as January 1969, there 
existed a problem of custody of Nike Hercules nuclear warheads for 
the air defense of the United States. The National Guard of the 
'"arious states manned over fifty perce,;,t of the active CONUS air 
defense units. Present at each of these sites was a U.S. custodial 
detachment which centro lied access to the warhead arming plug. 
The National Guard units could not have custody of the nuclear 
warheads even though they were under the operational control of 
the North American Air Defense Command. They were not 
employees of the Department of Defense and therefore could not 
be given custody of the warheads. 

(U) During the years between July 13, 1945 and the present there 
occurred major changes in national security policies as well as in 
the technology and quantity of nuclear weapons. The attempted 
takeover of Greece by the Communists in 1947, the 1948 Berlin 
crisis. the Spviet nuclear capability in 1949, the Korean conflict 
in 1950 and the developing cold war. among other factors, governed 
the evolution of the concepts of custody and control of nuclear 
weapons. 

(U) To say that the issue of civilian versus military control of atomic 
energy had been a burning acrimonious issue for years would be an 
understatement of clas.sic proportions. An indication of the intensity 
Oi one view ts given by Byron Miller in his article 11 A Law is Passed .... 
7he Atomic Energy Act oi 1946" in the I ?48 Summer edition of the 
Universitv of Chicaeo Law Review, 

"To many, this was a simple choice between war and peace. 
To others. advocacy of _civilian control was a means of pre· 
venting 1 brass hat' abuse of our precious asset, atomic energy. 
To many scientists, the issue was posed in related terms: 
military control meant a continuance of arbitrary dec is ions. 
uncomprehending bureaucracy. and an intellectual gap which 
the military officers showed little ·interest in bridging. To a 
few historically-minded souls, the issue was one of demo
cratic tradition- -the armed forces with their essentially 
authorttarian traintng and disc1.pline would not be adequately 
responsive to the public will. t• 
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(U) The military. on thetr part. did have definite optnions as to the 
competence oi exciustve civilian controL particularly 1n the iieid 
of atomic weaponry. They could well point with pride to the spectacular 
success of the military operated Manhattan Engineer District (albeit 
.automonously operated). Their views in this area are well documented 

· (although not as colorfully stated) in subsequent developments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE BEGINNING--AEC CONTROL 

1946 co 1950 

(U) During the fall of 1945, in the consideration of the Atomic Energy 
Ace of 1946 (McMahon Ace), a proposal to permit active mi1itary officers 
to serve on the part-time governing Board of the AEC and as the Board's 
full-time Administrator and Deputy Administrator was contained in the 
May-Johnson bill. This proposal was soundly defeated and the KcMahon 
Act was passed which established a full-time civilian five-man Atomic 
Energy Commission, a civilian General Manager and a congressional Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy. Under the law, the AEC was responsible for 
the development, manufacture and custody of atomic weapons and other 
military applications of atomic energy. The President, however, did 
have the authority to transfer or delegate any of these funccions.to 
the military departments. Military participation in the atomic energy 
program was provided by the establishment of a Military Liaison 
Committee (MLC) co provide a rwo-way channel of c~unication between 
the military and the civilian AEC. The MLC had been created by 
Senator Arthur;Vandenburg's amendment to the McMahon· Act. Senator 
Vandenburg had stated "in my opinion it will not be satisfactory if 
there is anywhere a single closed door to the military liaison or 
congressional committee. The responsibility is too great." The MLC 
was to be the'· interface between the AEC and the military on policy 
matters. The McMahon Ace also stipulated that the post of Director 
of the AEC Division of Military Application (DMA) would be filled by 
a military officer. Thus, participation in the atomic energy program 
was afforded co the military and Congress. 

(U) The McMahon Act emphasized the development of the peaceful uses 
of atomic energy though it did not slight che military uses. It was 
thought that civilian control would be more efficacious in soliciting 
the coopera~ion and participation of the scientific community as well 
as providing a better ~age to the international community. Lastly, 
there was the fundamental constitutional concept that control of this 
new and awesome force should be vested in civilian hands directly 
responsible to the President. 

(U) With the passage of the Atomic Energy Ace of 1946 (Public Law 585) 
and the issuance of Executive Order 9816 in implementation of the Act, 
all atomic weapons and material of the Manhattan Project became the 
property of the Atomic Energy Commission. The Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project (AFSWP) was established by means of a memorandum from 
the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy to the Chief of Scaff, 
Army, and the Chief of Naval Operations. Dated 29 January 1947, this 
memorandum was retroactive to 1 January 1947. There was no Secretary 
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of Defense uncil che office was escablished under che ~aeional Securit\" 
Ace of 1947. ·The firsc Secrecary of Defense, che Honorable James V. 
Forrescal, cook the each of office on 17 Sepcember 1947. On 21 Occober 
1947 he issued a memorandum addressed co the Chief of Scaff, Army; che 
Chief of Naval Operations; and the Chief of Staff, Air Force, regarding 
AFSYP. This order was almost identical to the one issued by the 
Secretaries of War and Navy on 29 January 1947 except for.such changes 
as were necessary to include the recently created U. S. Air Force and 
its Chief of Staff. 

(U) The organization was placed under the command of General Leslie 
Groves and given the responsibility for representing all the services· 
in the military application of atomic energy. It was designed to serve. 
as an operational link between the AEC and the services much the same. 
as the MLC provided at the policy level. The AFSWP operated at Sandia 
Base without a charter until July 8, 1947. The charter agreed to by 
General Eisenhower, Army Chief of Staff, and.Admiral Nimitz, Chief of 
Naval Operations, restricted the authority of General Groves to policy 
and staff func~ions, cer~ain special weapons ordnance work and training 
of military personnel. Air Force participation in the AFSWP was anticipaced 
in this charte~ but was not forthcoming until after July 27, 1947, the 
date the National Security Act was signed by the President. 

(U) In the·period from the enactment of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 
until the spr .. ing of 1950, there was a serious and continuing consideration 
of the desirability of DoD custody of atomic weapons and the problems 
connected therewith. Sandia Base became the initial focal point for the 
question of custody of nuclear weapons and fissionable material. The 
AEC considered that the question of custody of weapons and parts had 
been clearly settled by the executive order which transferred the atomic 
energy program from the Manhattan District to the AEC. The existing 
stockpile of weapons was transferred from the control of the Manhattan 
District to the AEC during the last few weeks of 1946. From December 
1946 to ~ay 1948 the Secretary of the Navy and the Chiefs of the 
Army and Air Force expressed their views in favor of the desirability 
of transferring custody of acomic weapons from che AEC to the Armed 
Fqrces. 

(U) Obviously an agreemenc becween the AEC and the AFSWP on the 
division of responsibilities was necessary. Various solutions were 
proposed ranging in degrees of complexicy. General Groves made a simple 
suggescion thac che Commission and the Secrecary of Defense request the 
President to transfer all the weapons to the services. General 
McCormack of the AEC's Division of Military Application (DMA) proposed 
to let the Sandia Base Commander and the senior AEC official, Carroll 
L. Tyler, manager at Los Alamos, arrange the details upon receipt of 
a short directive. 
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(U) The Military Liaison Committee under the chairmanship of Brigadier 
General Brere~on believed that the military needed instant access to the 
weapons and that the present arrangement did not provide for this. 
They tried to enlist the support of Army Chief of Staff Eisenhower, 
Secretary of the Army Royal and Secretary of the Navy Sullivan. Only 
the Navy offered positive support. Despite this, General Brereton 
wrote to the Chairman of the AEC, Mr. Lilienthal, on November 12 that 
"in order to insure that all interested agencies of the Armed Forces 
are prepared at all times to use the available bombs, it is necessary 
that they have actual custody of the completed weapons." .The AEC was 
asked to provide formal comments on the proposal. 

(U) The same subject was raised a week later by Admiral Solberg, a 
member of the MLC, with Lilienthal. The Chairman believed that the 
Commission exercised custody as a result of an executive order. Any 
change in custodial arrangements would have to be authorized by the 
President. Lilienthal was not overly impressed by the military's 
argument that they would not have instant access to the weapons for 
use and even if they did, they could not rely on the weapons b·ecause 
they had no experience in handling, storing or maintaining them. 
He countered with a complaint that the Commission was not informed 
about a forthcgmihg training exercise involving nuclear weapons to be 
conducted by AFSWP and the Air Force, and consequently had no 
opportunity to send observers. The Admiral was also informed the 
the Commission expected better treatment in the future. 

(U) The MLC ~roposal in the meantime was sent to General McCormack 
of DMA and eventually wound up on Dr. Bradbury's desk at Los Alamos 
for comment. Dr. Bradbury, Director of Los Alamos and the AEC "Z" 
Division at Sandia Base, opposed the philosophy of the AEC producer
Military user concept. He believed the weapons in the stockpile 
were too complicated for the military to maintain. The relationship 
between AFSWP and the AEC personnel at Sandia Base left much to be 
desired with suspicion.and distrust on both sides. 

(U) In early February, 1948, Carroll Wilson presented a study on the 
question of custody to the General Advisory Committee of the AEC. 
The study concluded that the AEC should retain custody for the present 
but would reopen the issue the next year. The Advisory Committee 
agreed that there were valid technical reasons for not transferring 
the stockpile to the ~ilitary at that time. 

(U) Meanwhile Secretary Forrestal was reorganizing the MLC. The new 
charter for the committee called for a civilian Chairman and two 
representatives from each military department. General Brereton 
was replaced by Mr. Donald F. Carpenter.who had been a vice-president 
of the Remington Arms Company. Mr. Carpenter had been importuned to 
accept the job by the service secretaries and Lilienthal at a 
Pentagon dinner on March 5. He finally accepted that night and the 
way was now clear to move on another front. General Groves had 
retired at the end of February and this fortuitously (as far as 
Lilienthal was concerned) made it possible to find a military man 
who would be more compa~ible wi~h ~he Commission. 
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(U) General Kenne~h D. Nichols, Assiscan~ ~o General Groves, was 
Lilienchal's choice. The Czechoslovakian crisis, culmina~ing in Jan 
Masaryks' dea~h. had accencua~ed ~he need for closer ~eamwork be~ween 
~he Commission and ~he milicary. This requiremenc was pointed ou~ to 
Nichols, Lilienthal and Secrecary of che Army Royal by President 

·truman a~ a meeting in che Whi~e House on March 11, 1948, concerning 
the appoin~ent of General Nichols as head of ~he AFSWP. 

(U) The issue of cus~ody was being pushed to ~he fore. As the crisis 
grew in in~ensi~y,General Nichols, the three secretaries of the services 
and ~he Join~ Chiefs of S~aff pressed Forres~al to presen~ the issue 
~o the President. In another aspect,·· the necessity for a rapi.d "emergency 
transfer"· of weapons was recognized by all. By the middle of April, 
Wilson could report at a meeting with Lilienthal and Carpenter that 
emergency transfer arrangements had been completed, craining of military 
technicians at Sandia had been accelerated and that generally there had 
never been such an air of rapport between the military and AEC at Sandia. 

(U) The possibility of a meeting at Sandia to discuss custody was 
mentioned by Carpen~er at ~he mee~ing and subsequently in his repor~ 
to Forres~al who ~hough~ it was a good idea. The meeting between the 
new MLC memgership and ~he Commissioners ~ook place at Sandia Base and 
Kir~land Air Force Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Los Alamos the 
week of May 24, 1948. The first two days were spent observing the' 
~raining of mili~ary technicians and visi~ing storage facilities at 
Albuquerqu~. Dr. Bradbury opened the discussion a~ Los Alamos ~he 
third day citing che technical reasons why military custody was illogical. 
The presenc weapons were complex, and had to be inspecced, tested and 
maintained. This surveillance of the weapons not only assured 
reliability but also could lead to improvement developments with 
highly skilled personnel. Bradbury believed thac the military were 
incapable of becoming qualified in recognizing che need for, and 
developing improvements in the weapons. It therefore followed that 
custody should remain with the technically qualified civilians of 
the AEC and ~hat effective procedures for emergency transfer be 
worked ou~ jointly. 

(D) General Nichols presen~ed ~he service views the nex~ day (Thursday) 
at Sandia. The main points were: 

a. The weapons mus~ be readily available in an emergency and 
under control of a single- military command. 

b. The men, who would use the weapon in battle, must have 
handled, assembled, and repaired ~he weapon if there was to be any 
reliability to the weapon. 

(U) Garpen~er ~bought he saw a logical compromise between the cwo 
posi~ions. He believed ~hat the mili~ary had demonscraced that they 
could perform all of the func~ions involved in cuscody excepc 
developmental surveillance. The AEC would be given access to the 
weapons for this purpose. He told Nichols to draft a memorandum 
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S9~FIBENfiM: 
covering the discussions and conclude it by a joint recommendation to 
the President that the stockpile to transferred to the military. 

(U) During these considerations on 26-27 May 1948, the term "custody" 
was presented to the Atomic Energy Commission by the Military Liaison 
Committee as involving the following responsibilities: 

(l) Accountability of weapons and components both nuclear and 
non-nuclear. 

(2) Physical protection of weapons and components in storage. 

(3) Operational and routine inspection. 

(4) Repair of components where necessary and when within the 
capabilities of the custodian. 

(5) Making weapons available for tra1n1ng of combat personnel 
through inspections, drills, and operational maneuvers. 

(6) Making weapons available for continued scientific observa
tion and study-to develop improvements in the design, methods of 
storage or use of the weapons. 

(U) The memorandum which Carpenter had requested General Nichols to 
draft summarized the reasons for requiring transfer of weapons to the 
Department bf Defense as follows: 

" 

"Just as the Commission has statutory responsibilities, the 
Military Establishment under the direction of the Commander-in Chief, 
has by the Constitution and laws of the United States, clearly defined 
responsibilities to provide for the defense of the United States. 
This involves preparation of suitable war plans and the maintenance of 
an effective fighting force in readiness. 

"In order effectively to carry out the responsibilities of the 
Military Establishment, experience has shown that unity of command 
is essential. There must be a clear chain of authority originating 
with a single individual, the Commander-in-Chief, acting with the advice 
of such bodies as the National Security Council, the War Council, the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff and others. This chain should run straight and 
clean from the Commander-in-Chief to the basic units which will be 
called upon to fight. Wherever a division occurs or wherever a 
single function is to be controlled by two masters, there is room 
for failure to act on an essential matter -- not necessarily from 
irresponsibility nor from willful neglect but from confusion or lack 
of full understanding as to what must be done and by whom. 
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"Unity of command must necessarily include conerol over ~cerial -
the implements without which a fighting force cannot be effective. 
This is manifested in a number of ways. In order to integrate logistic 
and operational plans, the planners must know exactly the location, state 
of readiness and physical condition of weapons and men, and the same type 
of·knowledge is essential in order to provide in the best possible manner 
for adequate defense of storage depots. Moreover, flexibility must exist 
in order that storage of weapons may be arranged to fit military require
ments. In addition , there are many intangibles which in the aggregate 
are extremely important. One of the most important of these is complete 
familiarity with the particular weapons to be used. The user must know 
what the weapons look like, how to handle them, their state of readiness 
and the extent to which minor alterations or repairs may be made withoct 
impairing their effectiveness. And he must have the confidence which 
comes only from complete familiarity with both components and test 
equipment so that he can be completely certain that they will operate 
effectively." 

(U) The memorandum was discussed at a special meeting of the MLC and 
the AEC Commissioners on June 18, Chairman Lilienthal refused to budge 
and no agreement could be reached. A week later at a meeting with 
Secretary Forre,:;tal and MLC Chairman Carpenter, Mr. Lilienthal admitted 
only that the Commission could not maintain custody of weapons deployed 
to military bases overseas. Five days later, as a result of the 
Soviet blockade of Berlin on June 24, the President ordered a group 
of B-29 bombers to England and West Germany. The delivery vehicles 
were now overseas, the weapons were in the States. 

(U) Secretary Forrestal made a strong bid in recommending to the 
President that weapons be transferred to the custody of the Department 
of Defense. By his letter of July 21, 1948, based upon the recommendations 
of the Army, Navy·, Air Force and Joint Chiefs of Staff, Secretary 
Forrestal urged the President to advise the Atomic Energy Commission 
that delivery to the armed forces of stockpiled atomic weapons would 
be directed. This recommendation was denied by the President who, 
essentially, concurred ~ith the AEC Chairman's recommendation. 

(U) According to Secretary Forrestal, the President had informed· him 
that it might be possible to reexamine this issue at a later date, 
perhaps after the fall elections. On July 24, 1948, the President 
declared in the course of a public statement on the occasion of the 
release of the fourth Semi-Annual Report of the Atomic Energy 
Commission. His statement is quoted below: 

11 As President of the United States, I regard the continued con
trol of all aspects of the atomic energy program, including research, 
development and the custody of. atomic weapons, as the proper function 
of the civil authorities. Congress has recognized that the existence 
of this new weapon places a grave responsibility on the President as 
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to its use in the event of a national emergency. There must, of course 
be very close coopera~ion between ~he civilian Commission and ~he Mili~ary 
Es~ablishmen~. Bo~h ~he mili~ary au~hori~ies and the civilian Commission 
deserve high commenda~ion for the joint efforts which they are putting 
·forward to maintain our nation's leadership in this vital work." 

(U) In a letter received by Secretary Forrestal on August 6, 1948, the 
President reiterated his position by stating the "I do not feel justified 
••• to order the transfer of the stockpiles to the armed services." 
In his formal reply the President expla~ned that he did not feel justified 
in exercising his authority under the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1946 to order the transfer of the stockpile to the armed services. 
He stated that his decision was based on considerations of public policy, 
the necessarily close relation between custody and weapon research, the 
efficiency of existing methods of custody, ·and surveillance, and the 
general world situation. 

(U) However, at this point it is worth noting that the National Security 
Act of 1947, strengthened civilian control of the armed forces by 
providing in the Declaration of Policy that: 

, 
" •••.• it is the intent of Congress to provide •••• three military 

departments •••••• to provide for their authoritative coordination and 
unified direction under civilian control. •• " 

(U) In addition , after establishing a National Military Establishment 
and providing that the Secretary of Defense shall be the head thereof, 
(Section 201) the Act further provided in Section 202 that: 

"There shall be a Secretary of Defense who shall be appointed from 
civilian life by the President, by and with the advice and consent of 
the Senate: PROVIDED; That a person who has within ten years been on 
active duty as a commissioned officer in a regular component of the 

· Armed Forces shall not be eligible for appointment as Secretary of 
Defense." This concept of civilian control has been carried through 
and reemphasized in subsequent amendments to the National Security 
Act. 

(U) As a result of the President's decision, efforts were concentrated 
within the Department of Defense, with the assistance of the Atomic 
Energy Commission, to improve to the maximum, the plans for emergency 
transfer of weapons. The plans were exercised, reviewed and revised 
as necessary· to maximize efficiency and speed using the complicated 
transfer machinery and assure that weapons were made available to the 
armed forces and placed in usable position in the shortest possible 
time. 
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(U) Also, rhe Armed Forces Special Weapons Project was directed by 
the three Service Chiefs to "take seeps to train sufficient. personnel 
to enable the National Military Establishmenr to assume full custody 
and surveillance as soon as possible, if and when rhe Presidenr authorizes 
the transfer of such responsibilities ro the Depart:menr of Defense." 

(U). All weapons including both nuclear and non-nuclear componenrs 
remained in custody of the Atomic Energy Commission except for shorr 
periods for maneuvers and training by the military until the Spring of 
1950. An Agreement Between the Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Armed Forces Special Weapons Project on Storage Site Operations and 
Maintenance, which was concluded in May o£· 1949, delineated the 
responsibility assigned to the military and AEC personnel at sites in 
this regard. 

(U) The dispute over custody was not the only. dispute during these 
early years. The euphoria generated by the end of hostilities in 1945 
had been quickly overwhelmed by the sobering developments in East-
West relations in 1947. The threat of Soviet ·aggression in 1947 increased 
the demands for more weapons as well as the need for better rapport and 
communications between the AEC and the military, in particular the 
Military Liaison Committee. A draft Presidential stockpile directive 
for calendar yea~ 1947 was prepared. by the AEC staff and the Secretaries 
of War and Navy and approved by the Commission on March 27. It declared 
that the JCS and service secretaries believed the "the present supply of 
atomic weapons ••• not adequate to meet the security requirements of the 
United States .... , They further urged that the production of weapons 
receive first priority. 

~) At a meeting in the White House on April 3, 1947, for the purpose 
of briefing President Truman on rhe existing stockpile situation, the 
President was shocked to learn rhat the nuclear stockpile was so small 
(and that none of·the bombs had been assembled nor were there competent 
teams available ·for assembly). The number of weapons available (about 
13) was left blank on the report but provided orally to the President 
by Chairman Lilienthal. The meeting ended on thar grim note. The 
question turned to which had first priority, reactors for rhe peacerime 
application of atomic energy or new weapons for war. It was not until 
a year and a half later however rhat it became possible to make any 
large ·increases in the stockpile. Secretary Forrestal had become 
convinced after rhe Berlin crisis of 1948 that nuclear weapons offered 
the cheapest means of buying security. Mass production of large 
quantities of ·smaller and lighter weapons was now technologically 
possible and both Secretary Forrestal and General Nichols shared the 
belief that a substantial increase in the number of weapons were needed 
as a cornerstone for our national security. 

(U) In the past, the projected stockpile had not been based on the 
number of nuclear weapons required for strategic nuclear warfare but 
rather on the present and planned AEC production capacity. Independent 
studjes, analyses and targeting plans, however, now justified the need 
for a ~ubstantial increase in production to meet the new requirements 
for weapons sent by the Chairman MLC to the Commission on May 26, 1949. 
Mr Lilien".hal viewed the military requirements as arbitrary and not based 
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on solid military and political evaluaeions •. He was wary of the 
requirements of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Louis A. Johnson, 
Forrestal's successor, did not assuage Lilienthal's apprehensions. 

(U) After much maneuvering by the DoD, the AEC, the JCAE and the Bureau 
of the Budget, President Truman ordered the executive secretary of the 
National Security Council, Admiral Souers, to review all plans for 
production of nuclear materials and weapons. The Secretary of Defense 
would comprise a special committee to assist Admiral Souers in the study. 

(U) The study had been completed in draft form when President Truman 
announced·on September 23, 1949 that evidence of a Soviet nuclear 
explosion on August 29, had been detected by the U. S. The reaction 
in Congress was predictable. The push was on for more weapons, which 
was exactly what the draft report to the President had recommended. 

(U) To Lilienthal, however, the conclusion that a substantial increase 
in the production of nuclear weapons was needed in the interest of 
national security was not justified by any supporting evidence available 
to the AEC. This was the conclusion of the military and not of State 
and AEC. Where there had been hope that State and AEC would participate . , 
with Defense in determining the need for weapons by the establishment 
of the special commietee, there now was apprehension that Secr.etary 
of Defense Johnson had no intention of allowing State and AEC to enter 
into military planning. The push for increased production received 
additional emphasis with the advent of the Korean conflict nine months 
later. 

(U) Returning now to custody, there was, by 1950, no doubt of 
technical competence in surveillance~ inspect~on and maintenance 
activities by the military because the military was, in fact, 
performing these functions at that time. As a demonstration of this 
technical competence the military now performed such functions as 
inspection, acceptance, surveillance and routine maintenance of 
stockpile items at the operating storage sites. This work was 
performed by personnel of the AFSWP drawn from the Army, Navy and 
Air Force, under AEC supervision. The AFSWP had been organized in 
the manner of a technical field service and a special weapons depot 
system for support of the operational units. There were approximately 
1,500 trained personnel available for this purpose. 

(U) An example of military participation in custodial operations with 
the Atomic Energy Commission was at Site BAKER, a permanent storage 
site for stockpiled weapons. There were eleven AEC personnel and 
approximately 500 military. The military personnel consisted of two 
assembly teams of 77 technically qualified men each, 140 tc 150 
additional technical and administrative personnel and approximately 
200 security personnel. In addition to training activities and 
s_upporting military maneuvers involving atOmic weapons, the AFSWP 
personnel performed surveillance, inspection, maintenance, conversion, 
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and re~iremen~ functions for the Commission. Based on the previously 
men~ioned agreemen~ between ~he Deparcmen~ of Defense and the Atomic 
Energy Commission, this pattern had been pursued since June 1949. The 
same Pa~tern was then in effect at all storage sites on a similar 
basis. The Atomic Energy Commission was not at that time staffed to 
perform the necessary functions without military assistance and had 
no plan for other arrangements. The military assistance was in both 
non-nuclear and nuclear activities. 
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CHAPTER J 

IRE PERIOD OF TRANSITION 

1950 - 1952 

(U) The establishment of a National Military Establishment with its 
concept of civilian control of the Deparcment of Defense, and the 
demonstrated proficiency of the AFSWP in participating with and 
assisting the AEC in nuclear and non-nuclear activities "greased the 
skidll" for the next phase in the evolution of control of atomic weapons. 

(U) The MLC recommended to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the 
Department of Defense should have operational control of the operational 
storage sites and non-nuclear components including war reserve kits 
and spares at the operational sites. A month and a half later in a 
letter to Mr. Early, the Chairman of the MLC, Mr. LeBaron, advised 
him that the AEC was considering a staff study which recommended that the 
AEC obtain the co.ncurrence of the President to "transfer of custody 
of stockpile oe non-nuclear components of atomic bombs to the 
Department of Defense", and "delegation of responsibility for routine 
maintenance of nuclear components of stockpile atomic weapons to the 
Department of Defense." The JCS supported the AEC recommendation to 
DoD provided that the terms would be mutually agreed to by DoD and 
the AEC. 

(~ The onset of the Korean War gave rise to grave doubts within 
the DoD concerning our military posture particularly in Europe. The 
JCS requested permission to store non-nuclear components in England. 
Only the nuclear capsules would then have to be moved from the States. 
This proposal was discussed in a meeting on June 10 between the AEC 
and the HLC. Mr. Robert LeBaron, the HLC Chairman, convinced the 
AEC Commissioners that they should request the President to authorize 
the transfer of those components to the military and the storage in the 
United Kingdom. 

~) The next day, Defense Secretary Johnson and AEC Chairman 
Gordan Dean met with President Truman who approved the request. 
Twenty days later the President authorized the transfer of additional 
non-nuclear components to Guam and the aircraft carrier,--(CFRD) In view of the seriousness of the world situation at the time 
it had been decided to deploy additional medium bomb wings at overseas 
locations. By having non-nuclear components readily available to 
these units, the initial strikes against their assigned targets could 
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be moun~ed in a much shor~er ~ime. and the cime schedule for subsequent 
accacks could be advanced. The nuclear componencs could be flow to 
these units by fast air transport. In addition, airlift was becoming 
more critical due to the si~ua~ion in the Far Eas~ and the reduction in 
airlift ·required to implement the stra~egic air offensive by storing 
non-nuclear with the deployed units would result in an 

.important saving. was equipped to carry and maintain atomic 
bombs, and AJ-1 aircraft an atomic weapon capability were scheduled 
to operate from this ship. 

~) Before the end of the had been 
moved to the United Kingdom, and -to Guam; 
Eleven non-nuclear components were aboard when i.t deplo.yed 
to the Mediterranean in September, 1950. By agreement among the military 
services the components deployed to operational bases overseas or 
aircraft carriers were under the accountability and security responsibility 
of the service concerned, while necessary functional surveillance 
was performed by its units· subject to technical direction and control 
by the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project. The nuclear components 
for these weapons remained in the custody of the Atomic Energy Commission 
in the Continental· United States. 

(U) Ihis tr~sfer of non-nuclear components of atomic weapons by no 
means satisfied the requirement of the Department of Defense that forces 
and·weapons be placed in strategically sound locations and that the 
divided and overlapping responsibilitites in the field of military 
material and·'. operations be eliminated. The transfer, however, did 
partially eliminate a most difficult problem of logistical movement 
of material to strategic locations. 

~) The readiness program necessitated storage of non-nuclear 
components aboard other CVB class carriers, equipped similarly to the 
- when the vessels were operating outside continental limits 
of the United States. 

non-nuclear 
components aboard. This action had been approved by the President on 
6 December 1950. Subsequent, thetllllllllllwas loaded under stmtlar 
conditions with non-nuclear components in May of 1951. Here, also, the 
nuclear components remained in the custody of the Atomic Energy Commission 
in the United States, to be transferred to the ship by air upon 
approval of the President. 

(U) The legal basis for the transfer was Section 6 of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1946 which provided that: 

"The President may from time to time. direct the Commission to 
deliver such quantitites of fissionable materials or weapons to the 
armed forces for such use as he deems necessa.ry in the interest of 
national defense." 
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(U) The following is quo~ed from a memorandum from ~he General Counsel 
for the Deparement of Defense to the Chairman~ Military Liaison Com=ittee. 
da~ed 10 April 1950: 

·"sect:ion 6(a) of the Atomic Energy Ac~ of 1946 provides that: ~he 
Commission is aut:horized t:o do research and development: work in the 
milit:ary applicat:ion of at:omic energy and t:o engage in production of 
at:omic bombs, bomb part:s and ot:her military weapons ut:ilizing fissior.
able materials at: a rate det:ermined by the President:. This Section 
furt:her provides, however, that "The President: from time t:o time may . 
direct the Commission (l) to deliver such quantities of fissionable 
mat:erials or weapons to the armed forces for such use as he deems 
necessary·in the int:erest of nat:ional defense or (2) to aut:horize 
the armed forces to manufact:ure, produce, or acquire any equipment: 
or device ut:ilizing fissionable mat:erial or at:omic energy as a milit:ary 
weapon The House Commit:t:ee Report: paraphrases subsect:ion (2) of 
t:he above quot:ed language as follows: '(2) To aut:horize t:he armed 
forces to manufacture, produce or acquire any equipment or device 
capable of making use of fissionable mat:erial or peculiarly adapt:ed 
for making use of at:omic energy as a military weapon.' It seems 
clear from the foregoing that the President may direct t:he Commission 
to t:ransfer at:omic bombs or parts thereof to t:he Department of Defense 
and there i~ no provision of law which would prevent: the Department 
of Defense from receiving weapons and parts so transferred." 

(U) On 14 June 1950, the President had approved the permanent: t:ransfer 
of 90 MK 4 '·non-nuclear assemblies to t:he armed forces for t:raining. 
This transfer was based on a requirement established by the Chief, 
Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, for 

"a. AFSWP training programs for assembly organizat:ions 
st:ationed at: Sandia Base and Sites Able, Baker and Charlie. The 
abi.iity of these assembly organizat:ions to produce properly assembled 
bombs at a rat:e not less than that called for by war plan schedules 
can be proved only by frequent actual performance of cont:inuous 
assembly work for several days on bombs in stockpile condition. 

"b. USAF and USN training requirements for t:heir respective 
atomic bomb assembly and delivery organizations. 

"c. A desire on the part of the Depanment of Defense to det:er
mine combat readiness of the atomic stockpile." 

These non-nuclear assemblies were transferred to the Armed Forces 
Special Weapons Project and since they were not t:ransferred for opera
tional purposes, they are not believed subject to further consideration 
here. 



(U) The transfer of nuclear components from the AEC to the DoD, however, 
is to be one.of the major historical issues. AEC Chairman Dean believed 
(as did all the Commissionsers)that the AEC was responsible for safe
guarding nuclear material and, that in the exercise of this responsibility, 
the au~hority of the AEC would extend to weapons in the custody of the 
DoD. It was also the general AEC belief that the Chairman along with 
the Secretaries of State and Defense would be able to present their 
views to the President on any JCS request for transfer of· nuclear weapons 
or expending a weapon on a certain target. Chairman Dean, having somehow 
found out that the JCS had requested the. President to transfer a small 
number of nuclear weapons to the military, called the White Hoase. Much 
to Dean's dismay, the President had already decided to approve the 
transfer when he invited Dean to the White House on the afternoon of 
April 6. Dean did, however, receive the definite impression that the 
President would call for State and AEC participation in any deliberations 
on the use of nuclear weapons. 

(U) The transfer was directed in the interest of national defense and 
General Hoyt S. Vandenburg, Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force was designated 
as the personal representative of the President for custody of the weapons 
acting as the executive agent of the Joint ·chiefs of Staff. 

(U) The consideration of transfer of the nuclear components of atomic 
weapons in the Spring of 1951 was not without surprises however, in both 
the AEC and JCS. At least one member of the AEC thought that AEC 
custody was '1.an empty concept." Curiously enough, the JCS disapproved as 
"untimely" a joint MI.C/AEC memorandum which proposed that nuclear 
components be transferred to the custody of the DoD in numbers to match 
the non-nuclear components already deployed. 

~) After details incident to the transfer had been completed, the 
weapons were moved to Guam in late June of the same year and placed 
with the Air Force Special Weapons Unit there. This unit was assigned 
to the Air Force task organization deployed to Guam. 

(U) The same general reasons for this transfer were to accommodate 
the DoD requirement as explained in the letter from the Chairman, 
Military Liaison Committee, to the Atomic Energy Commission of 14 June 
1948 which was quoted earlier, and the same provision of the Atomic 
Energy Act applied as for the original transfer of non-nuclear assemblies. 

(U) At this time, and partially as a result of the transfer actions 
noteC above, it became necessary to revise the Agreement Between the 
Atomic Energy Commission and the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project 
on Storage Site Operations and Maintenance. This was done and a new. 
agreement became effective on 3 August 1951. 
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(U) In January 1952, the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed the requirement 
for a minimum number of a~omic weapons to support military operations. 
Realizing that the number would be unattainable for a period of years, 
the JCS stated practical requirements which they felt must be fulfilled. 
It became obvious to the Department of Defense as a result of this 
action that for operational flexibility in the offensive use of atomic 
weapons, it was essential that, until such time as the minimum require
ments of atomic weapons could be produced, all weapons should be in the 
custody of the Department of Defense, except. for such weapons as might 
be returned to the Atomic Energy Commission for quality inspection. 

(~) In June 1952, a requirement was established by the Joint Chiefs 
ot Staff for deployment of additional non-nuclear components overseas. 
The Air Force had deployed a fighter wing and a light bomber wing to 
Europe to augment the air forces allocated.Supreme Allied Command, 
Europe. These units were equipped with aircraft capable of delivering 
the smaller atomic bombs. Two aircraft carriers, · 

- were scheduled to depart the Continental 
enroute to the Western Pacific in September. These two CV-9 class 
carriers in addition to the three CVB class carriers mentioned 
earlier would be modified by that date to give each vessel a full 
capability f~ storage and handling atomic bombs. The carrier air 
groups aboard these carriers would have aircraft capable of 
delivering the weapons. 

(~) Additional non-nuclear components were requested for deployment 
to the United Kingdom, Guam, -and for carriers in an operational 
status. In each location adequate storage facilities either existed 
or were scheduled for completion prior to deployment of the additional 
components. The Secretary of Defense supported this requirement and 
the President approved the transfer and deployment on 22 July 1952. 
The components were subsequently received by the Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project and delivered to the Special Weapons Units at .the 
designated destinations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DoD QUEST FOR CUSTODY 

1951 - 1953 

(U) Meanwhile the long-standing contention of the Department of Defense 
that it should have overall custody of stockpile atomic weapons had been 
quiescent but not forgotten. An AEC-DoD. agreement on "Responsibilities 
for Stockpile Operations" in August 1951 vas not implemented Utltil June 
1952 when AEC and AFSWP agreed on the Operations of National Stockpile 
sites under the command of AFSWP. It appears that both sides were not too 
anxious to commit themselves. 

(U) On 11 December 1951, the matter of custody vas raised again by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. They expressed the view that the current system 
of divided responsibi~ity for storage, surveillance, maintenance and 
security of the stockpile was harmful to the best interests of the 
United States and that the Armed Forces should have sufficient numbers 
of atomic weapons in their custody to assure operational flexibility 
and military readiness. A proposal, initiated by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and supported by the Secretary of Defense, resulted in the 
President's approval of the following concepts regarding atomic weapons 
on 10 September 1952: 

"a. Use of Atomic Weapons 

"In the event of a positive decision, the President would 
authorize the Secretary of Defense to use atomic weapons under such 
conditions as the President may specify. 

"b. The Department of De£ ense should have custodial responsibility 
for stocks of atomic weapons outside the continental United States and 
for such numbers of atomic weapons in the continental United States as 
may be needed to assure operational flexibility and military readiness 
for use, subject to subparagraph a; above. 

"c. The Atomic Energy Commission should maintain custodial 
responsibility for the remainder of the stockpile of atomic weapons. 

"d. Each agency should provide the facilities for storage of 
atomic weapons over which it maintains custodial responsibility. 

"e. Where custodial responsibilities may be changed by Presi
dential directive without physical movement of weapons, reimbursement 
for existing storage facilities should not be required. 
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"f. The Department of Defense should prov1.ae physical security 
and services required for the operation of all storage sites for atomic 
weapons. 

"g. For st:orage facilit:ies for which the Atomic Energy Co111111ission 
is responsible, t:he services provided by the Depart:ment: of Defense should 
include normal admini~rative services, and under the technical supervision 
of the Atomic Energy Commission the performance of such maintenance, 
surveillance, modernizat:ion and modificat:ion work as is deemed appropriate 
for accomplishment: at the site. 

"h. The Depart:ment of Defense should provide the Atomic Energy 
Commission with surveillance information on atomic weapons under 
Depart:ment of Defense cust:ody and access to such weapons for such 
purposes as the Atomic Energy Co111111ission may determine to be necessary, 
including the determinacion of the effect:s of environment:al and operational 
conditions and rotation, modification and major recrofit programs. 

"i. The Deparcment: of Defense should scat:e its milit:ary require
ments for numbers and types of at:omic weapons including t:he desired 
military chara~t:eristics thereof. 

"j. The At:omic Energy Collllllission should propose races of 
product:ion and product:ion goals for weapon materials in the light: of 
st:at:ed milit:ary requirement:s arid of the Collllllission's capabilit:ies for 
meeting thes~· requirements. 

"k. The President, in light of subparagraph i. and j. above, will 
determine the at:omic weapon product:1on program. 

"1. The Department. of Defense should establish appropriate 
criteria and conduct such tests and evaluations beyond those conducted 
by the At:omic Energy Commission as deemed necessary to ascercain 
acceptability of weapons to meet the stated military characterist:ics." 

As set fort:h in the above concepts, t:he Department: of Defense would 
have cust:odial responsibility for st:ocks of at:omic weapons out:side t:he 
Cont:inent:al United St:at:es and for ·such numbers within the country as 
might be needed t:o assure operational flexibility ·and military readiness. 
The concept: also recognized that: t:he Depart:ment of Defense should 
provide the physical security and services required for operation of 
all s~orage sites. 

(U) A st:udy made within the Department: of Defense of the custody 
sit:uation as of 30 September 1952, po.int:ed out that the Depart:ment: of 
Defense then exercised cust:odial responsibility for weapons deployed to 
overseas sites, weapons seared aboard aircraft carriers, training 
weapons, and maneuver weapons. Working agreements had brought greatly 
increased DoD participation in weapons production, handling, safeguarding 
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and maineenance boeh of nuclear and non-nuclear componenes. It further 
indicated ehae the gro~h of ehe seockpile during the coming decade would 
place the seorage and care of atomic weapons in the category of big 
business and· that this called for business-like methods and clear-cue 
functions and responsibilities. Three major problems were considered 
to be involved: ·security, availability, and storage. 

· (U) The study proposed essentially that the Deparcment of Defense 
continue to be responsible for security and that availability be satisfied 
by the custody of the non-nuclear and nuclear components of atomic weapons 
which are stored ae overseas seorage sites, aboard aircraft carriers, 
and in all national and operational storage sites in this country, except 
for such weapons as might be returned to the Atomic Energy Commission for 
quality inspection. It indicated, however, that the Atomic Energy 
Commission would retain legal and "technical" custody of fissionable 
material. 

(U) The Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, using the 
study as a basis, proposed to seek from the President an executive order 
which would affect the complete reorganization of the custody situation. 
This would include transfer of the entire stockpile of weapons both 
nuclear and non-nuclear components to the Deparcment of Defense and 
assumption by,it.of responsibility for storage and security, as well as 
accomplishment of such surveillance, modification and maintenance 
mutually agreed with the Atomic Energy Commission as appropriate for 
storage sites. The proposal would leave the Atomic Energy Commission 
only with responsibility for the establishment of standards for 
surveillance; for quality control measures and for major retrofit and 
modification programs. After consultation by the Secretary of Defense 
with the Secretary of State and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, 
it was concluded that the proposed action was then inadvisable and 
the action therefore was suspended. 

(U) In October 1952, the Secretary of Defense requested the current 
views of the Joint Chiefs of Staff with respect to the deployment of 
nuclear components of atomic weapons to those areas where non-nuclear 
components were already deployed in light of the approved "concepts 
regarding atomic weapons" enumerated above. The Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
in reply, stated that it was essential to operational readiness and 
military flexibility that nuclear components be deployed outside the 
Continental limits of the United States ae the earliest practicable 
date. They .recommended that approval be obtained, as an immediate 
step, to effect deployment to storage locations ashore and afloat 
wherein the decision to do so rested solely with the United Sates 
and seated that diplomatic negotiations necessary to accomplish the 
remainder of the forward deployment should be undertaken. 
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(U) On 8 June 1953, the Secretary of Defense initiated action to obtain 
the consideration of the Secretary of State and the Chairman, Atomic Energy 
Commission, for this requirement. With the concurrence of the Secretary 
of State and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, the Secretary 
requested Presidential approval to effect transfer of custody from the 
Atomic Energy Commission and to deploy nuclear components in numbers 

.equal to the non-nuclear deployments then approved to those storages 
afloat and ashore wherein the decision to do so rested solely with the 
United States. The President approved this request on 20 June 1953, 
subject to the understanding that the number of nuclear components 
deployed to each storage location would not exceed the number of non
nuclear assemblies actually deployed to·· that location and that adequate 
surveillance procedures would be available at each storage location 
before actual deployment. 

~ Arrangements were made with the Atomic Energy Commission for 
specific types of components and the initial deployment under this 
authorization was made to Guam and to carriers of the Atlantic and 
Pacific fleets. 

(U) With the advent of the construction and operational status of 
operational storage sites under the jurisdiction of the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the military services, it became necessary for agreements 
to be made between the Atomic Energy Commission and the Services 
concerned and to delineate more specifically the responsibilities 
of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project and the individual Services. 
In May 1952 ,.the Atomic Energy Commission and the Air Force reached 
agreement as co the procedures to be applicable at those operational 
sites within the United States under control of the Air Material 
Command. These sites, according co the agreement, would function 
under the same arrangement as that concluded berween the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project on 9 November 
1951. By memorandum of 16 October 1953, the Secretary of Defense 
delineated responsibilities of the Armed Forces Special Weapons 
Project and the individual Services as follows: 

"1. The following responsibilities of the Deparrment of Defense 
pertaining to atomic weapons in its custody will be exercised by the 
Chief,"Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, reporting directly to the 
Secretary of Defense. 

"a. Advising the Secretary of Defense as to the technical 
status of the stockpile of atomic weapons and recommending action 
to correct any deficiency or condition limiting employment. 

"b. Maintaining a centralized system of reporting and 
accounting to ensure that the current status and location of atomic 
weapons. and components in the custody of the Department of Defense will 
be known at all times by the Chief, Armed Forces Special Weapons 
Project. 
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"c. Arranging for the distribution to the various sites of 

a~omic weapons including both nuclear and.non-nuclear components by 
number and type required by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to satisfy war 
plans. 

"2. The following responsibilities of the Department of Defense 
pertaining to atomic weapons in its custody will be exercised by the 
Chief, Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, reporting to the respective 
Secretaries of the Army, Navy and Air Force or their designated 
represen~aeives. 

"a. Scheduling and performance of nuclear and non-nuclear 
maintenance and minor modernization programs at National Stockpile 
Sites. 

"b. Scheduling nuclear and non-nuclear maintenance and 
minor modernization programs at Operational Storage Sites. 

"c. Establishing major modernizat.ion schedules in conjunction 
with the Atomic Energy Commission; 

i. 

_:;d; Intra-site handling at National Stockpile Sites. 

"e. Inter-site transportation and enroute security between 

"(1) National Stockpile Sites and 

"(2) National Stockpile Sites and ZI Operational 
Storage Sites, except as required for quality assurance 
and major modernization. 

"f. Initial functional surveillance inspections at National 
Stockpile Sites. 

"g. Internal security of National Stockpile Sites. 

"h. Budgeting for: 

"(1) Construction of facilities at National Stockpile 
Sites and ZI Operational Storage Sites, except for those 
facilities required by the Atomic Energy Commission for 
quality assurance. 

"(2) Equipment required for maintenance of nuclear 
and non-nuclear components except as provided in subparagraph 
3h(2). 

"(3) Transportation prescribed in paragraph 2e above. 

"3. The Secretaries of the Army,· Navy and Air Force 
with the following residual custodial responsibilities of 
Department of Defense for the ZI and overseas Operational 
their operation: 
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11 a. Performance oi nuclear and non-nuclear maintenance 
and minor modernization programs . 

. . 
"b. Intra-site handling . 

••c.. lnter -site transportation and en route se cu~ity, except 
as required for quality assurance and major modernization. 

··d. Preparation of weapons for shipment to meet shipping 
schedules. 

··e. Receiving and unloading shipments at railheads. 

·•f. lnitial functional surveillance inspections. 

"g. Internal security. 

'h. Budgeting ior: 

''(1) Transportation prescribed in subparagraph 3c above. 

"(Z) Equipment required for maintenance of nuclear and 
non-nuclear components as agreed by the Service operating 
the Operational Site and the Armed Forces Special Weapons 
Project." 

The contents oi this directive were partially covered in the mission of 
the Defense Atomic Support Agency when the Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project was reorganized and so designated. The directive 
was rescinded by the Secretary oi Defens" on Z February 19b0. The 
new mission oi the Defense Atomic Support Agency was formalized in 
May !959. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORLD WIDE DISPERSALS 

1.952 - 1955 

(SJi'i>til) In June 1952, the Joint Chiefs of Sta.fi submitted a. long range pro
gram for the storage of non-nuclear components a.t overseas locations. 
Five of the storage areas were not involved in negotiations. These were 
Alaska., Guam, Hawaii ,_..and aircraft carriers. Satisfactory 
arrangements were in effect concernin two of the locations. 
These were the United Kingdom and 
Authorization had been received 
additional location which was 
the long the 
Germany, 

storage a.t one 
The remaining areas 

mended that negotiations to storage rights at the:se locations pro-
ceed. on a p!'iority basis as expeditiously a.s each case would permit. 

~ In discussing this long range plan with the President, the Secretary of 
Defense was informed that the President: 

'a) was prepared to release reasonable numbers of non-nuclear com
ponents for deployment outside the Continental United States a.nd a.rea.s under 
solid tJ .5. control, a.nd to approve allocations to aircraft carriers; 

(b) would approve deployment of reasonable numbers of non-nuclear 
components to areas not under U.S. control where the country wa.s politically 
and economically stable, and where adequate U.S. forces were on the spot 
to provide security and defense. if necessary. 

I c) was of the opinion that with the wide distribution which (a) and (b) 
above would permit a.nd with the assurances given him of the ability to 
transport promptly by air or otherwise the components required, he did 
not at this time feel justified in widening the area. of risk through release 
and deployment and was inclined to feel that the security of the non -nuclear 
components ranked equally with that of fissionable material. 

(Si"R9) The President stated that if the ability to transport a.nd to deliver to 
the target ha.d not been overstated to him by the Services involved, the amounts 
authorized for deployment would appear adequate for a.ny plans known to him. 
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He indicated, however, that aiter considering his views if his military 
advisors were able to show compelling reasons ior shipment outside the 
United States of additional non-nuclear components beyond those which 
his program would he would be glad to reconsider the matter. 
The President essed concern over the political instability 

·and security o~········ 
~ltD) The Joint Chiefs of Staff were informed of the President's views 
and .after reconsideration they informed the Secretary of Defense that the_y 
still believed their recommendation was sound, particularly in light of the 
atomic delivery capability of forces then in or soon to be deployed to--
West Germany, United Kingdom, and in consideration of the 
following iactors: 

(a) Under duress of hostilities any arrangements made to furnish com
plete atomic weapons to forces in the combat areas from the storage loca
tions in areas conciguous thereto would be subj<:ct to delays resulting from 
communications difficulties, logistic complexities and hostile actions. 
Realization of the most effective support for allied and U.S. forces could 
only be attained. by the iorward storage of comnlete atomic weapons in areas 
occupied by U.S. forces; delays in bringing weapons to bear on a target were 
considered to be unacceptable in the fluid situation which would exist in the 
period immediately following the outbreak of hostilities. 

!b) The military risks inherent in the storage of complete atomic 
weapons were acceptable and no greater than the risk which had been 
accepted with respect to US troops and other equipment already there. US 
forces could be depended on to furnish a degree of protection for atomic 
weapons against overt and covert actions under both peacetime and wartime 
c onc:i itions. 

'c) It was realized that many political and psychological considerations 
offered deterrence to foreign concurrence in.the deployment of atomic weapons 
overseas. For that reason the Joint Chiefs of Sta!! considered it unpropitious to 
store atomic weapons t that time. However, deployment of weapons 
elsewhere in Europe and was timely and could serve as assurance to 
allied people that allied forces would have the ability to counter any acts of 
Soviet aggression. 

f~) The Joint Chiefs of Sta!! recommended that Presidential approval be 
obtained for the storage of nuclear and nonnuclear components of atomic 
weapon~West Germany, the storage of nuclear .·:omponents in 
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the United Kingdom and and that after approval the 
Secretary of State be requested to initiate diplomatic negotiations necessary 
to accomplish these actions. 

(~) The Joint Chiefs of Staff reiterated the requirement for storage in 
•••••• in November 1952 to support the then current 

operations orders, in that such storage would "facilitate deploytnent of 
strike forces, relieve D-Day demands on_ air transport and increase the 
capability to strike in critical days following the commencement of hostiiities." 
In December the Department of State was as ked to initiat" action as required 
to permit this deployment, and in February 1953 the Secretary of Defense was 
informed that the existing base agreements covered construction of atomic 
weapons storage facilities and storage of non-nuclear components .at these 
locations. 

(U) On June 20, 1953, the President approved the request of the Secretary 
of Defense to effect deployment of nuclear components "in numbers equal 
to the nonnuclea; deployments now- approved to those storages afloat and 
ashore wherein the decision to so deploy rests solely with the United 
States" provii:ied that: 

(a) The number of nuclears deployed will not exceed the number of 
nonnuclears at o!ach location. 

(b) Adequate surveillance procedures will be available at each location 
prior to deployment. 

(Si"JO et) This action was recommended by the Special Committee of the 
National Security Council on Atomic Energy. The action authorized the 
deplovment of up to -nuclears. As of June 30, 1953, over ~onnuclear 
components were located in overseas areas; -in the United Kingdom, • 

lll••···~on Guam, with the remaining .on carriers 
in the Atlantic and Pacific 

(U) The authorization for deplovment oi nuclear components "to match the 
nonnuclear components already deployed . evidently was now timely for the 
JCS as opposed to their previous position two years earlier. 

(~) The Secretary of Defense initiated action on the Joint Chief's recom
mendation ior storage oi nuclear and nonnuclear components -and 
West Germany and for storage of nuclear components in the United Kingdom 
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and In memoranda to the AEC Chairman on August 8, 
1953 and April12, 1954, he also requested the release of nuclear comp·onents 
under the Presidential approval. In April1954, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
were notified that had been obtained to deploy complete weapons to the 
United Kingdom and At the same tiJ:ne the Secretary of State 
was requested by the Secretary of Defense to arrange for necessary authority 
for the storage of complete weapons in West Germany- In June 
1954, the Secretary of Defense was able to notify the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
.that ·they were authorized to deploy and store both nuclear and nonnuclear 
components in West Germany; however, only nonnuclear components were 
authorized for deploytnent _. 

(U) Also, in September 1954, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to the 
Secretary of Defense that approval be obtained for on-base storage of atomic 
weapons in the Continental United States. The Secretary was informed that 
there was a requirement for ZZ storage facilities for strategic air operations 
and that additional facilities would be required for air defense installations 
and anti -submarine )>ases. The Joint Chiefs of Staff believed that the same 
principle of improved combat readiness should be applied to atomic: opera
tions conducted from or within CONUS as had been provided by overseas 
deployment of atomic weapons and that the necessary atomic storage facilities 
on or near CONUS 'bperating bases should be constructed to provide this readi
ness capability. It should be noted that this action would be covered by the 
concepts previously approved by the President. 

(U) The Joint Chiefs of Staff did not request transfer of weapons but noted 
the willingness of the Services to undertake the necessary construction 
provided budgetary authorization could be obtained. It was believed that 
the Services should provide these storage facilities in that many existing 
facilities could be modified, details of storage plans would be intiJ:nately related 
to operational needs, and some time could be saved by having the Services pre
pare and implement the construction plans. This was recommended even though 
the. existing AEC-DoD Agreement provided that the AEC was responsible for 
construction of all initial storage facilities and major additions thereto, 

(U) The Secretary of Defense expressed concurrence with the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff in the principle of dispersed storage and designated the Military 
Liaison Committee as the agency of the Department to negotiate with the 
AEC such revisions of existing storage agreements as may be necessary to 
implement the dispersal program and initiate action to obtain the coordination 
and cooperation of the Commission in this regard. The Secretary submitted 
the program to the President in December of 1954 and informed hiJ:n of an 
agreement between the Secretary of Defense and the AEC Chairman, apd the 
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desirability of transferring weapons to the custody of the Department of 
Defense if the on-base dispersal program was implemented. 

(U) Recognizing concern as to the possible impact on tbe American public, 
our Allies and the USSR of the military controlling custody of large numbers 
of weapons and considering that these pes sible reactions should not justify 
a lower degree of readiness, the Secretary of Defense felt that the possible 
reactions should be considered in the authorization and actual scheduling 
-;f weapons in order that adverse reaction could be kept to a minimum or 
avoided. The President was requested to concur in the concept of on-base 
dispersal as outlined and to direct the AEC to transfer to the Defense Depart
ment a. sufficient number of nuclear weapons components to meet July 1955 
schedules. 

<5 FPBi' The long range plans for overseas deployment provided for increasing 
the present authorization of-nuclear and -nonnuclear components to 
-and -respectively. As in the past, no deployments would be made 
until adequate stor"'f!e facilities and security arrangements had been provided. 
The Secretary of State also had to agree that the storage of weapons in any 
area not under US jurisdiction had been cleared diplomatically and was polit
icall y expedient. 

(ai'Pii) The plans called for on-base storage for .weapons for each heavy 
bombardment wing for a total of approximately ._weapons. Authorization 
was requested for a total of8fnuclear and ~nonnuclear components 
to be transferred to the DoD to meet the July l, 1955 deployment schedule as 
shown on the following page. 

(U) The President replied that he had reviewed the policy considerations 
connected with large scale dispersal oi atomic weapons both overseas and on 
operational bases in CONUS and approved the plan set forth in the letter from 
the Secretary of Defense. He furti:E r determined that, in the interest of 
national defense, atomic weapons would be dispers .. d overseas and within 
CONUS to the extent required by military readiness. Custody of the weapons 
would be transferred to the DoD in accordance with mutually acceptable 
arrangements between the AEC and the DoD in regard to readiness, mainte-
nance and improvement responsibilities and in accordance with mutually 
acceptable arrangements in regard to dispersal of such weapons as the AEC 
deemed not yet ready for full release and transfer to the DoD. The numbers of 
weapons to be transferred were to be directed by the President in separate actionu 
from time to time. At the same time. the President directed the AEC to trans-
fer to the DoD the numbers of weapons components requested by the letter from 
the Secretary of Defense. 
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TABLE I 

LONG RANGE DEPLOYMENT PLAN 
FY I 955 

Nuclears 

1 !:ec !;4 1 Jan 55 LJul 55 1 Jan 56 1 Jul 56 
No. ., No. '~'• No. 2_ ~ o/, No. 

O'seas 
Deploy. 4111*~ 19.2~~ 1111 19.2 ... 20.3 ... 20.3 -
On-Base 
Storage ~ 0 - I2.6 -- I9.9 -- I9.4~ -

Total ,..., 19.2*~ .... 31.8 ~ 40.2 ~ 39.7 ~ 
, 

Non -Nuclea rs 

0' seas 
Deploy. - 20 • 20. .. 24.6 - 28.2 .. 
On-Base 
Storage 0 0 252 6. 7 557 12.2 670 12.8~ 670 --

Total - 20 - 26.7 .. 36.8 -. 41.0 ... 

" Subject to increase if the Joint Chiefs of Staff increase current 
allocation to Strategic Air Command. 

··- Authorized; deployment not completed. 
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(U) The Joint Chiefs of Staff were informed of the Presidential approval 
and the Chief, Armed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP) was granted 
authority to receive the weapons components for the DoD in accordance with 
instructions from the Joint Chiefs oi Staff. The AEC Chairman was also 
informed of the above action and arrangements were made between the DoD 
and the AEC to accomplish the dispersal program which the President had 
approved. 

(U) It is interesting to note that the President stated in his lett&r of 
December l, 1954 to Mr. Wilson regarding dispersals for FY 1955 that "I 
approve the general dispersal and employment plan ••• " and "the number of 
weapons to be transferred in connection with the dispersal program will be 
as directed by me in separate actions from time to time as heretofore." 
Mr. Wilson's memorandum to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, however, 
stated that "only transfer of additional components to meet subsequent 
schedules will require further Presidential approval." Even though there 
appears to be a difference in meaning and intent between the two documents, 
there is no evidence of any controversy having developed. 

(U) A compilation of the actual FY 1955 deployment authorization is 
shown on the f'lllowing page. 

(U) At this point, actions had evolved to a fairly stable pattern for estab
lishing requirements for weapons deployments and obtaining authority for 
transfer of weapons from the AEC to the DoD and for dispersal of the 
weapons. The Joint Chiefs of Staff had established a requirement for a 
given period for both nuclear and nonnuclear components for dispersal 
both overseas and to operational units in CONUS. These requirements had 
been approved by the President for transfer from th.> AEC to the DoD. The 
Departm.ent of State had been requested to obtain rights for storage at 
certain overseas locations. Storage facilities had been completed and 
additional ones were under construction. Special weapons units had been 
trained and deployed to receive. store, maintain, secure and deliver weapons 
at dispersed locations to delivery units when properly authorized to do so. 
Weapons were received from the AEC for the DoD by the AFSWP when trans_ 
fers were made. The AFSWP then arranged with the Services for weapons 
to be delivered to the appropriat" special weapons units. 

(U) A new Storage Operations Agreement was entered into by the DoD and the 
AEC on August 3, 1955. This superseded the AEC-DoD Agreement, "Respon
sibilities for Stockpile Operations" of August 3, 1951. (NOTE: This new 
agreement was later amended on February 9. 1959.) 
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TABLE II 

(SFRD) NUCLEAR WEAPONS DEPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION IU) 
FY 1955 

Presidential Authorization 

a. Disposition of Authorization: 

Total Components Requested 
from US Atomic Energy 
Commission 

Actual Deployed 6< Dispersed 

Release Requested but not 
Deployed 

b. Disposition by Command: 

CINCLANT 
CINCEUR 
CINCFE 
CINCPAC 
CINCSAC 

Total 

c. Disposition by Location: 

United Kingdom 

West Germany 

Hawaii 
Guam ._ 
Carriers 
Ammo Ships 
Service Storage Facilities 
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(~ In addition to the dispersals previously described, the President 
had approved the dispersal of atomic weapons to an=unition ships in the 
Atlantic and Paciiic in April of 1954 to supplement storage ashore. 
Warheads for REGULUS missiles had also been approved for storage 
aboard cruisers and submarines equipped with these missiles. 

(U) With the pas sage of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, ·there was no 
signiiicant change in the legal basis for the transfer of custody of atomic 
weapons from the AEC to the DoD in ·that Section 9lb of the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954 provides that: 

"The President may from time to time direct the Commission (l) to 
deliver such quantities of special nuclear material or atomic weapons to 
the Department of Defense for such use· as· he deems necessary in ·the 
interest of national defense, or (2) to authorize the Department of Defense 
to manufacture, produce_, or acquire any atomic weapon or utilization 
facility for military purposes: Provided, however, that such authoriza
tion shall not e~end to the production of special nuclear material other 
than that incidental to the operation of such utilization facilities." 

(~) At the end of January 1955, nuclear and nonnuclear cc,m.pc>n••n·ts 
atomic weapons bad been dispersed to the United Kingd 

Guam; Hawaii; three_ Naval vessels in -the 
Atlantic and five Naval vessels in the Pacific. 
only bad been dispersed to the United ___ .... 

Dispersal 
had been authorized in Alaska, West Germany but 
neither weapons or components had been stored at these locations at that 
time. 

~) The table below illustrates the National Storage Sites (NSS), 
Operational Storage Sites (OSS) and the schedule showing v.hicb bases were 
to receive n~clear weapons. 

;; 
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TABLE III 

(J:;F !'tb ) - SCHEDULE OF BASES (U) 

Continental United States 

a·oerational Storage Sites 

Limestone, Maine (AF) 
Rapid City, South Dakota (AF) 
Spokane, Washington (AF) 
Travis KFB, California (AF) 
Yorktown, Virginia (Nary) 
Westover, Massachusetts (AF) 
Hunter AFB, Georgia (planned) 
Seneca, New York (planned) 

Schedule for Bases to Receive Wea'Dons 

Five AFB 
Eight AFB 
Nine AFB 

Follow on: 

1st Half 1955 
2nd Half 1955 
195b - 195i 

Ten Naval Bases (ASW) 
Twenty-one Nike Sites (ADA) 
Thirty-five Air Defense Interceptor Bases (AD) 
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(U) in June 1955, the Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted to the Sec:reta:rr of 
Defense their :recommended dispersal of atomic weapons io:r the Unified 
and Specified Commands through June 30, 1956. This :recommended 
dispersal plan specified both nuclear and thermonuclear weapons at over
seas and CONUS bases as a :requirement for dispersal and was based both 
on an anticipated increase in the stockpile and approximately 75"1o of it. 
The Joint Chiefs. of Staff :recommendation was predicated upon erne :rgency 
war plans of the Unified and Specified Commanders which·, when analyzed, 
showed that these Commanders planned ·to employ a major portion oi their. 
allocation of atomic: weapons within the first few days after the outbreak 
of hostilities. in view of the logistical complications involved in the 
replenishment of atomic: weapons, the Joint Chiefs of Staff rec:ornrnended 
that the Commanders have on hand at the outset of hostilities the weapons 
to be employed in the first few days of war and in accordance with the 
existing plans. Additionally, their rationale incorporated the concept 
that further overseas deployment and dispersal within CONUS would greatly 
decrease the overall vulnerability of the stockpile to enemy attack • 

.... 
(U) It should be noted that ior the first time authorizations for weapons 
dispersal were requested by commands rather than by locations only as 
had been done previously. This method was considered preferable by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff as it provided £lexibility to. the commanders and could 
be :related to their weapons allocations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff stated 
their requirements thus: "that dispersed nuclear components be stored in 
close proximity to delivery forces in order to minimize the possibility of 
capture and to provide :rapid availability for use, and that weapons in over
seas locations be in consonance with the principle of equitable collocation 
of weapons and delivery forces." 

(U) The Commanders of the Unified and Specified Commands concerned 
were to submit their recorr..rnendations for dispersal into those areas where 
the United States did not have full operational control for :review and approval 
prior to accomplishment. The plan was submitted to the President and thus 
initiated the next era in the history of the custody of nuclear weapons. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SPLIT CUSTODY 

1955-1957 

'SEP~ When the Secretary of Defense presented to the President the 
requirements for dispersal of weapons for the period ·to 1 July 1956, the 
matter of custody of thermonuclear weapons was discussed. On August 29, 
1955, the President indicated his general approval of the numbers of weapons 
for dispersal, including thermonuclear weapons, which were reconunended 
to him. A total of-nuclear and -non-nuclear components, exclusive 
of weapons exceeding a yield of 600 KT, were authorized to be in the custody 
of the Department of Defense as of July 1956. However, he decided that.bigh 
yield weapons, those in excess of 600 KT yield, would remain in the custody 
of the Atomic Energy Com:nission at dispersed operational sites in the United 
States and at overseas bases. A total of~igh yield weapons were author
ized for dispersal. The table on the following page illustrates the FY 1956 
deployment authopzation. 

(U) Recognizing that it would be di!ficult to establish suitable procedures 
on a firm basis for AEC custody of a portion of weapons to be stored at DoD 
bases until some: experience was gained, the Department of Defense and the 
Atomic Energy Commission developed and agreed to interim procedures. 
The procedures agreed to on September 6, 1955 provided for the following: 

"a. The Atomic Energy Conunission will limit its custodial control 
and custodial surveillance to those components, assemblies or complete 
weapons which contain special nuclear material. Designated capsules 
dispersed for the high yield weapons concerned will be stored at all times 
in AEC controlled structures or compartments or be accompanied by AEC 
custodians, unless transferred in accordance with Presidential directive 
implementing the Emergency Transfer Plan. No active capsule will be 
inserted in any high yield weapon under AEC custody except with the ex
pressed approval of the AEC custodian and in the custodian's presence. 
Components other than capsules containing special nuclear material will 
remain stored in AEC controlled structures or compartments or be 
accompanied by AEC custodians except: 

"( J) When transferred in accordance with Presidential directive 
implementing the Emergency Transfer Plan; 

"(2) For the period when in possession of base personnel for 
on-base inspection, maintenance, modification and readiness exercises; 

~? .. 
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TABLE IV 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS DEPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION 
F-,· 1956 

Nuclea. r Non -nuclear 

Presidential Authorization 

a.. Disposition by Commander 

CINCLANT 
CINCEUR 
CINCFE 
CINCPAC 
CINCSAC 

Total 

b. Disper~1· of Nuclear Components 
by Location 

Continental United States 
United Kingdom 

West Germany 
Guam 

Hawaii 
Afloat (Pacific I 
A£loat (Atlantic) 

Total 

c. Dispersal of Thermonuclear Weapons by 

... -... .. 
-
1r .. ... --.. ... -• 

Commander and by Location Thermonuclear 

CINCLANT (Afloat) 
CINCEUR (Continental U.S.) 
CINCFE (Guam) 
CINCPAC (Hawaii) 

(Afloat) 
CINCSAC (Continental U.S) 

(Guam) 

Total 

~0 
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''(3) For periods of actual transport in tactical aircraft to and from 

AEC facilities and dispersal bases; 

. "(4) When the Commander-in-Chief, Continental Air Defense 
Command, or the appropriate Unified or Specified Commander designated by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, determines that emergency conditions exist 
within his command necessitating the loading of weapons in bomb bays 
for pes sible, or actual dispersal. 

"It is understood that exceptions (Z), (3), and (4) above do not constitute 
a transfer of custody from the Atomic Energy Commission to the Depart
ment of Defense and that AEC custodians will make such periodic observa
tions and inspections as are feasible and appropriate to the retention of 
custody. 

"b. The Atomic Energy Commission will furnish to each base con
cerned a small custodial detaclunent for the accomplishnlent of its 
custodial responsibilities. In addition, designated capsules in transport 
between AEC .Jacilities and dispersal bases will be accompanied by an 
AEC custodian. Other components in transport which contain special 
nuclear material, except while in tactical aircraft, will be accompanied 
by an AEC custodian. 

"c. Transportation will be furnished under the same procedures as 
for weapons transferred to Department of Defense custody, until and 
unless later agreed otherwise. 

"d. Facilities to be made available by the Department of Defense 
to the Atomic Energy Commission for the fulfillment of the latter's 
responsibilities will be arranged by mutual agreement prior to dispersal. 
Service to be made available to AEC custodians by the Department oi 
Defense will be arranged by mutual agreement. 

"e. Reporting of status of weapons will be in a manner similar to 
that for weapons which have been transferred to Department of Defense 
custody pursuant to Presidential authority. Reporting by AEC custodians 
will be only that necessary to verify custody. 

"f. It is understood that the Atomic Energy Commission, for com
munication with its custodians, will be dependent to a ma.i or degree on 
DoD communication networks. Mutually agreeable arrangements will 
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be made as early as possible between the DoD and AEC agencies concerned 
to enable the ·Atomic Energy Commission to make use of appropriate DoD 
networks, particularly insofar as may be necessary for implementation of 
the Atomic: Energy Commission Emergency Transfer ?Jan. 

"g. A separate agreement will be made between the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Department of Defense as early as practical to cover 
maneuver use of weapons and no such maneuver use is authorized until 
such agreement is :reached. 

"h. The Atomic Energy Commission will inspect facilities and 
AEC detachments at dispersal bases as necessary for insuring ful!ill-
ment of its custodial responsibilitie·s, securing necessary advance 
clearance with the appropriate Departtnent ·of Defense agency for the visit." 

It was agreed that final procedures would be developed on or about 
1 March 1956. 

(U) Operation') experience showed that implementation of the r"strictions 
imposed by AEC custody of high yield weapons had introduced serious 
limitations on operational :readiness of units in the field. ln addition, ad
ministrative difficulties in handling the transportation of weapons and 
capsules had :'been experienced. This was particularly true in air ship
ments and on supply ships during :resupply operations where capsules were 
:required to be accompanied by an AEC custodian. 

(U) The Joint Chiefs of Staff pointed out the above difficulties, explaining 
them in some detail to the Secretary of Defense in February of 1956, by 
stating they believed that too many complications were being introduced 
in an attempt to secure physical custody of high yield weapons by the 
Atomic Energy Commission. The Joint Chiefs of Staff :restated their 
opinion that dispersed high yield weapons should be under military control 
in order to insure operational :readiness and that this objective should be 
pu.:rsued at the earliest propitious time. ln case this objective could not 
be obtained, the Joint Chiefs of Staff provided :recommended changes to 
the agreed procedures. 

(U) In March 1956, AEC agreed 
sites for certain DoD weapons. 
situation. 

to provide storage space at AEC storage 
This, however., in no way ameliorated the 

(U) In supporting the recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, M:r. 
Charles Wilson, then Secretary of Defense, provided cortUDents to M:r. 
Stra:rss, then Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, in a letter dated 
April ?.1, 1956, to the effect that the dual custodial arrangement involving 
AEC custody of high yield weapons which had been dispersed served 
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no real purpose and that it should be abandoned as early as practicable; 
that in view of the trend toward high yield weapons, it appeared that either 
the principle of operational readiness would have to be compromised or custody 
by the Commission would have to be exercised on a :more practical basis; that 
since he understood that the Co:m:mission felt strongly that the question.oi 
custody of dispersed high yield weapons should not be reopened at that tinle, 
he would not press the :matter. However, he believed it nec.essary that the 
interim agreement be amended to render _it as fully compatible with opera-. 
tiona! readiness as possible. He pointed out that the changes recommended 
fell into two categories: 11) those which bore directly on the problem of. 
operational readiness; and (Z) those having the effect of sinlplifying administra
tive procedures and red.ucing costs. 

(U) Excerpts from Mr. Wilson's letter highlight some of the reasons for 
the requested changes. 

''The proposed amendment to Par. 3a is designed to insure the 
immediate avail,ability of complete weapons under conditions short of a 
national emergency wherein responsible co:m:manders may find it necessary 
to make all preparations for emergency dispersal or to evacuate a base to 
preserve the integrity of their commands and equipment. As you are aware, 
the President on April 4, 1956, approved transfer procedures which will 
have the e!!ect of insuring immediate availability of weapons under the 
emergency conditions specified in our joint letter to hinl of March 23, 1956. 
There are certain conditions short of the specified cases, however, under 
which the immediate availability of complete weapons may be essential to 
the national security but which, at the same time, would not justify a 
national alert under which the complete stockpile transfer would be set in 
:notion. Such conditions would include the receipt of strategic warning of 
possible attack or evidence of impending local sabotage which would neces
sitate maximum preparatory action short of a national alert. 

"ln current designs of high yield weapons, capsules must be installed 
in the in-flight-insertion mechanism before a weapon is loaded in an air-· 
craft. If weapons are loaded in strike aircraft prior to the receipt of 
Presidential authority for transfer, they must be unloaded to install the 
capsule. If the aircraft are scheduled for evacuation under subparagraphs 
3a(4) of the agreement, only components other than capsules may be loaded, 
and if the aircraft is evacuated wil:h the incomplete weapon, it is committed 
to return to a base prior to strike. The proposed addition to Par. 3a would 
permit loading of the complete weapon when the appropriate commander 
designated by the Joint Chiefs of Sta!! determines that emergency conditions 
such as indicated above exist within his command. 
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"The remainder of the amendments set forth in the inclosure are 

proposed for the following reas ens: 

... a. Supply and transport operations set forth in subparagraphs 
· 3~(3) and 3!!_ impose restrictions on shipments which appear to serve no 
purpose in the interests of the Commission's custodial responsibilities. 
The current agreement provides that the commander of a tactical aircraft 
may act as a custodial agent oi the Commission for the transport of 
weapons components containing nuclear materials other than capsules.· 
EXtension of this custodial arrangement to the movement of capsules and 
to shipments in other than combat type aircraft would not seem inconsistent 
with the Commission's custodial responsibility and would greatly simplify 
the supply operation as well as reduce costs. 

"b. The Department believes that the principle of utilizing 
designated military commanders as agents of the Commission, as indicated 
above, is ·particularly appropriate for dispersals to combatant and ammuni-
tion ships where the presence of a civilian employee of the Cornrnis sion, 
however. well disguisl'd by a cover plan, is nonetheless a possible source of 
important information to a potential enemy as to the nature of a ship's armaments. 
I need not emphasize that such military commanders as may be properly desig
nated would be equally amenable to orders and restrictions concerning the 
handling of atomic w·~apons as are civilian custodians and that, in my opinion, 
the Commission's custodial responsibilities could be exercised in the manner 
suggested without compromise ... 

IU) By the spring of 1956, the procedures established for the transfer of 
atomic: weapons from the Atomic: Energy Commission to the Department of 
Defense in an emergency had become a matter of s~rious concern. A 
practice alert in June 1955 had demonstrated definite and potentially serious 
aelavs in authorization and notification procedures. The Department of Defense 
and the Atomic Energy Commission both considered it essential that steps be 
taken to eliminate all sources of possible delay or confusion in the transfer 
proc·edures which might compromise our readiness to react to an attack or 
threat of attack. 

(U) An Atomic Energy Commission-Department of Defense Memorandum of 
Understanding for the Transfer of Atomic Weapons was prepared so that 
the automatic transfer of all finished weapons in AEC custody to the Department 
of Defense would be assured under specified emergency situations. The 
President directed the implementation of the proposed procedures on April 4, 
1956, and one month later the Atomic Energy Commission-Department of Defense 
Memorandum of Understanding for the Transfer o(Atomic: Weapons became 
effective. This memorandwn was later revised and l"eissued on February 3, 
1960, with an effective date of March 4, 1960. 
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(i 'i"P];)) In this authorization, President Eisenhower g~ve advance 
authority for the use of nuclear weapons in the air defense of the United 
States. Standard rules of engagement were approved by the Secretaries 
of Defense and State with an interim agreement negotiated with Canada 
to apply to overflights of Canadian territory. 

(C) To further improve the state of readiness, the President approved the 
automatic transfer of all finished weapons from the AEC to .the DoD in the 
event of a defense emergency, air defense readiness of a Red or Yellow 
Warning Alert. The defense emergency could be declared by CIN.CONAD 
or one of the Unified or Specified Commanders under the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. On such a declaration, notification was to be sent to the AEC 
custodians through normal military channels. Upon receipt of the notifica
tion, the AEC custodians would initiate the transfer. This procedure avoided 
the necessity of obtaining specific approval from the President for the trans
fer of weapons in the event of a defense emergency. 

(U) During the negotiations of the MemorandUin of Understanding, the Atomic 
Energy Commiss.i.on additionally agreed to eliminate civilian custodians 
from vehicles, ships and aircraft transporting weapons to and from AEC-
DoD sites and combatant and ammunition ships carrying dispersed weapons 
with the proviso that a properly designated military representative of the 
AEC would exercise custody for the AEC. After the President was informed 
of the proposed changes to the custodial agreement, the finalized version 
was consummated on June 4, 1956. This agreement continued in effect until 
February 2, 1957 when, at the direction of the President, the procedures were 
again revised wherein designated AEC military representatives would be 
utilized at all dispersed locations for maintaining custody of high yield weapons 
for the Atomic Energy Commission. 

(U) Secretary Wilson and the Joint Chiefs of Staff had not been successful 
in obtaining everything they desired but had come a long way 
in the short span of three years. They would t:ontinue to press for the 
immediate availability of complete weapons under conditions short of a 
national emergency. 

(C) In promulgating the dispersal of weapa'l s as had been approved by the 
President on August 29, 1955 for the FY 195~ period, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff established principles governing dispersal as follows: 

"I. Close Proximitv. Nuclea.rs will be' stored in close proximity to 
the related delivery forces, in those overseas locations wherein the United 
States does not exercise unrestricted operational control. In this connection 
the term 'nuclears' includes thermonuclear weapons and other weapons in 
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which the nuclear component is an integral part of the weap·on. It is 
intended that if the related delivery force is repositioned or withdrawn 
from the area, the nuclears will be shifted in consonance therewith. 

"Z. Eauitable Collocation. Nuclear dispersals in those overseas 
locations wherein the United States do~s not exercise unrestricted opera
tiona! control, will be in consonance with the principle of equitable colloca
tion of weapons and delivery forces. That is, there will be no imbalance 
of nuclears at these locations in relation to the numbers required by the 
delivery forces· to accomplish their initial scheduled strikes nor shall the 
numbers of nuclears so located exceed the numbers which could be removed 
expeditiously in an emergency. Initial scheduled strikes are those strikes 
required prior to receipt of scheduled resupply. 

"3. Control of High Yield Weaoons. Dispersed weapons of yields 
exceeding 600 KT will be retained in the custody of the Atomic Energy 
Commission. The interim procedures established by agreement between 
the Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of Defense will govern 
custodial relationships for high yield weapons. Dispersal of these weapons 
will be limited to bases in the United States, U.S. naval vessels whether at 
sea or in port, and overseas locations under the full control of the United 
States. The numbers so dispersed will be limited to the initial scheduled 
strikes of the d~livery forces concerned. 

"4. Soeci!ic Aooroval for Foreign Areas. Commanders of the 
unified or specified commands concerned will submit their recorrunenda. 
tions for initial dispersal into those areas where the United States does 
not have full operational control to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for review 
and -?proval prior to accomplishment. Components of atomic weapons 
will be dispersed only to those countries with which appropriate diplomatic 
arrangements are in ~!feet. 

"5. Adeauate Facilities. Atomic weapons may be dispersed only to 
locations where adequate storage and surveillance facilities are a,;.ailable. 

"b. Mutual Use of Facilities. Commanders will make arrange
ments with one another as required for use of storage facilities. 1n case 
of irreconciable differences, the matter will be referred to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff for resolution. 

"7. Allocation Limits. Weapon types and numbers to be dis. 
persed will be in consonance with comrnande·rs• allocations. 
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"8. Use for Ma'!_euver and Test. Weapons transferred to the 

Departtnent of Defense may be used for maneuvers and operational suit
ability tests, ·provided none is expended for those purposes. Weapons 
which have been specifically prociuced and purchased for operational 
suitability testing involving expenditures are excluded from the fore
going. Tests and maneuvers of non-transferred weapons of yields in 
excess ot bOO K'I' require special arrangements to be made with the 
Atomic _Energy Commission. 

"9. Disnersal bv Commands. Dispersal authority is granted 
by command rather than by location. Subject to compliance with all of 
the conditions stated above, commanders of the unified or specified 
commands are authorized to effect changes in the locations of their 
dispersed weapons.. Commanders will report to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff any significant changes from planned dispersals previously approved." 
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CHAPTER i 

DISPERSAL-S 
1956 - 1958 

(!SFR£1) In early March 1956, the Department of Defense requested a change 
to President Eisenhower's Dispersal Authorization of August 29, 1955. 
There was an availability shortage of high yield wea.pons (exceeding 600 KT) 
authorized for dispersal due to production slippages and a slow transport. 
tiine. The President amended his August 1955 directive and authorized DoD 
a total of ... uclear and on-nuclear components exclusive of weapons 
exceeding a yield of cOO KT. A total of -weapons exceeding a yield of 
600 KT were authorized for dispersal under AEC custody. This amendment 
provided DoD the measure of flexibility which they requested to maintain 
the desired state of readiness. It increased the August Dispersal Authoriza
tion by -low yield weapons in lieu of the unavailable high yield weapons. 
It also established a ceiling of-weapons as the total nu:nber (low and 
high yield) authorized for dispersal. 

,..-

(!SPRBJ In presenting their requirements for dispersal of atomic weapons 
to I July 1957, the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended the establishment of a 
JCS general re~erve of approxiinately 25% of the stockpile, to remain under 
the control of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Thermonuclear weapons were recom
mended for dispersal to the United This would be the 
first of this type weapon to be dispersed to locations not under full U.S. con
trol. The high yield weapons to be dispersed to these as well as to other 
locations under full U.S .. control were to remain in the custody of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. 

(U) The Secretary of Defense recommended that the President approve the 
requirements on 21 November 1956, and the President's approval was obtained 
on 24 November. The President also stated in his approval letter that "Re
sponsibility will rest with the Department of Defense for the security and safety 
of all weapons transferred to dispersed Departtnent of Defense bases." 

-!8FRI3J The President directed the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, to 
transfer to the Department of Defense sufficient nu:nbers of atomic weapons to 
provide in DoD custody as of July 1, 1957 up to a total of-nuclear com
ponents, up to a total of -non -nuclear components, .and up to a total of
complete weapons exceeding a yield of 600 KT provided that AEC retain custody. 
Approval was given to the substitution and transfer of custody to DoD of lower 
yield weapons up to a total of- if suffiCient high yield weapons were not avail
able. for dispersal. The President approved the dispersal of thermonuclear 
weapons and the United Kingdom, as well as to bases under full U.S. 
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control. However, he retained specl!lC approval authority ior dispersal 
of high yield weapons to territories over which the U.S. did not exercise 
seve reignty • He further stipulated that high yield weapons dispersed to 
bases not under full U.S. control would be subject to the same custodial 

·arrangements as were in effect for high yield weapons aboard naval vessels. 

(U) Between April and June in 1956 and 1957 the Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy c cnducted hearings on the stockpile and dispersal of nuclear weapons • 

. Sum.maries of the testimonies given by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Sta££ 
and Chiefs of the Services reveal some rather startling and somewhat con
tradictory opinions. 

(U) The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Sta££, Admiral Radford, stated 
that no major expansion of AEC production facilities was justified at the time. 
Admiral Burke (Navy) and General Twining (Air Force) stated that the 
Navy and Air Force were satisfied with the 1957-1959 stockpile figures. 
General Twining, however, also made the remark that the Air Force would 
like to have a fantastic number of weapons. The Army was even more ambiv
alent. General Gavirigave 151,000 weapons as the Army's total requirement 
with 106,000 for tactical batUefield use, 25,000 for air defense and 20,000 
for support of our allies. He estimated that a typical field army might use a 
total of 423 atomic warheads in one day of intense combat not in.cluding surface
to -air weapons. 

(U) General Loper, Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Atomic 
Energy, on April 4, 1957, presented a stockpile analysis to the JCAE as 
shown in the table on the following page. 

'
5 F-st ln processing requirements ior dispersal through 30 June 1958, the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff recorrunencieci continuation of the 25o/o general reserve 
with the exception of air defense and anti-submarine warfare weapons which 
would be in short supply throughout this period. The Joint Chiefs of Staf! 
also ·recommended dis rsal of nominal quantities of high yield weapons to 

These locations were in addition to those areas 
uncie r . centro · those not under iull U.S. control which had been 
approved previously. The Joint Chiefs oi Staff further presented the following 
··Principles Governing Dispersal oi Atomic Weapons" as part of their representa
tive dispersal plan: 

··1. Disne rsal to Commanders. Weapons are dispersed to the commanders 
oi the commands established by the Joint Chiefs oi Staff in support of war plans. 
Weapon dispersal authorized ior one commander may be dispersed to another 
commanC:er by mutual consent. Commanders are authorized to adjust dispersal 
locations v.-·ithin their commands to meet operational needs, and will i.niorm the 
Joint Chieis -,i Staii of changes appreciablv at variance with the scheduled 
dispersals. 
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No. 

-
7 

24 

10 

9 

1 

3 

1 

2 

1 

3 

7 

8 

2 

TABLE V 

STOCKPILE ANALYSIS 
lAs of 28 January 1957) 

Percent in Storal!'e 
Location Nuclear Thermonuclear 

-oss 

SSF 

Ships -AUantic 

Ships ~Pacific 

Hawaii ...---
West Germany 

UK 

Alaska 

Total AEC Custody 
Total DoD Custody 
Percent Overseas 

27.55 16.!8 

15.69 24.17 

14.6 7 52.69 

9.41 1.68 

3.83 .77 

1.08 . 14 

0 0 

4.45 0 

1. ll 4.34 

0 0 

2.01 0 

10.95 0 

7.83 0 

. 61 0 

.34 0 

Thermonuclears iorm _., oi total stockpile. Of the total stockpile, 
_.,, is overseas. Of the total stockpile ~o is in DoD custody.· 
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"2.. Readiness for Use. Atomic: weapons will be dispersed in close 

proxi:nity to the related operational forces, in consonance with the objective 
oi ilnrnediate readiness for use. 

"3. Adecuate Facilities. Atomic weapons will be dispersed only to 
locations where adequate storageJ surveillance, and security facilities exist. 
The joint use bf dispersal facilities by two or mere com:nanders is encouraged. 

__ "4. Dispersal Dates. Atomic Weapons dispersals will proceed on 
an orderly schedule, insofar as weapons are available, to provide for· the 
attainment of the authorized levels of dispersals by the authorized dates. 

"5. Foreign Sovereignty. Atomic weapons will be dispersed to 
locations under foreign sovereignty only where appropriate diplomatic 
arrangements are in effect. ln locations under foreign sovereignty, a 
capability for the im:nediate withdrawal of atomic: weapons will be con
stantly maintained. 11 

, 
II&FiH~) The Secretary of Defense supported the dispersal requirements of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff with the exception cf dispersal of high yield weapons 
to The requirements were presented to the President on 5 August 
1957, and approved by hi:n on the following day. Responsibility for security 
and safety of dispersed weapons was again speci!ic:ally assigned to the Depart
ment of Defense by the Presidential action. 

lil!P\B) The President authorized DoD custody as of July l, 1958 up to a total 
oi uc:lear and on -nuclear. Up to a total o complete weapons 
exceeding 600 KT were authorized to be dispersed under AEC custody. A 
celing of -was placed on lower yield weapons if sufficient yield weapons 
were not available. Dispersal of high vield weapons to was 
authorized subject to the standard custodial arrangements. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DOD CUSTODY OF DISPERSED WEAPONS 
1958-1959 

(6F:RJ;;>j, Between May and September 1958, Deputy Secretary of Defense 
--Quarles made several proposals to AEC Chairman Strauss regarding the 

custody of dispersed high yield ·weapons (in excess of 600 KT). This laid 
the groundwork for submission of a proposal to the AEC in conjunction with 
the request !or dispersal of weapons !or FY 59. · 

(U) On ZZ September 1958, the Joint Chiefs of Staff forwarded the require
ments !or dispersal of atomic weapons through 30 June 1959. At this time 
they recommended that the general reserve not be maintained on a fixed 
percentage basis. They recommended that the reserve be sufficiently 
large to provide adequate control of military operations as well as sufficiently 
£lexible to meet ..mforeseen contingencies. The reserv·e ....,uld be used when
ever feasible to absorb the impact of production shortfalls, weapon modiiica
tions and sampling programs and other operations which would affect alloca
tions to commanders. This would assist in maintaining, at dispersed locations, 
the commander'; full authorization of operational weapons. The Joint Chiefs of 
Staff also reiterated their position that all dispersed weapons be transferred to. 
the custody of the Department of Defense. 

(U) The Secretary of Defense sought AEC concurrence of the proposal !or 
transie r of all dispersed weapons to the Department of Defense and, upon 
receipt of this concurrence, presented to the President the dispersal require
ments which included the proposal for transfer of dispersed high yield weapons 
from the AEC to the DoD. Additional locations were also recommended !or 
dispersal of these high yield weapons. 

iSFR'B I Meanwhile, the AEC and DoD agreed to procedures on positioning 
U.S. nuclear weapons in England This 
agreement provided the basis for future dispersals of weapons in support of non
US NATO units. 

(U) On 3 January 1959 the President approved the reconunended dispersal 
plan and also approved the transfer of custody to the Departmt:nt of Defense 
of all dispersed atomic weapons. Transfer of custody was to be implemented 
as soon as appropriate arrangements between the Department of Deiense and 
the Atomic Energy Commission had been made. 
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(T6FR:BI The dispersal plan authorized DoD custody oi up to-nuclear 
components. -non-nuclear components and-complete weapons 
exceeding a yield of bOO KT, as of July 1, 1959. There were -sealed 
pit weapons earmarked for air -defense and anti -submarine application. 
The President authorized dispersal of high yield weapons to ••••••• 
West Germany, 1n addi~ion to. those 
previously authorized. He also authorized transfer to the DoD oi an un
specified number of weapons over the totals established in the plan to. 
replace weapons prior to withdrawal from dispersal locations. 

(U) On lZ February 1959, after the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy had 
been informed by the Atomic Energy Commission, the Secretary of Defense 
and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission forwarded a letter to the 
President notifying him that satisfactory arrangements had been completed 
for transfer of custody of high yield weapons to the Departznent of Defense 
and that change in custody of the dispersed weapons could be completed in 
approximately 30_ days. 

(U) On Zb February 1959, the President directed the transfer of custody 
of dispersed complete high yield weapons to the Departnlent of Defense. 
hnplementation of this directive left only the JCS general reserve at 
National and Operational Storage Sites in the custody of the Atomic Energy 
Commission • 

..(liFRBI The President authorized the transfer of up to I nuclear 
components including -sealed pit weapons for air defense and anti
submarine warfare, and up to- non-nuclear components. Additionally, 
he continued his approval of exceeding these numbers by an unspecified 
amount in order to preclude loss of weapons in the pipeline during periods 
oi replacement. Any weapons lost to DoD would be replaced by AEC on a 
one -for -one basis. 

(U) The directive replaced in entirety the President's directive of January 
3, 1959. The total numbers of weapons were not changed by the President 
directed that AEC turn over custody of numbers of atomic weapons and non
nuclear components to DoD without regard to high or low yield. 

(U) Withe the promulgation of this directive, the end of an era had arrived. 
During the past decade, effective transition of custody from the AEC to the 
DoD had progressed from the initial transfer of non -nuclear componentS, 
to nuclear components and complete weapons, followed by low-yield weapons 
and, finally, to high yield weapons. 
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(U) This evolution was not umnarked by philosophical acrimony; President 
Eisenhower's decision did not set well with all as shall be noted later 
in this study. 

(.S.F~) The nwnber o! weapons under AEC and DoD control !rom the end o! 
fiscal year 1947 to the end o! fiscal year 1959 is sm=arized below. 

TABLE VI 

Custody of lloclear lleaoons (1947-1959) 

Year AEC DoD Total 

1947 1 3 
I 948 56 
1949 169 
1950 198 
1951 438 
1952 832 
1953 II 61 
1954 163 0 
1955 2280 
1956 3620 
1957 5828 
1958 7402 
1959 12305 

~) The program !or the dispersal o! weapons to June 30, 1960 was 
submitted to the Deputy Secretary o! Defense, who approved it in toto and 
submitted it to the Presid-ent on October 29, 1959. The AEC coordinated 
on the plan and interposed no objection. President Eisenhower approved 
the dispersal of-nuclear components and complete weapons and 
••• non-nuclear components !or dispersal to areas under full U.S. con-
trol. Totals o! nuclear components and complete weapons and 

non-nuclear components were authorized !or dispersal to foreign 
countries. nuclear components and complete weapons and. 
non-nuclear components were authorized to be stored !or the first tirne in 

The Presi-
dential approval also provided for weapons in the JCS reserve. The 
Atomic Energy Commission was directed to transfer to the DoD a total o! 

nuclear c anponents and complete weapons non-nuclear 
components by June 30. 1960. Authority was also granted !or a one-for-one 
replacement o! lost weapons and the temporary transfer of weapons to DoD 
to replace those withdrawn for stockpile modernization, quality assurance 
and retirement. 
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(U) Nothing much transpired during the next 12 months regarding the 
actual dispersal of weapons. The q\Estion of custody of nuclear weapons 
did arise, howP.ver, relating to measures with respect to US nuclear 
weapons available to Allied Forces. This controversy and its related 
developments is the subject of the next chapter. 

(U) One final action did occur relating to the transfer of weapons re
maining under AEC control. As a result of an exchange of correspondence 
in the !all of 1959 between the DoD and the AEC regarding revisions to·the 
May 4, 1956 AEC -DoD Memorandum of Understanding for the Transfer of 
Atomic Weapons, a new memorandum was approved by the President and 
became ef!ective on March 4, 1960. The revised Memorandum differed 
from the Memorandum of Understanding of May 4,.1956, in the following 

respects: 

1. Automatic transfer to the Department of Defense of all finished 
atomic weapons remaining in the Atomic Energy Com:nission custody had 
been eliminated. Responsibility to effect the transfer was assigned to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, or. higher authority, to be executed at any time following 
a declaration of a Defense Emergency. The purpose of this change was to 
centralize authority in the Joint Chiefs of Staff to effect the transfer of 
weapons remaining in Atomic Energy Com:nission custody, whereas trans
fer had formerly be.,n automatic upon declaration of Defense Emergency by 
one of the commanders of unified and specified com:nands. Since the 
memorandum did not apply to dispersed weapons, which had already been 
transferred to the Department of Defense, it did not affect DoD's ability to 
respond i.Inmediately to a Defense Emergency. 

2. Authority to efiect transfer of atomic weapons from Atomic Energy 
Commission to Department of De! ens e custody, following declaration of a 
Defense Emergency, was extended to include those weapons of the "red tag" 
category (withdrawn temporarily from availability) which were militarily 
usable and which the military site commander or his designated representa
tive desired to have transferred. 

3. CINCNORAD was included in the Memorandum of Understanding 
as a commander authorized to declare air defense conditions which constitute 
a Defense Emergency. 

The detailed procedures !or the transfer included: 

1. Upon notification in wpiting, by a certificate signed by the military 
site commander or his designated representative. (including the authenti
cating code word), that transfer of all finished atomic weapons in Atomic 

56 
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Energy Com:nission custody has been ordered by the Joint Chiefs oi 
Staff, or higher authority, each Atomic Energy Commission custodian 
will inunediately release for transfer all finished atomic weapons in his 
custody to the military site commander, or his designated representa
tives. From the moment of transfer, custody will rest with the Depart
ment of Defense. 

2. The authenticating code word will accompany any order for the 
transfer of atomic weapons, issued by tlie Joint Chiefs of Staff or higher 
authority. The code word, determined jointly by the Atomic: Energy 
Com:nission and the Department of Defense, will be disseminated to the 
custodians by the Atomic Energy Commission, and to the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and higher authorities by the Department of Defense. 

3. An immediate report that transfer action has been ordered will 
be made by the Departtnent of Defense to the President and to the Chair
man, Atomic: Energy Commission. 

(S.VICJ:Ji On Jafiuary H:, 1961, President Eisenhower approved the proposed 
DoD weapon dispersal program as of June 30, 1961. The AEC was directed 
to transfer on call to the DoD a total oil nuclear components/complete 
weapons disp~rsed to the DoD and stored at the National Stockpile Sites 
(NSS) and Operational Storage Sites (055), those dispersed to commanders, 
and those of the JCS Reserve dispersed in the custody of DoD. The standard 
authorizations for replacement of lost and withdrawn weapons was also 
given. 

(Sl"R:6't This was President Eisenhower's last dispersal authorization prior 
to his leaving office four days later. During his tenure the number of 
nuclear components /complete weapons transferred from AEC to DoD custody 
had risen from These dispersal authorizations were very 
closely guarded and kept to an extremely limited disposition. The President 
personally reviewed and signed eac·h authorization. There were actually two 
sets of papers at the JCS, OSD and Presidential levels. One contained every
thing except the actual numbers of weapons. The other papers contained the 
numbers of weapons which were keyed to the appropriate paragraphs and 
sentences in the basic lett·ers. The President received the letters and General 
Goodpaster was given the key with the numbers. The same procedures were 
observed at OSD and JCS levels. 

(U) ln these eight years, many problem areas had been resolved regarding 
the dispersal and custody of nuclear weapons. Other problems, however, 
were arising and would have to be dealt with by the next administration. 

; I 
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CHAPTER 9 

NATO 
1957 to January ZO, 1961 

(SFR!l') The question of custodial arrangements for nuclear weapons support 
of Allied Forces first arose in November 1957 when the JCS recommended 
to the Secretary of Defense that in furtherance of the· objectives of Article III 
of the North Atlantic Treaty the following concept would be applied: 

a. The United States would provide personnel for the. technical 
surveillance and custody of the weapons as required by U.S. law. 

b. Other NATO nations, as appropriate, would: 

(1) Provide physical facilities for the additional storage sites 
which will be required because of this expansion of capability. 

(Z) Assure external security of these storage sites. 

(3) Provide certain support for the U.S. contingent responsible 
for the custody and technical surveillance; e.g., housing and administrative 
facilities. 

c. Custodial arrangements would be such as to assure availability of 
the weapons for timely and effective use in the defense of NATO in accord
ance with SACEUR• s plans for the defense of Allied Co=and Europe. 

(.:M?IC:J) Following the approval of this concept by the Secretary of Defense, 
the Secretary of State and the Atomic Energy Coiiliilission, it was used as a 
basis for the NATO stockpile proposal presented by the Secretary of State 
to the NATO Heads of Government. The NATO Stockpile Plan was prepared 
pursuant to the Conum1nique issued by the North Atlantic Council after the 
December 1957 Heads of Government meeting in Paris which stated that the 
North Atlantic Council "des ired to establish stocks of nuclear warheads 
which would be readily available for the defense of the Allies in case of need." 
This decision was based upon the proposal that the United States would deploy 
nuclear warheads under U.S. custody in accordance with NATO defensive 
planning and in agreement with the nations directly concerned. In the event 
of hostilities, nuclear warheads would be released to the appropriate NATO 
Supreme Allied Cornrnander for employtnent of nuclear capable forces. 
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(.S.FRfJ) The JCS further recommended that the system, as described below, 
be extended in its application to NATO forces, other than U.S .. :n imple
mentation of SACEUR•s plans, as these non-US forces developec the capa
bilities to maintain and effectively utilize atomic delivery means. The 
concept advanced by the JCS provided that: 

a. The United States makes an anaual allocation of nuclear weapons 
to USCINCEUR in accordance with U, S, deployment of forces and overall 

-weapon dispersal programs approved by the President. The allocation to 
USCINCEUR is developed to meet requirements generated by SACEUR• s 
plans for the defense of Allied Command EUrope. 

b. Wben the yearly allocation is made, SACEUR applies it to: 

(I) Theatre-wide scheduled counteratomic program: 

(Z) Interdiction program: ,. 
(3) Theatre reserve; 

(4) The c9nduct of campaigns within each region of Allied Command 
Europe, in support of SACEUR• s Emergency Defense Plans. 

c. After allocations have been made SACEUR informs the Regional 
Commanders of the respective planning numbers in weapons for the conduct 
of operations within the regions. The Regional Commanders then prepare 
their plans for the use of this planning number and submit them to SHAPE 
for approval by SACEUR. 

d. In accordance with these approved plans, USCINCEUR positions the 
weapons with. U.S. special weapons organizations as the weapons arrive 
from the .United States in accordance with Joint Chiefs of Staff schedules. 
These organizations maintain custody of the weapons and are distributed so 
that the weapons are readily available to the appropriate delivery forces. 

e. In the event authority should be received by SACEUR for the use of 
atomic weapons, necessary action would be taken by USCINCEUR to have 
the U.S. special weapons organizations release the weapons to the appro
priate delivery forces; thus providing a very definite centralized comrol 
of the stockpile of all weapons available for Allied Command Europe . 

.!,5FP B')' With regard to the U.S. custody of nuclear weapons, the following 
established rules apply: 
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a. U.S. custody requires that control or access to the weapons must 
be maintained to the extent that it would take an act of force to obtain 
either weapons or information concerning the weapons without proper 
authorization. 

b. The NATO country whose atomic delivery unit is being supported 
will be relied on for the security of the .weapons against attacks from 
enemy forces, saboteurs or para~military. forces. 

c. Release procedures will be U.S. -controlled. 

d. Custodial arrangements will be consistent with the principle of 
military readiness which provides for short reaction times and for the 
dispersal of weapons essential to our defense posture. 

(~Rl!!') By early 1960 in Allied Command Europe the stockpile plan had 
been implemented incorporating a number of weapons systems with varying 
degrees of readifiess, as for example: SACEUR• s concept for strike 
squadrons (F-84-F or F-100 aircraft). 

"A few a,tomic weapons may be stored on or in strike aircraft, 
as specifically authorized by SACEUR. The remainder will be 
stored in the custodial storage sites until released for etnploy
ment by the delivery forces. ln periods of tension, when 
specifically authorized by SACEUR, the number of weapons 
stored on or in aircraft may be temporarily increased. In all 
circumstances, prior to release by SACEUR a US custodian 
must keep the weapons under his control. 

"Maintenance and check-out of the weapons normally will be 
performed in the facilities within the custodial storage sites . 

. Maintenance beyond the capabilities of these facilities will be 
performed in the United States." 

(,S.i'R:e-) SACEUR had specificallv authorized, for those Allies he believed 
were capable, two aircraft per squadron to be on a Ouick Reaction Alert 
(QRA) Status (15 minutes). In addition. portions of the 

were on a fifteen-minute reaction status. All other 
units with the various delivery systems were on lesser degrees of readiness. 

~) The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy had been informed from the 
outset of the NATO Stockpile Plan. In additio·n, detailed information had 
been conveyed to the Committee through hearings held in connection with 
the processing of bilateral agreements as prescribed under the Atomic 
Energy Act. 
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~) During the course of hearings iu early 1960, the Comznittee, 
including the Chairman, indicated agreement in the definition of custody as 
it applied to 'the stockpile arrangements iu Europe. However, the Committee 
also indicated considerable reservation with regard to the application of this 
custody in the case of an Allied interceptor aircra11: becoming airborne with 
an atomic weapon aboard. It :may be noted that the Defense Departnlent had 
not implemented the concept to this degree. However, the Executive Branch 
of th.e Government maintained that under the .. Act its definition of custody 

·still held, providing the interceptor is operating under carefully screened 
rules of engagement. 

(SFl't:O) DoD believed that the underlying purpose of military cooperative 
agreements, the NATO stockpile concept and the supporting technical, 
operational and logistic arrangements was to enable our Allies to use our 
weapons for the common defense in a timely and effective manner. To 
assure the timely and effective use of nuclear weapons (or of any weapons), 
properly trained and adequately equipped Allied Forces should be able to 
maintain esseutiallf the same posture of readiness as our own forces. To 
do so requires au evaluation of the time factors involved iu furnishing nuclear 
weapons for the several weapons systems employed by allied forces. 

An exa~le of the time 

iDterceptor aircraft main
tained on au alert status during peacetime to assure quick reaction to air 
attack. Upon declaration of a condition of maxi=m readiness confirmed 
by USCINCEUR. the aircraft, under authority derived from the President 
aud under specified controls could be airborne to engage the attacker. In 
a heaiiug of Z February 1960 the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy raised 
two questions concerning this arrangement: 

.a. As a priority point, the authority of the President to release physical 
c<>ntrol or possession of the U.S. weapon in a situation short of actual attack 
by an enemy. Here the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy defined "attack" 
or "hostilities" as the actual firing of a weapon or a dropping of a bomb on 
Allied Forces or territory. 

b. As a secondary matter. the degree of "possession" maintained by 
the United States when the weapon is attached to the aircraft. 

~) In a general summary of his views on these poiDts Mr. Holifield, 
the Acting Chairman of the Joint Committee ?n Atomic Energy (JCAE), 
stated: (p. 54 of the Transcript of the hearing on Z February 1960) 
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"l think you make a case for it 
sits on the ground. l think you a case 

cust<od·y "''u= is at least almost equal to that of havmg a 
soldier guarding an igloo but certainly after the wheels are up 
then there is no doubt in my mind (that the President has no con
stitutional authority to release possession of the weapon under the 
c ir c:umstanc es stated) . " 

Note: The parenthetical phrases are derived from· the context of 
the transcript. 

(jE~ By separate letters to the Secretary of State and the Secretary of 
Defense of May 16, 1960, and in a Joint Committee hearing on June 24, 
1960, Senator Anderson implied that he did not agree with Mr. Holifield• s 
conclusion regarding U.S. possession of a weapon attached to an Allied 
delivery vehicle and that he considered all cases of this kind to represent 
something less than exclusive custody as intended by the Congress. He 
submitted proposed legislation covering both joint possession and transfer. 
lnas=ch as the'development of an allied posture as regards qu_ick reaction 
forces depended upon peacetime mating of weapons and carriers, it was 
essential that this is sue be dealt with promptly. 

~ The would admit joint possession by the 
United States and by the United States and =lti-

bj••c1tin.g the arrangements to the approval of 
the Congress. The legislation would also authorize the DoD to transfer 
weapons to allied nations after the outbreak of war or hostilities or after 
a public declaration of a national emergency by the President. 

(U) Thus. there were actually three positions on the question of custody. 
Senator Anderson believed that Section 92 of the Atomic Energy Act had 
to be amended as the loading of U.S. weapons. on allied aircraft constituted 
a loss of u.·s. custody and actually was "joint custody." Mr. Holifield 

· believed that the U.S. lost custody when an allied aircraft was airborne 
with a U.S. weapon and that the President did not have the constitutional 
authority to release possession of the weapons until the outbreak of hostilities. 
DoD and State contended otherwise. 

a. The degree of possession which can be exercised over unauthorized 
access to or use of our weapons is dictated by the characteristics of the 
weapon and the delivery system and the time available to prepare the weapon 
for use. For relatively slow reaction forces, such as forces which may be 
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expected to have several hours warning of au impending attack, it is not 
·only ?Ossible but positively prescribed that until the weapon is released 
for expenditure the U, S, detachments supporting the unit, in addition to 
maintaining armed guards over the weapon, will maintain complete and 
absolute control over some element of the weapon without which the 
weapon cannot be used or detonated. For example, ground-based systems 
such as the HONEST JOHN, LACROSSE, CORPORAL and 8" Howitzer 
would be handled in the following sequence: 

(1) ln normal peacetime conditions the warheads or shells. would 
be maintained in storage and would not be mated with the delivery vehicle·. 

(Z) ln a situation calling for au advanced state of alert, the 
weapon and vehicle may be mated, but only by the specific authority of the 
U.S. Commander of the Specified or Unified Comxna.ud concerned; e.g. , 
CINCEUR. 

(3) Wben so mated the U.S. custodian would maintain his full and 
absolute possessicfn. and separately from the weapon, the nuclear capsule, 
or, in the case of sealed-pit weapons, the arming plug without which the 
weapon cannot be detonated. 

(4) Wben authority to expend is received and authenticated, the 
U.S. custodian would insert the capsule or arming plug as appropriate. 

b. For some quick reaction forces, modifications of this sequence are 
required in the interests of .time; and, in some cases, modifications are 
dictated by weapon characteristics. For example, effectiveness of the 
NlKE HERCULES air defense missile system depends upon having some 
missiles mated on launchers at all times. However, with the NIKE HERCULES 
system three positive and absolute controls are maintained by the U.S. custo
dians, namely: rete at ion of the warhead arming plug, retention of the motor 
igniters and their closure plugs, and control of the firing console. · 

c. Other quick reaction systems, such as the THOR and JUPITER 
lRBMs and are not subject to the same. 
procedures. The reason is that when weapon and vehicle are mated it is 
not practical to remove and retain in storage a vital element of the weapon 
without imposing time and technical factors which would unduly delay the 
reaction time and possibly introduce some degradation of the system safety. 
lu the !RBM systems there are a number of events which must take place 
prior to launch which require the knowledge and participation of the U, S. 
custodial detachment. At the final moment of launch, however, U.S. control 
and possession rests upon two factors; namely, the basic governmental 
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agreement between the parties concerned and positive control of the 
launching by the U.S. custodian. We believe that these two factors con
stitute 11possession 11 or "custody11 o£ the warhead as intended by the law. 
We agree that the "two-key'' feature referred to by Senator Anderson 
does constitute joint control of the IRBM system as intended by the basic 
governmental agreements. We maintain. however, that the overriding 
control of the launch by the U.S. custodian constitutes full possession of 
the weapon. 

d. The Department of Defense had not prescribed mini=m criteria 
to be observed by the Unified or Specified Commands and the military 
departments in recommending custodial arrangements for quick reaction 
applications. Those are arrangements which must be developed o.n the 
initiative of the Commands concerned in the light of their assigned responsi
bilities and the reaction times required for the effective use of Allied Forces. 
The arrangements considered to be consistent with the above principles are 
examined in minute detail by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of 
Defense to ins>p"e'that they are consistent with the principles of military 
readiness and are adequate to insure that it would take an act of force as 
well as a bre·ach of international agreement to obtain either weapons or 
information concerning them without proper authorization. In reviewing 
the proposed arrangements it was a fundamental requirement that whenever 
it can be done without gross violation of the principle of military readiness, 
at least one essential component of the weapon would be removed and 
retained by the U.S. custodian separately from the weapon until authori
zation for .expenditure is received and authenticated. 

(SFRm" Senator Anderson's definition of exclusive custody appeared to be 
at odds with several arrangements then in effect or proposed. Specific: 
arrangements either in effect or proposed at that tim.e were~ 

a·. 
concerning -

b. The NATO Stockpile Plan and implemented by technical arrangements, 
the mating of HONEST JOHN and CORPORAL missiles when specifically 
authorized by SACEUR (USCINCEUR). 

c. Coyered by the NATO Stockpile Plan to become effective with com
pletion of tec:hnic:al arrangements. the mating of NIKE HERCULES with US 
warhead made available to NATO allies under the Military Assistance Program. 
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d. Prop.osed by SACEUR and under consideration by the JCS, a strip 
alert for allied tactical aircraft (F-84 and F-100) with US weapons attached 
(no flights to be authorized until weapons are released for expenditure). 

e. Proposed by JCS and under DoD consideration, the supply of US 
depth bombs for ASW aboard allied ships and/or aircraft. 

(U) With the exception of a. and e. above, the .. arr.,.ngements had proceeded 
~.ithout the specific approval of the Secretary of Defense under the authority 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and/or SACEUR on the grounds that they were: 

a, Fully consistent with the basic U.S, policy·as pronounced at the 
NATO meeting of December 17, 1957; and 

b. In consonance with the basic principles of custody as agreed by State, 
Defense, and the Atomic Energy Commission. 

(U) In reply to the l,pttier from the Chairman, JCAE, the State Department 
agreed with DoD in that "the proposed arrangements covering the armed 
aircraft on the ground satisfy the DoD requirements which would be main
tained until an enemy attack was imminent and that the President has the 
constitutional authcfrity to permit the weapons to become airborne at such 
time." The letter further went on to define the Department's responsi
bilities as regards arrangements for the deployment, positioning and 
readying abroad of nuclear weapons. "Essentially it consists of participation 
in the determination of policy, negotiation of necessary agreements and 
general supervision of the execution of such agreements." 

~ In the meant.ime, the Genie program, which had been held up at the 
request of the JCAE in late 1959, finally expired in the summer of 1960 due 
to a lack of funds. The Joint Committee took little notice of the program• s 
demise and, in the fall of 1960, it authorized an Ad Hoc Subcommittee to 
go.to Europe and conduct an extensive investigation of the NATO stockpile, 
the results of which we shall see shortly. At this point, however, it would 
be most appropriate to consider the origin and purpose of the Joint Committee 
on Atomic Energy and the significant role it has played in the custody, control 
and dispersal of nuclear weapons. 



CHAPTER 10 

"WATCHDOG" 

THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY 

"The importance of the field of atomic energy, coupled with 
the unique character of the problems raised by its develop
ment, makes it peculiarly desirable and necessary that the 
Congress be fully acquainted at all times with the work of 
the Commission. The bill in section·I6 makes provision for 
reports which will contribute to this end. 

"More important, however, is the provision for the estab
lishment of a joint congressional committee, to be composed 
of nine Members of the Senate and nine Me=bers of·the House 
of Rep~sentatives, directed to make continuing studies of the 
activities of the Atomic Energy Com=ission and of problems· 
related to the development, use, and control of atomic energy. 

"The jiiint committee is empowered to hold hearing a, to act 
on legislation, and to equip itself with a staff of such experts 
and technicians as it deems necessary to carry out its 
functions. 

"The usefulness of such a committee in focusing responsibility 
in the Congress .and in keeping the legislature informed cannot 
be overemphasized. The joint committee will be in a position 
to give substantial aid to the Appropriations Committee; and to 
give consideration to supplementary and amending legislation 
as the need arises.'' 

(U) This statement, in the original report of the Special Senate Committee 
which reported out the McMahon Act, indicated the "watchdog" role that 
the Joint Committee was to perform as one of the two primary institutions 
in the civilian control of atomic energy. 

(U) Unique in its legislatb•e functions and powers, the JCAE has indeed 
fulfilled its "watchdog" role for the Congress and public over both the 
military and AEC. ln the early years of almost total civilian control it 
dealt primarily, and of necessity, with the activities of the AEC. However, 
by 1954 it was becoming increasingly concerned with the growth of military 
authority over the weaponry aspects of atomic energy. 
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(U) Under the 1 9 54 amendment to the Atomic Energy Act, the Defense 
Department was given authority to transmit atomic information constituting 
Restricted Data to foreign countries. It should be noted. however. that 
this information was necessary in connection with activities which normally 
would be handled directly by the military; i.e. , planning, training, 
and defense against atomic weapons. Also AEC was to "assist" the Defense 
Department and participate in a joint determination as to the extent of 
weapons information to be transferred. On Restricted Data relative to 
research, development, and production of special nuclear material the 
Atomic Ener.gy Commission was given responsibility for transmittal of 
information without Defense Department "assistance." 

(Si'F!!!I7' Another somewhat obscure change or interpretation in the law 
apparently permitted the Defense Depart=ent to deal with nuclear compo
nents of weapons and nuclear warheads of missiles separately from the 
weapons system and the missile itself from the standpoint of secrecy 
classification and custody. This was later to be by the Defense 
JJo•p;ar~n>el<1t to the transfer 

and to permit nuclear warheads on missiles to be treated 
separately from the missile vehicle itself in terms of development and 
manufacture, and transfer of ownership and classified information. This 
was accomplish.iod primarily by the new definition of atomic weapons in 
section 11 d. 

(U) In connection with the 1954 amendment to the Atomic Energy Act, 
Congressmen Holifield and Price stated in part their dissenting views: 

"Although we do not believe H. R. 9757 departs in any funda
mental way from the accepted principle of civilian control and 
management of the atomic energy program, we wish to take 
this opportunity to alert the Congress and the public to the 
possibilities that lie ahead. 

"It is generally acknowledged that atomic weapons are rapidly 
achieving a conventional status in military planning for national 
and allied defenses. Accordingly, we may expect that the mili
tary will steadily seek increasing control over the weapons 
phases of the atomic energy program. This is not said in cri
ticism but only as a reminder that there are bounds which the 
military must not transgress if the principle of civilian control 
is to be maintained.'' 
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(U) ·To somewhat balance the additional grants of authority to the Defense 
Department, the Joint Comznittee added, and the Congress enacted. certain 
provisions intended to strengthen the Joint Co=ittee' s "watchdog" position 
in relation to· the Military. First it added a provision to section ZOZ of the 
Act to make the Defense Department subject to the same requirement as 
the AEC in keeping the Joint Comznittee fully and currently informed as to 
all its activities relating to atomic energy. The Joint Committee report 
on this provision ill 1954 stated that the obligation applied to pending matters 

·-as well as those where the Defense Department had taken final acti.on or 
reached a position. Secondly it added provisos to sections 144 and 1Z3 to· 
require that all agreements of cociperation, including military agreements 
of cooperation, nmst lie before the Joint Committee for thirty days before 
becoming effective. 

(U) Following the Soviet sputniks and the resultant NATO conference in the 
fall and winter of 1957, the Executive Branch proposed additional revisions 
to sections 144 and 91 of the Act to shore up U.S. alliances in the !ace of the 
increasing Soviet t,ochnological and missile threat. 

{U) The proposed bill provided for the elimination of the proviso in section 
144 b. preventing the com=nication by the Defense Department of "important 
information" on weapons design in connection with training activities. A 
new section 144 c. was proposed to be added which would permit complete 
exchange of design information on atomic weapons and submarines between 
the AEC and foreign countries. A new section 91 c. was proposed to permit 
the President to authorize the AEC or the Defense Department, as appro
priate, to transfer to cooperating nations nonnuclear parts of 
weapons and weapons systems; nuclear reactors for submarines and other 
military applications: and source, by-product and special nuclear material 
(U235 and plutonium) for use in weapons or in nuclear reactors for military 
applications. 

{U) None of these provisions changed the previous pattern as to responsi
bilities between the AEC and the Defense Department. However, the Defense 
Department did obtain greater authority in the trans -classification of infor
mation. The division of responsibilities, however, between the AEC and the 
Defense Department was left somewhat vague in section 91 c. 

{U) As responsibility between the AEC and the Defense Department was not 
changed significantly, the extent of permissible transfer and exchange of 
atomic iriformation, materials, and nonnuclear parts with foreign allies 
was substantially enlarged. This caused certain segments of the scientific 
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comnmnity, and certain groups with pacifist leanings, to view the proposals 
with alarm .. The-principal basis of their fears was not so much the military, 
as the stimulation of the nuclear arms race with the Soviet bloc, and the 
pass ible facilitation of the entry of a "fourth" nation and subsequently other 
countries into the atomic weapons picture. The Defense Department pro
vided a substantial portion of the testi=ny in favor of the amendments . 
Among others, an assurance was given that custody of nuclear weapons 
components would be maintained and protected separate from the carrying . 

·- vehicle: i.e., aircraft or missile. This assurance would become the 
subject of considerable subsequent disc:ilssion. 

(U) The Joint Committee in reporting out the 1958 amendments, and 
Chairman Anderson on the Senate floor, added a number of restrictions and 
limitations. One of these had the ef!ect of limiting detailed weapons 
cooperation with the British. Another gave the Congress veto power over 
future military agreements for cooperation by means of increasing the 
waiting period from_ thirty to sixty days and provided that no agreement 
could become ef!ective if a concurrent resolution of disapproval should be 
adopted by the two Houses of the Congress during the sixty day waiting period. 

(U) On February 3, 1960, Chairman Anderson felt it necessary to issue a 
statement concei-ning the President's answer at a press conference to a 
question whether the United States should transfer nuclear weapons to its 
allies. 

"When the present law was adopted in 1958 (P. L. 85-479) the 
of!icials testifying to the Joint Committee time after time stated 
that it was not intended and that the law, if amended in accordance 
with their recommendations, would not permit completed nuclear 
weapons or the nuclear components of weapons to be transferred 
to a foreign country or to get beyond the custody of the United 
States forces. In turn, the Joint Committee in its report, and 
members of the Joint Committee on the Floor of the Congress, 
defended the amendments to the law and the agreements there-' 
under, stating that no transfer of weapons or nuclear components. 
was intended or permitted and that the United States would main
tain custody of such weapons .... 

"We therefore have a right to assume that any program the 
President may have to share our ar~ with our allies will not 
violate this provision, unless a change in the law is requested 
by the President .and approved by the Congress." 
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(U) In a speech on the Floor of Congress on February 9, 1960, Congressman 
Holifield spoke of the problem of "erosion of civilian control" in relation to 
proposed arrangements for custody or transfer of atomic weapons to NATO 
countries . He stated: 

"There has been a constant campaign to obtain acceptance of 
the fiction that 'after all a nuclear weapon is just another weapon.'. 
'The nuclear weapon is a conventional weapon now.' I regret to 
say that there bas been an erosion of civilian control. Part of 
this erosion is due to a gradual step-by-step surrender to the 
steady pres sure of our strong and entrenched military bloc. Part 
of it is due to the multiplication of nuclear weapon types and quan
tities in inventory." 

***** 
"These problems will not go away nor will they be solved by 
our refus&i to recognize that technological change has made 
obsolete the old and cumbersome procedures. 

"My plea is that we do not try to solve them through subter-
fuge or.;_. calculated program of deceit. Let us lay the problem 
on the table and talk sense to the American people and our allies. 
Unless we can bear the burden of new challenges, through the 
exercise of our historic democratic processes of discussion, 
debate, and publicly arrived at decisions, then our way of life 
is doomed.'' 

-'SFR:Ol In December 1960 Mr. Holifield's Ad Hoc Subcommittee returned 
from its investigative tour of Europe and submitted a detailed report on its 
findings. The findings and recommendations covered the entire spectrum 
of nuclear weapons aCtivities in Europe. Among these were: 

Protecting 

Stopping plans to place 
with Polaris. 

from ri!le fire. 

and replacing them 

Protecting weapons against radiography. 

Improving the NATO communications system, training of allied delivery 
crews, and U.S. emergency evacuation capabilities. 
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Increasing the number of emergency ordnance dispersal personnel. 

Reevaluation of US-NATO relationships, policies and con=itments. 

Installing a permissive action link (PAL) on all weapons in NATO 
Europe. 

(~ · However, it was in the area of custody and cooperative :military 
arrangements with NATO countries .that the subcommittee expressed its 
greatest ire and concern. It broiled the Defense Department in a cold 
scathing indictment for failing to comply with both the letter and spirit of 
the law. 

"It is the considered opinion of the Joint Con=ittee that the 
State Department and the Defense Department have failed to 
comply with the intent of the Atomic Energy Act by the manner 
in which they have entered into International Arrangements !or 
the possession, use and control of U.S. owned nuclear weapons 
.and in the failure of the Defense Department to keep the Congress, 
through the Joint Co=nittee, currently and fully informed. 

"As d~scussed in previous actions, there is serious doubt whether 
the facts of the limited possession exercised by U.S. custodial 
forces of nuclear weapons in •alert' positions of combat readiness 
(on planes on the pad and mated to :missiles) are consistent with 
the requirements of section 9Z of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. 
This section prohibits any person, including a foreign government, 
to possess a U.S. atomic weapon. 

"Certainly such •alert' procedures are contrary to Congressional 
intent, and to representations made by the Defense Department to 
~ongress at the time the law was a.=ended in 1958. At that time 
it was represented that nuclear components of warheads and bombs 
would be kept separate from the aircraft or· :missile carrier. 

''Moreover the means of placing such 'alert' procedures in effect 
were carried on outside of the framework prescribed by the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954,·as amended in 1958. 

"Although. the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 provides for a program 
of ac!Ininistration with international arrangements requiring 
approval by the Congress and Agreements for Cooperation subject 
to Congressional action as to the development, use and control of 
atomic energy (sections 3 f., 11 1., 1Z3) the Ez:ecutive Branch 
has entered into numerous international arrangements without 
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notification to and approval of the Congress. At the same tiine 
and through a number of secret executive iaternational agreements 
and arrangements as to the use and control of atomic energy not 
provided for under the Atomic Energy Act, it has liinited the 
purpose and effectiveness of the statutory Agreements for Cooperation. 

"When one cotnpares the various types of agreements and arrange
ments the United States now has with these various nations and the 
types and degree of our cooperation under them, one realizes the 
relative limited itnportance being attached to the legisl.&tively 
authorized Agreements for Cooperation. In cotnparison it appears 
that our cooperation in the development of defense plans, the training 
of personnel in the employment of atomic weapons and the development 
of atomic operational capability is being conducted principally under 
arrangements other than the Agreements for Cooperation. 

were an,n>·o,,e,d 
of the Secretary of Defense during 

without either an Agreement for Cooperation or Stockpile Agreement 
with that nation and without notice to the Joint Committee or con- . 
currence of the AEC. 

sno!'l:er range 
similar to those assigned to other nations. were not to be mated, 
but to remain in the custody and possession of U.S, custodial 
detachments until hostilities. However, there was some indication 
that new 'alert procedures' might authorize mating of warheads to 
missiles in periods of •tension•. 
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"ln each o! the countries visited, it was found that little or no 
Restricted Data was being given to the foreign operating per
sonnel (aa distinct !rom higher administrative authorities), 
even·when there was in existence an Agreement !or Cooperation 
and the information had been transmitted by the United States 
Goverrunent to that nation. Certain questions occur: Why have 
higher administrative authorities withheld or delayed transfer 
o£ Restricted Data to the operational personnel? -- Does such 
delay e££ect the operational capability? -- Were the legislative 
provisions o£ the 1958 amendments to Section 144b necessary? 

"ln only one type o£ weapons system observed under the NATO 
atomic strike plan has it been interpreted that an Agreement 
£or Cooperation is required prior to the foreign user force achiev
ing operational capability, and that is in the fighter bomber area, 
and then only in the final two weeks of training. 

"As further indication o£ the relatively limited extent to which 
Agreement'S £or Cooperation control in international cooperation 
in the uses o£ atomic weapons, the U.S. to date has 
Stockpile Agreements with 

£or atomic support o£ forces without any 
with these nations. Also prior to 

our Agreements £or Cooperation with in 
1959, we already had StockPile Agreements with both countries 
including the detailed technical service-to-service arrangements 
between their Army and Air Forces and ours. As was previously 
noted, Stockpile Agreements apply to nuclear weapons £or use by 
the foreign force. 

"Recommendation 

"1. The Executive Branch and Congress should recognize 
that there are serious doubts as to whether the present NATO 
alert procedures are consistent with U.S. law and Congressional 
intent. !! it is planned to continue such procedures, or institute 
procedures which permit in point o£ fact some measure o£ joint 
possession or control over U.S. weapons, then the problem should 
be faced directly and the law should be proposed !or change under 
established procedures; Le., legislative hearings and debate. 
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•· ") The basic policies unrlcr whil:h custody. pusses~ion 

and control of UnitPd StatC'S nuclear warheads an· to lw IJlain

tain~cl should be ctJntained in th<~ Stoclc::pilc AgrcC":nH.·nts or othCr 

~uvcrnmcnt-to-Govcrnn1cnt aj.!rcemcnts rather than in 111ilitary 

· s e rv icc -to -sc rvicc a rranj.!cnH:nts. The Govcrnn1cnt -to -Govt~ rnnH·nt 

agrecn1cnts. tn turn. should conH~ under the·rrquirenlcnts of 

sections 91 c .• 144 b., and l2l in tht· naturt· of Agret:OH'~nts fur 

Couppration ~uhject to Conj.!rt·s!=;ional_revit~\v, "r L'lSt! as intt~r

natiunal agrecmt·nts apprnvt'd by Cunj.!rcss ur as tn·atit·s. To ·tht· 

extent they contain c.:lassificd anncxc!=; or dt:tails. liiH• Agr·,.,.,,,·nts 

fur Cooperation, classified parts nf•t·rl ntJt br rnadl· publit". but ran 
be reviewed in PXccutivc s(•ssion hy tht· legislative con1n1ittl'1' 111" 

coJnnlittces havin.c l'f'Spons ih ility. 

··rn cun,riiant:l' with st·t:tions 202 and 1 f., uf tht· Atomic 

Ent:rgy Act of 1954. the De· fens<· O••partm•·nt •houlcl k"''P th<· Joint 
Con1n11ttec currL·ntly ancl fully tnfornH~d 'with rt~Sf1l'Ct t(l a-ll nlattt:rs 

within the Del'pcl.rtmt:nt of 0f'fcnst· rC'!lating to the cicvl~lornlcnt, 
i.ttiliz.atiun or application of atun1ic energy.' Majur policy dt·cisiuns. 

in particular, as for exan1pic: the c-hange in V.S. custody concept 

fron1 scpar~tC' U.S. n1aintcnancl' and possession of warheads to the 
tnatinc of the v . .rarh(:ad to l'lun. lJ. S. dclivr:ry v~hicles· in pr:acctin1c 

are matters of which the LeJ,:islativ<' Branch through the Joint 
Cummittee should have been informC'cl promptly at th" time they 
wcrl' made. The January 1~&0 clc·cisi"n by SACEUR to place NATO 
atun1ic strike fur<"C'S on Quick Reaction Alert \vith con1plctr nuclear 

weapous aboard nun-L~.S. planes and missiles should have hccn 

hruught to the Juint Cun1mitteL·· s attention at the tin1c ur shortly 

beforr.: nut aile; the order had been ll'ltnlL'mt"ntcd or as uccurrrci, 

after the procC'durcs had gone 1ntu dfcct 1n July 19&0. 

''in accordance with its lccal responsibility to initiate 
notification to the· Con1mittrt·, the· OC'fcn~r OC"partm<·nt n1ust 

rt·co~nl7.r that it dol.'S nut \()mnly v.:tth the law when 1t fails to 

furnis~ information until after thC" Comnuttcc rC'qucsts it or when 
thr Committee has to obtain its 1n1tial tnfornlation through othC"r 
sources.·· 

(U) The report was submitt.:d in •·arly I qr I. and a more' opportune tinw 
could nrvC' r havL• bet.·n found. ThC' nt·w r·,·c: in~t· 11f John Kl·nnedy was t'llJ.!a!!t:d 

1n a swecrHnc: reappraisal uf t•Ur national rulicil'S and entirl' defense posture. 

Th<· fincitngs of the report appc·ars to havp confirmed fears that the Defense 
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Department, with its rrmltitudinous layers of semi-autonomous authority, 
had become unmanageable, and that the past administration had permitted 
the situation to deteriorate to the point where the "=clear genie" was 
almost out of the bottle. While DoD had won its battle for custody, it was 
soon to lose the war for control of nuclear weapons and the JCAE report 
just might have provided the decisive blow. •· 
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CHAPTER 11 

FLEXIBLE RESPONSE 

~ The Eisenhower administration had adopted a military strategy of 
nuclear .response for all but the most minor aggressions. The declared 
objective of this. policy was to reduce costs ·and manpower requirements. 

-This policy, strongly backed by the then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. Admiral Radford, had been approved in the fall of 1953 as NSC 162./2., 
and late in 1954 this policy was extended by a decision to make nuclear 
weapons available to NATO forces in compensation for the failure to achieve 
conventional force goals. In 1956, the NATO Strategic Concept, MC 14/2., 
was adopted which directed the Supreme Conunander, in the defense of 
Europe. to defend as far £orward as possible and to count on the use of 
tactical nuclear weapons from the onset. As a result, the ground forces 
were vigorously reorganizing to implement the atomic doctrine. 

,. 
~ In July, 1957, Secretary of State Dulles disclosed that the United 
States was "stUdying" the idea of transferring custody of the nuclear stock
pile in Western Europe to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization itself. 
The North Atlantic Council decided on December 19, 1957, to establish 
European based stockpiles to make possible the implementation of the 
previously adopted strategic concept MC 14/Z. Henry Kissinger's book, 
Nuclear Weat>ons and Foreign Policy, helped to present a case for limited 
nuclear war (published in 1957). Finally, in June 1958, the JCS after care
ful study, recommended a stockpile level of from 51,000 to 73,000 warheads 
by 1968. 

(U) !n 1961 the new Kennedy Administration immediately began to revise 
the policy. The NATO Policy Review Group was established. One of the 
main obje<:tives of the NATO Policy Review Group was President Kennedy's 

. objective of getting "the nuclear genie back in the bottle" -- at least in the 
European Theater. It took approximately one month for the review group 
to develop a position paper titled A Review of North Atlantic Problems for 
the Future (known as the Aches on Report). As a result of this study a 
policy directive was approved by the President on April 2.1 •. 1961 and trans
mitted to the National Security Council in a document called NATO and the 
Atlantic Nations. 
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¢f The long-range policy proposed in the report was the development of 
conventional forces in NATO capable of meeting and holding any possible 
Soviet assault in the ~rope an Theater. The function of nuclear weapons 
in the European Theater was to be primarily diplomatic -- their use to be 
orily as an additional and rather minor contribution to general nuclear war 
with the Soviet Union in conjunction with Single Integrated Operational Plan 
(SlOP) forces . 

. 1'5) The short range policy recom=ended the cessation of development of 
limited war nuclear systems designed for the European continent, particu
larly long-range systems such as MRBMs. The report recom=ended 
halting the deployment of already developed systems except where this was 
politically unfeasible,. and the quick securing of deployed weapons against 
any possible unauthorized use. Finally, it was recom=ended that SACEUR• s 
operations planning procedure in the theater be clarified and that, in particu
lar, local commanders be directed not to use nuclear weapons even in self 
defense without the explicit authority of the President of the United States 
or those to whom his authority had been transmitted. , 

~ The proposed changes were not accepted readily by the JCS, who stated: 

"It is the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Sta££ that NATO strategy, 
together with SACEUR• s interpretation, adequately contemplates 
a flexible response to the various forms of aggression which 
might take place in the NATO area. The Joint Chiefs of Sta££ 
agree that all NATO forces must be built to and maintained at or 
near full strength, well trained and provided .with adequate 
reserves. Modernization of these forces, both conventional and 
nuclear. must continue.'' 

<pr The NATO Policy Review Group had gathered a considerable amount 
of data and had also posed many searching questions to DoD. ln response 
to a request frotn Mr. McGeorge Bundy of March Z, 1961, the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense, Mr. Roswell Gilpatrick, forwarded information the 
next day showing the present location of nuclear· weapons by geographic 
area and military commands. Mr. Gilpatrick also pointed out that: 

" ... , based on present concepts and planning it has been 
forecast that our requirements for tmclear weapons will double 
by 1969. In order to effect any significant reduction in such 
requirements it will be necessary to revise the present stated 
concept regarding the use of nuclear weapons in support of tactical 
operations in other than general war situations. The present 
guidance on this point has been interpreted as supporting constantly 
increasing requirements for uuclear weapons designed for tactical 
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use. Obviously, no such change in concepts or guidance should 
be made other than in consonance with our national security 
policy which may be revised in connection with the review now 
being made of NSC 5906/l." 

(U) At this point of tinle in our history the demise of the "::nassive retalia
tion'' policy was jmmjnent if not actual. The doctrine o£ ttfiexible. response 11 

had arrived even though it had yet to be implemented. 

-~ The change in philosophy was not the only trauma which arose at that 
time. On the 7th of February 1961, the acting AEC Chairman notified the 
President that: 

"The Co=mission plans to defer action to implement the directive 
of 16 January 1961 !or a reasonable period in order to give you an 
opportunity to review it.'' 

This was President Eisenhower's nuclear weapons dispersal authorization 
as of 30 June 196!.,- ·ne Joint Chiefs of Staff protested the unilateral AEC 
action of withholding implementation of approved disper-sal of new and 
improved weapons and the large shortfall in weapon production. 

~) The effect of the decision by the Acting AEC Cha.irman to defer 
action on the Presidential directive of 16 January 1961, although restrictive, 
was not really critical for the following reasons: 

a. The slippage in production of weapons. (During the first 8 1 /Z months 
of FY 1961, the AEC had produced only 49"lo of the weapons scheduled to be 
produced in FY 1961.) 

b. The AEC concentrated on producing battle area and air defense 
weapons. (As of IS March 1961, SZ"lo of the weapons produced were of 
these types.) Many of these weapons were produced for and were to be 
used in· overseas areas where the construction of suitable storage, sur
veillance, and security facilities had not been completed, or where political 
arrangements had not been completed !or stockpiling. These weapons, being 
in AEC custody, permitted other types of weapons to be dispersed as long as 
FY 1960 dispersal credits were available. Also, since the AEC FY 1960 
production of weapons also had slipped, a sizeable number of FY 1960 dis
persal credits was carried over into FY 1961. 

c. The return to AEC custody of approximately- obsolete weapons 
in FY I 961 for the recovery of reactor material permitted the dispersal of 
new weapons. 
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l.ji'J The impact of this decision on operational plaz1s--especially the SlOP 
which had already gone into effect--was, however, cons ide red to be critical. 

(J&J The Coinmission•s decision was motivated by two considerations: (1) 
their. concern as to the advisability of continuing the deployment of nuclear 
weapons to foreign areas, particularly to Western Europe: and (Z) their 
concern that the contemplated additional transfers of weapons from National 
Stockpile Sites under Atomic Energy Commission custody to storage sites 
adjacent to military bases under Department·of Defense custody was. eroding 

-the civilian control of atomic weapons originally contemplated by the Atomic 
Energy Act. 

181 Mr. Gilpatrick expressed his concern in a letter to the President on 
April 11, 1961, in which he stated: 

"As you know, the matter of U.S. nuclear weapons support for 
NATO is under intensive study as a result of which a decision 
as to the future course of action concerning allocation of nuclear 
weapons to ,support non-US NATO forces will be reached. I 
agree that until such a decision is reached no further dispersals 
to be allocated for the support of non-U.S. forces should be made. 

"I am of the opinion, however, that the remainder of the dispersal 
program set forth in the directive referred to in the Comrniss ion's 
letter should proceed as rapidly as the status of weapons production 
permits. Included in the program, in addition to weapons for U, S. 
forces deployed to the United Kingdom and to Western Europe, are 
much larger numbers to fill out the complements of the strategic 
and air defense systems in the United States and the air defense and 
anti-submarine warfare systems employed by CINCPAC and CINCLANT. 
I am particularly concerned that weapons be made available for the 
ATLAS, TITAN and POLARIS missiles as rapidly as these missiles 
become operational and that our capability to implement the Single 
Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP) not be inhibited by withholding· the · 
most modern weapons from our strategic forces. 

"Accordingly, I recommend that you authorize the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the Secretary of Defense to proceed with the dis
persal plan of January 16, 1961, with the understanding that no 
further dis"persals for allocation to non-U.S, forces will be made 
under that authority. In this connection, it is clear that due to 
production delays the dispersal program for Fiscal Year 1961 will 
not be actually implemented in full until· well into Calendar Year 1962. 
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I consider it desirable, however, that with the exception indicated 
above the program be approved as an objective to be attained as 
early as practicable in the light of the availability of weapons 
and the desirability of retaining a substantial reserve in the 
National Stockpile Sites. 

"With re~pect to the second point on which the Com=i.ssion has 
expressed concern, I cannot agree that transfer of weapons from 
the custody of the Atomic Energy·Conunission to the Department 
of Defense constitutes an erosion of civilian control." . 

(U) It became evident that the longstanding fears of the AEC regarding 
military control had not dissipated but merely had lain dorment, waiting 
for the right moment to voice concern to a receptive ear. The "new broom 
sweeping clean" might just provide that type of a favorable environment in 
which to air these views. 

I.W't This was not to be the case, however, because, on May ZO, 1961, 
President Kennedy approved the dispersal plan of January 16th provided 
that additional weapons were not dispersed in support of non-US forces 
and subject to "the desirability of retaining a substantial reserve in· the 
National Stockpile Sites." The President also requested that NATO strategy 
studies be made and the .reconunendations based thereon be communicated 
to him before dispersals for support of non- US forces were to be resumed. 

J,fil'r Dr. Seaberg, then Chairman of the AEC, notified Mr. Bundy three 
weeks later that the Commission had released the first increment of weapons 
to the DoD for dispersal but would not release additional weapons until the 
President's letter of May 20 was clarified. The terms in question were 
"National Stockpile Sites" and "substantial reserve". The name of the game 
appeared to be another effort en the part of the AEC to resurface the issue 
of custody and control of nuclear weapons. 

(SFi<Bj The di sal plan provided for a total of- weapons in the JCS 
reserve of these weapons in the custody of the AEC and- in 
DoD custody, subject to JCS control. DoD believed that these numbers 
which had been presented to the President in the dispersal program met 
"the desirability of retaining a substantial reserve in the 1 National Stockpile 
Sites.'" This interpretation was evidently dis_cus sed with representatives 
of the Division of Military Application. Atomic Energy Commission who, it 
is said (in an OSD memorandum) agreed with their OSD counterparts. 
Mr. Gilpatrick so informed Mr. Bundy by letter on June ZZ, 1961 and 
recommended going ahead with the dispersal plan less weapons for support 
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of non-US forces. Approval for these was given and AEC was directed to 
transfer the authorized weapons to the Defense Department for support of 
US forces in accordance with the plan of January 16th. 

(SFRD) Meanwhile, the new administrlltion was quite busy in a number of 
other areas involving nuclear weapons. Literally hundreds _of questions 
were pouring out of the administration's study groups in the White House 
and Executive Office Building. Probing, searching, penetrating, groping, 

_they covered the entire spectrum of nuclear weapon activities. Command, 
control, communications, release procedures, timely destruction of 
dispersed weapons (particularly two stage weapons) to prevent capture, 
"disclosure of Restricted Data to NATO countries, protection of Restricted 
Data under .conditions of either attack by internal elements of host nations 
or through capture by external enemy forces, installation of a permissive · 
action link or launch enabling system in the Jupiter, control and transfer 
of weapons decentralization or predelegation of 
Presidential release authority for defensive weapons to lower echelons of 
command. and safety of nuclear weapons were just some of the areas being 
studied in the eff6'rt to find the ways and means of getting the "genie back in 
the bottle" and realigning our nuclear capabilities. 

(U) A detailed a.nalysis of each of these areas is not within the scope of this 
study. They wili be referred to only in so far as they directly affect (and 
quite a few of them do) the control, custody and dispersal of nuclear weapons. 
One of the most important of these areas, particularly at this point in time, 
concerned US-NATO military nuclear arrangements. 
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CHAPTER 12 

US-NATO MILITARY NUCLEAR ARRANGEMENTS 

(U} The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 extended the 1946 Act in authorizing 
cooperation with our allies in the Inilitary uses of atomic energy. Section 3 
of the Act carried out the policy of making the maxi=m contribution to the 

· conunon defense and security by providing !or a nu=ber of progra=s 
including: 

"a program for Government control o!thepossession, use, and 
production of atomic energy and special auclear material so directed 
as to make the =axiinum contribution to the common defense and 
security and the national welfare; 

"a program of international cooperation to promote the common 
defense and.-se.curity and to make available to cooperating nations 
the benefits of peaceful applications of atomic energy as widely as 
expanding technology and considerations of the common defense and 
security will permit; and 

"a program of administration which will be consistent with the !ore
going policies and programs, with international arrangements, and 
with agreements !or cooperation, which will enable the Congress to 
be currently iu!ormed so as to take further legislative action as may 
be appropriate." 

The amendment-s to the 1954 Act in the 1958 Public Law (85-479) greatly 
broadened the authority !or cooperation with the allies in nuclear weapons 
matters. There were, however, limitations imposed b-r. 

1. Section 9lc pertaining to the. transfer o£ atomic material and parts 
of weapons and weapons systems, 

2. Sections 144b and 144c pertaining to the requirement to submit 
Agreements !or Cooperation to Congres.sional review under Section 123, 
and. 

3. Section 92 pertaining to possession by any foreign government or 
its agents of a US atomic weapon. 

(U} Wbile such words as control, use, possession and transfer appear in 
the Atomic Energy Act, the word custody was nowhere to be found. The 
first use of it appears to have been made by the Secretary of State, 
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John Foster Dulles, in offering US support to the NATO General Council 
in.December 1957, when he stated, 

" . . . would deploy nuclear warheads under U.S. custody in 
accordance with NATO defensive planning and in agreeznent with 
the nations directly concerned. ln the event of hostilities, nuclear 
warheads would be released to the appropriate NATO supreme allied 
commander for employment by nuclear capable forces." 

SHAPE defined the word as the degree of US control of access to US nuclear 
weapons. to the extent that it would take an act of force to obtain either 
weapons or information concerning weapons without proper authorization. 
The degree o! force needed was not spelled aut. It was the substitution of 
the word "custody" for the word "possession" and the broader control pro
cedures based thereon by DoD to which the JCAE objected. 

, 
(.e') The US Government• s nuclear weapons support o! NATO and allied 
nations necessitated many different types o! agreements and arrangements. 
The following is a general su=na.ry, 

a. Mutual Security Agreements 

These provide !or supplying US equipment including weapon delivery 
systems to individual nations. 

b. Status of Forces Agreements 

These cover the stationing of US forces in individual countries and 
codify US and host country legal rights. 

c. Storage Agreements 

Agreements between the US and individual host countries !or the 
introduction ·and storage of US nuclear weapons in support of US delivery 
forces (as distinct from the foreign nation• s forces). 

d. Agreements for Coooeration 

Formal agreements between the United States and an individual 
member of NATO (can also be with NATO directly) involving the communi
cation of information or the transfer of certain types of equipment involving 
Rest:-icted Data. (This type of agreement is specifically provided for in the 
Atomic Energy Act. ) 

:.4 
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e 0 NATO Stock:t>ile Aereements 

NATO Stockpile Agreements between each user nation and the US 
covering the introduction, storage, and employment of US nuclear weapons 
for support of the allied nation's forces o included in these agreements are 
policy matters such as: 

(1) Cost sharing and construction criteria. 

(2) Custody, security and release of weapons. 

(3) Maintenance and positioning of weapons. 

(4) Logistical support of US forces. 

f 0 Service-to-Service Technical Arrangements 
, 

(l) These military service-level arrangements are supplementary 
to the NATO Stockpile Agreements above and are made between the U, S. 
Air Force, Army or Navy and the corresponding military service of the 
other nation. 

(2) These arrangements cover such items as standing operating 
procedures, maintenance and logistics support responsibilities for barracks, 
dependent housing, feeding, access roads, transportation, communications 
and U.S. and supported force responsibilities in the stockpile-to-target 
sequence of operations involving nuclear weapons o 

(~ The last three types of agreements were required to be concluded 
before the United States could deploy U.S. nuclear weapons in support of 
weapons systems manned by the non-U.S, forces of the cooperating countries . 

. There ·was, however, one other authorization necessary and that was the 
necessity for obtaining Presidential approval to disperse nuclear weapons 
to areas outside the contiguous limits (48 states) of the United States 0 

(j(:) In retrospect, however, there was a decided lack of overall written 
policy guidance by the Executive Branch in this area. ln the absence of this 
guidance, and in view of the necessity for strengthening our defenses in 
Western Europe, the Defense Department ~nd the Services proceeded to go 
their sometimes separate ways 0 An insight into the degree of informality 
involved in the first of the storage agreements is afforded by a recount of 
sorrie negotiations with the United Kingdom in 1947 during the 
Truman Administration 0 
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ol-SFRBl The United Kingdom had accepted the introduction of complete 
atomic weapons by the United States into the United Kingdom. These 
arrangements were on a service-to-service basis. Construction of storage 
facilities was undertaken on the bas is of oral arrangements in 1947 between 
the Chief of Air Staff, Royal Air Force and the Chief of Staff, United States 
Air Force. Introduction and storage of complete atomic weapons was 
arranged for in 1949 by the Commanding General, Third Air Force, with the 
Chief of Air Staff, Royal Air Force. No fUrther Service level arrangements 

-were found necessary. The Commanding General, Seventh Air Division,· 
subsequently discussed these arrangements with Prime Minister Churchill 
who orally expressed his approval. 

J,iF'RB) A number of formal bilateral and multilateral agreements had been 
coordinated with NATO countries subsequent to this "understanding" with 
the United Kingdom. Among the first was the agreement with NATO as a 
regional organization whereby the U.S, agreed to provide certain classified 
information pertaining to atomic weaponry (excluding design data) which was 
deemed necessat'y for the common defense and security of Europe. ln 
addition, the U.S. would provide warheads under U.S. custody for NATO 
forces to include It was under this 
agreement that .the and the "two key" procedures 
evolved when both the warheads were mated to the 
missiles. Launch of the only be accomplished by inserting 
two keys in the launch control panel. On.e key was held by the U.S. warhead 
custodian, the other by an officer of the non-U.S. missile unit. U.S. custody 
then "hung by the thin thread" of one key. This waa one of the procedures 
to which the JCAE objected. 

er a non-NATO agreement 
with the U.S. on February ZZ, 1958. The warheads were dispersed to 

. England in October 1958 and mated in 1959. 

keY'' arrangement was developed for the 
A bilateral NATO 

NATO for providing US warhead support for the 
and bilaterally with individual NATO 

countries for providing US warhead support to their indigenous forces. 
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(U) To bring order aut of chaos, under the disclosures of the JCAE, 
NSAM 143 and NSAM 197 were formulated. 

(U). ·The various programs of cooperation and agreements, however, were 
not the basic problems of US support of NATO, The North Atlantic Council 
on May 1, 1958 noted (C-R(58)30), MC 70, the report of the Military 
Committee on the minimum essential force requirements for the period 
1958-1963. It further approved for planning purposes the total force 
requirements defined by the document Jar the period up through 1963 and 
accepted the coUntry breakdowns as guidance for the 1958 Annual Review. 
The United States agreed to the Council action and the Military Coinmittee 
expressed no reservations with respect to the goals enumerated in the annexes. 

~ A Presidential policy directive on April 24, 1961 indicated that-we 
should not provide nuclear delivery systems additional to those which we 
were already specifically committed to provide to allied countries unless 
further studies indicated that such provision met certain specified and 
restrictive critel>ia~ Based on this guidance, State and DoD jointly prepared 
and-agreed, in May 1961. on a list of rmclear delivery systems which the 
US was committed to provide each of its allies. This list contained two cate
gories: first, those undelivered nuclear capable weapons which could not 
be cancelled without serious adverse political effects; and, second, those 
weapons programs for NATO enumerated in MC 70 which it was judged at 
that time could be cancelled without such effects. The principal criteria 
for which programs were deemed cancellable were: (1) absence up to that 
time of country requests for the delivery systems; (Z) the fact that the weapons 
had not been offered by the US previously to the country; (3) unwillingness of 
certain countries to accept nuclear components and (4) the 
approaching obsolescence of certain weapons systems in the MC 70 
country breakdowns. 

~) MC 26/4 superseded MC 70 and projected NATO force goals, including 
_both conventional and nuclear weapons, through 1966. Although also based 

on the Political Directive of 1956 and on the relevant military documents 
(MC 14/2 and MC 48/2), these·new force requirements purported to reflect 
a proper balance between rmclear and conventional forces. MC 26/4 
established requirements for greater rmmbers of nuclear delivery systems 
as compared to MC 70. The Military Committee recommeded that the con
ventional and rmclear forces enumerated in the document, except for MRBMs 
and nuclear. submarines , should be noted by the North Atlantic Council as 
appropriate requirements for end-1966 and should be transmitted to the 
member countries and the NATO commanders as the basis for programming 
action. On January 5, 1962 the North Atlantic Council noted MC Z6/4 and 
transmitted the document to the countries and the Majo;-c;;-mmanders as 
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recommended by the Military Committee (C-R(oZ)l). This action paral
leled that taken by the NAG three years earlier wil:h respect to MC 70. 
Ambassador Finletter stated in the Council that the United States approved 
the recommendations in MC Zo/4, but added that "His authorities reserved 
the right to make proposals from time to ti.Ine to i=prove NATO• s 
military position." 

(U) By March of 19oZ, the Defense Department had coni::luded a number 
_of studies which had been directed by the President's memorandum of 

May ZO, 19ol, ·and as a result of the National Security Council action 
of April Z4, 19ol, "NATO and the Atlantic Nations". In a March loth 
memorandum for the President, Mr. Gilpatrick stated that it was at 
that time not necessary to "endorse requirements for nuclear delivery 
systems over and above those we are ·already committed to provide; . 
notably MC Zo/4 requirements for end-19o6, in view of possible changes 
in our NATO strategy and the fact that we are not yet committed to 
providing the enlarged nuclear support indicated by such force require-
ment.s. •• 

(I!(} The Ad:nmistration' s determination that it was not bound to provide 
nuclear support for the MC Z6 /4 goals could only have been based upon 
the conclusion that the Council action of January 5 was in itsel! not 
a sufficient basis and that the goals in MC Z6/4 were not "accepted" or 
"approved" in the same sense as those in MC 70. On the other hand, 
by its participation in the Council action on the end-1966 force goals, 
the United States could not but have given its Allies the impression at 
that time that to the extent they established and trained nuclear forces 
in accordance with NATO MC Zo/4 requirements, the US ·wbuld, as in 
the case of MC 70, supply nuclear warheads for such forces except 
for MRBMs and SSBNs. There is no evidence that our Allies were ever 
explicitly informed of our reservation for meeting the MC Zo /4 force 
goals. Th.., problem of nuclear support of NATO will continue to plague 
us for many years until the role of tactical nuclear weapons and forces 
can be definitively predicted, projected, and quantified, and a national 
policy is established regarding the use of nuclear weapons in Europe, 

_lS.i'rtrfl Mr. Gilpatrick's memorandum of March 10 also stated that 
corrective action had been taken to remedy deficiencies in the areas of 
security, command .and control, NATO conununications. and US custodial 
procedures.. DoD was developing a permissive action link on. an urgent 
priority to be installed on nuclear weapons dispersed in support of non
US NATO forces. Again. regarding the whole. question of NATO strategy 
and the role to be played by nuclear weapons, he thought it wou.ld be 
extremely disruptive to Alliance cohesion if we were now to withhold the 
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nuclear weapo11S necessary to make fully effective those weapons systell'lS 
which we had cozxunitted ourselves to ·support. Accordingly, he recom
mended that the DoD be authorized to disperse, under US custody, 
-nuclear weapons for use by non- US forces in FY 62. This was 
an increase of-weapons from the -actually dispersed as of 
December 15, 1961. The total increase in Europe, including weapons 
for US forces, would be from -to- It was further emphasized 
that the dispersal program would be coordinated in such a way so as · 
not to prejudice the forthcoming results of the review of NATO strategy. 
Four high yield versions of weapons planned for non-US strike aircraft 
would be withheld along with the necessary information concerning them 
to make non- US forces operational. The AEC had registered deep con
cern on the possibilities of compromising Restricted Data in these weapons 
and had not agreed to the dispersal or the transmission of information of 
high yield weapo119 (over - KT). 

(~ The President at a meeting on April 6, 1962 approved the dis
persar of nuclea'r weapons in support of non- US forces as proposed in 
Mr. Gilpatrick's memorandum of March 16th. National Security Action 
Memorandum (NSAM) No. 143, dated April 10, 1962, promulgated the 
dispersal auth'?rization subject to the following: 

b. Subject to the conditions in Paragraph a., authority was granted 
to disperse, under US custody, weapons in support of non-US forces as 
indicated in Annex A. 

c. Further dispersal of nuclear bombs in support of non- US NATO 
air forces-- would be delayed pending a State-Defense review 
of the situation. 

d. The Atomic Energy Commission was directed to develop and produce 
at the earliest practicable date permissive action links to increase custodial 
control of nuclear weapons dispersed in support of non- US NATO forces. 
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(Si"R:O) The President also directed that "maxi=m effort as a matter 
of urgency will be made by the Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Department of Defense to develop, improve and install permissive action 
links.· in nuclear weapons deployed abroad." 

{,.87 NSAM 143 required that ". . authority for any additional dispersals 
may be sought, as necessary, on a case-by-case basis as the forces 
become operational, and in the light of continuing studies of NATO 
.strategy." 

(U) Thus, the President reserved to himseli the authority for all future 
dispersals for support of non-US forces. 

~ As a result of difiering philosophies regarding the interpretation of 
NSAM 143, the AEC and DoD requested clarification of NSAM 143 in a 
joint recommendation on September 22, 1962. On October 23, 1962, the 
President issued NSAM 197 which provided additional policy in relation to 
nuclear support of .non- US forces. 

"The communication of RESTRICTED DATA to another country for 
the purpose of training that country• s forces in a nuclear delivery 
capability shouid be avoided when there is no intention o! dispersing 
the weapons o! that delivery system to the country. The impression 
should not be made that the US intends to provide forces of any 
country with a nuclear capability when such is not the case. It is 
necessary that· consideration be given to all aspects of a proposed 
program of cooperation prior to a decision with respect to any single 
aspect of the cooperation, including the granting of RESTRICTED DATA. 
If all such factors are not considered prior to the ·initiation of the 
cooperative program, such a transfer of delivery vehicles, co=nuni
cation of RESTRICTED DATA for training or compatability, or dispersal 
of related weapons, it is difficult to refrain from completing the balance 

. ·of the mutual program once it has been started. 

"Therefore, the Department of Defense will hereafter submit to the 
President, for approval in principle, proposed programs of cooper-
ation with other nations which will involve communication of RESTRICTED 
DATA, transfer of delivery vehicles utilizing atomic weapons, or dis
persal of atomic weapons, together with the views of interested agencies, 
including the Department of State and the Atomic Energy Cc:-:unission, on 
those parts of the proposed programs which will affect thei :-esponsibilities. 
Presidential approval of such submittals ":'ill be restricted ·.: approval in 
principal. reserving for future action Presidential authorization for dis
persal of specific weapons. Presidential approval of such programs of 
cooperatio.1 will then provide the basis for future action by all responsible 
agencies. I' 
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~ NSAM 197 clarified the intent of NSAM 143. It required DoD to submit 
to the President !or "approval in principle" proposed prograinS of cooper
ation with other nations which will involve the communication of Restricted 
Data, transfer of delivery vehicles utilizing atomic weapons together with 
the views of the Department o! State and AEC. Presidential approval o! 
such submittals was restricted to "approvals in principle'!, reserving for 
future action Presidential authorization !or dispersal of specific weapons 
under NSAM 143. This "approval in principle" is known as a NSAM 197 
action. 

(WR~ Two days later NSAM 199 rescinded a portion o£ NSAM 

permitted the loading ~:·1!11!~~~~~· 
NATO ORA aircraft. 
national policy for the development and installation o! permissive action 
links on nuclear weapons deployed to Europe. 

(P1- The issuance of NSAM 199 successfully and ef!ectively completed (for 
the time being at least) the first phase of the new administration's efforts 
to establish executive control on the policies and procedures for providing 
nuclear support to non-US NATO forces. 
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CHAPTER 13 

DISPERSALS 
1962 - 1964 

(U) The FY 61 dispersal plan provided weapons for US forces but froze 
further dispersals· for non-US forces. NSAM 143 authorized dispersals 

-in 1962 for non- US forces but there was no authorization for increasing 
dispersals for US forces. The FY 61 plan was still in effect for US 
forces in FY 62. The normal nuclear weapons retirement cycle 
started with the approval by the President of the am1ual stockpile re
quirements. The Atomic Energy Commission evaluated the stockpile 
requirements in terms of their capabilities and provided the Depart
ment of Defense with thei,r estimates of production for that stockpile 
year and the availability of materials for production in future years. 

(U) Based on these estimates, the Joint Chiefs ·of Staff allocated the 
weapons to the Cotnmanders of Unified or Specified Commands and 
the Reserve, and requested the Commanders to submit their weapons· 
dispersal requirements. The JCS then prepared the dispersal plan to 
provide the dispersal of the weapons to support operational needs for 
the Commanders. The weapons would be dispersed as they were pro
duced by the AEC. These dispersals included both those for support 
of US forces and for support of non- US forces. 

(SFRD) On June 6, 1962, Mr. Gilpatrick submitted for Presidential approval 
a program which provided for dispersal of weapons as ·of June 30, 1962. 
The proposed plan c;alled for increases only in dispersals in support of 
US forces. 1t provided for: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The dispersal of-nuclear components and complete 
weapons and-non-nuclear components under full US 
control in support of US forces. 

nuclear weapons /components and 1, 422 
non-nuclear components to foreign. countries for US forces. 

The JCS reserve to consist of···weapons. not less than 
of which would be in NSS and OSS in custody of AEC. 

4. A moderate number of weapons over and above those authorized 
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for dispersal for stockpile modernization, retirement, etc. 

5. Replacement of lost weapons. on a one-for-one. basis. 

(SFRrl') In August, the White House requested additional information on 
numbers and tYPes of weapons to be dispersed, yield versions, and 
country. The dispersal plan as submitted contained only broad yield 
categories, i.e., high and low yields for each country, since the DoD ,, 
believed that the detailed data was highly sensitive. After providing 
the information requested, the JCS were further queried on the FY 62 
dispersal plan. Their answer provided an explanation of their philo
sophy for dispersal. 

"As in previous years, the FY 1.962 dispersal plan is in 
sup_port of both normal peacetime dispersals and contingency 
dispersals. In the former case, dispersals are planned to 
be accomplished as soon as the operational capability is 
attained and the weapons are available. In the latter case, 
dispersals are to be undertaken only as required during 
periods of tension or actual wartime. 

"As an example of a contingency situation, the FY 1961 
plan provides for dis per sal to 
etc.; however, dispersal would not be accomplished 
except as specifically directed after satisfactory comple
tion ·of appropriate agreements. A request for such 
dispersal authority again is contained in the FY 1962 
dispersal plan. 

"As another example, authority exists in the FY 1961 
dispersal plan for dispersal of. nuclear weapons to 

in support of CINCSAC. It is not the intention 
of CINCSAC to use this authority in support of peacetime 
operations. 

"In the case of non-US NATO forces which are provided 
nuclear weapons support by the United States, a third 
situation arises. Repeated delays have been experienced 
in the attainment of a programmed operational capability 
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of certain of these forces. A number of nuclear weapons 
are now available and earmarked for support of these 
forces, however, no direct cornmianent bas been made 
to provide the nuclear support. The fiscal year dispersal 
plan, therefore, consists of three categories of weapons: 
weapons in direct support of non-US forces, weapons in 
direct support of US forces and weapons earmarked for 
support of non-US forces. Weapons in this latter category 
are not identified as weapons for non-US forces and are 
not planned for actual dispersal in peacetime. In most 
cases, however, the units for which the weapons are 
earmarked are in the process of obtaining an operational 
capability. Thus, during periods of tension or wartime, 
dispersal of these earmarked weapons may be required. 

"In the FY 1961 dispersal authorization, as well as that of 
previous years, the possibility of situations arising which 
would require the commanders of unified and specified 
commands to exceed authority in certain instances has been 
recognized. In the letter from the Secretary of Defense 
advising the Joint Chiefs of Staff of Presidential approval 
of the FY 1961 dispersal plan, authority was granted to 
proceed with dispersal in accordance with the representa
tive dispersal plan with the proviso that 'any proposed 
departure from the representative plan of such a nature 
as to indicate a major shift in strategic emphasis' would 
be submitted for Presidential approval. 

11 Dispersal plans, therefore, have been representative 
plans rather than specific p~ns; they are not intended to 
be met in their entirety in each fiscal year, and they may 
be exceeded under special circumstances in accordance 
with the approval authority granted." 

(.iFR!1) The Joint Chiefs were becoming increasingly concerned with the 
worldwide dispersal situation. Of the approximately-credits · 
authorized for transfer from AEC to DoD and dispersal, less than -unused 
credits remained, although AEC available, CINCONAD, 
CINCPAC and CINCSAC had exbaus their allocated dispersal credits 
while CINCLANT had only.aunused credits. CINCEUR had sufficient 
credits but some of these were being used by CINCONAD. The JCS 
stated that the FY 63 allocation had already been provided to the CINCs 
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and that immediate approval of the FY 62 dispersal plan was needed to 
alleviate the current situation and early approval of the FY 63 plan 
would be needed to avoid a similar situation arisi..-::g in the near future. 

~ McGeorge Bundy, however, was still very much concerned with avoid
ing major additional political commitments. He asked Mr. Paul Nitze, 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security Affairs) to review 
the proposed FY 62 dispersal plan and provide him with recommendations. 
Mr. Nitze's reply agreed with the JCS position except for a few minor 
changes and recommended that the FY 62 plan should be. acted on quickly. 

!SFFt!ej The Christmas holidays, notwithstanding, it was acted on quickly 
but unfortunately for the DoD, not in the manner which they wished and 
undoubtedly expected. In a letter to Mr. McNamara dated December 26, 
1962, President Kennedy wrote: 

"1 do not approve the proposed weapon dispersal program including 
the repre!l"'!!ntative weapon dispersal plan, submitted by the 
memorandum to me dated June 6, 1962, from the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense. ln view of the imminence of your submittal to me of 
your recommendations for a FY 1963 dispersal program, 1 believe 
it best not to make any changes in our dispersal program at this 
time. Accordingly, I hereby approve the continuation of the 
dispersals previously approved for FY 1961 to cover the FY 1962 
needs. 

' "If this decision creates certain operating problems that affect the 
national security, I am willing to receive specific requests for 
exceptions in advance of my consideration of the FY 1963 dispersal 
program. 

11 1 have directed the Chairman, Atomic Energy Comm.ission, to: 

"1. Transfer to the Department of Defense, on call by the 
Secretary of Defense, or his designee, sufficient numbers 
of atomic: weapons to provide in Department of Defense 
custody as of June 30, 1962, up to a total of. separable 
nuclear components and complete atomic weapons and up to a 
total of- non-nuclear components. For the purpose of 
this letter, complete atomic weapons are defined as complete 
thermonuc:lear weapons with separable nuclear capsules as 
required and complete sealed-pit weapons. The above directive 
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includes those weapons dispersed to the Deparanent oi Defense 
and stored at the National Stockpile Sites and Operational Storage 
Sites, those dispersed to Commanders and those in the reserve 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff dispersed in the custody of the Depart
ment of Defense. 

"2. Replace on a one-for-one basis, to the extent practicable, 
any nuclear component, complete nuclear weapon or non-nuclear 
component in Department of Defense custody which becomes 
irretrievably lost or damaged beyond repair. I approve the use 
and transfer of those weapons in the undispersed reserve of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff on a one-for-one basis but not to exceed 
-weapons to replace the weapons recalled by the Atomic 
Energy Commission to support modernization, quality assurance, 
and retirement programs. This provides for maintenance of 
sto<;J<pile quality without degrading the Commander's operational 
readiness." 

(§TP 8') Additional guidance was given to the JCS by the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense 6n February 27, 1963, since the-DoD had noW received authority 
to receive more weapons from the AEC than it was authorized to disperse. 
Dispersals of nuclear weapons .to areas under foreign sovereignty would 
continue to be accomplished in accordance with the previously approved 
FY 1961 nuclear weapons dispersal program as further amplified by NSAM 
No. 143. Dispersal to areas under US control would be accomplished in 
accordance with the proposed dispersal plan of June 6. Authority was 
given for contingency purposes to disperse to any single site location up 
to 10 percent more weapons than indicated for the 30 June 1962 level, 
provided that the total dispersal for all of the specified areas under full 
US control did not exceed complete weapons and- non-nuclear 
components. In the event that a contingency increase of greater than 
10 percent at any one location was required or if that total dispersal to 
areas under full US control needed to be increased, the JCS were directed 
to obtain prior approval of the Secretary of Defense. There was no 
restriction on the number of nuclear weapons dispersed in the Continental 
United States inclusive of Alaska and Hawaii, provided the total dispersals 
did not exceed the total authorization as cited in the paragraph above. 
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,l.S'FFI:!e) The chart below shows the FY 62 increases in relation to the 
FY 61 authorizations and the quantities on hand on January 14, 1963. 

TABLE Vll 

Areas Under Full US Control 

Complete Weapons in Support of US Forces 

Location 

Afloat, Atlantic 
Afloat, Pacific 

Guam· 

r.id·w·ay 

Puerto Rico 

Total 

Authorized 
30 Jun 1961 

On Hand Additional 
(14 Jan 1963) R eauested 

-

Requested for 
30 Jun 1963 

(SFRD) Thus, the FY 61 dispersal plan and NSAM 143 authorizations were 
carried over through FY 62 into FY 63 except for an increase o£- wea
pons authorized for dispersal to areas under full US control. 

(U) ln August 1963, the JCS submitted a proposed dispersal plan for FY 63. 
It was a little late as it already was FY 64. 

(U) ln accordance with the President's desires for DoD to coordinate the 
dispersal plan with the responsible agencies in the areas of their concern, 
formal comments were requested from the State Department and the 
Atomic Energy Commission (DMA) in September • 

.1.5FPid) On November 13, 1963, U. Alexis Johnson, Deputy Under Secretary 
of State, wrote Mr. Gilpatrick that State concurred in the plan, provided 
that: 

1. "Before actual dispersal is made to those forces of any 
foreign government of weapons which exceed levels 
approved for dispersal in NSAM 143 and in certain 
specific authorizations made pursuant to it, we will 
have an opportunity to review an intended dispersal 
on a case·by-case basis. 
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2. "We would ••• reserve judgment on t.'le proposed dispersal 

of Atomic Demolition Munitions." 

·ne letter further stated that with the exception of the ADMs the remainder 
of the dispersal to non- US forces appeared to be in fulfillment of existing 
commitments to which State and Defense have previously agreed. 

LSFPB) The proposed FY 63 dispersal plan bad to be -updated in January 
of 1964 to reflect new requirements of the major commands since delays 
bad resulted in its obsolescence. The new plan provided for: 

TABLE VIII 

UPDATED FY 1963 DISPERSAL PLAN 

,-

For US Forces Based in 
Foreign Areas 

Authorized 
FY 61/62 

-
For Suppor't of Non-US -

Forces in Foreign Areas 

For US Forces in Areas Under -
Full US Control Other Than 
the US 

For CONUS -
Total 

Proposed 
FY 63 

-

Requested 
FY 64 

-
The number for US forces in foreign areas bad decreased somewhat, 
whereas the number for non- US forces bad almost tripled. 

(~) The State Departtnent concurred in the plan on March 5 subject to 
the same reservations made in their November 13, 1963, letter in refer
·ence to the FY 63 plan. Mr. Alexis Johnson, however, pointed out that 
the very significant build-up of artillery type weapons projected for the 
next few months emphasized the urgency of reaching agreed employment 
concepts, particularly in the NATO area. 
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(e!!RD) By February 1964, there had been a 60o/o increase in the number 
of tactical nuclear weapons deployed in Western Europe -- from 
in 1961 to s of December 22, 1963. The DoD proposed FY 64_ 

·dispersal authorization submitted to the President on March 26, 1964, 
requested a total o~ out of a stockpile of. nuclear com-
ponents I complete weapons, of which and- would be authorized 
for dispersal to areas under full US control other than the US and to areas 
under foreign sovereignty, respectively. 

(SF!l:Dt The FY 64 dispersal plan, however, appears to have been jinxed. 
A discrepancy was discovered in certain of the numbers in the appendices 
of the plan in that they did not uniformly reflect the most recent JCS 
recommended planning base of.nuc:lear projectiles per non- US NATO 
8-inc:h Howitzer battery. The necessary page changes were sent to 
McGeorge Bundy, the AEC, and the State Department. At long last the 
nuclear weapons dispersal authorization for FY 64 emerged as NSAM 
305 on June lft, ·1964, muc:h to the relief of all concerned. 

~FP L9ol ln ac:c:ordanc:e with NSAM 305, the Department of Defense was 
authorized to: 

1. Obtain c:us tod y of up to a total of separable nuclear com-
ponents and complete atomic: weapons and up to a total of 
non-nuclear components of capsule-type weapons; 

2. Disperse nuclear weapons in the United States without limit 
providing the total number of nuc:lear components and complete 
atomic: weapons in the Department of Defense custody did not 
exceed that authorized in the paragraph above; 

3 •. Disperse nuc:lear weapons to areas outside the United States 
in support of US forces in ac:c:ordanc:e with the area totals shown 
in the representative FY 1964 dispersal plan attached to the 
memorandum for the President dated March 26, 1964, with the 
provision that the total for eac:h line may be exceeded by no more 
than lOo/o in the event of unforeseen contingencies, and provided 
the grand total dispersed outside the US (areas under foreign 
sovereignty .and areas under full US control other than the US) 
did not exceed Such dispersals, as applicable, would 
be subject to yield restrictions outllned in NSAM 143 and the 
policy with regard to Permissive Action Link (PAL) devices 
contained in NSAM 160; 
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4. Disperse nuclear weapons and provide nuclear weapon support 
to non- US forces in accordance with the currently approved NSAM 
143 and NSAM 197 actions. Authority for additional dispersals for 
the support of non-US forces, over and above those currently 
approved, would be requested on a case-by-case basis in accordance 
with the provisions of NSAM 143 and NSAM 197. 

(U) In order to place the Dispersal Pr·ograrn in phase with corresponding 
. approved stockpile compositions, the Secretary of Defense was requested 
to submit a FY 1965 Dispersal Plan in time for approval as soon as 
practicable. Subsequent dispersal plans would be submitted prior to the 
beginning of the fiscal year to which they pertained. 

(U) The President had "noted with concern the large percentage and 
absolute growth in the quantity of nuclear weapons planned for dispersal 
to support non- US forces. He directed the Secretaries of State and 
Defense to revi!!W all additional requests for dispersal of such weapons 
to ensure tha'f we do not build up excessive stockpiles of nuclear weapons 
abroad that would add to world tensions and increase the probability of 
nuclear accident and possible war." 

ITSFP B'l The following table is a summary of NSAM 305. 
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TABLE IX 

SUMMARY OF 
NUCLEAR WEAPON DISPERSAL 

FOR FY 64 

CURRENT 
AUTH (a) 

FOREIGN SOVEREIGN AltEAS 

a. SUPPORT OF U.S. FORCES 
PAC. 
EUR 
OTHER (b) 

b. SUPPORT NON-US FORCES 
NON-US NATO (EUR) 

FULL U.S. CON~OL (Other .than U.S.) 

a. OVERSEAS (c) 

b. SHIPS 
LANT 
PAC 

TOTAL OVERSEAS (Leu Ships) 

TOTAL OVERSEAs 

CONUS (Include HAW !.tAL) 

AEC CUSTODY 
DOD CUSTODY 

TOTAL WEAPON TRANSFER 

TOTAL STOCKPILE Z5,914 

FY 64 
DISPERSAL 

PLAN 

30, 16Z 

LEGEND (a) Present authorization 26 December 196Z and NSAM 143 
(b) 
(c) ,, Midway 
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CHANGE 

+ zo. 1 

- ll.J 

+ 3. 6 
- 16 •. 6 
+ 1Z. 9 

+104. 5 

+1Z8. 0 
0 

+ 38. z 
+ Z1. 7 

+ 49.7 

+ 71.4 
+ 19.0 

+ zo. 3 

+ Z6. 5 

+ Z6. 8 

+ 8. 3 

+ 17. 5 

+ 16.4 
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CHAPTER 14 

NATO STRATEGY AND DISPERSALS 
1964- 1966 

(SEEP) The quixotic problem of NATO nuclear policy again arose in 1963 
when the Military Committee (MC) of the NATO Advisory Council (NAC) 
proposed replacing the NATO strategic doctrine, MC 14/Z, with a much 
broader one which was based on the concept that the previous strategy 
was both militarily and politically infeasible. The Committee dropped 
the proposal when it became clear it was not going to be adopted. How
ever, the JCS used it to prepare a position paper on Military Strate!!y 
for NATO which Secretary McNamara forwarded to .Secretary of State 
Rusk on December 3, 1963, for his comments. Secretary Rusk 
responded on February 20, 1964, expressing his strong reservations 
on the paper and forwarding a State Department analysis, based on the 
NATO policJVapproved in April 1961, which attacked the forward nuclear 
strategy being advocated by the Germans. The State Department paper 
U. S. Policies for NATO Defense .was concerned pri:narily with conven
tional defense of Europe. It considered the use of nuclear weapons only 
in the event that NATO forces were being overwhehned or if they had 
been otherwise unable to regain a vital objective. The difierences 
between the two papers were of such magnitude that Mr. McNamara 
directed the JCS to use MC 100/1 as the basis for their position. In 
May 1964 Mr. McNamara solicited comments from the State Department 
on the suitability for presentation to the President of a tabulation of plans 
for the provision of nuclear support to non-US NATO forces. Mr. Rusk 
replied on July 28 that State and Defense should conduct an intensive 
study of the military and political aspects of NATO tactical nuclear war
fare in order to develop an agreed general concept to support a recom
mendation to the President for changes in national policy. In commenting 
on· two areas in Mr. McNamara's letter, he reconunended that the build
up in 8-inch Howitzer, Honest John, Nike Hercules and ADM levels be 
deferred until an overall study had been completed. 

(U) By letter on June 19, the Secretary of Defense suggested to Mr. Rusk 
that MC 100/1 be used as guidance for our military representatives in 
NATO forums. The Secretary of State agreed that it might be po~sible 
for the time being to defer attempts to reach an agreement but questioned 
the use of MC 100/1 as a suitable guide. 
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(U) I.n October 1964, a Draft Presidential Memorandum, The Role of 
Tactical Nuclear Forces in NATO Stratel!y was published which repre
sented Mr. McNamara 1 S· personal views and was a compromise between 
the JCS and State's positions. It presented three nuclear options short 
of general war; demonstrative use of low yield weapons in a limited 
sector; a selective use theater wide west of the USSR for less than a 
few days; and ·a nuclear battle for less than a period of weeks to render 
ineffective the enemy's front line and immediate reserve forces; The 
rationale, among others presented, was that the number of weapons in 
Europe exceeded our capability to use them; and that future changes in 
SACEUR nuclear capability should be downward and cautious to avoid 
upsetting the status quo, increasing the risk or imparing the deterrence. 

;s'1 There were then three differing philosophies on NATO nuclear policy 
in late 1964. The official national nuclear policy for Europe was stated 
in NSAM 33Z in December 1964 which provided the following guidelines 
to be used in discussions with NATO on nuclear defense: , 

1. We must adhere to our policy of non-dissemination of nuclear 
weapons. 

z. The United Kingdom must be led out of the field of strategic 
deterrence. 

3. Reduce the capability of the Germans for separate nuclear action. 

4. Promote collective defense. 

(U) It was during this time of exchanging of views that the FY 65 dispersal 
plan came up for coordination. I.n commenting on the proposed DoD dis
persal plan for FY 65, Llewellyn Thompson, the Acting Under Secretary 
of State, made it clear that State did not concur in the planning figures 
for support of non-US forces for the same reasons enumerated in Mr. Rusk's 
letter of July ZS, 1964. Mr. Thompson proposed that it would be useful 
if these areas could be discussed by a special committee composed of 
Mr. McNaughton from DoD/ISA, General Goodpaster from JCS and himself. 

481 The Thompson Strategy Discussion Group, as it was referred to, met 
on March Z3, 1965, at the State Department, with representatives from 
Defense, State and the JCS. As a result of the discussions, a tentative 
agreement was made by State that there was a de facto US commitment to 
support the non-US NATO nuclear forces which our allies had either 
acquired or taken positive steps to acquire in fulfillment of MC Z6/4 
force. levels. I.n turn, Defense tentatively agreed that the FY 65 dispersal 
plan to be proposed would reflect the strictest possible interpretations 
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of MC 26/4. 

~ As a result of these agreements and because of changes in JCS 
requirements, the FY 65 dispersal plan was revised to cover dispersals 
through July l, 1966. The plan proposed support only for those weapons 
systems currently programmed by the US and the Allies which would be 
operationally ready and for which storage would be available by June 30, 
1966. ADM dispersals would be retained at the authorized FY 64 level' 
until the ADM studies were completed and firm_ requirements established. 

iSf"F.rJ) On May 17, 1965, the State Department concurred in the plan but 
recommended that no additional shipments of ADMs be made to Europe. 
One week later Mr. McNamara notified Mr. Rusk that as of that date 
(May 24), he had defe_rred shipment of any additional ADMs to Europe •. 
He also noted that he expected the results of the ADM study am JCS 
recommendations by July 1, 1965: Regarding the ceiling on ADMs it 
appears that ~e ·shipments were not as easily stopped as Mr. McNamara 
obviously thought. The momentum of shipments already in progress was 
not halted until five weeks later when the number of ADMs in Europe 
was establis.hed at-weapons. A modest increase of. weapons 
over this ceiling was permitted in the FY 67/68 dispersal plan, thus 
arriving at the established figure of -ADMs authorized for dispersal 
in NATO Europe. Meanwhile, the request for nuclear weapons dis
persal authorization for FY 1965/1966 was sent to the President on 
May 24 since both State and AEC had concurred in the proposed plan. 

~FJilloe) The FY 65/66 dispersal plan was approved by NSAM 334 on 
June 1. 1965. ·It provided for a total of nuclear elements (out 
of a total stockpile of to be transferred from AEC to Defense 
by June 30, 1966. The JCS reserve would consist of -weapons 
of which would be retained under AEC control and- under 
DoD control. A total of- weapons could be dispersed outside 
the US in numbers as follows: 
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TABLE X 

AREAS UNDER FOREIGN SOVEREIG?-:TY. FY 1965 

NATO PACIFIC 

.. 
TOTAL .. .. , .. 

'''Contingency for «;artime operations only. 

This was with the provisos that: 

1. 
1. The total in each area may be exceeded by 10% in the event of 
unforeseen contingencies. 

2. Weapons for which dispersal in support of non-US NATO forces 
is authorized for planning purposes only will be dispersed in support 
of US forces in the areas pending additional and specific dispersal 
~uthorization on a case-by-case basis. 

!SFRD) Authorizations for weapons in support of non-US NATO forces were: 

TABLE XI 

SUPPORT OF NON-L'S FORCES FOR FY 1965 

Bombs 
Tactical Missiles 
Artillery 
Air Defense 

Total 

-- - - -

--
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Bombs 
Tactical Missiles 
Artillery 
Air Defense 

Total 
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PAL devices were to be in nuclear weapons dispersed or 
to be dispersed to NATO commands in Continental Europe for both non
l'S and US forces at the earliest practicable date with priority given to 
those weapons on ORA. Authority was also granted for exceeding the 
totals in each area by 10% for unforeseen contingencies, replacement 
of lost weapons on a one-for-one basis up to a total of- Weapons 
for support of non-US forces, which were not as yet operational, could 
be dispersed .to US units. 

j.SFRB) NSAM 334 also stated: 

"It is understood that the currently authorized area level o£ nuclear 
warheads to be stored in Europe is adequate in numbers and 
megatonnage to meet requirements now recognized for use by US 
or non- US NATO forces. There will necessarily be changes required 
in the stockpile due to such things as modernization, redistribution 
among users, and possible changes in force dispositions. It is 
expected that the next and succeeding dispersal plans focus principally 
on changes of this sort as far as Eurooe is concerned, and that any 
recommendation for significant net increases in the European stock
pile beyond the level authorized by this NSAM will be made only on 
the basis of new circumstances. 

"Pending the completion of ADM studies now underway and the sub
mission of further recommendations to the President, .the shipment 
of additional ADMs to Europe is deferred. The replacement of ADMs 
on a one-for-one basis in connection with maintenance or moderniza
tion programs may continue." 

~&am These two paragraphs, with their Presidential imprimatur, established 
fixed ceilings for the first time on the total number of nuclear weapons and 
ADMs that could be deployed in Europe for support of NATO. Also, for the 
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first time, the rise of weapons for NATO Europe had been arrested. 
ln fact, there was but a minute increase of-weapons from the 
-authorized in NSAM 305 to the -in NSAM 334. The numbers 
-and- would be carried forth and included in the subsequent 
dispersal plans until agreements on a NATO tactical nuclear policy 
could be reached within the US Government and with the members of 
the Atlantic Alliance. 

(U) At a NATO Defense Ministers' meeting held in Paris, on May 31, 
1965, the Secretary of Defense, Mr. McNamara, sought to assuage 
the fears of our allies regarding our policy for the use of nuclear wea
pons in the defense of Western Europe by_saying: 

"Since last December, the stockpile of nuclear weapons in Western 
Europe has increased about 10 percent. ln absolute terms, as 
of the middle of May, over 5900 nuclear weapons were on hand in 
Western Europe: 1240 aerial bombs, 2400 tactical missiles, 975 
nuclear ~rojectiles, 990 air defense weapons, and 340 ADMs. 
Furthermore, the United States plans to deploy to Europe approxi
mately 1800 additional nuclear warheads during the next 12. months. 
I:nplementation of these plans will increase the NATO nuclear stock
pile, over the January 1961 level, by about 100 percent. 

"I suggest to you, gentlemen, that there is nothing of 'denucleariza
tion' or 'nuclear disengagement' in those figures. The real point, 
to my mind, is that at current levels of financial expenditure, we 
have already bought an extraordinary amount of tactical nuclear 
capability. Some of you may even think that we have over-insured 
ourselves in this area. We prefer it that way. 

11 ln general with respect to our views on the use of nuclear weapons, 
one thing above all else should be understood: The United States 
is firmly committed to a forward strategy in Europe, and we 
propose to use whatever means may prove necessary, including 
nuclear weapons, to maintain those forwar~ positions. 11 

(U) This was followed some sixteen months later when, on Friday,. 
September 23, 1966, Mr. McNamara made a public statement in 
Rome that the number of nuclear warheads in Europe was approaching 
7000. The fact that Mr. McNamara felt compelled to make these state
ments is prima facie evidence that he recognized the degree of doubt 
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permeating the capitols of Western Europe. :twas evident that there 
was a decided need for greater participation by NATO in nuclear plan
ning affairs if the situation was to be arne liorated. 

(SFRD) An ill-fated attempt was. made for greater NATO participation 
in nuclear operations when an approved NSAM 197 action on April 23, 
1964, provided for US support of a NATO multilateral force of • 

••••••••••••• lmissiles and 
rt:ici,p<Lting countries were to be 

This proposal by 
cussion stages in the North Atlantic 

(SFRD) One final action occurred late in 1965, concerning the FY 66 
dispersal plan. NSAM 334 was amended on December 18, 1965, to 
permit the dispersal of -additional nuclear weapons (strategic bombs) 
on Guam, and in case of weather evacuation from Gll,at:nA 
The basis for. this request was that the Vietnam war had necessitated 
the deployfilent of B- 52 bombers from CONUS bases to Guam from which 
they could launch strikes with conventional bombs on Viet Gong territory 
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CHAPTER 15 

FINAL CUSTODY 
1966- 1967 

(U) It would be most appropriate at this point to capsulize briefly the 
history of the custody of finished nuclear weapons to date. As we have 
seen·, subsequent to the Manhattan Project, the AEC, pursuant to the 
Atomic Energy Act of I 946, maintained custody of all nuclear and non
nuclear atomic weapon components. This status of the stockpile continued 
until 1950, when President Truman exercised the authority granted the 
President in Section 6.a. (Z) of the 1946 Act and directed that designated 
quantities of non-nuclear components be delivered to the DoD for dispersal 
to specific areas. In 1951, President Truman, under the same authority, 
directed the AEC, for the first time, to deliver to the DoD a small quantity 
of nuclear components. to be positioned on Guam. In 1953, President 
Eisenhower directed the transfer to the DoD of additional nuclear components 
for atomic we.Jp6ns. This transfer provided a nuclear capability for approxi
mately SO"lo of the non-nuclear weapon components then in DoD custody. 

(U) Under all of these directives, the DoD acquired custody of the trans
!erred components. However, in 1955, when transfer of some thermonuclear 
weapons was· authorized, President Eisenhower stated that weapons with 
yields of over 600 KT (even though dispersed to military units) would continue 
to remain in AEC custody. Therefore, this required the AEC to place custo
dians at many SAC bases and on ships at sea. Initially, civilian custodians 
were utilized, but the impracticality of this arrangement on ships was soon 
recognized and, as a result, in the fall of 1956, the Designated Atomic 
Energy Commission Military Representative (DAECMR) concept was developed. 
Under this arrangement, commanding officers of SAC bases and Naval 
combatant and ammunition ships were designated AEC Custodians (i.e., 
DAECMR) directly responsible to the AEC, thereby effecting AEC custody 
without the use of AEC civilian personnel at these locations. This concept 
covered all dispersal locations storing high yield weapons and continued until 
President Eisenhower, in 1959, directed the transfer of custody to the DoD 
of all weapons dispersed to the DoD including for the first time, those with 
yields in excess of 600 KT, The total number of weapons transferred to the 
DoD at that time constituted approximately BZ% of the stockpile. 

(U) Subsequent actions had authorized the transfer of continuously growing 
percentages of the total stockpile to the DoD. President Kennedy• s con
sideration of the FY 1961 dispersal program included a requirement for 
retaining a substantial reserve in the National Stockpile Sites. Part of this 
reserve was to remain in AEC custody. The approval of the FY 1964 dispersal 
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plan, for the first time, gave priority to meeting the authoriz:eq transfer 
to the DoD with the remainder to be retained in AEC custody. The FY 1965/ 
1966 dispersal program authorized transfer to the DoD of all but 1800 weapons 
of the approved FY 1966 nuclear weapons stockpile. These 1800 weapons, 
which could be reduced by up to 400 to provide replacements for weapons 
withdrawn for stockpile sampling and modernization, only constituted about 
6"!o of the FY 1966 nuclear weapons stockpile. 

- (U) By this time, the AEC became convinced that no practical purpose was 
being served in. retaining custody of this small number of weapons. There 
was a duplication in staffing because the AEC stored its portion of the stock
pile at eight DoD storage sites within the continental United States. The 
transfer of all finished weapons would eliminate the need for 36 personnel 
positions in these sites and save the AEC $293,000 annually. Accordingly, 
Dr. Sea borg proposed transferring all finished weapons to DoD in a letter 
to Mr. Vance of July 11, 1966. He included drafts .of a letter to the 
President and a NSAM which directed the transfer. in reply, the Deputy 
Secretary of Defe'nse agreed in the desirability of the proposal but believed 
it was advisable to conclude a revision of the existing stockpile agreement 
prior to sending the proposal to the President. 

i. 
(U) ln a series of exchanges from November 1966 to January 1967, various 
changes were worked out ~y the AEC and DoD. The most contentious issue 
concerning the letter to the President and draft NSAM included summary 
statements of AEC responsibilities in connection with atomic weapons as 
derived from its interpretation of Executive Order 10841 and NSAMs 51, 
197, and 272 and the Secretary of Defense letters of January 27, 1959 and 
May 17, 1961. DoD believed that inclusion of these interpretations in the 
letter and NSAM would serve to promulgate them as dogma. The AEC 
indicated that omission of these summary statements implied a DoD lack 
of a clear ':'nderstanding of AEC• s responsibilities. 

·(U) Meanwhile, the Field Command of DASA and the AEC• s Albuquerque 
Operations Office (ALOO) were revising agreements then in effect; the 
Stockpile Operations Agreement of 1961, the AEC-DoD Atomic Weapons· 
Maneuver and Exercise Agreement of July 11, 1963, and the AEC-DoD 
Memorandum of Understanding for the Transfer of Weapons dated March 4, 
1960. Some difficulties arose relative to storage of weapons and transfer 
points since these areas had a direct bearing on AEC and DoD responsibilities 
for transportation costs, carriers and guards associated with weapons ship
ments. 
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(U} DoD and AEC finally agreed that the letter to the President and drait 
NSAM would only reference AEC' s responsibilities and also that continuing 
AEC and DoD responsibilities and procedures would not be changed except 
.incident to the removal of the AEC custodians at the stockpile sites (NSSs and 

· OSSs). On January 30, 1967, Dr. Seaberg sent the agreed letter to the 
President with the draft NSAM. Eleven days later the President directed 
the AEC to deliver such weapons and components to the Department of Defense 
at locations, ti.Jnes and in accordance with such procedures that were mutually 
agreeable b~tween AEC and DoD. After all.that effort, the drait NSAM was 

· never issued. 

(U) Dr. Seaberg signed the new Stockpile Agreement on March 10, 1967, 
followed by Mr. Vance on March ZO. The Stockpile Agreement provided 
inter alia for the transfer of all finished weapons fro:m the custody of AEC 
to the DoD, and continuing AEC and DoD responsibilities in the areas of 
stockpile readiness, inspections, quality assurance, retrofit programs, 
·replacement of stockpile limited life components, retire:ment, transportation, 
procurement;.. budgeting and records and reports •. DoD, consistent with its 
operational requirements, agreed to provide AEC with facilities at the NSSs 
and OSSs for storage of :material and for such other purposes as mutually 
agreed. AEC would expedite the completion of weapons and components 
requested by the DoD which are in process at AEC production facilities, 
during periods of increased tension, if feasible and not inconsistent with 
other Presidential directives. 

(U) What had begun in bitter dispute so:me Zl years before had ended in 
amicable har:mony. Many factors contributed to this evolution. It was 
finally accepted that AEC custody of the :mated warheads on Titan and 
Minute:man missiles in silos, Polaris in sub:marines and Pershing on launchers, 
along with nuclear bombs loaded on ORA aircraft, with their attendant 
release procedures, would seriously degrade our deterrent and defensive 
capabilities. The ti.Jne for operational decisions had been reduced from hours 
to minutes for meeting operational requirements. AEC• s participation with 
DoD in saiety, security, conunand and control. and dispersal procedures had 
inuneasurably assisted in easing the transition of custody. Thus was completed 
the evolution of the custody of finished nuclear weapons. 
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CHAPTER 16 

DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPE AND THE PACIFIC 
1966- 1968 

forces in was reflected in the JCS FY 1 Nuclear 
Weapons Dispersal Program submitted to the Secretary of Defense in 
September I 966. The program proposed that the warheads originally 
planned for be dispersed to U.S. units in West 
Germany. weapons in DoD custody out of a projected 
stockpile of 31, 864 nuclear elements. The JCS reserve would consist of ••i weapons of which would be in the custody of AEC. The big 
issue again raised by the JCS was the established ceilings of- and 

- for NATO Europe in NSAM 334. The JCS objected to these ceilings 
on the groundii they were arbitrary and illogical. They proposed a total 
of warheads for NATO Europe in FY 67 to include -ADMs. In 
answer to this proposal, DoD notified the JCS that the NSAM 334 ceilings 
would remain in effect for FY 67. These ceilings had been supported in 
the Final Dr;;_ft Memorandum for the President on Theater Nuclear Forces 
dated August 31, 1966, which offered the official DoD position. Accordingly, 
the JCS were requested to provide assistance in drafting a new dispersal 
program for NATO Europe. 

(~Itff) A revised plan was drafted which held to the NSAM 334 ceilings 
but which permitted a five percent increase of- weapons in the Pacific. 
Both ASD(ISA) and ASD(SA), in November 1966, nonconcurred in the pro
posed Pacific increase by quoting a statement in the Theater Nuclear Forces 
DPM which said: 

"It is not clear that our current deployments are optimum for either 
military or political requirements in Asia. We do not yet have 
adequate studies to reach sound judgments of the question of the 
proper size and composi~ion of our nuclear arsenal. Until such 
studies are comoleted I do not believe that any increase in our Pacific 
theater based nuclear forces is warranted." (underlining added) 

Their primary concern was the last sentence in the above quote which, as 
it turned out, had not been· included in the "For Comment" draft that had 
been circulated to the OSD staff, the JCS and the Services. ATSD(AE) 
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recommended to Mr. Vance that he approve the dispersal plan as written. 
stating inter alia that pending the outcome of the studies and in the a.bsence 
of a persuasive argument to support the views of !SA and SA. OSD action to 
halt dispersals would seem precipitous and arbitrary. Mr. Vance did 
approve the plan which was sent to State and AEC in February 1967 for their 
concurrence. 

(U) The State Departtnent agreed on April 18th noting, however, that_ the 
.E,lan did recall the past interest expressed by Secretary Rusk in the_ need 
for a thorough study of nuclear weapons policies in the Far East. Mr. Kohler 
also indicated that State was looking forward to reviewing the studies with the 
OSD staff. 

(U) AEC suggested some changes to the plan in their May lOth concurrence. 
All of the changes except one were included in the plan. DoD preferred to 
base the dispersal plan on the approved FY 67 rather than the FY 68 stock
pile. The plan also was revised to cover FY 68, as well as FY 67, and to 
reflect the revised .agreement between DoD and AEC of March lOth relating 
to the transfer of all finished weapons to DoD. OSD so notified both AEC 
and State the same day the plan was sent.to the President. All was not well, 
however, as some errors were noted in the plan on July 5, 1967 and all 
copies had to be corrected. At long last, the President approved the plan. 
and issued NSAM 364 on August 14th. 

~ A total o~ weapons were authorized for dispersal outside 
CONUS and Alaska. The provisions of NSAMs 143 and 160 were continued 
in effect. The President did note, however, that the Pacific Theater require
ments would be given further review during consideration of the next dispersal 
authorization request. In connection with future dispersal authorizations, 
the President directed that: 

1 . · The deployment plan would be submitted annually in mid-November 
co_ncurrent with the stockpile approval request. 

2.. The plan would establish levels in terms of total overseas, total 
by area, and total by type of weapons (e.g., strategic offensive. tactical 
air, ASW) within each region. The Secretary of Defense was granted 
authority to exceed the latter two control levels by 10% to meet unforeseen 
contingencies. 

3. The Secretary of Defense was also g·iven reasonable flexibility to 
alter the quantities of weapons (authorized for the end of the fiscal year) 
during the course of the fiscal year to cover unavoidable peaks in deploy
ments due to logistical factors. 
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4. Contingency plans would be shown separately together with 
adequate explanations. 

5. The plan would highlight the rationale· for and major changes 
over the previous deployment plan. 

6. The DoD should obtain the concurrence of the AEC and the State 
Departm.ent. 

The DoD plan for FY 67-68 had been approved by the President but the 
White House staff had added all of the additional controls on ceilings for 
future plans. 

~ NSAM 364 established weapons ceilings !or FY 67-68 on each country 
for the end of the fiscal. year which could be exceeded by l0"7o in the event of 
unforeseen contingencies. A total of weapons was authorized for dis-
persal to areas under foreign sovereignty with earmarked for support 
of non-U.S. foxes. An additional weapons could be dispersed to areas 
under U.S. c:otrt:rol outside the continental United States. The JCS were 
notified by Mr. Nitze that in the execution of the plan, the dispersal o£ 
nuclear weapons should be consistent with the memorandum for the President 
of May 26, 1967, as well as NSAM 364. By this he meant that the ceilings 
of and-would remain in effect even though not specifically cited in 
NSAM 364 . 

.J:TSFRBt Nothing much transpired during the latter part of 1967. It was not 
until January 1968 that any event of significance occurred. As a result of 
policy statements in the DPM on Theater Nuclear Forces and the recom
mendations of ASD(SA) and ASD(ISA), Mr. Nitze notified the JCS on 
January 26 that relative to the development of a new Nuclear Weapons 
Development Ceilj.ng Plan (NWDCP) by the JCS, no additional dispersals 
would be made to NATO Europe and that he desired the JCS to plan an 
orderly reduction in the number of weapons in NATO Europe to (the 
level as of December 31. 1967) by June 30, 1968. The actual number of 
weapons in NATO Europe on January 26 was This was to be a 
temporary suspension until he had received and reviewed an assessment of 
the weapons to be deployed to NATO Europe from the JCS and ASD(SA). He 
also osed ceilings on weapons 

and afloat in the Atlantic: and Pacific: at the numbers 
actually deployed on December 31. Any dispersals over these limits had to 
be approved by the Secretary of Defense. He did allow a 10% overage for 
weapons afloat to cover ships on and off-loadings and a 60-day compensating 
reduction. 
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in January and February 1968 

.J,olSPICJ:J) On the Z9th o! March the JCS requested that the ceiling of we~pons 
-afloat in the Atlantic be increased !rom Mr. Nitze 1s ceiling o!-

- plus 10'¥o) to plus 10'¥o). They stated that the December 31 
level was below normal. example, the was out of 
the fleet and was due to be loaded with-weapons. The OSD stafi, i.e. , 
ASD(ISA), ASD(SA) and ATSD(AE) recommended increasing the ceiling to· 
••• plus ten percent or a total of- weapons. Mr. Nitze agreed and 
notified the JCS on April 6 of the new ceiling. 

~) By the mi<!9le of March, meanwhile, both the JCS and Systems 
Analysis had forwarded to Mr. Nitze their assessments o£ requirements 
for deployments to NATO Europe. Dr. Enthoven forwarded the Systems 
Analysis paper early in April to the JCS for conunent. Mr. Nitze followed 
this a few days later on April 9 with another request to the JCS for an 
appraisal of the requirements for NATO Europe to establish priorities with 
the objective o! reducing the total number of weapons there to The 
JCS review of the Systems Analysis paper highlighted the !act that their 
respective positions and philosophies were poles apart. 

(U) The Systems Analysis position assumed that: 

1. A theater nuclear war necessarily would be of limited duration 
and largely restricted to the engaged land battle. 

Z. The U, S. should employ external strategic forces as a substitute 
for theater nuclear forces in a war limited to NATO Europe. 

3. The role of theater nuclear forces would be very limited in a 
general nuclear war. 

This rationale, except for assumption Z. was not too !ar divergent !rom 
former Secretary McNamara's position in the October 1964 draft DPM, 
"The Role of Tactical Nuclear Forces in NATO Str'!tegy". SA believed 
that even a level of 7,161 weapons in Europe was excess of NATO• s 
needs and proposed a revision of the nuclear weapc!ls stockpile in Europe. 
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(~ The JCS strongly disagreed with SA•s assumptions by pointing out 
that the SA recommendations did not support the approved strategy for 
NATO· Europe which was stated in MC 14/3 adopted on January 16. 196 8. 
and in which the U.S. had concurred. The JCS reaffirmed their support 
·a£ the planned level of deployments by end FY 68) to support the 
defense concept !or NATO Europe. 

(J;.iP!tD) Strategy, tactics and dispersals were now being reviewed, assessed, 
massaged, and analyzed in both Theaters. An OSD st&!! recommendation 
generated a request by Mr. Clifford to the JCS to comment on a proposed 
redistribution of weapons Guam. It was felt 
that some weapons should and placed 
on Guam to achieve a better balance of weapons equal numbers 
in each area), reduce the vulnerability of weapons and constitute 
a better balanced reserve of weapons on Guam, e.g. , there were only 

• tactical bombs out of a total of some- weapons stored there. Other 
steps were already in progress to reduce the vulnerability of weapons-

closed down by 
PACOM and PALs were directed to be in the other sites 
as well as !or all weapons due to b 

~ In answer to Mr. Clifford's memorandum, the JCS on June ZS submitted 
a reply which stated that the proposed redistribution would adversely affect 
the capability of CINCPAC to react to emergencies in the Pacific and 
recommended there be no dlange in the current tactical distribution of 
tactical nuclear weapons in the Pacific. 

By this time, however, other events had occurred and decisions made 
relative to the FY 69 NWDCP that need be explored in order to understand 
the final results· of the amazing number of como lex and interrelated actions 
which took place in a relatively short span of time. 
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CHAPTER 17 

DISPERSAL AUTHORIZATIONS 
FY 1969 and FY 1970 

{~ In developing the NWDCP for FY 1969, several issues surfaced in 
October 1967 between the Joint Staff and OSD which were the subject of 
discussions between General Wheeler, Chairman of the· Joint Chiefs of 
Staff and Mr. Nitze. The JCS objected to the ceiling of-and with 
NSAM 364 which directed controls on ceilings on weapons by category and by 
region. They believed that the former restriction was not consistent with 
NATO commitments and that the requirements for approximately -
weapons had been stated and justified. They reiterated that the latter control 
was overly restrictive and thus degraded much of the flexibility needed 
to properly manage the dispersed stockpile. However, in a meeting on 
December 28, 1967, in Mr. Nitze• s office, the OSD FY 1969 NWDCP was 
agreed to by General Wheeler, ASD{ISA) and ASD{SA), The NATO ceiling 
and controlo/remained in the plan which was sent to State and AEC for con
currence the next day. 

AEC concurred in the proposed plan on February Z6, 1968, subject to 
the inclusion of some minor revisions. State also concurred in the plan 
and proposed AEC revisions. Mr. Bohlen wrote further that State continued 
to believe that it was important to develop a better overall concept for 
nuclear weapons deployments in the Pacific and suggested that an approach 
similar to that taken on deployments in NATO Europe in the DPM on Theater 
Nuclear Forces might be a good model. OSD sent the plan to the President 
on March 9, 1968. 

{.SFP B) In late May the plan was hung up due to some differences between 
the White House Staff and OSD.· The White House Staff wanted to add a 
statement to the effect that the ceilings were higher than the contemplated 
deployments. Mr. Nitze and General Wheeler believed that this would 
prejudge the results of the studies being conducted by JCS and Systems 
Analysis. The White House Staff finally agreed to delete this and OSD 
concurred in the insertion of statements on PAL. and the retention 
of dispersal authority by the President for support of NATO lSSrrun units. 
All these actions to establish Presidential ceilings were going on at the 
same time as the intra-DoD exchanges on Mr. Nitze• s ceilings. 

~ The President approved the Nuclear Weapons Deployment Authorization 
for FY 1969 and FY 1970. NSAM 370, dated June 11. 1968, incorporated 
the following major changes to the DoD draft submitted with the plan. 
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1. The Secretary of Defense would control actual deployments and 

notify the President of significant changes in conternplatec actual deploy
ments within the Presidential ceilings. (Note: by letter month later 
State requested to be able to corn:nent on any significant c:Oanges.) 

Z. The President expressed a continued interest in the Pacific 
theater requirements and reasons therefor. 

3. The President noted the decision in regard to the installation of 
PAL on certain weapons 

4. Authority was withheld for dispersal of 155mm nuclear rounds 
in support of non-US NATO units pending results of ongoing studies. (Note: 
Secretary Clifford had referred to these studies in his presentation to the 
NATO Ministerial Meeting on the Defense Planning Committee on May 10, 
1968 and added "any judgment as to the need for or nature of additional 
nuclear artillery should be withheld until the studies I have mentioned are 
completed". 

(S 5 i\B) NSAM 370 authorized DoD to deploy up to weapons outside 
the U.S. and exceed the country and category ceilings by 1 O% in the event 
of unforeseen cq.ntingencies except that the total oft weapons in NATO 
Europe would not be exceeded. The procedure for case-by..:case dispersals 
under NSAM 143 would be submitted only to meet requirements which were 
not identified in the annual deployment plans. Henceforth the annual NWDCP 
would contain the bulk of the reqt.ests for changes in support of non-US 
forces. The yield restrictions of NSAM 199 were amended to exempt the 
Mk 61 in support of U.S. forces from the limitation on land based 
alert strike aircraft on station in NATO. 

(U) The issuance of NSAM 370 returns us to the point where we stopped in 
discussing Mr. Nitze's ceilings. 

~iiFRBl- In responsi! to a JCS request for an increase in his ceUings on 
weapons afloat, Mr. Nitze raised the ceiling to an overall total for all 
fleets of tactical bombs. artillery rounds, ASW warheads, ADMs 
and AAW warheads to accorn:nodate projected weapon deployments and 
avoid future problems related to force changes. The OSD sta!f. ISA, SA 
and AE recommended the increase and consolidation to accommodate 
movement of ships between fleets and avoid offloadings which had already 
been necessary to avoid exceeding Mr. Nitz·e• s ceilings. 
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(T 5FR~l On June 26, 1968, the JCS replied to Mr. Nitze•s me.morandum 
oi April 9. They opposed any reduction in NATO Europe, stating that 
realistic priorities could not be established, and recommended that the 
deployment ceilings be maintained at as authorized by the President, 
essentially reiterating the rationale expressed in their April 25 critique 
of the Systems Analysis assessment. The Joint Staff followed this up on 
July 5th with a request for reconsideration of Mr. Nitze• s dec is ion of 
April 1 not to permit an increase in his ce 
They requested an increase to permit the intro
duction of the Genie rockets for support of the F -106 squadron authorized 
for 

l.W'I The NSAM 370 deployment ceilings for the end of FY 1969 were lower 
in some cases than the Deputy Secretary of Defense's ceilings. Furthermore, 
Mr. Nit:z:e's ceilings were contained in some four memoranda. 

(PI It was ;;;ow time to rectify. any incompatibilities and issues. if necessary, in 
a single paper containing the additional instructions and ceilings which 
Mr. Nitze felt were necessary to control deployments. 

t:ISFP 9j On August 6, 1968, Mr. Nitze provided this guidance in a memo
randum to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Stafi, part of which is quoted 
below. 

"a. NATO Eurooe .... My decision is that, pending new develop
ments, deployments to NATO Europe will continue to be limited to 
a total of weapons, which was the actual weapons level as of 
26 January 1968. The provision of a 60 day grace period for com
pensatory reductions will not apply after 31 December ! 968; 
instead, a 30 day grace period will apply. 

"b. - The approval of the Secretary of Defense is required 
prior to actual deployment, and is deferred pending completion of 
detailed arrangements with the U.K. and review of the requirement 
at that time . 

"c. Other Land Areas Outside the U.S. NSAM 370 levels apply 
without modification, pending further review of our deployments 
in the western Pacific. Wberever actual present deployments 
exceed the NSAM 370 levels, reduced levels should be achieved 
through orderly reductions by end FY 1969. The comments in 
JCSM-39Z-68 of 25 June 1968, concerning distribution of tactical 
nuclear weapons in the Pacific, did not reflect any consideration 
which the JCS may have given to the vulnerability of tactical 
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nuclear weapons as currently distributed in the Pacific. I am con
cerned both with the large number of weapons which are stored
~···and also with the small number of storage areas in which 
these weapons and those Guam are stored. In 
formulating the proposed FY 1970 Presidential Deployment Ceilings, 
we shall consider shifts of weapons the 
Marianas, Hawaii and/or CONUS. 

"!have noted JCSM-426-68 of 5 July concerning deployment of 
Mk ZS (GENIE) warheads In view of the 
downward trend of nuclear weapons deployments in these locations, 
I do not consider an increase over the NSAM 370 ceilings to be ad
visable. I would, however, have no objection to a co1npensatory 
reduction of nuclear weapons and of tactical defensive 
weapons elsewhere in the would allow the desired 
GENIE deployment within the President's ceilings. 

"d. Afloat. A!l overall total for all fleets of tactical bombs, 
artillery rounds, ADMs, ASW warheads, and AAW warheads is authorized 
for deployment afloat. This figure has been chosen to allow for the load 
out of the early in 1969. 

"e. Unforeseen Contin2encies. NSAM 370 allows the Presidential 
ceilings in each separate country/command area or the total by category 
of weapons within e;.ch region to be exceeded by 10 percent in the event 
of unforeseen contingencies; however, it prohibits exceeding the 
Presidential ceiling of-weapons in NATO Europe. Where !have 
established ceilings within the Presidential ceilings, deployments 
above my ceilings require the approval of the Secretary of Defense. 
Otherwise, I wish to be informed whenever the Presidential provision. 
for unfor,eseen contingencies is used. Notification should include .a 
description of the contingency along· with an estimate of the duration 
of the excess deployment." 

(8FR!3) The President was informed of these ceilings by Mr. Nitze in a 
memorandum dated August 6, 1968. And thus were drawn the DoD guide· 
lines for the dispersal of nuclear· weapons in FY 69. The only other action 
affecting NSAM 370 ceilings was a JCS request for an increase of- stra
tegic bombs on Guam. B-52 bombers had been deployed to Guam to conduct 
conventional strikes in Viet Nam. 

When thoug 
would be terminated before the ceilings went into effect. Consequently 
only the-bombs needed for the B-52s which were to remain on Guam were 
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requested. The initial deployment of these weapons had been requested 
in a similar action in late 1965. The request sailed through OSD. State 
and AEC ·and was sent to the President on December 5, 1968. 

(.Sl"i!U!I) Meanwhile, regarding the FY 70 deployment plan, Mr. Nit:z:.e, 
on September 6, 1968, sent a memorandum to General Wheeler, ASD(ISA). 
ASD(SA) and ATSD(AE) requesting them to develop by October 1 a list o£ 
any unresolved issues in the forthcoming stockpile and deploy=ent plans. 
This was followed up by a memorandum to the JCS Chairman giving guidance 

·ror the development of the deployment plan. The ceiling of-for NATO 
Europe would continue. No major changes were contemplated for weapons 
a.Iloat, or in o¢er areas except the Pacific,. where it appeared that there 
could be a reduction in forward weapon deployments. 

General Wheeler replied on Octo.ber 1st that the proposed reduc
and Mr. Nitze• s ceilings !or NATO Europe 

ADMs) and weapons a.Iloat were the two issues associated 
the deplovn1er1t plan. Unlike the FY 69 NWDCP. which was jointly 

drafted by ATSD(AE) and JCS staffs, the JCS submitted their FY 70 
plan to OSD on October Z4th. called for a reduction or 

but with an increase It alSo proposed 
increasing the ADMs in and 
additional initial nts 

re intended !or US teams in support of non-US 
forces and planned for use in the defensive barriers of those countries. 
The other provisions of the plan were in accord with the previous NSAMs 
and the OSD guidance. ·The OSD staH recommended to Mr. Nitze that the 
NATO and afloat ceilings be maintained and there be a reduction of weapons 

with a corresponding buildup on Guam. 

f,XEP!\:!5) General Wheeler and Mr. Nitz:e met on November 4 and three days 
later the Chairman notified the Deputy Secretary that he objected only to the 
projected FY 71 figures for the Pacific which were lower than the FY 70 
levels. A compromise was reached whereby the reductions in the Pacific 
were lessened in FY 70 but continued in the projectio.n for FY 7 . The total 
number of weapons reduce on -
which would then be stored in Hawaii as that location was considered to be 
a part of the U.S. 

(U) The final plan was drafted and succeeded in weathering some resistance 
from International Security A!!airs and Systems Analysis. AEC and State 
concurred and it was sent to the President on December ZO, 1968. 
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(:t:JiFP~ Two days before the Johnson administration left office NSAM 372 
was issued which authorized the Department of Defense to: 

1 • Deploy weapons in the U.S. without limit. 

Z. Deploy no more than weapons outside the U.S. 

3. Exceed the country and category .. ceUings .by no more than lO'lo. 

4. Support non-U.S. forces as indicated in the plan. 

5. Implement contingencies under the noted conditions. (Contingencies 
were treated separately.) 

NSAM 372 restated the other prov1s1ons of NSAM 364 regarding PAL, as 
well as NSAMs 143, 197, 199, and 155rrun Howitzer support of non-U.S. 
units. On January ·25, 1969 the new Secretary of Defense, Mr. Melvin Laird, 
forwarded NSAM 37Z to the CJCS with the statement that he planned to review 
it in the future. Mr. Nitze' s ceUings would also remain in effect until an 
overall appraisal had been made of our nuclear weapons posture. The new 
administration ;';..as not going to make any precipitate moves but rather 
review, analyze, and redirect if necessary our national objectives, security 
policy, and strategy. Only after the decisions had been made ·on these 
objectives would the necessary changes be made on our force structure, 
military posture, and associated nuclear weapons stockpile and deployments. 
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CHAPTER 18 

CUSTODY ACTIONS AND DEPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATIONS 
1969 - l9i l 

The question of custody of nuclear weapons arose again in 1969, 
this time not between DoD and AEC, but within Army Nike Hercules units 
in the United States. In 1961, operational requirements.for the air defense 
of CONUS and Hawaii, as well as monetary 'and manpower advantages· led 
to the assignment of missions to Army National Guard air defense units. 
As of January 1969 there were 44 Army National Guard (ARNG) Nike 
Hercules batteries in CONUS. Six more constituted all the SAM units in 
Hawaii. These people were and are members of the state National Guard 
and manned the air defense·sites on the same level as their counterparts 
in the active Army on some 52 other sites. 

~,n\!:1'7 Because the ARNG was not considered a part of the DoD at the 
time that the DoD was given custody of nuclear weapons deployed with 
AR NG Nike H.!rcules units in 1961. procedures were established for the 
maintenance of DoD custody of these weapons by the assignment of 
approximately six active members of the US Army to each ARNG Nike 
Hercules site. to control transfer, movement and access to the warhead. 
Accountabilit-y of the warhead was maintained by Active Army Account
able Officers of Army area commands in the same manner as they were 
maintained for Active Army units. A Federal chain of command was 
established for the control of nuclear weapons by placing the ARNG Nike 
Hercules u.t'lits under continuous operational control of appropriate Active 
Army air defense commanders. Nuclear weapons could be released from 
Federal custody to ARNG units by designated Active Army air defense 
c'ommanders, prior to their actual call to Federal active duty, in surprise 
attack situations, or upon declaration of Defense Condition I of Air Defense 
Emergency providing the National Guard crews and units were under the 
operational control of a Federal active duty air defense commander. 
Release could be accomplished by issuing properly authenticated orders to 
the ARNG unit commander and the Active Army custodians. 

)l:FP!l'1 On January l, 1969, Public Law 90-486 changed the status of a 
National Guard technician so that a National Guard technician employed 
under provisions of the act "is an employee of the Department of the 
Army or Department of the Air Forces, as the case may be, and an 
employee of the United States." Based on a JCS request on February 24, 
1969, the DoD drafted a memorandum for the President which requested 
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approval to transfer custody of Nike Hercules warheads from the Active 
Army custodians to the National Guard technicians on duty a.t the sites. 

·£'"FTtei) On July 16, 1969, Deputy Secretary Packard requested that the 
JCS develop additional information on the proposed transfer of custody 
for Army National Guard Nike Hercules batteries. He specifically 
desired information on the a.nnua.l monetary savings; improvements in 
operational procedures; arguments which could be used to substantiate 
that there would be no degradation in safety, security or control, and 
the possible ilnpact on military operations and custody by th"e unioniza
tion of ARNG technicians. 

~ The JCS provided this information on October 23, 1969. Manpower 
a.nd monetary savings would be approxilnately $2. 2 million, streamlining 
of operational procedures by standardization for all Air Defense units 
would result, standardized procedures would provide increased control 
by utilizing a. single chain of command to authorize release of the arm 
plugs, a.nd u,pioniza.tion would not really be a. problem since Section 7311, 
Title 5, U.S. Code prohibits federal employees from striking. 

~) Other major actions in 1969 concerned programs of cooperation 
for support'- of non-US NATO nations with ADMs, lSSmm Howitzer war
heads, a.nd.the Lance missile system, a.nd the FY 71 NWDCP iteration. 
These issues and some historical background are discussed below. 

ADM Proera.m of Cooperation 

~) The issue of ADM dispersals first arose in November 1963 
when the FY 63-64 Nuclear Weapons Dispersal Authorization (NSAM 305) 
was under consideration. Commenting on the plan, lJ. Alexis Johnson, 
then Deputy Under Secretary of State, wrote the Deputy Defense Secretary, 
Mr. Roswell Gilpatrick, that State "would reserve judgment on the pro
posed dispersal of Atomic Demolition Munitions." State at tha·t time, 
however, was more concerned about the large increase in nuclear weapons 
dispersals for support of non- US Allied forces and did not pursue the 
matter further. The number of ADMs authorized for deployment to 
Europe had risen from-to-

(~ ln Ma.y 1969, State concurred on the proposed FY 65-66 dis
persal plan but recommended that no additional shipments of ADMs 
be made to Europe pending the outcome of a forthcoming study. One 
week later, Mr. McNamara. notified Mr. Rusk that a.s of that date 
(May 24) he had deferred the shipment of additional ADMs to Europe. 
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He also noted that he expected the results of the ADM study and JCS 
recommendations by July of that year. The momentum of shipments 
of ADMs to NATO Europe, already in progress, could not be halted, 

. ·however, until some five weeks later when the number of ADMs in 
Europe was stabilized at- weapons. 

(.SFPSo) The FY 65-66 dispersal plan (NSAM 334) was signed by the 
President on June l, 1965. In the forwarding memorandum for the 
Chairman, JCS, Mr. Vance included the following statement regarding 
ADMs: "Pending the completion of the ADM studies now underway and 
the submission of further recommendations to the President, the ship
ment of additional ADMs to Europe is deferred. The replacement of 
ADMs on a one-for-one basis in connection with maintenance or 
modernization programs may continue." This statement fixed a DoD 
ceiling of -ADMs which could be deployed to NATO Europe. In 
the NSAM, the President noted that currently authorized area level 
of nuclear weapons to be stored in NATO .Europe was adequate in 
numbers an4-that any recommendation for significant increases would 

·be made only on the basis of new circumstances. 

~) lri coordinating on the proposed FY 67-68 dispersal plan, State 
and DoD agteed on an ADM ceiling for NATO Europe of- weapons. 
This in effect raised the intermediate DoD ceiling to -weapons. 
Although this ceiling was not specifically cited in the text of the FY 67-.68 
plan (NSAM 364), the memorandum from Mr. Nitze, which forwarded 
the plan to the President on May 26, 1967, did state that there would 
be no change in the level of ADM dispersals in NATO Europe pending 
the outcome of current studies. Mr. Nitze also stated that there 

·was no change in the number of weapons currently authorized for 
dispersal to NATO Europe ••• in NSAM 334. 

~hl:Ji In his memorandum for ·the President of March 9, 1968, 
forwarding the dispersal plan for FY 69, Mr. Nitze reiterated his 
statement of May 26, 1967, regarding ADMs. Nine months later, 
on December 20, 1968, the Nuclear Weapons Deployment Authoriza
tion for FY 1970-1971 was sent to the White House. Mr. Nit:z:e 
informed the President that "the proposed plan reflects no change in 
the number of Atomic Demolition Munitions (ADMs) on hand in Europe 
pending outcome of .studies on the matter. The subject of ADM employ
ment is under review, with consideration being given to development 
of a new, improved munition with better command and control features." 
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(.i.Fl'!:l!') On May 4, 1969, SACEUR submitted a request for an ADM 
Program of Cooperation to the Secretary of Defense. This was followed 
on July 31 by a JCS request to the Secretary of Defense to obtain 
approval for an ADM Program of Cooperation. On September 4, 1969, 
the Deputy Secretary of Defense replied to the JCS request that it would 
be necessary to defer a decision on this matter until NSSMs 64 and 65 
and the Theater Nuclear Forces DPM were completed. Two months 
later, Mr. Packard made the decision that DoD should go abead and 
coordinate the program with State and AEC, after which he would 
·review the matter before sending it to the President. 

lSF~&r The proposed program was time-phrased with Phase I deploy
ments expected to begin in FY 71. Phase I consisted of the deployment 
of the full number of in support of non- US NATO forces in 

partial deployment of weapons -
would commence after the completion of Phase 1,. 

at it would be possible to consider the deployment of addi-
tional weapons While the til:ne to complete 
Phase.! was somewhat it was estimated at approximately 
three years from the date of approval in principle. 

(SF?!!,- The projected deployment of ADMs as then conceived is shown 
below: ·r 

TABLE Xll 

PROGRAM OF ADM SUPPORT 

Country Supported/Country of 
Stora~te 

West Germany 
t Germany 

st Germany 
United Kingdom/West Germany 
West Germany/West Germany 

Phase 

!. .ll 
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lSSmm Howitzer Proeram of Cooperation 

~P!tlll A Program of Cooperation for support of non- US NATO nations 
with lSSmm Howitzer :1uclear weapons was first approved in principle 
by the President on August 30, 1966. The Nuclear Weapons Dispersal 
Authorization for FY 1967-1968 (NSAM 364) authorized the d~yment 
of-155 Howitzer warheads to t:S units in West Germany, -of 
which were planned for support oi non- US NATO forces upon approval 
of a projected NSAM 143 request. 

~FP !!I') The DoD proposed deployment authorization for FY 69 pre
delegated the dispersal authority for 155mm warheads to the Secretary 
of Defense subject to the specified requirements for command, control 
and custody. This pre-delegation was suggested by the White House 
staff in order to reduce the volume of separate dispersal authorizations 
required on a case-by-case basis by NSAM 143. The FY 69 deployment 
authorization (NSAM 3 70), issued on June 11, 1968, while authorizing 
the deployme~t of the -warheads to NATO Europe, stated that prior 
to making firm commitments to the NATO Allies for specific support 
of l55mm Howitzer units, the DoD should submit the proposed action 
for Presidential approval together with an evaluation of the utility of 
such support. 

~ The basis for the change by the White House was a statement 
made by Mr. Clifford at the NATO Ministerial Meeting of the Defense 
Planning Committee on May 10, 1968, wherein he cited pertinent 
ongoing studies and states: " .•• any judgment as to the need for the 
nature of additional nuclear artillery should be withheld until the studies 
I have mentioned have been completed." (NOTE: Mr. Clifford's re
markes were strongly influenced by his assistants for Systems Analysis 
and International Security Affairs who opposed any further increase of 
nuclear weapons in NATO Europe and used the "study routine" as a 
means of further delay. ) In view· of that statement, the White House 
staff felt that pre-delegation oi the dispersal authority was not appro
priate. The dispersal authorit\· ior FY 70 (!':SAM 372) contained the 
same restriction as :\SAM 370 5lnce the 155mm· Howitzer prog:am 0£ 
cooperation was not yet firm. 

~FE i!l') The JCS NWDCP for FY 71 contained projected deployments 
for both ADMs and 155mm warheads in support of these programs of 
cooperation. As a result of meetings in November 1969 between the 
Joint Staff and the staffs oi ATSD!AEl. ."..SDfiSAl and ASD(SA), an 
OSD ceiling plan was devebpeci which included the projected deploy
ments of ADMs and 155m,-. warheads. The deployment of 155mm 
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warheads in support of the allies would be tinle-phased similar to the 
ADM plan with a smaller ratio of weapons going to --.. 
in the initial phase. The draft memorandUm for th~ 
would forward the plan, requested reauthorization of the l55mm 
Howitzer Program of Cooperation and deployments, and authority for 
ADM deployments: contingent on Presidential approval of the projected 
ADM Program of Cooperation. 

1971 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Ceiling Plan 

s;rsri't!ll The OSD draft FY 1971 plan was essentially the same as the 
approved FY 1970 plan (NSAM 372) with the exception of the afore
mentioned 155mm Howitzer and ADM deployments and some other 
changes which were minor. The plan proposed a ceiling of-wea
pons outside the US and continued the ceiling of Wllweapons in NATO 
Europe. There was a reduction of -weapons authorized for deploy· 
ment and an increase of. weapons on Guam in anticipation 
of the denucle.arization The withdrawal of all nuclear wea-
pons and redeployment remained to be addressed 
in a separate action after decisions were made on force structure in 
the Pacific. Coordination with State and AEC had yet to be accomplished 
by the end of' 1969. Preliininary indications were, however, that it 
would sail through relati unscathed. State's concern with the 
politico-military situation had been anticipated, 

Lance Program of Cooperation 

l.SJ?Rrl'i The last major proposal in 1969 concerned the new Lance missile 
system. Three years prior, on July 8, 1966, the President had approved 
a program of cooperation for support of our NATO allies with the Lance 
weapons system. The JrOgram, at that time, envisioned replacement 
of the allied Honest John Launchers on no more than a one-for-one basis, 
Warhead support would also consist of no more than a one-for-one replace
ment of the Honest John warheads with Lance warheads. 

_.,FRrJ') The development of the original Lance missile with a range of 
75 kilometers and a nuclear and non-nuclear capability was cancelled 
by the Secretary of Defense on December 15, 196 7. That decision was 
made in order to reorient the Lance development and go forward with 
an e:rtended range Lance (XRL) missile system which was also under 
study. The XRL offered greater promise with a programzned range of 
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Howitzer weapons to Europe under the program of cooperation, although 
included in the plan, would not occur until country agreements were 
reached, custodial arrangements were concluded, and units and facilities 
were operational. The inclusion of- additional ADMs into Europe 
reflected the first phase of the ADM program of cooperation, but actual 
deployment would be withheld pending.Presidential approval of the pro
gram and fullillznent of all the requirements for support of non-US NATO 
forces. These increases would then be accomplished within the estab-
lished NATO Europe ceiling of weapons. I! approved, this plan · 

-would authorize a ceiling of weapons to be deployed outside 
CONUS in FY 71 as compared to- at end FY 70 and at 
end FY 69. The requested afloat ceiling would be- compared to 
the end FY 70 total of-and end FY 60 total of-

lJZ1 Dr. Kissinger notified the Secretary on February ZO, 1970, that 
the President had approved the transfer of custody of nuclear weapons 
at National Guard Nike Hercules sites from Army active duty custodians 
to National GuarS. custodians who were employed by the Federal Govern
ment. He desired that implementation policy and instructions assure 
that standards of control then applying to Army active duty custodians 
were continued when custody was transferred to the National Guard 
technicians. 

(.S.i"R~) On March Z, 1970, the Deputy Secretary of Defense notified 
the JCS that Presidential approval had been obtained for transferring 
the custody of nuclear weapons at National Guard Nike Hercules sites 
from active duty Army custodians to Army National Guard technicians. 
The transfer was subject to maintaining the same standards of control 
as were then applied to the active duty Army custodians. lznplementation 
policy and guidance statements given the JCS are enumerated at Appendix 
F. 

(.S.FRll'f On April Z, 1970, Secretary of Defense Laird requested Presidential 
approval in principle for the Lance program of cooperation which formally 
proposed the modernization of non- lJS NATO forces by replacing the Honest 
John and Sergeant systems with the Lance and was a revision of the pre
viously approved program of July 8, 1966. Due to substantial changes in 
the system such as a new warhead and a greater ·range capability, it was 
deemed appropriate to submit the revised program for approval in principle. 

~) On April 11, 1970, Deputy Secretary Packard requested Presidential 
approval in principle for a program of cooperation for Atomic Demolition 
Munitions (ADMs). The proposed program anticipated more effective use 
of manpower and resources available to Allied Command Europe (ACE) by 
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140 kilometers than did the original Lance with the 75 kilometer range. 
At this time the US informed its NATO Allies that development of the 
Lance missile system had been halted due to technological difficulties, 
that a reappraisal of the system was being made, and that they would 
be notified when firm decisions had been made relative to the future 
system. The Lance missile and development then proceeded to the 
point that six US Lance battalions were programmed to replace four 
divisional and five corps Honest John battalions and !our Sergeant 
battalions in Europe during CY 72-73.- ··A total of- Lance warheads 
would replace -Honest John and- Sergeant warheads in NATO 
Europe when all US Lance units were fielded. 

(SF~~) ln response to a memorandum from Mr. Nitze in January 1969, 
the JCS submitted a revised Lance Program of Cooperation to OSD in 
October of the same year. The proposed program would permit re
placement of the allied Honest John and Sergeant systems and the 
retired UK Corporal units. Estimates of the number of Lance battalions 
which the allies would purchase ranged !rom 15 to 33. The number of 
Lance warheads for support o! these units also varied in estimates 
between- and--

(SERB>) By the close of 1969, the draft NWDCP !or FY 71, the proposed 
155mm Program of Cooperation, and the ADM and Lance Programs of 
Cooperation had all been coordinated within DoD and were due to go to 
State and AEC for coordination and concurrences. Still outstanding 
also were the major decisions to be made on the national security 
studies which would a££ect our entire nuclear as well as conventional 
posture. 

~ On January 20, 1970, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, in a 
memorandum to the President, requested approval of the JCS proposal 
to transfer custody of the Nike Hercules warheads !rom Active Army 
custodians to Army National Cuard technicians. lt was noted that 
approximately 280 Active Army personnel would be released for 
assignment to other duties which would realize a monetary savings 
of $2. 3 million annually 'and would also improve operational procedures, 

(.l.Sn;u~:i) On February 6, 1970, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, in 
a memorandum to the President, requested approval of the :--..'WDCP fer 
FY 7!. The main changes in this plan 'included a reduction :;,y -we:~
pons an increase in total weapons and an 
increase of weapons on Guam by- The initial deployment of 155mm 
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the formation of non- US NATO ADM teams with attached US custodians. 
All weapons would be equipped with external combination lock-tYPe PAL 
devices prior to dispersal, be stored in approved storage sites and be 
under US custody and control procedures. It was realized, and so stated 
to the President, that ADMs could pose particular conunand and control 
problems stemming from the need to avoid pressures for premature 
transition from non-nuclear to nuclear conflict while providing for timely 
use of the munitions once the decision to employ them was made. To 
forestall undue pressures for early release the additional ADMs to be 
deployed would, like those already in the NATO area, be subject to the 
following US ·guidelines which had been provided to the NATO Military 
Committee, SHAPE and EUCOM: 

"a. Military plans will be so predicated that they do not depend 
on assured release of ADMs. 

"b. The physical positioning of ADMs, within deployment authoriza
tions, may be planned as a military decision. However, when ADMs 
are positi~ned forward of the .main battle position, provisions will 
be made for rapid evacuation in the event a political decision to use 
ADMs is not made in time to prevent potential military overrun. 

"c. Plans for the emplacement and/or firing of ADMs should take 
into account the requirement to obtain first the approval of the 
national command authority. Such approval may be given for 
emplacement and firing together; or for emplacement only, fol
lowed by separate approval later for firing. 

"d. Custodial requirements will cease only after approval for 
firing has been given by the national command authority." 

j$0t:J6"T Deputy Secretary Packard forwarded additional information 
to Dr. Kissinger on April 16, 1970, answering some questions he had 
on the l55nun Howitzer Program of Cooperation. 

(:ISFP B) The President approved the NWDCP for FY 71 (NSDM 60) on 
May 9, 1970. He desired that the NATO ceiling be resubmitted with 
revised tables; total deployments outside the US would not exceed
plus the currently planned NATO ceiling rather than the requested jill• 
approval of the£ ADMs to Europe was withheld pending Presidential 
decision on the ADM program of cooperation; ceilings were 
approved; provisions of NSAMs 143, 197 and 370 continue to 
apply; and that all weapons were to be PAL-equipped by June 30, 
l9i0. Yield restrictions of NSAMs 143, 197 and 370 were also continued. 
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If"' On June 12, 1970, the JCS recommended to the Secretary of Defense 
that authorization be given to Air National Guard technicians in nuclear
equipped F-101 units to control the transfer and movement of, and access 
to, nuclear weapons and to maintain accountability for them. The JCS 
also recommended that the same authorization apply to the Air National 
Guard operation of the F-106 aircraft i£ and when assigned. JCS stated 
that approval would result in a net savings of three personnel per squadron, 
elimination of an active duty Air Force custodial detaclun.ent at each base, 
and the attendant administrative support. This action was a natural 
follow-on to ·the Army Nike Hercules custody transfer of the previous 
year. Additional rationale to support their request was presented as 
follows: 

(~) As a result of Program/Budget Project 703, three Aero
space Defense Command active squadrons, equipped with F-101 
aircraft and the AlR-2A (GENIE),- were inactivated and their 
aircraft transferred to ANG units located at Bangor, Fargo and 

. Spokane. )::ai:h squadron had. 18 aircraft. These ANG units 
were then in training. It was estimated that the first unit, Bangor, 
would be operationally ready by late summer or early fall. Wea
pons were located at Bangor for a collocated active ADC F.,J.06 
squadron.'- When the ANG unit was operationally ready, weapons 
would be made available, but would remain in the custody of active 
Air Force personnel until the change in policy was approved. The 
active.Air Force would have a 13-man custodial team located at 
each of the three ANG bases. These personnel (11 security police 
and 2 maintenance technicians) would maintain custody of the nuclear 
weapons by manning the entry control points and controlling access 
to the storage, alert and mass load areas, in addition to functioning 
as convoy commander when weapons were moved to and .from .the 
above areas. 

+e) ADC maintained custody of the AlR-2A rocket at ANG organizations 
by: 

a. Assuring continuity and retention of federal control during 
storage, maintenance, delivery and ground alert. 

b. Maintaining control of the location of the rockets within the 
ANG complex. 
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(U) The proposed change in policy would result in the i..Inprovement of 
operational procedures since the commander having the mission 
responsibility would then have control of the total resources required 
to perform the assigned mission, thus, streamlining the command 
channel of responsibility. 

(.J'Sii=¥:!:1'1 On November 20, 1970, Deputy Secretary Packard delegated 
to the Joint. Chiefs of Staff the authority given to the Secretary of Defense 
by the President, to increase approved deployment levels in NATO 
Europe when specified conditional deployments were made and to 
increase specified deployments in any theater up to 10 percent when 
necessary to meet contingencies. He also desired that he be informed 
of such actions, the reasons for these actions, and, in the case of 
contingencies, the expected date of restoration of the authorized level. 

)St. Secretary Laird notified the JCS on December 22, 1970, that the 
apparent savings on the Air National Guard transfer of custody proposal 
did not appeiJ.r sufficiently strong to warrant submission to the President 
and suggested a resubmission at a later tirne when it appeared that man
power and monetary savings would be more extensive. 

Ll'EPlt!f) on January 16, 1971, Under Secretary of State Johnson, in a 
letter to Deputy Secretary Packard, requested consideration of some 
points that State had in regard to Mr. Johnson 
said he would be reluctant to accept of deployments on foreign 
territory resulting from their would agree to 
additional tactical bombs if a commensurate reduction in tactical 
ground support w••a·po-ns were made, would encourage removal of all 
nuclear weapons and would discourage any increase of 
deployments due to political reasons. 

(XEPR:O) Mr. Packard replied to Mr. Johnson on February 9th by stating 
that Defense did not see any need for additional construction or deploy

discussed the increase of tactical bombs-
maiJ,t.Lin the status o due to loss of visibility 

••• redistribution would 

(J;SFR"'l On March 3, 1971, Air Force Secretary Seamans requested 
Secretary of Defense approval of consolidation of facilities

cifically, the Air Force desired to combine all nuclear weapons. 
and to remove all activities except WRM storage from 
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"'*'SFR:e) Mr. Pac:ka.rd approved this request on March 30th and con
curred in the plan to construct a -nuclear weapon storage facility -,(TSFB D) On May 24, 1971. Mr. Packa.rd forwarded the proposed deploy
ment plan for FY 72 to the President. The plan contained the following 
principal changes from the previous year: 

a. ·Reflected nuclear weapon re-basing required by 
-by deploying -additional tactical nuclear bo:mt>s 
and simultaneously reducing Army deployments by-weapons, 
deploying .additional tactical nuclear bombs - deploying 

F'o.a:n1on.a• tactical nuclear bombs and-additional ASW weapons 
Dl'O'rlClUlll! balanced reserve on Guam for support 

and returning weapons then stored-

b. lnc:reased authorizations in NATO Europe from -to -to 
allow introduction of-WALLEYE air-to-surface missiles and. 
ADMs. 

c. Decreased deployments 
removing .ASW weapons from ••11!1 
increasing by-strategic: bombs to Puerto Rico. 

by 
and 

d. Increased afloat totals from -to -to take into considera
tion the scheduled deployments of POSEIDON missiles • 

.JXSFR:B) The President approved the NWDCP for FY 72 (NSDM 121) 
on July 21, 1971, with the exception of planned deployments 
He forbade additional ·tactical nuclear weapons deployments 

·and desired that these weapons be deployed instead to US territory, 
possessions, or afloat in the Pacific theater or returned to CONt,JS. 
ln addition, he requested that more information be included in the 
FY i3 plan such as deployments required in support of specified US 
and NATO contingency war plans and SlOP; regional threats in terms 
of numbers and types of targets, weapons, delivery forces available 
and objectives to be achieved by use of the weapons against the 
identified threat target systems; the US (CONUS and overseas) and 
allied nuclear delivery units in approved force plans be identified 
by unit types and numbers of delivery vehicles and delivery vehicle 
loading factors; and the rationale for significant changes in overseas 
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deployments requested for FY 73 or projected for FY 74. 

(J:SITf11. On August 17, 1971, Air Force Secretary Sea.Jnans requested 
Secretary of Defense approval for construction of storage facilities -

for only .weapons :maintained -since the 
approve the deployment of the additional-weapons 

(J;ltl?flll) In replying, Secretary Seamans, on September 3, 1.971, Mr. 
Packard stated that he dee:med it prudent to construction of· 

st,orae:e facilities 

(U) Effective November 3, 1971, the Defense Atomic Slpport Agency 
(DASA) was redesignated the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) by DoD 
Directive 5105. 3 h 

~ The JCS ..esub:mitted the Air National Guard pr.oposal on December 7, 
1971, to the Secretary of Defense since, with the recently approved 
safety rules for ANG operation of the F-101B/AlR-ZA weapon syste:m, 
inclusion of :monitoring as well as custodial functions would result in 
an increase in the strength of active Air Force custodial detachments 
to an average of 17 personnel - four over the previously planned 
strength for each of the F-101 units. The JCS stated that the annual 
support cost for the 100 active Air Force personnel would be $823,000. 
The ANG assumption of custodial functions would require 50 technicians 
to augment the current authorization a.t an additional cost of $4ZO, 000. 
Replacing 100 active Air Force personnel by 50 ANG technicians would 
result in a. savings of approximately $403, 000. The JCS further stated 
that an additional annual savings of $300, 000 and 40 :manpower spaces 
could be realized when the ANG received four squadrons of F-106 
a.irc.raft by the end of FY 73. 
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CHAPTER 19 

POLITICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND DEPLOYMENT 
AUTHORIZATIONS 

1972. 

l.minediately upon the completion of President Nixon's -
Secretary Laird sent 

for the purpose of nr•o•nct11ltll him a current first-
hand report on circumstances surrounding the security of our nuclear 
weapons. His findings indicated that had conducted 

themselves well in their relations_:w.it~h~U~S~p~~e~r~s~o~n~nieil ••••••• iwiieiaip;lolnl.. 
storage was not discussed··· 1 
-had cooperated fully with US security personnel by providing base 
security outside US storage and aircraft areas unobtrusively. 
did not react to nuclear weapons movements 

summary, close and 1r1endly 
and this relationship was not likely to in the near future in the opinion 
of the Embassy staff as well as US military officials there. The personnel 
at the storage site were well trained and led and the storage facilities, while 
modest, were considered adequate from a security point of view. 

~SF'R!!)" On January 31, 1972., the JCS submitted their final proposed Nuclear 
Weapons Deployment Plan for FY I973. The principal change to this plan was 
for increased POSEIDON missile deployments. 

(.J:SF!d5) The ATSD(AE) presented the deployment issues to Secretary Laird 
on the same-day. These issues and the ATSD(AE)'s recommended solutions 
were: 

a. Retain some nuclear weapons in Europe as MBFR "bargaining chips." 

b. Approve the JCS request for-tactical nuclear bombs-

c. Continue deployment o~ADMs to West Germany instead of the 
-requested by the JCS primarily due to political and military 
undesirability. 
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d. Hold tactical nuclear bombs for US forces 
present levels on the grounds that the JCS raucm•ue 
justify the slight increase. 

t 
quately 

e. Propose maintaining current authorization of strategic nuclear bombs 
at- JCS requested an increase to~ut the Secretary of Defense 
decision of October 16, 1970, deferred this request. 

TUl Secretary Laird approved the ATSD(AE) recommendations on February l, 
197Z. 

.J,SFR!O') On March Z7, 197Z, the President was notified by Deputy Secretary 
Rush that all nuclear weapons had been as of March Zl, 
197Z, and also informed the President that the 
to the shipments. This action was necessary 

(,l'.SFR~) As a result of the ATSD(AE)• s report 
Secretary Laird, on March Z7, 197Z, issued of 
the Air Force a!'ld tl:le Chairman, JCS, regarding nuclear operations
••••directing that: 

a. Nuclear weapon deployments reduced gradually to no more 
than-by the end of CY 197Z. If necessary, this number would be 
reduced further (as required by the weapons mix) so. that the number 
deployed would be no more than could be removed by 
under emergency .evacuation conditions. This redu 
line nuclear operations so as to facilitate all emergency 
actions should any be required in the future. 

b. Plan to continue nuclear weapon storage 
at a reduced level. It would be unde 

•• although 
may lead 

to total withdrawal of nuclear weapons 

c. Plans for construction of a nuclear storage facility 
would be held in abeyance. 

d. The improvements to the physical security of the nuclear storage area 
sensor installations, which had been 

postponed pending a would now be completed expeditiously. 

.J,75FR!8r On March 31. 197Z, his review of········ Secretary Laird reported to the President that 
••••• had been completed. Mr. Laird 
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informed the President that he had directed the following actions: (1) gradual 
reduction in nuclear weapons deploytnents to about hal£ the authorized li.Init 
-; (2) holding in abeyance plans for the construction of a nuclear 
storage facility and (3) the expeditious 
completion of modest in the physical security of the nuclear 
storage area Secretary Laird also informed the 
President that reduction in the number of weapons deployed toft···· 
while facilitating such emergency actions become necessary of 
weapons deployed forward the SlOP strike plans,· would 
be fully covered. It was that the removal of w••a>>OilS 
should not be obvious 

.{,SFPit) On 9 May 1972, in response to requests for rationale of deploytnents 
and stockpile plans outlined in NSDMs 121 and 128, the Deputy Secretary 
forwarded a study on war plans infor:na.tion to the President. The study 
explained th!t to support the National Security Strategy of Realistic Deterrence, 
the DoD based nuclear weapons stockpile requirements on a real war-fighting 
capability; and deployed nuclear weapons to provide a credible perception ot 
resolve to use the weapons if necessary. General and contingency war plans 
provided a range of conventional and nuclear options within the li.Inits of 
current force cap1<:>ilities. The level and mix of nuclear warheads in the 
current stockpile was based upon the capability to engage and defeat a 
comprehensive target system while meeting :na.terial and budgeting constraints. 
The capabilities of our strategic offensive forces were integrated in the Single 
Integrated Operational Plan (SlOP) to provide for their most effective employ-

. ment against preplanned targets. The US stockpile of strategic 
warheads did not provide the capability to defeat the complete eriemy target 
system, however, through the ability to respond after absorbing a first strike, 
it provided, in conjunction with other force elements, a high confidence o£ 
deterring an aU-out surprise attack. Plans for employment of nuclear 
weapons for tasks not incorporated into the SlOP were based on the assumption 
that early nuclear weapons employment would not be authorized except in 
response to an enemy nuclear attack or other most compelling circumstances. 
However, plans did include provisions for use of nuclear weapons at any 
stage of a conflict during which their employtnent could be justified from a 
military standpoint. As a result, the stockpile provided a range of capa
bilities that permits nuclear responses appropriate to a wide variety of 
situations. Projection of future stockpile needs in view of an expanding 
and increasingly complex target system was recommended. 

study then developed in more detail five specific categories of 
discussion. These categories and :na.in comments were: 
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a. Strateeic: Offensive Weaoons --which discussed targeting, weapons 
application and expected damage related to the SIOP. It also inc:luded 
discussion on recovery and reconstitution of the strategic: bomber force, 
other contingencies involving these forces, a summary of the characteristics 
of the strategic weapons stockpile and indications of cu.rrent force loading. 

b. Stratel!ic Defensive Weaoons -- summarized current capabilities in 
_!_erms of types and yields of warheads, numbers of delivery vehicles and 
vehicle load fa·ctors . 

c. Theater Nuc:lear Weaoons--Eurooe -- described the current relation
ships of the SlOP to NATO• s theater nuc:lear strike forces, sununa.rized 
key elements of SACEUR1 s General Strike Plan relative to the attack of 
fixed targets and described the targeting concept in SACEUR• s Regional 
Defense Plan for application against non-fixed targets. It further identified 
the principal shortcomings in the quality of the current tactical nuclear 
weapons stockpile.; The quantity of weapons allocated to CINCEUR in FY 197Z 
was compared with SACEUR• s estimates of weapons requirements and included 
a summary of changes in nuclear weapon deployments proposed in FY 1973 for 
NATO Europe. 

:'. 

d. Theater Nuclear Weapons--Atlantic -- sununa.rized nuclear weapons 
requirements for the region related to the SIOP, support for SACEUR and 
support for the execution of other contingencies. It described general purpose 
naval force nuclear weapon requirements for conflict-at-sea in both the 
Atlantic and Pacific and indicated overall stockpile composition and fore~ 
loading for nuclear antisubmarine and naval surface-to-air warheads. 

e. Theater Nuclear Weaoons--Pacific -- dealt with weapons requirements 
for SlOP and other strategic commitments in the Pacific region and with the 
single contingency in Asia requiring the largest probable expenditure of 
nuclear weapons. It also summarized principal changes proposed for nuclear 
deployments in the Pacific in FY I 973 . 

.LXSFR:B) Deputy Secretary Rush forwarded the FY 1973 Nuclear Weapons 
Deployment Plan to the President for approval on May 11. 197Z. Significant 
changes from the previous year were listed as follows, 

a. review of other requirements, 
Westpac deployments would decrease from- in FY 7Z to .. for 
FY 73. 

b. A decrease in NATO Europe of in FY 7Z to- in FY 73 resulting 
from withdrawal of.actical bombs from US forces in Germany, 
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introduction craft previously 
supported by US bombs, and withdrawal of Honest John and Sergeant 
missiles in conjunction with the planned introduction of the Lance for 
US forces. 

Atlantic deployments would be reduced by -weapons 
nation of SAC operations at Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico, 
deactivation of the Bomarc system (.warheads) 

due to termi
bombs) and 

d. Increase of weapons afloat from- to- which reflected additional 
Poseidon missile deployments. 

(~) The President approved the NWDCP for FY 1973 (NSDM 178) on 
July 18, 1972. He stipulated that deployment of 155rnm projectiles for 
support of non-US NATO units would be accotnpanied by a corresponding 
reduction in the authorization for these weapons with US forces in West Germany; 
that the Secretary of Defense determine at the appropriate time whether 
deployments in support of the ADM program of cooperation be accompanied 
by corresponding increases in the total number of these weapons in NATO 
Europe; that PAL•s be installed on all the remaining nuclear weapons-

not included under NSDM 60; and that all nuclear weapons -
be PAL equipped. He also requested that, for the FY 74 plan, a rationale 
be provided for any significant changes in overseas or afloat deployments 
including a discussion of military objectives and capabilities a!fected by such 
changes in the deployments and that a total deployment prcgram and schedule 
be shown for the weapon systems requested to be deployed in support of US 
or allied forces during this period. 

(It) On September 13, 1972, Secretary Laird requested Presidential approval 
of the proposal to transfer custody to the Air National Guard. 

~) Dr. Kissinger notified the Secretary of Defense on October 24, 1972, 
that the President approved the transfer of custody of nuclear weapons to 
Air National Guard units equipped with F-101B or F-106 aircraft and 
All'..-ZA/WZS GENIE nuclear weapons. The President also expressed the 
desire that implementing instructions and policy statements assure that 
standards. of control required of Air Force active duty custodians were 
equally applicable to ANG technicians having custody of nuclear weapons. 

~ One week later, Deputy Secretary Rush notified the JCS that Presidential 
approval had been obtained for the transfer of custody to the Air National 
Guard and attached the policy and guidance statements for implementing the 
transfer. These statements are enumerated in Appendix G. 
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!,I SEE ii') ln late November, after joint preparation by the Defense and 
State Department· staffs, a joint memorandum to the President was forwarded 
summarizing the political and military impact of removal of nuclear weapons 

This memorandum was based on the e that the US 

necessary to consider withdrawal of our nuclear 
weapons. noted that neither State nor Defense advocated the· removal 

-of our weapons at that time. The paper examined the military 
and political factors associated with such a decision in the context of pro
grammed force deployments and existing policy guidance. Contents of the 
paper follow: 

"Authority has existed for the deployment of nuclear weapons -
since mid-1957. Actual deployment of nuclear weapons first occurred in 
January 1958 (for the nuclear-armed Matador cruise missile). The first 
nuclear bombs we;e "deployed early in 1960. Today only tactical 
nuclear bombs are stored 

"The authorized level is-bombs; however, in March of this year the 
Secretary of Defense directed that these be reduced gradually to .y the 
end of this calendar year in order to improve our ability to control these 
weapons if for instance, we would be able to remove all of our 
weapons or we would be prepared 
for more rapid emergency disablement (or destruction) of our weapons. 
On February 19, 197Z, the Secretary of Defense directed that PAL• s 
(electromechanical locking devices) be installed by the end of this calendar 
year on all nuclear weapons stored as a means of 
providing additional protection. Other steps are 1ililiii 
the physical security of our nuclear storage area • 

"For some years the US had maintained a continuous Z4 hour nuclear alert 
recently with two and sometimes with four

On February 18, 197Z, these aircraft were withdrawn to au1!I:nent 

rcraft were redeployed and was 
informed that they will be The aircraft have not 
yet resumed QRA status but are expected to do so in the near future at no 
higher level than previously. You recently approved deploy-
ment for end FY 73 which includes continued deployment of four SIOP 
alert 
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•• Warfi2htinsz Considerations 

"Four SIOP sorties are planned to be launched with 
- These forces form a very small 
currently targeted in the SIOP aga and thus 
it can be said that they play only a relatively minor role in attacking the 

•~=·eat. If these--our weapons were removed, we 
might redeploy them during periods of crisis, assuming this right is main-
tained, or we might ass these four sorties to aircraft carriers, Polaris 
submarines, or B-Sz.•s Therefore, decisions con-
cerning nuclear weapons should be based primarily on considerations 
other than the function of these weapons in the SIOP. 

evon,d the SIOP, contingency plans relating to the defense 
as well as the overall theater general war plan, 

. ln fact, there are 159 contingency t~., 
port !ac , a , POL. and other military targets) -which 
land-based-can reach only from bases -

"Of course .• the precise number of these targets that would be struck depends 
upon the situation at the time and the particular planning option selected. 
Also, as in the SIOP, i£ aircraft and weapons were removed they could be 
redeployed in time of crisis, or other weapons systems might be substituted. 

''Forward Basing 

small number of weapons 
poses no great logistic p 
a s igni!i:ant cons ide ration is the 
forward base structure 

ln terms of military capabilities, however, 
contraction of forward storage options. Our 
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"I! we were denied storage 
have been subjected to increas•e 
would be left with •••• 1[1 
The potential importance of 

(and our storage rights there 
inty in the last few :months), we 

forward nuclear weapon sites. 

would then increase. The re.:moval ar weapons 
these circu:mstances would leav.._ for forward storage and would 
degrade our capability for tactical nuclear response in areas other· than 

However, if reentry rights-were negotiated and if these 
were honored in a crisis, we could redeploy our weapons if a situation 
developed requiring such redeployments. 

"Credibility 

"To the extent they are known or are assumed to be present, our nuclear 
deployments enhance the credibility, both to Allies and adver
saries, of our capability and will to stand by our commitments. The visibility 
of these weapons their associated quick reaction aircraft, 

are likely to have :more specific meaning to
longer range B-52• s on Guam or missile submarines in the Pacific. 

In addition, these weapons and aircraft contribute to our total posture of 
deterrence elsewhe~e in Asia. It should be however, that these 

"Possibilitv of Seizure 

"Another cons ide ration is the pass ible seizure of our weapons •••••• 
The US recently has taken steps to increase the physical security in our 
nuclear stora~e area and recent evaluations have con-
cluded that the is of a high order and 
tightly controlled and that an attempt at seizure of our weapons is remote 

in the unlikely event that such a move was directed the 
considered 

<>au<v are every 
our weapons in other foreign countries. 
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It is clear, therefore, that the 1ocus 
conditions and order of withdrawal 

although we should not foreclose possibility of a con-
tinued presence for an extended period of time if tensions in the area fail to 
diminish. 

" 

our nuclear capability provides visible 
evidence of our support. Regardless of the rationale used, -would 
view the removil:l of US nuclear weapons (and they would surely become 
quickly aware of it) as a severe blow, and as a significant manifestation of 
a weakening US commitment. This decision would be more upsetting to them, 
for example, than would the removal support forces for the 

as the latter are not related directly to the defense -
Nevertheless, eventual removal of the weapons is a step-may now 
£ores ee. 

"There was no -reaction to several changes during the past year 
in the number of weapons in to their active interest in 
the redeployment of In the latter 
instance, a reaction was not unexpected, since we notified-prior 
to the redeployment of these aircraft. No notice, of course, is given
-of the nuclear weapon movements and we do not know how detailed 
their knowledge is of our weapon s·torage levels. 

in the aircraft stems from the relation
although it is most certainly 

would not, by themselves, be 
Nevertheless, it is 

entative of the .full range 
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"A further critical factor in terinS of impact on would be the · 
advance notice provided before the weapons were removed. 
has been, and probably will continue to be, very resilient in its ability 
to adapt to changes in the international environment. Given lZ to 18 months 
notice of an impending withdrawal, it would very probably be able to adapt 
both its domestic and foreign positions to such an eventuality . 

..l.!Removal on short notice would, on the other hand, severely shake
We should nevertheless consider that advance notice could increase the 
danger -action to prevent removal of the weapons. 

presence 
nuclear weapons has not been emphasized- pronouncements. Thus, 

has made it clear that US military presence 
of relations with the US, it is not clear 

om past history''that the presence of nuclear weapons constitutes a particu-
larly odious component of the US military presence. it is largely 
the ical presence of US forces and installations 

il:ical impac of the withdrawal of nuclear weapons 
ends to some on other moves we make in our force 

deployments •111••••• as a whole. were apparently 
satisfied with statements concerning US force 

established a trend toward an. outcome preferred by 
ill probably react to future US action or inaction in 

terms of whether these reinforce or reverse movement toward that ultimate 
objective. We can probably anticipate a degree of-flexibility on 
timing; e.g., essing us to reduce forces -at 
a time when our would rule out any significant 
reductions. When permit, however, and particularly 
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expect removal of 
C-130 squadrons as a consequence of a 
to be satisfied with this alone over a 
as evidence of US intentions 

In this 
role. Their removal 

would e:z:p e ct 
related to the defense-

period 

could play- an important 
is likely to reco1~ni.ze 

quickly, might well constitute a sufficient to 
withdrawals to meet - minimum expectation that reductions . 
public enough (C-l30's) and substantial enough (nuclear weapons) to confirm 
that the trend continuing. 

nuc1ear weapons as 
action. ln ful

the pros and cons of 
withdrawing nuclear weapons also will have to be weighed against those of 
the withdrawal of other units with substantial theater-support functions, i.e. , 
communications and intelligence. 

"Other Nations 

"To the extent that removal of nuclear weapons became known 
to other nations in the area, the political impact would probably be some
what mixed. The assessment of our move would probably be less severe 
if it were obvious had not been shocked it. While welcome 

to some extent lessen the credibility of US commit:m.ents For 
example, might be more difficult to deal 
nuclear storage in their country. Although uneasiness, 
there would probably be no significant impact relationships or 
military while uneasy concerning the future 
military status not find it difficult to accept the 
withdrawal of US as long as it were not coupled 

area." 
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CHAPTER 20 

DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATIONS 
1973-1975 

~ The President 
SlOP-tasked 

roved, on 7 February 1973, the proposal that the 
when aircraft availabilities per

mitted and des ired to be informed of the contemplated timing for the. 
return of these aircraft . 

..I.SFi\!1') During a March 1973 security visit to some NATO installations, 
Senators Pastore and Baker questioned the storage of nuclear depth bombs 

Specifically, their question dealt with possible 
usefulness versus apparent vulnerability. The Senators had been told that 
the U.S. Navy aircr.aft which would use these weapons were based.at. 
Jacksonville, Florida, and they questioned whether it might be more 
practical for these aircraft to fly with their own weapons rather than having 
them stored They also questioned, in a broader sense, 
their difficulty in conceiving a wartime scenario whereby the Russians 
would allow slow eller driven aircraft to search out their submarines 
in the w;lt<od····· 

(T&iFR-!1) On 16 May 73, Deputy Secretary Clements informed Dr. Kissinger 
that worldwide assets continued to be fully committed in 
Southeast Asia and he therefore could not present a definite date for resump
tion of the SIOP alert. He also stated that the requirement for SIOP alert 

•••r·ern.ac1ncea valid and that Dr. Kissinger would be advised when firm 
dates became available. 

(JSFi'IB-) On 8 June 1973, Deputy Secretary Clements forwarded the request 
for approval of the FY 1974 nuclear weapons deployment plan. Specifically 
addressed in this memorandum were differences from the previous plan 
which were~ 

a. The authorization for NATO Europe would be decreased fro~ in 
FY 1973 to-in FY 1974. Detailed information included a net decrease 
in missiles deployed in West Germany on the Honest John/Sergeant swap for 
Lance and the reduction of tactical bombs -because of an uncertainty 
concerning the date that the unit would become operational and assume a 
nuclear role. 
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b. Overall depioytnents in Westpac would increase from .. in FY !973 
to -in FY !974. Specifically, a reduction of .tactical bombs
in light of revised Westpac force projections, deploytnent -would 
remain at .actical bombs for flexibility in the event of a crisis in Asia, 
strategic bombs in Guam would increase by .mainly for smaller yield 
strategic bombs to be used in limited attack options and an increase of 
.uclear depth bombs to improve Navy ASW flexibility. 

c. Atlantic deployn>ents would be reduced by-pending completion of 
·detailed arrangements with the storage. 

d. Authorization of weapons afloat would increase from-- in FY 1973 
to -in FY 1974. This reflected the continued deployment of additional 
warheads in the new Poseidon missiles. 

e. The proposed plan would authorize a total deployment o 
outside the United States at the end of FY 1974 as opposed to 
of FY 1973 and-for end F Y 1972. The plan would also authorize the 
conditional deployn>ent of up to -additional weapons outside the U, S. 
for various contingencies--an increase of-from FY 1973. 

f. Secretary L'i.ird• s intention to extend PAL controls to all nuclear 
weapons on foreign soil 

oi"f!!I!'!H!) The President approved the NWDCP for FY 1974 on 18 July 1973 
(NSDM 226). He stipulated that deployn>ents of 1 SSmmprojectiles for support 
of non- US NATO units would be accompanied by a corresponding reduction in 
the authorization for these weapons with US forces in West Germany; that 
the Secretary of Defense would recommend whether ADM deployments in 
support of the program of cooperation be accompanied by corresponding 
increases in the total number of these weapons in NATO Europe; that ·PAL 
devices would continue to be installed in all weapons deployed to NATO Europe 

PALs would continue to be placed on all weapons deployed in 
that PALs would be placed on all ASW weapons deployed 

by the end of FY 74; and that replacement of tactical bomb.s 
with PAL-equipped bombs by the end of CY 1974 

of such bombs permitted. 

"!'9iiFOl Jii>) On 24 August 1973, the JCS requested a 
authority due to a security problem at 

It was determined that 
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~-ulnerable to intruders anci dissidents. The .JCS requested authority to 
deploy·-ASW warheads irom ••• 
retaining deployment authority for the warheads 

(J'S-Ft:B) On 27 September 1973, Secretary Schlesinger approved the JCS 
request and also requested that he be informed of recommendations con-
cerning when the worldwide security review was completed. 

iJSEP liill On 3 November 1973, Secretary Schlesinger replied to Senator 
Pastore concerning the questions. He stated that the two 
basic reasons for forward-basing ASW weapons were that the 
weapons must be prepositioned near the waters in which their use was 
anticipated and that they were for support of allied forces with whom we 
have appropriate programs of cooperation. Additional rationale to support 
these reasons follow. and forward deployed 'US aircraft could 
make immediate use of the nuclear and nonnuclear weapons 
Patrol aircraft·would deoloy from the l'S with conventional 1oac.s , . 
onload nuclear ASW weapons at if the situation escalated to 
nuclear The site is the 

ceptor squadrons 
squadrons based 

CIS- .. l:l') On 20 June 197-l. :he ?resident, by NSDM 258, approved the request 
.oi the Secretary of Defense to change the nuclear weapon yield constraint 
imoosed by NSAM l-i3 and modifieci bv :\"SAM 199. The yield provisions were 
amended to accommodate Bbl-2 and Bbl-3 tactical nuclear bomb support of 
non- CS NATO forces. The yield of bombs provided to non-US. NATO forces 

shall not exceed - 1-:T. 

(~!".<11) On the same ciay. :he P"es tdent approved in principle the programs 
of cooperation the Federal Republic of Germany to develop 
and support B43, B 57 and B61-2 !B61- 3 nuclear bomb delivery capabilities 
·o:ith the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA). The President also approved 
in principle programs of cooperation "'hich would add B61-2/B61-3 nuclear 
bomb support to those exts the Federal Republic 
of Germany. already supported 
with the B2.8. B43 and B3i :1uclear bombs .. 

~-~)All weapons were remo on 18 July 197-l. 
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(SIJI.D) The JCS notified the Secretary of Defense on i October 1974 that 
their examination of the deployment posture at reaffirmed 
th for forward-deployed nuclear . ..SW weapons -

recorrunended that all such weapons be consolidated 
JCS rationale was presented as follows: 

a. been noncontroversial from a political and security 
Ample standpoint was located in proximity to the area cf operations. 

storage space was available !or the additional weapons. 

b. of the weapons were earmarked for 
and the consolidation would only involve an intracountry move. 

c. 
be airl 
aircraft arrived. 

was maintained in a contingency status, B57s could 
and returned to the site by the time delivery 

It could also be utilized as a divert field. 

d. could absorb the increased inventory without increasing 
pport and security personnel. All of the US security forces 
.could be reassigned. Some weapons technicians would still 

to maintain security and support equipment. 

,L;r5P!Cl3) The next day, the President approved the NWDCP for FY 1975 
(NSDM 274). He stipulated that actual deployments against the authorizations 
would be controlled by the Secretary of Defense and be in accordance with 
Public Law 93-365 (the Nunn Amendment): deployments of !SSmm projectiles 
for support of non- US NATO units would be accompanied by a corresponding 
reduction in the authorization for these weapons with US forces in West 
Germany: that the Secretary of Defense recommend at an appropriate time 
whether ADM deployments in support of the program of cooperation be 
accompanied by corresponding increases in the total number of these weapons 
in NATO Europe: and that of .tactical bombs- and 

· .. ASW warheads to Guam under conditions o£ 
advanced readiness be accompan1ed a corresponding reduction in the 
authorization for these weapons in Guam. He also approved retaining excess 
Honest John and Sergeant warheads in-theater but directed that they be iden
tified as special deployments rather than included under the authority for 
unforeseen crises. He stated that except as necessary to comply with the 
provisions of Public Law 93-365, these warheads would remain in-theater 
unless their redeployment was approved ?v the President. The President 
further directed that his approval be obtained before removing weapons from 
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FY 76-77authorization request for Europe was set at the ceiling estab-
lished by PL 93-.365 of weapons. Identification of ible weapons 
reduction of for FY 76 in Europe, which included Option III 
in MBFR and an additiona~in FY 77 to account. for reduced military 
requirements, were addressed with the objective of reaching levels in 
Europe of-in FY 76 and-in FY 77. The proposed reductions 
were based on: 

a. Replacement of Honest John and Sergeant with the more survivable 
and flexible Lance SSM on a less than one-for-one basis. 

b. Replacement of some fixed yield bombs with selectable yield bombs 
which were more suitable to the European enviromnent. 

c. Readjustment of load factors of nuclear air defense weapons to have 
more nonnuclear missiles on alert. 

, 
d. Withdrawal to CONUS of those weapons intended for dual-based 

forces and some of the less critical weapons held in reserve by the theater 
commander for battlefield use. 

e. Overall deployments in Westpac would decrease from -in FY 75 
to- in FY 76 and -in FY 77. 

f. Atlantic deployments would be reduced from-in FY 75 to -in 
FY 76 and FY 77. 

g. Authorizations of weapons afloat would decrease from -in FY 7 5 
to -in FY 76 but increase slightly in FY 77 to-

h. The proposed plan would authorize a total deployment of- in 
FY 76 and-in FY 77. 

JiJj On April 30, 1975, the Deputy Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs in a memorandum to the Military Assistant to the Secretary 
of Defense stated that the President had directed that, until further notice, 
there will be no withdrawal of United States forces or nuclear weapons from 
overseas areas without his expressed approval. 

(TSFR:B) In accordance with General Wickham• s request for a list of the 
Force Actions and Nuclear Actions that were immediately affected by 
General Scowcroft•s April 30 memorandum. the ATSD(AE) on May 9, sub
mitted the following information to the ASD(ISA) for incorporation into an 
information memorandum to the Secretary of Defense: 
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- that yield restrictions of NSAM 143 as modified by NSAMs 197 and 
370 and NSDM 2.5 8 continue to apply; that PAL e to be main-
tained on all weapons to NATO Europe, and on all 
r''-.L.•-•"!~<lpped weapons that those weapons 

without PAL devices be replaced with PAL-equip 
by the end of FY 1976; that deployment of weapons to be 
held in abeyance pending further review; and that any plan to deploy weapons 
to-be submitted to him for approval. The President additionally 
desired that future annual d~ployment authorization requests include plans 
for two fiscal years. 

During December !974, all non-PAL weapons were removed from 
and only -tactical bombs remained at 

(U) The Atomic Energy Commission was abolished on January 19, 1975, 
and reestablished as the Energy Research and Development Administration , . 
(ERDA). The AEC' s Division of Regulation became the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission on the same date. 

(;t:iFRB) On 20 January 1975, the Secretary of Defense was briefed on the 
FY76-77 Deployment Authorization Secretary decided upon the 
removal of all nuclear weapons by early FY 76 but 
authorized conditional deployments as follows: 

a. Up to .tactical nuclear bombs for advanced readiness. 

b. Up to -tactical nuclear bombs for temporary offload of ships 
when required for emergency reasons. 

c. Up to • AA WI ASW for temporary offload of ships when required 
for emergency reasons and for advanced readiness of ASW operations 
.warheads). 

same time, the Secretary of Defense deferred a decision on 
issue until Navy studies addressing the rationale and 

inventory needs for AA W and ASW weapons had been completed. 

ITSEP*"! On 16 Aprill975, the Secretary of Defense submitted the FY 1976 
and FY 1977 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Plan to the President. It was 
noted that the plan incorporated many changes resulting from a rigorous 
internal reexamination of deployments in the context of revised military 
planning, the restructuring and modernization of military forces, the Nunn 
Amendment (PL 93 -365) and ongoing M.BFR negotiations. Therefore, the 
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''d ...... 

-Action ........ high-yield tactical bombs, excess to 
USC!NCEUR's needs, were to be returned to CONUS. Action currently 
on a hold due to political sensitivities. 

-lmoact. None. 

-Recommendation. No movement until Presidential approval of 
FY 76-77 Deployment Plan and consultation with USCINCEUR. 

•·e. Alaska 

-Action. ---·tactical bombs ... 15Smm AFAPs. and.NIKE 
HERCULES warheads are to be returned to CONUS for storage by end FY 75. 

-lmoact. Removal of these weapons from Alaska would achieve 
cost and manpower savings and eliminate certain security problems. ,- . 

-Recommendation. These weapons are not listed in the Deployment 
Plan as an overseas deployment. This should therefore be accomplished 
and treated as 1.a CONUS move. •· 

~ On May 23. 1975, General Scowcroft notified General Wickham that 
his verbal request to remove-older theater nuclear weapons from Guam 
for retirement had been approved. 

,jl;) General Scowcroft notified the Secretary of Defense on 30 June 1975 
that the President had authorized continuation of the FY 75 deployments 
pending his decision on the FY 76 pian. 
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a. Guam 

-Action. :n accordance with the Presidentially approved FY 75 
::--iuclear Weapons Deployment Authorization and FY 75-77 :'-luclear \\'eapons 
Stockpile •• HONEST JOHN warheads and.MADM are to be returned to 
CONUS by end FY 75 for retirement. 

-lmoact. :-lo operational impact. Retention in Guam post 
would require an administrative change to the FY 75-77 stockpile. 
retirement schedule could be affected. 

FY 75 
ERDA's 

-Recommendation. We should continue with this move or seek 
Presidential approval to extend these deployments. 

"b. 

-Action. lanned to withdraw all-remaining tactical 
nuclear bombs from by early FY 76, upon Presidential 
approval of.FY 76-77 Deployment Plan. Significant cost savings would accrue. 

-lmoact. Short-term delay would have negligible e!!ect. Long-term 
delay or a Presidential requirement to retain nuclear weapons at 
would require major security improvements (approximately $1 million 
construction costs) and continued O&M. CINCPAC has no operational require
ment for these weapons past FY 75. 

-Recommendation. Short-term delay has a negligible financial 
effect and no movement is planned pending Presidential approval of the 
FY i6-7"i DeplO'!r-rrlent Plan. \Ve recommend withdrawal in FY 76 upon 
? res iciential approval. 

··c. FRG 

-Action. - PE:RSHc::--iG warheads are currently scheduled for 
return to CONUS bv end FY 75 for retirement. 

- \moact. :io operational impact. Stockpile authorization change 
required. 

-Recommendation. We should place these warheads in the Special 
Deployment authorizat10n for pass ible use in MBFR negotiations. 
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CH.t..PTER 21 

DEVELOPME!\'TS AND DEPLOYMD\T AwTHORIZATI0::'\5 
19i5-19ii 

!I-S Fl"d:7) On 16 July 1975, NSDM 
approval to the FY 76 and FY i7 
were: for Western Europe: 

300 was issued which gave 
loyment plan. Approved 

the Atlantic; 

Presidential 
ceilings 
for the 

Pacific;- afloat for FY 76 afloat for FY 77. Authoriz:a-
tions for would remain at the current levels. 
Approval of the SACEUR Reserve concept was withheld pending receipt 
and review of an analysis of its political and military implications. 
MBFR excess in the NATO Guidelines Area· {NGA) would be retained. 
The President also requested rationale for the proposed reductions and 
revised deployment tables reflecting this KSDM decision. 

(U) The Secretary·of Defense forwarded the rationale and revised 
deployment tables to the President on 1 August 1975. 

; 

Lance warhe;;ds 

to L"SCI:\CEUR dated 15 August 1975, the 
approved the conditional deployment of. 

(.S FRrl) On 16 August 1975, the Joint Chiefs of Staf£, in a message, 
be initiated to consolidate ASW nuclear weapons 

lTf .11:tl) By memorandum to the Secretary of Defense dated 10 September 
1975, the ATSD(AE) outlined the rationale for reductions in the 
numbers oi forward deplo\·ed nuclear weapons that were identified 
based on military requirements, peacetime security of these weapons 
and economic considerations. The general rationale presented was 
as follows: 

Pacific. 

P RD) Remove the remaining -nuclear weapons (rom 
but retain the storage facilities for contingency redeploy

ments. There is no longer a requirement for these tactical bombs in a 
SlOP role. Strategic assets have assumed the role previously held by 
these land-based tactical bombs. Carrie'r nuclear forces are available 
to provide a baci<up capacility. 

.-



Reduce the authorization of nuclear weapons 
from the current-to-

-Air delivered nuclear bomb requirements have been 
reduced fro~to -a.s CINCPAC no longer maintained a. SlOP 
commitment. 

-Reduce Army weapons from·to-by deleting all· 
.atomic demolition munitions (ADM), reducing tactical missile 
warheads (.Honest John to.a.nd llsergeant to. reducing. 
Nike Hercules nuclear warheads to. and reducing artillery nuclear 
rounds from-to-

~ATO. 

(~l Reduce a limited number of nuclear weapons deployed 
in Europe ou.tside the NATO Guidelines Area (no MBFR implications ) 
as follows: 

o Eventually remove all nuclear air defense weapons from 
Nuclear warheads demated and 

n:oLd.toed with conventional rounds during 
They continue to be held in storage thus requiring US custodial and 
-seCurity forces. 

o The nuclear storage sites in 
are believed by many in Congress to be vulnerable to overrun in a 
war or takeover in a· coup. Aside irom this political pressure, it 
was recognized that their military utility, in the current deployment 
posture was questionable. 

o Remove from 
no longer in SACEGR's Strike lans plus 
designated for restr:.k.e or replacement of losses. 
solely in support of l:S forces and had no Program 
implications. This action would reduce bombs for 
from- to bombs would remain 

bombs that were 
These weapons 
of Cooperation 
US forces 

Force requirements under SACEl.:R's strike plans. 

-
were 

o L.5 Fl'tfll Remo·.'e .nuclear depth bombs stored ashore 
- The Chairman JCS supported a Secretary of Defense decision 
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{j,z nt!5) The CSCI:-:CEt:R, '::ly JCS message, was requested to complete 

following: 

sed reduction of :1uclear warheads for .Xike Eerc...:les 
Options oi this study were to encompass the 

a. No reduction in !\ike Hercules warhead deplo,-ments. 

b. Twenty- five, 50, and 75 percent reductions in .. nuclear 
capable batteries per battalion equivalent with the batteries affected 
retaining conventional posture. 

c. Twenty, 50, and 80 percent reductions in nuclear loading 
factor per nuclear capable Nike Hercules battery. 

IS Fft!5) In a 16 December 1975 memorandum to the Director, Joint 
Staff, the ATSD(AE) authorized removal of. remaining Honest John 
warheads- This action was authorized since the NSC staff 
had determined that modernization programs having no effect on 
MBFR negotiations were not subject to the "freeze" ~ndicated by 
NSDM 300 and could therefore be completed. 

(~) USCfNCEUR replied to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 19 December 
f975 regarding the Nike Hercules review. The reply referred to a 
SACEUR assessment which presented no information indicating 
military justification for introducing gaps by completely withdrawing 
the Nike Hercules system, eliminating the nuclear component, or 
thinning out the system. The SACEUR study indicates that a reduc-
tion to a standard load of ten warheads per CS battery might be 
acceptable althougn the adjustment could create some element of risk. 
The mam concern was that political reaction to CS unilateral reduc-
tion could be counterproduc:ive in the current modernization dialogue 
and would be viewed a.s a clear s1gn of weakening US resolve in the 
face of economic pressures. 

(U) In January 1976, it was decided that the FY 1977/78 Nuclear Weapons 
Deplo\·ment Plan would be forwarded to the Defense Review Panel (DRP) 
Working Group for discussion. 

(w FK!3l By JCSM Z0-76 dated 19 January 1976, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff submitted their site-by-site ~eview of nuclear weapons storage 
sites, identified candidate sites ior consolidation and closure anci 
provided related information on personnel requirements relating to 
the storage sites in !\ATO E'...lrope. The proposed reductions are 
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that these could be redeployed to CO!'>uS. They were retained in 
country ior possible use as bargaining chips in •••••• 
:-ights .negotiations and their removal would be part of the final 
package upon completion oi these negotiations. 

United KintZdom. (S FRD) The British had been informed of 
the Secretary of Defense direction to consouo•a1:el 

with other .weapons at 
consolidation was not affected by the NSDM 300 freeze. 

J,h I RD) The Joint Chiefs of Staff directed, by a 13 November 1975 
message, execution of consolidation to relocate the ASW 

weapons from········ 

(TS -y) By JCSM-422- ;5, dated 4 December 1975, the Joint Chiefs 
oi Staff forwarded thei:: proposed FY 1977 and FY 1978 Nuclear Weapon 
Deployment Plan to the Secretary of Defense. The proposed deploy
ment levels w)!re: 

Authorized Proposed 

1..2.Z.2. .!.212 ~ 

Europe - - -
Atlantic - - - -
Pacific - - - -
Afloat -- - _.. 
TOTAL - - - -
Note: Proposed levels resulted from a JCS reevaluation of 
deployments based on the posture necessary to support 
operational requirements in the context of 11 today 1 s environ-
ment." MBFR lll, reconsideration of !'ike Hercules 
reductions and significant reductions 
within 1\ATO were also addressed. 
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working group level after February 18 with a meeting of the principals 
in either late February or early March 1976. 

(U) On March Z.Z., 1976, the FY 1977/1978 Pl= was transmitted by the 
NSC staff to the Secretaries of State and Defense and the Chairman, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, requesting final agency concurrence. 

(U) Department of Defense concurrence was forwarded to the AssistaJ:lt 
to the President for National Security Affairs on 5 April 1976 by the 
Military Assistant tO the Secretary of Defense • 

..(S FR:Bj By JCSM-12.7-76, dated 5 Aprill976, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
recommended to the Secretary of Defense that Presidential approval 
be sought to remove the .ASW weapons stored- The rationale 
for this request was that there were indications that a- . . 

•• ,,..c•ul.d be ratified prior to 
on increasing storage at 

If these weap~s were not removed prior to ratification, 
would have legitimate cause for complaint. 

~ The Deputy ATSD(AE) provided = interim reply to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff on Z.l April 1976 concerning site consolidation. He reaffirmed 
that NATO site closures were dependent upon consultation, which he 
noted had been slow; that OSD M&RA and PA&E, as well as ATSD(AE) 
and JCS, had been working since November 1975 on the problem. He 
informed the JCS that site consolidation issues had previously been 
addressed in the April 1975 "Nunn Report" and the 19 December 1975 
study, "Improving the Effectiveness of NATO's Theater Nuclear Forces," 
He further stated that it was being recommended that the Secretary of 
Defense address this issue at the 19th Nuclear Planning Group meeting 
in June 1976. 

(S FR:9) In a memorandum to the Military Assistant to the Secretary of 
Defense dated 3 May 1976, the Deputy ATSD(AE) provided a point paper 
on proposed· reductions-- The points made were: 

The FY 197i-1978 Deployn>ent Pl= proposed that, from a 
total of-nuclear weapons then authorized 
be incrementally withdrawn, leaving at 
FY 1977. TYPes to be withdrawn would include nuclear artillery, 
surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles, atomic demolition 
munitions, and tactical bombs. 

The rationale pres en ted for this withdr.a.wal was: 
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sununarize4 as follows: 

CONUS 
Alaska 
Hawaii 
Guam 
Puerto Rico 

SUBTOTAL 

SUBTOTAL 

United Kingdom 

SUBTOTAL 

SuBTOTAL 

TOTALS 

'''lncl\,des 48 !\ike Hercules sites i:1 ce::tral Europe.' 

~ On 27 January 1976, Presidential Advisor Scowcroft informed the 
Secretarv of Defense that the President had approved an additional
Poseid.on reentry vehicles for 

ll') A proposed deployment plan package was forwarded t<> OASDflSA) 
on.; :te!:>r·~ar;- 19i~ with t.'Je request 6at it be furnished to the DRP 
working group. The ATSDIAE) also requested discussions at the 
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as appropriate, 
USCL'\;CEUR's area of responsibility. 

(.;, ED 8'j On May ZS, 1976, the President's National Security Advisor 
forwarded the ·FY 1977 I 1978 Deployment Plan to the NSC Defense 
Review Panel with the recommendation· that it be forwarded to the 
President without an NSC meeting; and that there had been general 
agreement that it would be inadvisable to withdraw w.;apons from 
-that time. 

~ FR!J) In a 7 June 1976 memorandum to the Director, Joint Stafi, 
the Deputy ATSD(AE) authorized the JCS to store afloat or at a 
temporary locatior, in COKUS the • . ..SW weapons then storeci
- The Joint Stafi was also informed that the actual reloco.tion 
date would not exceed beyond a reasonable time (Z to .; weeks! after 

would restrict movements 
eluding consolidation at 

f:>rce and that the United Kingdom 
the tourist season thereby p::-e

until after Septembe::- 1976. 

(.5. nu:n In ~ message on 21 June 1976, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
authorized the removal of the-depth bombs from-temporary 
storage afloat. The message also stated that-SAS site 
would be maintained as a contingency site to support ASW operations 
under advanced readiness conditions . 

. ~ F~) The President approved the ?-iuclear .Weapons Deployment 
Authorization Plan for FY 1977 and FY 1978 by !'\ational Security 
Decision Memorandum 332, dated 7 July 1976, which also extended 
the F":" 1976 deployment authorit\" of l'\SDM 300 through the FY 1976 
transition quarter. Auth:>rized deployment levels by region and 
afloat were: 

Europe 
Atlantic 
Paciiic 
Afloat 

FY 1977 

In addition, the iollowin~ rest~ictions were enu:nerateC.: 

All nuclear wea!'ons deployed would be removed. 
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o Political considerations were. congressional concern over 
the large number of forward deployed nuclear weapons worldwide and 
the threat of international terrorism or host-country takeover; weapons 
were for employtnent by US forces only did not know the 
quantity of nuclear weapons; that the nuc 
were not th....more ,;.sible delivery systems; and that movement of 
weapons can occur on an incremental basis without -knowledge 
of the e..'<: tent of trans fer. 

(Xi FliU!I') By National Security Decision Memorandum 3Z8 dated 4 May 
1976, National Security Advisor Scowcroft notified the Secretary of 
Defense that the President had roved modifications of the US 

The 
modifications would p improved survi com-
mitted to the General Strike Plan and allow for some reduction in 
tactical aircraft requirements for targeting against fixed targets in 
the GSP, thus making such aircraft fully available for other theater 
operations. Specifically, the United States: 
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KSDM 332. The site at 
until ongoing negotiations 

would not be closed 

(,S F~) At the same time, the Sec~etary of Defense transmitted a 
message to SACEUR requesting his personal views of the KATO 
site consolidations in JCSM-20-76 as well as the one at 
FRG, supporting US forces in Europe. He also requested SAC 1 s 

feasibility of further consolidation/closures in-

j,S. 5~) The Joint Chiefs of Staff, in a 7 December 1976 message, 
notified concerned commands of the Secretary's 10 November 1976 
site closure decisions. Closure of site would 
be dependent upon a reduction of tactical bomb dep<oVTJn.en< 
tions allowing proper storage of all tactical bombs 

~)On 18 December 1976, the Secretary of Defense was informed by a 
memorandum'from National Security Advisor Scowcroft that the President 
had decided to delay the planned withdrawal of the Sergeant Missile 
Battalion, including its warheads, equipment, and troops 
until further,,.notice. 

(,J:.i F!Ctl) On 3 January 19·f7, the ATSD(AE) informed the Director, 
Joint Staff, of the President's decision to delay withdrawal of the 
Sergeant missile battali Therefore, the Sergeant 
warheads scheduled for withdrawal at that time would be retained 
for the present. 

~ ln a letter to General Haig, dated 17 January 1977, the Secretary 
oi Defense suggested dela~ring the closure of seven Central Region 
SAS sites originally identified by the JCS. He also suggested that 
it might be timely to examine the entire site consolidation issue in 
light of the current maldeployments in the Central Region and in 
consideration of the survivabilitv and security of nuclear weapons 
currently deployed as well as those to be deployed as part of the 
theater nuclear fu'rce TNF\ mode tion program. The Secretary 
also agreed that ns redeployment proposals, 
due to site security ,·ulnerabilities, be delayed due to political 
sensitivities. 

(l$ -R:BT On 17 February 1977, the Deputy ATSD(AE) informed the 
Director, Joint Staff that the State Department had agreed to the 
'Nithdrawal of all remaintng nuclear weaoons from 
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All nuclear weapons deployed to !\A TO E!.!rope, •••• 

would have Permissive Action Link 

(PALl de,•ices· installed. 

Reductions in would be accomplished in 

coordination with the Departnlent oi State. 

Prior to the initial weapons withdrawal 
Department o1 State would be informed. 

the 

The. special deployment category for MBFR would be retained. 

(~ On 19 July 1976, all weapons stored at were 
removed without incident. 

(,J;[ _ tl::li I ln a guidance memo randurr. dated :! l July l9i6 to the Joint 
Chie!s oi Staff relating to the F":.' 19ii I FY 197S deployment plan, the 
Secretary of Defense directed an early coordinated effort to withdraw , 
an i::i:ial -n~clear weapons f:-om , 

(JS -nit) The ATSD(AE) was advised by the Vice Director, Joint Sta££, 
on 28 S'pteml;>er 1976, that the CINCPAC plan for re-
deplo\·ment was then under development, that a 1 December 1976 
sealift movement would be cost effective, and requested that coordina
tion be obtained from the State Department. 

l"'T"s _ !CD I On 1 Octooer 1976, Deoar~ent oi State concur 
requested for the removal of- wea~ons by sealift from 
in a. letter to the Director, 3t:.reau oi ?olitico-Militar~· Affairs from 
:;,e Deput:: ATSD(AEi. 

1-r REi! The Secretarv of Deie::se concurred in the closing of 2·3 
.storage sites in his :-::emoranciur.. :o t."-le Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
10 :\'ovember 197C. _.;dciitior..al ;-:..:.idance !:-om the Secretary is 
":lrie!1~-- stated herewit.!:. ?·..!:-the:- :-edt.:c:1o:1s in :\ATO sites might be 
possi':>le following :\'ATO disc:.:ss:ons un possible thinning of nuclear 
capable !'ike Hercules . .MBFR Cption l:U and CINCEt:R/SACEUR 
Deployable Reserve would ":le !-:.eld in a.oeya.nce pending outcome of 
Qn!5oin£" negotiations and l'..!ture Gec1sions. Ac:ion should be initiated, 
l'lowe\·er, to eiiect clost.:re :,i the sues at Concorci and. Seal Beach, 
Cali!c:nia; Barbers Point and ~alualie, Eawaii: 

in the tir::e :~arne spec1!ied oy JCSM-20-i6. 
·:.·culd be :-etained t~ suppon deplo)'Tnent levels specified in 
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(U) The Secretary of Defense requested the change to the approved 
FY 1977-1978 Deolovment Authori:ation in a memorandum to the Assistant 
to the President for :\ational Security Affairs on 18 ~larch 1977. 

~) The FY 1977-19~8 Nuclear lieapons Deployment Authori--,=e
reflected a reduction of .bombs in support of US forces in 
-had been removed in 1975 and the remaining .were »wlt::uw.t"l 
for removal during FY 1977. The State Department disagreed with the 
proposed withdrawal stating that such a decision should be deferred 
until. Congress considered the proposediiiiiiiiiiiiDefense Cooperation 
Agreement and its status on Capitol Hill became clearer. As a result, 
the Military Assistant to the Secretary of Defense informed the Assistant 
to the President for National Security Affairs on 26 ~larch l97i that the 
withdrawal of thetllbombs would be held in abeyance. · 

(~ Approval was given on 31 ~larch 1977 ·to change the FY 1977 and 
FY 1978 deployment authori:ation reflecting the delayed B61 delivery 
in support of non-US NATO squadrons. The Director, Joint Staff was 
notified of this approval by a Deputy ATSD(AE) memorandum dated 20 April 
1977. 

~ On 14,April 1977, State 
draw the remaining weapons from 
informed the Director, Joint 

again received to with
The Deputy ATSD(AE) 

concurrence on the same day. 

~ The Director, Joint Staff informed the A~ 26~ril 
that all nuclear weapons had been withdrawn from t11111111111111 by 
airlift on 23 April 1977 as scheduled. The Deputy ATSD(AE) provided 
confirrr~tion of this to the State Department on 27 April 1977. 

1977 

~) As a result of the decision to reduce forces and nuclear 1;eapons 
-the Chairman, JCS requested Secretary of Defense aEE!"oval, on 
14 July 1977, to initiate •·i thdrawal of l<eapons bv · -tactical 
bombs by 31 October 1977. This •·ould permit consol of 
remaining air-delivered weapoP.s and closure of the 
site. The Chairman ::1lso stated remaining-bombs 
.-i thdra•n during the Januar\'-JLme 1980 time period. 

~ The Secreta'!"\' of Defense aporo1·ed the JCS request to ~<ithdra1' 
the initial. tactical bombs from- pro1·ided such dra1;d01,n com
menced after :6 Jul" 197- l<hich h3.S the es!ablished date of the securitv 
consul t:J.tive ·meeting. 

· :ness:J.ge, the JCS approved the l>i thdra1<al of 
::1nd their subsequent relocation to 

ited Kingdom. 
~<eapons deplovment 

United Kingdom. 

:his actior. ~<as a previ~ 
to support deplo1~ent o£111111111111111 

I' ,, 
,.. ,.. .-. r""" r-
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on or aoout 1 March 1977. 

15 F?-8) General Haig, by a 25 February 1977 letter to Secretary 
·Brown, acknowledged former Secretary Rumsfeld's I 7 January 
letter and informed the new Secretary that development of the terms 
oi reference as well as the US position for a storage site assessment 
to determine optimum storage locations in the Central Region
-were underway. He also stated that, upon compietion of this 
effort and if politically arate requests would be made 
to the governments o to discuss• possible· site 
restructuring within those countries. 

IS, Fftr:l'l On 1 Marcn 1977, the Deputy ATSD(AE) forwarded a proposed 
FY 1977-1978 Deployment Plan change to· the State Department request
ing their concurrence. The chanl!e was being made partly due to delays 
in ERDA's delivery of B61 bombs due to past funding problems and 
partly due to SAC Et.1R '• desae to rctair. o. );eld spectrum including 
.the -cu-;::rently provided by the B5<. The result of this action 
would chan~c th~o overali aeplovmt!nl authoruations in Europe to 

- for FY 1 Q77 1-· and remain at the -figure for FY 78 
(.r.). ' 

(;J;G I !W) Also on I March 1977, the Director, Joint Staf! informed 
the ATSD(AE) that CINCPAC had scheduled a 7 March airlift to 
withdraw the remaining weapons from and requested 
that the State Department be informed of the schedule withdrawal 
date. 

(U) The State Department was informed of the Joint Staf! request 
by ATSD(AE) letter of 2 March 197i. 

(.);.S EP8') The United States Amoassador to objected 
to the 7 March withdrawal date due to political considerations. 
Therefore, as a result of a 4 March ATSD(AE) request, the JCS 
informed CINCPAC that the 7 March mission should be cancelled 
and that it would be resch.,o:lul"ci at a later date. 

(U) The State D.epartm~n: c mcurrcd in th<· ;noposed El.'ropcar. deploy
mt!nt ;:,anP.cs 1rj c..; Marcn 10-:"7 letter t~· tht~ ATSD(AE;. 
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~Iarine weapons would be left which could cover Annv contingencies and 
-SAC weapons would remain at Anderson AFB. 

~ . The Director, Joint Staff in1:anneQ 
1977 that, due to the collocation of the 

41111111111 support weaoans were also consolidated 
of storage sites llllllllllfram ll to 10. 

(U) The Secretary approved the FY 1978-1979 plan an 10 September except 
far same conditional deployment authorization requests. 

· f.SF!m3 Following this approval, the ATSD(AE) forwarded the revised 
plan to State on 14 September 1977 requesting departmental concurrence. 

;:, 
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~ :he Chairman, JCS informed the Secretan· of Defense on :: . .l.ugus~ 
1977, that, based on FY 1977. deolovmem aut.hori:a tion.>, • ground force 
~<eaoons· ~<ere being 1d thdra1.n -prior to 1 October 19~~. The 
Chairman also requested approval to ~<ithdra~< the remaining 11~ ground 
force ~<eapons during October-December 1977. The Secretary of Defense 
approved this proposal on :3 August 1977. 

~) The ATSD(AE) forwarded the proposed FY 1978-1979 :-Juclear ll'eapons 
Deployment Plan to the Secretary of Defense on 9 September 1977. ~1ajor 
features addressed in this plan called for: 

-- ~1aintaining the current warhead levels in the ~~TO Guidelines 
Area (~GA) to protect the- ~<arhead offer under Option I II of ~IBFR. 

Requesting appro1·al in principle to initiate a supplemental 
plan ~a replace excess Honest John warheads in the \ATO Guidelines 
Area (~G.l.) (expected to be in excess of • l<arheads b,· end FY -g) , 
for l<hich deli1·erv S\'Stems l<ere not available, by more operationallv 
useful ~<eaoons to the extent such ;;arheacis l<ere a1·ailable. TI1is ~<auld 
not onlv iinprove ·the current :-<.-\TO mili tan· posture, but could also 
enhance the negotiating value of the-~<arhead offer in ~IBFR Option III. 
Prior notification of the ~.l.TO allies to inform them of this approach 
would be desirable. · 

Loading of all eight US Lance units with .,;arheads pending 
future main missile purchase bv the FRG. The plan contained conditional 
depla,ments for the FRG should additional main missile purchases be made 
and l<ould be dra1.n in equal amounts from 1,-arheads for conditional deploy
ments in support of US units. The deplo,ment of an enhanced radiation 
~<arhead for Lance ~<auld not be required to meet the deployment levels in 
this plan. Assuming appro,·al by the President for production of this 
warhead, howe\'er, ~heir subsequent deplo,ment to !\ATO l<as envisioned. 

Retaining \ii-.e Hercules ~.·arheads in the FRG pending settlement 
of details regarding t~inning out of nuclear \ike Hercules. Adjustments 
for \ike Hercules coulc be integrated into the supplemental plan· for 
dealing l<i th the excess Honest Johns if appropriate. 

Iii thdrawal of l<arheads accordance l<i th the DoD 
plan submitted in response to reduction of nearly ·ss 
percent (-warheads including air-deli1·ered weapons) bY end FY lS~S 
and an additional .,,arheads l<i thdra1.n in FY 19~9 1;ould leave- air
delivereci ~.·eapons ;cheduled :or remo1·al in FY 1980. 

liithdra~<al of all .;rnt\· l<arheads- :"rom Guam. The limited 
benefi: of retaining these ~<eapons for~.·ard de!Jloyed !.'hile the delh·er,· 
forces l<ere being ~.·i thdra,,n to CO\ US •·auld not be offset bv the cost of 
im!JrO\'lng and maintair.ing storage facil.i :ies in Guam. 
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(.5FRDl ·':)ver the ·1ears, t!'ie custodv of n:.:clear weacor.s has s~i!'::ed ::-om 
-perCent. AEC (ERD1d control in isso to-perce~t. =:lntr::! by the Defense 
Department. The table below shows deployments and stockpile totals :or 
the init~al year, peak year and end fiscal year 1977. 

Total Deployed 

Tl'JlLE XIII 

US DEPLOYMENTS AND STOCKPILE FOR 
INITIAL, PEAK AND END :ISCAL YEAR 1977 YEARS 

Initial {Year) Peak {Year) 

(1967) 

End FY 1977 

~lATO Europe Support ( 1960) 
I (1951) 

(19711 
?acific Support (19511 (1967) 
To-cal Stockpile 13 ( 194 7) 31,723 (1967) , 
(U) ~et.ailed figures are illustrated in the appendices. Graphic illustra
tions. plot these figures in the tabl.es followinq this page. 

Table 

XIV 

:~:a 

::vr 

XVI! 

Illustration 

Total stockpile from 194/ ~hrough 30 September 1977. 

NATO Europe deployments from 1954 through 30 September 
1977 showing total, non-US support and US support. 

Cen-=.ral Regier. NATO E'..l:-ope total from 1961 through 
~C September ~?77. 

NATO Europe total from 1961 through 
30 September 1977. 

?aci!i= ashore deploymen~s from 1961 through 30 September 
1977 showing ~otal and country totals. 

Atlantic ashore deployments from 1961 through 30 September 
1977 showing total and country totals. 

Afloat deployments :rom 1961 t~rough 30 September 1977 
showing total and area totals. 
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TABLE XVIII 

AFLOAT DEPLOYMENTS 
END FISCAL YEARS 
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!ABLE XVII 
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7. Memoranda for Chairman, MLC 

from Secretary of Navy 
from Chief of Staff, U. S. Army 
from Chief of Staff, U. S.,Air Foree 

18 Sep 1947 
16 Oct 1947 
31 Oct 1947 

. All indie_ate general concurrence vith MLC proposals of 4 September 
1947 and request formal views of AEC. 

8. Letter ·to Chairman, AEC, from Chairman, MLC 12 Nov 1947 

Transmits viewa, as expressed in memoranda listed above, on desir
ability of transfer of custody. Request& formal views of AEC. No 
formal reply received. 

9. Me1110rsndum to Chairman, AEC, from Chairman, MLC 16 Dee 1947 

TrllllBIDits copies of correspondence between MLC and .the three Depart
ments regarding delivery of atomic weapona to. the Armed Forces. 
lnclosea ilso a presentation of the viewa of the MLC. 

10. Memorandum to Secretary of Defense from 
Chairman, MLC 

11 Mar 1948 

Incloses AEC staff study on technical considerations together vith 
a summary of MLC views. MLC recoDIDlends that "the Secretary of Defense 
recoD~D~end to the President that the responsibility for stockpile and 
surveillance of atomic weapons, with necessary assistance from the 
AEC, be assigned to the Armed Forces vithout delay." 

11. Joint AEC-MLC Meeting at Sandia Base 26-27 May 1948 

A statement of points of understanding was prepared in preliminary 
fashion for further consideration at a subsequent meeting. 

12. Memorandum to Chairman, AEC, from 
Chairman, MLC 

14 Jun 1948 

Proposes transfer of custody, urging that AEC join the Secretary of 
Defense in recommending to the President the transfer of custody and 
submitting a draft of _a proposed letter to the President. 

13. Meeting in Office of Secretary of Defense 
(Present were Secretary of Defense; Secretary 
of ·Army; Chairman, MLC; Chairman, RDB; Chief,. 
AFSWP; S AEC Commissioners) 

30 Jun 1948 

lt was generally understood that the President should decide the 
issue and that the AEC would present a parallel paper to the 
President when the Secretary of Defenae requests a decision. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

l. Atomic EnergY Act of 1946 

Assigned all organizations and properties of the Manhattan Project 
to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) 

2. Executive Order 9816 31 Dec 1946 

Implemented the Atomic Energy Act of 1946; It stated that all 
fissionable material and all atomic weapons and parts remaining from 
the Manhattan Project would be transferred to the AEC. It further 
provided that AEC could deliver fisaionable material or weapons to 
the Armed Forces in the interests of National Defense at the direction 
of the President. 

3. Armed Forces Special Weapons Project Established 1 Jan 1947 

AFSWP ordered to assume responsibility for all military service 
functions of the Manhattan Project "as are retained under control 
of the Armed Forces." Included waa the mission to participate in 
weapons development in coordination with the AEC. 

4. letter from Secretary of War to Chairman, AEC 30 Dec 1946 

In connection with discussion concerning storage bases the letter 
states in part "1 anticipate that when the matter has been reviewed 
by the President, he will direct that a certain number of bombs and 
bomb parts will be wholly within the custody of the armed services 
which are charged with the national defense." 

5. Joint AEC-MLC Meetings Dec 1946; Aug 1947 

At botn meetings the MLC informally indicated the desirability of 
transferring custody of stockpile weapons to the Department of 
Defense. No decisions reached. 

6. Memorandum for Secretaries of War and Navv 4 Sep 1947 
"Delivery of Atomic Weapons. to the Armed Forces" 

Military Liaison Committee recommends that all atomic weapons 
when ready for stockpile be delivered to the Armed Forces; that 
the AFSWP assume custody of weapons so delivered and assume 
responsibility for storage and surveillance with technical assistance 
from the AEC. 
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20. "Report on Future Storage Requirements for Atomic: 1 Feb 1950 
Weapons 11 

This report, prepared by a working group of a subc:ommittee of the 
MLC and approved by the MLC, which was submitted to the JCS for 
approval recoaaends that "the Department of Defense should have 
operational c:ontrol of the recommended sites, as at the present 
siteS, With present authority extended tO inc:lude operational control·· 
of the nonnuclear c:omponents including war reserve kits and spares 
at the operational sites." 

21. Letter from MLC Chairman LeBaron, to Hr. Early 
"Surveillance and Custody of Atomic Weapons" 

22 Mar 1950 

Advises that the AEC is c:onsidering a staff study which recoaaends 
that the'AEC obtain the c:oncurrenc:e of the President to "transfer of 
custody of stockpile of nonnuclear components of atomic bombs to 
the Department of Defense" and "delegation of responsibility for · 
routine maintenance of nuclear c:omponent• of stockPile atomic: weapons 
to the Department of Defense." Such transfer and delegation would not, 
in the opinion of the AEC, be c:ontrary to the intent of the President's 
earlier dec:ision that c:ustody of atomic: weapons should remain with the 
AEC. 

22. Memorandum to Sec:retary of Defense from Chairman,· 
JCS "Surveillanc:e and Custody of Atomic: Weapons" 

7 Apr 1950 

Joint Chiefs of Staff c:onsider that the AEC proposal should be sup
ported by the Depart.ment of Defense "provided the terms of the 
proposal are mutually agreed to by the Department of Defense and 
the Atomic: Energy Coaaission." 

23. Beginning of Korean Conflict early summer 1950 

It was dec:ided that bombs, minus nuclear c:omponents, would be delivered 
to the custody of the Air Force and Navy at Operational Storage Sites 
abroad and aboard carriers. The nuclear components would remain in 
custody of the AEC in the United States pending further decision in 
the future. 

24. Presidential Letter to the Chairman, AEC _24 Aug 1950. 

components from AEC to the Armed 
Delivery was made to the United 

and the carrier 
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14. Letter to the President from Secretary 

of Defense 
21 Jul 1948 

Letter urges the President to "advise the Atomic Energy Commission 
that delivery co the Armed Forces of stockpile atomic weapons will 
be directed, effective approximately four 1110nths hence." Incloses 
letter to Secretary of Defense of 13 March 1948 from Secretaries of 
Army, Navy and Air Force and letter from JCS of 20·March 1948, both 
of which reco11111end transfer of custody as. a matter of urgency. 

15. Presidential Refusal 23 Jul 1948 

The President refused to transfer custody of atomic weapons to the 
Armed Forces despite unanimous recommendations for approval from the 
three Service Secretaries, the Chiefs of Staff of Army, Navy, and 
Air Force and the Military Liaison Committee. 

16. Memorandum to the President from Chairlllllll. AEC 21 Jul 1948 
0 

Advises 'gainst transfer of custody. 

17. Presidential release to the Press 24 Jul 1948 

"As President of the United States, I regard the continued control 
of all aspects ~f the atomic energy program, including research, 
development and the custody of atomic weapons, as the proper functions 
of the civil authorities." 

18. Letter from the President to Secretary 
of Defense 

6 Aug 1948 

States "On balance, I do not feel justified in exercising my authority 
under the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 to order the 
transfer of the stockpiles to the Armed Services." 

19. AEC-AFSWP Agreement on Opera·tion and Maintenance 
of Storage Sites Able, Baker and Charlie 

11 Hay 1949 

Signed by DoD on 20 April 1949 and by AEC on 11 Hay 1949. This agree
ment provided for joint occupancy by the AEC and AFSWP. It stated that 
AFSWP was primarily concerned with support of operations in the event 
of nati~nal emergency and with support of training exercises and 
maneuvers. AEC would be responsible for custody of all stockpile items 
in storage or undergoing inspection. AFSWP would be responsible for 
custody of AEC weapons released for'AFSWP training and maneuvers. 
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30. Assistant Secretarv of Defense Memoranda to the 

Ar1IIV. Navy. Air Force and AFSWP 
16 Oct 1953 

Delineated Service custody responsibilities, and responsibilities 
for operation of "operational sites" overseas and in the United 
States. The memo to AFSWP charged the Chief, AFSWP with operating 
a reporting system to insure that he knew the status and location 
of the stockpile at all times. 

31. Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense and 
the Chairman, AEC -- Subject: Transfer and 
Deployment of Atomic Weapons 

22 Jun 1953 

On recamDendation of the Special Committee of the National Security 
Council on Atomic Energy, the President, on 20 June 1953, approved 
the request of the Secretary of Defense to effect the deployment of 
nuclear components "in numbers equal to the nonnuclear deployments 
now approved to those storages afloat and ashore wherein the decision 
to so deploy rests solely with the United States." , 

32. Presidential Dispersal Authorization to July 1, 1955 1 Dec 1954 

The President authorized dispersal of nuclear weapons to include 
thermonuclear, however he retained approval authority.for separate 
dispersal actions under the plan. 

33. AEC-DoD Storage Operations Agreement 3 Aug 1955 

Superseded the Joint AEC-DoD Agreement of August 3, 1951. 

34. Presidential Dispersal Authorization to Julv 1, 1956 29 Aug 1955 

The President authorized transfer of a certain number of nuclear 
components to DoD custody. Included were a number of· high yield 
weapons which the DoD was permitted to disperse but for which the 
AEC would maintain custody. 

35. Presidential Letter to AEC . 29 Aug 1955 

In this letter the President levied the responsibility on AEC to main
tain on the spot custody of the high yield weapons at dispersed loca
tions. As a result of this letter, AEC assigned civilian AEC custodians 
to dispersed locations at home, abroad and aboard ships at sea. The 
assignment of civilians aboard Naval ships proved impractical and 
almost immediately, following an AEC briefing of the President, was 
replaced by use of Naval officers as "Designated Atomic Energy 
Commission Hili~ary Representatives." 
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25. AEC-MLC ~ee~ing 9 Mar 1951 

I~ was brough~ ou~ a~ ~his meecing chac che milicary had been per
forming funccional surveillance on che encire scockpile, including 
nuclear componencs, for some cime. AEC expressed surprise a~ Chis 
informacion. Mr. Dean, AEC, scaced Chat AEC cuscody was "an empty 
concept" and chac the "real problem" was _in escablishing the proper 
division of responsibility for stockpile operations. 

26. Joint MLC-AEC Memo to JCS 26 Apr 1951 

The MLC approved a jointly agreed upon AEC Memorandum co the Joint_. 
Chiefs of Staff which proposed that nuclear componencs be trans
ferred co the cuscody of che DoD in numbers co macch che nonnuclear 
componencs already deployed. the JCS disapproved chis proposal wich 
~he scacemenc that it vas "uncimely." No furcher explanacion was 
advanced by JCS. 

27. AEC-DoD 'XgreP.ment on "Responsibilities for 
S~oclr.pile Operations" 

28. AEC-AFSWP Agreement Covering the Operacion of 
Nacional Stockpile Sties Under the Command of 
AFSWP 

3 Aug 1951 

23 Jun 1952 

Implemenced terms of tho. AEC-DoD Agreement on "Responsibilities for 
Stockpile OperaUons" of 3 August 1951. 

29. Presidential Approval of an NSC Study 10 Sep 1952 

The President approved a study compiled by che Special Commiccee on 
Atomic Energy of the Nacional Securicy Council. The scudy was entitled: 
"Agreed Concepts Regarding Atomic Weapons." It provided: 

(1) The Departmen~ of Defense should have cuscody of scocks of 
a~omic weapons oucside ~he concinen~al limics of che U.S. and any 
such numbers wichin ~he continen~al limits as mighc be required co 
assure opera~ional flexibili~y and military readiness. 

(2) The AEC should maintain custody of che remainder of the 
s~oclr.pil_e. 

(3) Other provisions relating to Provisions of Storage Facilities, 
Physi.:.a! ;icc:urity {Do!: t:~rovided for ;all storage sites.;, Access to 
Weapont.., ~t.:.. 
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41. Presidential Letter to AEC 24 Nov 1956 

In his letter, the President directed AEC to maintain custody at DoD 
locations in the same manner that they were accomplishing the task 
aboard Naval vessels. This meant that AEC civilian personnel would 
be withdrawn and military officers would assume the responsibility as 
DAECMRS. (The DAECHR system was an arrangement whereby the officer 
acted for both the AEC and DoD in custody matters. Transfer in 
emergency was effected in the following manner. 

(1) The DAECMR held a series of special code words provided to 
him by joint AEC-AFSWP action. 

(2) Commanders authorized to declare a Defense Emergency also 
held the code words. 

(3) When an authorized commander declared a Defense Emergency, 
his message contained the current code word. 

(4) If the ~de word in the commander's message matched the current 
word in possession of the DAECHR, he accomplished transfer of custody 
from AEC to DoD. 

Peacetime tran~fers of weapons required that the DAECHR receive separate 
authorization to effect transfer of custody from both the DoD and the AEC.) 

42. AEC-DoD Agreement for the Dispersal of High Yield 
Weapons 

2 Feb 1957 

This agreement implemented the President's direction of 24 November 
1956 to the AEC and put the DAECMR system fully in effect for main
tenance of dispersed high yield weapons. 

43. Amendment to Presidential Dispersal Authorization 
to July 1, 1956 

8 Mar 1956 

The President increased the number of low yield weapons authorized 
for dispersal under DoD custody and established a ceiling on the total 
number of low and high yields authorized for dispersal. 

44. Presidential Dispersal Authorization to Julv 1, 
1957 

24 Nov 1956 

The President authorized dispersal of nuclear weapons to include 
thermonu~. He~nued his previous restriction in effect that 
weapons in excess of 600 KT would remain in the custody of the AEC 
even when dispersed. 
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36. Joint AEC-DoD Agreement on Interim Principles 
and Procedures for the Carrying Out of Responsi
bilities as directed by the President in Connection 
with the Early Dispersal of High Yield Weapons 

6 Sep 1955 

This agreemenc provided for che maneuver of high yield weapons and 
specified that such weapons would remain in AEC concrolled scorage 
except when being used in readiness exercises of "in ocher specified 
instances." 

37. AEC Letter to MLC 19 Mar 1956 

The letcer was in answer to a letter from MLC to AEC. By their 
letter, AEC agreed to provide space ac AEC scorage sices for ceresin 
DoD weapons. Specifically, the AEC agreed co provide space as-listed 
below: 

::. 

38. AEC-DoD Memorandum of Understanding for the Transfer 
of Atomic Weapons 

4 May 1956 

This memorandum provides for the transfer of·weapons in AEC custody 
to DoD custody upon declaration of a Defense Emergency or similar 
emergency-condition. 

39. AEC-DoD Memorandum of Understanding for the 
Transfer of Atomic Weapons 

3 Feb 1960 

Superseded the AEC-DoD Memorandum of Underscanding of May 4, 1956. 

40. AEC-DoD Agreement as to Principles and Procedures 
for the Carrying Out of Responsibilities as 
Directed by the President in Connection with the 
Dispersal of High Yield Weapons 

4 Jun 1956 

The agreement implemented the May 4, 1956 AEC-DoD Memorandum of 
Understanding. 
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51. Presidential Atomic Weapon Dispersal Authoriza

tion to July 1959 and Approval of Transfer of 
Dispersed High Yield Weapons from AEC to DoD 

3 Jan 1959 

The President authorized the dispersal of nuclear and nonnuclear 
components under DoD custody. DoD custody for dispersed high yield 
weapons was approved based an DoD concluding the necessary arrange- · 
ments with AEC and notifying the President. This removed the require
ment for DAECMR's and they were subsequently withdrawn. Upon implemen
tation, the requirement for AEC custody dwindled to only the NSSs, the 
OSSs having JCS Reserve weapons, and the AEC facilities. 

52. Letter to the President from the Secretary 
of Defense 

12 Feb 1959 

Informs the President that arrangements had 
transfer of custody of dispersed weapons to 
the President's letter of 3 January 1959. 

been completed for 
the DoD as requested in 

"' 53. Presidential Approval of DoD Dispersal Plan to 26 Feb 1959 
July 1, 1959 

This directive replaced in entirety the President's directive of 
January 3, ··1959. The total numbers of weapons authorized for dispersal 
as of July 1, 1959 were nat changed by the President directed that AEC 
turn over custody of numbers of atomic weapons and nonnuclear components 
without regard to high or law yield. 

54. Letter to the President from the Deputy 
Secretarv of Defense 

29 Oct 1959 

Requested approval of a program for the dispersal of weapons as of 
June 30, 1960. 

55. Presidential Approval of DaD Dispersal Plan as 
of June 30, 1960 

5 Nov 1959 

The President approved the DoD program far the dispersal of weapons 
as of June 30, 1960. 

56. Letter to the President from the Secretary of Defense 21 Dec 1960 

Requested approval of a program for the dispersal of weapons as of 
June 30, 1961. 

57. Presidential Approval of DoD Disoersal Plan as 
of June 30, 1961 

16 Jan 1961 

The President approved the DoD program for the dispersal of weapons 
as of June 30, 1961. 
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45. Presidential Atomic Weapons Dispersal 

Authorization as of Julv 1, 1958 
6 Aug 1957 

The President authorized the dispersal of certain number of nuclear 
weapons .. He established ceilings on the total number of low yield 
nuclear components under DoD custody and high yield complete weapons 
under AEC custody authorized for dispersal in the U .·S. and overseas. 

46. Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense from 
the Chairman, JCS -- Subject: Dispersal 
Requirements for Atomic Weapons 

22 Sep 1958 

Memorandum requests approval of dispersal requirements and DoD custody 
of all dispersed atomic weapons through 30 Jun~ 1959. 

47. Letter to the Chairman, AEC from the Acting 
Secretary of Defense 

13 Oct 1958 

In additiQn to requesting coordination on dispersal requirements 
through 30 June 1959, it pointed out that a feature of the requested 
authority would provide for the transfer of all dispersed weapons to 
the DoD. 

48. Letter to the Secretary of Defense from the 
Chairman, AEC 

21 Oct 1958 

The AEC presented specific comments on the proposed letter to the 
President concerning the subject of DoD custody of all dispersed 
weapons. 

49. Letter to the President from the Deputv Secretary 
of Defense 

20 Nov 1958 

In addition to requesting dispersals plan as of 1 July 1959, the letter 
requests authority for the DoD to assume custndi~l responsibilities for 
all dispersed weapons including those over oOO KT 

50. Annex One to the AEC-DoD Agreement for the Dis
persal of High Yield Weapons 

26 Nov 1958 

This agreement provided for positioning of U.S. weapons in England for 
delivery by English vehicles. It provided that the warheads/weapons: 

(1) would remain in U.S. custody. 

(2) would be provided foreign external security. 

This arrangement served as the basis for future similar dispersals 
of weapons to other NATO countries. 
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68. Congressional Record, 85th Congress, Second Session (Da~y) 
Edition), February 9, 1960, page 2169. 

69. Study of U.S. and NATO Nuclear Weapons Arrangements, Joint 
Committee on Atomic Energy (Ad Hoc Subcommittee) February 11, 1961. 

70. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretarv of 
Defense for Mr. McGeorge Bundy 

3 Mar 1961 

It forwarded dispersal information and presented the opinion that 
there would not be any significant reduction 1D nuclear weapons 
stockp~e projections without a review of national security policy 
for use of these weapons. 

71. Letter to the President from the Acting 
Chairman, AEC (Graham) 

7 Feb 1961 

Presents to the President, the AEC views on cuatody and control of 
weapon~ and long-range requirements for special nuclear materials • ..-Pointed out that at that time, the AEC had custodial responsibility 
for only about 10% of the stockpile. Stated that the Commission 
planned to defer action on the dispersal directive of 16 January 
1961 until the President had had an opportunity to review the cited 
issues. 

72. Memorandum from the Chairman, Joint Chiefs 
of Staff to the Secretary of Defense 

6 Apr 1961 

The Chairman, General Lemnitzer, protested the unilateral AEC action. 

73. Meeting, AEC-KLC of Karch 23, 1961 

The Commission indicated that it did not feel that it could separate 
its concern as to the possible overstocking of weapons for NATO from 
its overall concern as to the loss of civilian control. 

74. Letter to the President from the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense 

11 Apr 1961 

Presents the Department of Defense views on the issues raised in 
the 7 February 1961 letter from the AEC to the President. Recommended 
that the .President authorize the AEC and the DoD proceed with the 
dispersal plan of 16 January 1961 with the understanding that no 
further dispersals for allocations to non-~.S. would be made under 
that authority. 
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58. ~emoranda prepared by the Assistant to the 

Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy) 

' 

9 
16 

9 
31 

Jun 1960 
Jun 1960 
Sep 1960 
Mar 1961 

They provide OSD studies on custodial measures 
relation to the questions rasied by the JCAE. 

and arrangements in 

59. Letter from the Under Secretary for Political 
Affairs, Department of State to the Chairman, JCAE 

28 Jun 1960 

The State Department agreed with DoD regarding arming of allied 
aircraft with nuclear weapons· and permitt.ing weapons to become 
airborne when an enemy attack was imminent. 

60. Report, Atomic Energy Act of 1946, Special Committee on 
Atomic Energy, United States Congress, 79th Congress, 
Second Session,_. Special Report 1211, 1946. 

,-
61. Much of the background material on the JCAE was taken from a 

paper by James T. Ramey, then Executive Director, JCAE, which 
was prepared for delivery at the 1960 Annual Meeting of the 
American Political Science Association, September 8-10, 1960. 

62. "Separate Views of Representative Holifield and Representadve 
Price on HR 9759"; House Report 2181 - 83rd Congress, Second 
Session, Rg 137. 

63. House Report 10348, S 3164, 85th Congress, Second Session 1958. 

64. Hearings, "Amendments to Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to Provide 
for Greater Exchange of Militarv Information and Material with 
Allies," Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 85th Congress, 
Second Session 1958 at pp 374-385; 387~389; 410-425; 435-444. 

65. Record, "Amendments to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended" 
(To Provide for Greater Exchange of Military Information and 

·Material with Allies), Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, House 
Report 1849, 85th Congress, Second Session 1958, at pp 7-10. 

66. Section 144c and 91c(4) restricted cooperation to nations which 
have "made substantial progress in the development of atomic 
weapons ... 

67. Statement by Senator Clinton P. Anderson, Chairman, Joint Committee 
on Atomic Energy, February 3, 1960, Joint Committee Press Release 
No. 243-A. 
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81. Section 3, Atomic Energy Act of 1954, Public Law 83-703. 

82. Memorandum for the President from the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense 

16 Mar 1962 

Hr. Gilpatrick recommended 
weapons U.S. custody 

authorized to disperse nuclear 
of non-u.s. forces. He would 

withhold 
aircraft 
subject to a complete review. 

83. National Security Action Memorandum No. 143 

f_or __ st.rike a 
strategy is being 

10 Apr 1962 

Established procedures for approval 
nuclear support of non-U.S. forces. 
non-u.s. forces. 

of programs of cooperation for 
Approved support for certain 

84. Deputy Chief of Staff Memorandum (DCSH) 1295-62 

85. National Security kction Memorandum No. 197 
> 

18 Oct 1962 

23-0ct 1962 

Amended NSAH 143. Programs of cooperation were to be approved under 
NSAH 197. Specific dispersals were to be approved under NSAH 143. 

86. National Security Action Memorandum No. 199 25 Oct 1962 

Amended permit the loading of •111!1111••• 
less on NATO QRA aircraft. 

87. Deputy Joint Staff Memorandum DJSH-1395-62 5 Nov 1962 

The JCS expressed concern that immediate approval of the FY62 dispersal 
plan was needed to alleviate a shortage of dispersal credits. 

88. Memorandum for Hr. McGeorge Bundy from 
Hr. P.aul Nitze, Assistant Secre.tary of Defense 
for International Security Affairs, subject: 
Additional Dispersals in Support of U.S. forces 

Requested ISA to review the proposed FY 62 dispersal plan. 

89. Letter to Hr. Robert McNamara, Secretary 
of Defense from the President 

9 Dec 1962 

26 Dec 1962 

Disapproved the proposed FY 62 dispersal plan. Dispersals were to 
be made under the FY 61 and FY 62 authorizations. 
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75. Letter to the Chairman, AEC from the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

11 Apr 1961 

Pointed out the need to implement the dispersal of weapons and stated 
that he considered it necessary that the question of nuclear support 
of non-U.S. NATO forces and the remainder of the dispersal program 
·be treated separately. 

76. Letter to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
from the President 

20 May 1961 

Authorized "The AEC and the Secretary of Defense to proceed with 
the dispersal plan of 16 January 1961 as far as U.S. forces were con
cerned, subject to the desirability of retaining a substantial reserve 
in the National Stockpile Sites and subject to effective arrangements 
for modernization of weapons not so retained." 

77. Leuer to Mr. CNen from the Chail'IIIBD., AEC 29 May 1961 ,. 
Cites possible ambiguity and requests clarification of the terms 
"National Stockpile Sites" and "substantial reserve" as used in the 
President's letter of 20 May 1961. 

78. Letter to Mr. Bundy from the Chairman, AEC 16 Jun 1961 

Provided data concerning the number of weapons actually in the 
custody of the AEC and the DoD at that time. In addition, it stated 
that no additional credits would be authorized pending the requested 
clarification of terms contained in his 16 June letter to Mr .. Bundy. 

79. Letter to Mr. Bundv from the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense 

22 Jun 1961 

Pr~sented thoughts concerning possible ambiguities in the President's 
letter of 20 May 1961 which were raised in Dr. Seaberg's letter to 
Mr. CNen of 29 May 1961. Stated the belief that the matter of 
reserve weapons was a basic concept upon which the dispersal program 
was developed and that the program as approved meets "the desirability 
of retaining a substantial reserve in the National Stockpile Sites." 

80. Letter to the Chairman, AEC from Hr. Bundy 2 Aug 1961 

Stated that any ambiguities which may have existed in the President's 
letter of 20 May 1961 with respect to the dispersal of nuclear weapons 
had been clarified by the Deputy Secretary of Defense's letter to 
Hr. Bundy of 22 June 1961. 
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98. Leccer from the Secretary of State to che 

Secretary of Defense 
28 Jul 1964 

Mr. Rusk stated that State and DoD should conduct a joint ·study of 
·NATO tactical nuclear warfare. 

• 99. Letter from the Secretary of Defense to the 19 Jun 1964 
Secretary of State • 

Mr. McNamara suggested using MC 100/1 as guidance for our NATO 
representatives. 

100. Letter from the Secretary of State to the 13 Aug 1964 
Secretary of Defense 

Mr. Rusk suggested deferring attempts to reach an agreement on MC 100/1. 

101. Draft Presidential Memorandum (DPM) Oct 1964 
The Role of Tactical Nuclear Forces in NATO Strategy 

"' Expressed Mr. McNamara's personal views on NATO Tactical Nuclear Strategy. 

102. National Security Action Memorandum No. 332 

Stated the official national nuclear policy for Europe. 

103. Joint Chiefs of Staff Memorandum (JCSM 694-64) for 
the Secretary of Defense 

Forwarded the proposed JCS dispersal plan for FY 65. 

104. Letter from the Acting Deputy Under Secretary of State, 
'Llewellyn E. Thompson to the Assistant to the Secretarv 
of Defense (Atomic Energy), Mr. William J. Howard 

Dec 1964 

17 Aug 1964 

20 Nov 1964 

State did not concur in the dispersals for non-U.S. NATO forces. 

105. Letter from the Secretarv of State, Mr. Dean Rusk, 
to the Deputy Secretarv of Defense. Mr. Cyrus Vance 

State concurred in the revised FY 65 dispersal plan. 

106. Letter from the Secretary of Defense to the 
Secretarv of State 

17 May 1965 

24 May 1965 

Mr. McNamara notified Mr. Rusk that no.additional ADMs would be 
shipped to Europe. 
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90. Memorandum for Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

from the Deputy Secretary of Defense, subject: 
FY 1962 Nuclear Weapons Dispersal Plan 

27 Feb 1963 

The JCS could dispers. additi;,.ai -;;;;~P.,ns} to areas under full 
u.s. control. · 

. 91. Letter from Deputy Under Secretary of State to 
the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

13 Nov 1963 

State o:ono:urred in the proposed FY 63 dispersal plan subject to State 
review of dispersals above those authorized in NSAM 143. 

92. Letter from Deputy Under Secretary of State 
to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

5 Mar 1964 

State concurred 1n the proposed FY 64 diapersal plan subjeo:t to the 
same reservations expressed in their letter of 13 November 1963. 

93. Memorandum to the President from the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance, subjeo:t: 
Request for Nuclear Weapons Dispersal Authori
zation for FY 64 

26 Mar 1964 

DoD submitted the proposed FY 64 dispersal plan to the President. 

94. National Securitv Action Memorandum No. 305 16 Jun 1964 

The President approved the DoD proposed Nuclear Weapons Dispersal 
Authorization for FY 64. 

95. Letter from the Secretarv of Defense to the 
Secretary of State 

3 Dec 1963 

DoD forwarded to State for comment the JCS paper subjeo:t: Military 
Strategy for NATO, December 1963. 

96. Letter from the Secretary of State to the 
Secre~ary of Defense 

20 Feb 1964 

State Department paper, U.S. Policies for NATO Defense sent to DoD. 

97. Letter from the Secretary of Defense to the 
Secretary of State 

May 1964 

Mr. McNamara solicited comments from State on a proposed plan for 
support of non-U.S. forces. 
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115. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

to the Chairman, AEC 
8 Nov 1966 

Hr. Vance sent a redraft of Dr. Seaberg's letter to the President and 
proposed NSAM to Dr. Seaberg which indicated Mr. Vance's readiness to 
proceed with the transfer if AEC would concur in the terms of the 
proposed Stockpile Agreement. 

116. Letter from the Chairman, AEC to the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense 

23 Dec 1966 

Dr. Seaborg forwarded a redraft of the Stockpile Agreement to Mr. Vance. 

117. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, AEC 

10 Jan 1967 

Mr. Vance agreed to the drafts of the letter to the President and the NSAM. 

118. Letter from the Chai=aan, AEC to the President 30 Jan 1967 

Dr. Seaberg sent the jointly agreed DoD-AEC letter to the President and 
draft NSAM proposing the transfer of all finished weapons to DoD custody. 

ll9. Letter from 'the President to the Chairman, AEC 10 Feb 1967 

The President, pursuant to Section 91b of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 
as amended, directed the AEC to deliver such weapons and components to 
the Department of Defense at locations, times and in accordance with 
such procedures that may mutually be agreed to between the AEC and DoD. 

120. Letter from the Chairman, AEC to the Deputy 
.Secretary of Defense 

10 Mar 1967 

Dr. Seaberg signed the Stockpile Agreement for AEC and·forvarded it 
to Mr. Vance for signature.· 

121. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to 
the Chairman, AEC 

20 Mar 1967 

Mr. Vance signed the Stockpile Agreement and sent one copy back to 
Dr. Seaberg. He also agreed to inform the President annually of 
weapon transfers in the annual stockpile plan as requested by the 
President in bis letter to Dr. Seaberg of February 10, 1967. 

122. Memorandum from the Chairman, Joint Chiefs 
of Staff to the Secretarv of Defense 

10 Sep 1966 

The Chairman forwarded the proposed FY 67 Nuclear Weapons Dispersal 
Program. 
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107. ~lemorandum for the President from the Secretary 

of Defense, subject: Request for Nuclear Weapons 
Disoersal Authorization for FY 1965/1966 

24 May 1965 

Forwarded the proposed FY 65 dispersal plan to the President. 

108. Letter from the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 
to the Secretary of Defense 

AEC concurred in the FY 65 dispersal plan. 

109. National Security Action Memorandum No. 334 

20 May .1965 

1 Jun 1965 

The President approved the FY 65 nuclear veapons dispersal plan. 

110. White House Memorandum for the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense, subject: Change in tne Nuclear Weapons 
Dispersal Autnorization for FY 1966 · . 

18 Dec 1966 

The President approved the increase of .. serategic nucfeaj~~~~.s .. ~_Guam. J 
111. Letter from the Deputy Under Secretarj of State 

to the ASsistant to the Secretary of Defense 
(Atomic Energy) 

State concurred in the increase~~~uam.J 

112. Letter from the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 
to the Secretarv of Defense 

AEC concurred in tne increase lon Guam.J 

113. Letter from tne Chairman, AEC to the Secretary 
of Defense 

Dr. Seaberg proposed to recommend to the President 
that AEC transfer custody of all finished veapons to DoD. 

114. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, AEC 

18 Nov 1965 

22 Nov 1965 

ll Jul 1966 

3 Aug 1966 

~r. Vance concurred in Dr. Seaberg's proposal but believed it advisable 
to withhold the letter to the President pending completion of a joint 
revision of existing applicable stockpile agreements. 
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132. Memorandum for the President from the Deputy 

Secretary of Defense, subject: Request for 
~uclear WeapODS Dispersal Authorization for 
FY 1967 and FY 1968 

133. NSAH 364, subject: Nuclear Weapons Dispersal. 
Authorization for FY 1967-FY 1968 

· 134. Memorandum from. the Assistant to the Secretary 
of Defense (Atomic Energy) to All Holders of the 
Proposed FY 67-68 Dispersal Plan 

14 Aug 1967 

5 Jul 1967 

Requested holders to correct the proposed FY 67-68 Dispersal Plan. 

135. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

19 Aug 1967 

Mr. Nitze forwarded N-64 to the JCS and not1.fied them that the l ceilingili:.Of- ~!I for NATO Europe vould.not be exceeded. 

136. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the·Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

weapons in 
and afloat 1n· the 

as ·of Dec.ember 

26 Jan 1968 

15 Mar 1968 

Th&-JCS requested increases in the weapons ceilings for~ 
~n order to disperse GENIE rockets to those areas. · 

138. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

~ refused to increase his ceilings on weapons 

139. Memorandum from the Chairman. Joint Chiefs of 
Staff to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

1 Apr 1968 

29 Mar 1968 

The JCS~se in Hr. Nitze's 
in theE_unuc trom-io._ 

ceiling on weapons afloat 
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123. liemorandum from the Assistant to the Secretary of 27 Sep 1966 
Defense (Atomic Energy) to the Chairman, Joint 
Chiefs of Staff 

. '\ I 2, 
Replied 
ceiling o 

6i Dispersal Program and stated that 
NATO Europe in NSAM 334 remains in 

the 1 \... ·. ~ · 
effect. \ \) ) 

124. JCSM-52-66, subject: Programs of Cooperation 
(Nuclear Weapons) 

125. JCSM-287-66, subject: The NATO Foree Planning 
Exercise 1967-1971 

126. Memorandum from the Assistant to the Secretary 
of Defense (Atomic Energy) to the Chairman, 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

24 Jan 1966 

5 May 1966 

27 Sep 1966 

The decision on "the dispersal of nuclear weapons ·to NATO Europe remain• 
as· stat~d in NSAM 334. 

127. Memorandum from the Assistant to the Secretary of 
Defense (Atomic Energy) to Mr. Vance, subject: 
Consideration of Nonconcurrence in the Proposed 
FY 67 Dispersal Plan bv ASD(ISA) and ASD(SA) 

10 Nov 1966 

Dr. Walske recommended Mr. Vanee approve the plan as written. 

128. Letter from Mr. Fov D. Kohler, Deputy Under Secretary 
of State to Mr. Cvrus R. Vanee, Deputy Secretary of 
Defense 

State concurred in the proposed FY 67 dispersal plan. 

129. Letter from the Acting Chairman, AEC to the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense 

18 Apr 1967 

10 May 1967 

"' 

AEC concurred in the FY 67 dispersal plan but recommended a few changes. 

130. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to the 
Chairman, AEC 

26 May 1967 

Forwarded the FY 67 plan modified to include FY 68 vhieh included all 
the changes except one recommended by AEC. 

131. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to the 
Deputy Under Seeretarv of State 

Forwarded the FY 67 plan modified to include FY 68. 
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148. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

to Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Directed tbe JCS to install PAL 
~lo~nt at • 

149. JCSK-392-68 to the Secretary of Defense 

12 Apr 1968 

25 Jun 1968 

The JCS reco-nded no change in the current distr.ibution of tactical 
nuclear weapons in the Pacific. 

150. Covering Brief from ATSD(AE) to the Depury 
Secretary of Defense 

151. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 
for Politico-Military Affairs 

Forwarded-- the proposed FY 69 NWDCP for concurrence. 

152. Letter from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, AEC 

Forwarded the proposed FY 69 NWDCP for concurrence. 

153. Letter from the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 
to the Secretary of Defense 

29 Dec 1967 

29 Dee 1967 

29 Dec 1967 

26 Feb 1968 

AEC concurred in the proposed NWDCP for FY 1969 subject to reco111111ended 
minor changes. 

154. Letter from the Deoutv Under Secretarv of State 
co the Depucy Secretarv of Defense 

State concurred in the proposed FY 1969 NWDCP. 

155. Memorandum from the Deputv Secretary of Defense 
to the President 

Forwarded the proposed FY 69 NWDCP for approval. 

156. Memorandum from ATSD(AE) to the Deputv 
Secretary of Defense 

6 Mar 1968 

9 Mar 1969 

23 May 1968 

Gave the background on OSD/White House discussions on the proposed 
FY 69 NWDCP. 
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Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman. Joint Chiefs of Staff 

6 Apr 1968 

Hr• N~tze cr.as d his ceiling on weapons afloat in the JAt:~~~~ic 
from to " - . - --· .... -

141. JCSH-142-68 to the Deputv Secretary of Defense 8 Mar 1968 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff assessment of nuclear weapon deployments 
to Europe for the period 1 January-30 June 1968. 

142. Memorandum from the Assistant Secretary of Defense (SA) 
to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

14 Mar 1968 

Systems Analysis forwarded their analysis of requirements for deploying 
nuclear weapons to Europe in FY 68-70. 

143. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense·.
to the Chairman. Joint Chiefs of Staff 

5 Apr 1968 

144. 

Hr. Nitze requested JCS comments on the Systems Analysis assessmo!nt. 

Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

9 Apr ."968 

Hr. Nitze requested a reappraisal o£Gfiiclear weapons lllllll.ceil~ 
for NATO Europe with the objective of assessing the relative priorities 
of dispersals toward reducing them to a level ofllllllln 

145. JCSH-260-68 to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 25 Apr 1968 

146. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff reviewed the Systems Analysis paper and 
provided their commentse 

Memorandum from ASD(ISA) and.ATSD(AE) to the 
Secretary of Defense 

24 Apr 1968 

Prop~ed querying JCS on the desirability of~ing distribution 
of 'nuclear weapons- and on ·cuam and -in approximately 
equ"iT nU11lbers. 

147. Memorandum from the Secretarv of Defense to the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

4 Hay 1968 

Hr. Clifford requested the view of the JCS 
of weapons in approximately equal numbers 
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166. Memorandum from the Deputv Secretary of Defense 

to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
24 Sep 1968 

Gave the JCS additional guidance for the forthcoming deployment plan. 

167. CM-3688-68 to the Secretarv of Defense 

General Wheeler listed the unresolved issues. 

168. JCSK-63Q-68 to the Secretary of Defense 

Forwarded the JCS proposed NWDCP for FY 70. 

169. Memorandum from ATSD(AE) to the Deputy Secretary 
of Defense 

1 Oct 1969 

24 Oct 1968 

24 Oct 1968 

Summarized the FY 70 deployment issues and made recommendations 
to Mr. Nitze that his ceilings and guidelines be maintained. 

170. CM-3757...68 to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 7 Nov 1968 

General Wheeler agreed to the stockpile and deployment levels with 
certain exceptions. 

171. Letter from the Chairman, AEC to the ATSD(AE) 

Dr. Seaborg concurred in the plan. 

172. Letter from the Deputv Under Secretary of State 
to ATSD(AE) 

State concurred in the plan. 

173. Memorandum from the Deputv Secretary of Defense 
to the President 

Forwarded the FY 1970 NWDCP for approval. 

174. NSAM 372, subject: Nuclear Weaoons Deplovment 
Authorization for FY 1970 and FY 1971 

175. Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense 
to the ~hairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

16 Dec 1968 

10 Dec 1968 

20 Dec 1968 

18 Jan 1969 

25 Jan 1969 

Mr. Laird forwarded NSAM 372 to the CJCS with a statement that he 
intended to review it in the future. 
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157. NSAH 370, Nuclear Weapon Deployment Authorization 

·for FY 1969 and FY 1970 
ll Jun 1968 

·158. Letter from the Deputv Under Secretary of State 
to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 

22 Jul 1968 

159. Joint Chiefs of Staff Reguest for Increased 
Afloat Deployment Authorization for PACOM 

14 Jun 1968 

Joint Chiefs of. Staf~sted an increase inl§INCPAC nuclear. weapons 
a~l-~.U-'=!:1~ ... ~ 

160. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 25 Jun 1968 

161. 

to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Mr. Nitze notified General Wheeler of the new ceiliDg for weapons afloat. 

Covering Brief from ATSD(AE) to the Deputy 
Secreta;y of Defense 

21 Jun 1968 

Dr. Walske recommended, with concurrence from Drs. BalP.erinillSA) 
Selin (SA), a new ceiling fo~~na afloa"E"oi-weapons 

and 

162. JCSM-39·5-68 to the Secretary of Defense 26 Jun 1968 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff replied to Mr. Nitze's melll)randum of April 9. ( \... "\(1\ 
They opposed any reduction in NATO Europe and recommended that~ \.~/ 
nuclear weapon deployment ceiling be maintained at the level of......., 
as authorized by the President in NSAMs 334 and 364. 

163. JCSM-426-68 to the Secretary of Defense 

Staff requested reconsideration 
to permit an increase in 

They requested an increase 
introduction of 

164. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

5 Jul. 1968 

6 Aug 1968 

Mr. Nitze gave guidance to the JCS for implementation of NSAM.370 and· 
established revised OSD ceilings on dispersals. 

165. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to CJCS, ASD(ISA), ASD(SA) and ATSD(AE) 

6 Sep 1968 

Requested a list of unresolved issues for the forthcoming.stockpile 
and deployment plans.· 
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184. ~emorandum to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
4 Sep 1969 

Mr. Packard deferred a decision on the ADM·Program of Cooperation. 

185. Memorandum from the Deoutv Secretarv of Defense 
to AISD(AE) 

5 Nov 1969 

Mr. Packard authorized going to State and AEC with the ADM Program 
of Cooperation. 

186. Memorandum for the Deputy Secretary of Defense from 
F. M. Bator, Special Assistant to the President 

30 Aug 1966 

The President approved a 155mm warhead Program of Cooperation. 

187. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, JCS 

16 Jul 1969 

Requested additional information on the Army NatiOOal Guard proposal 
to trans~r custody of Nike Hercules units. 

188. JCSM-676-69 to the Secretary of Defense 

Forwarded the JCS NWDCP-FY 71. 

189. Memorandum to the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
from w. W. Rostow 

The President approved a Lance Program of Cooperation. 

190. Memorandum to the Secretary of the Armv 
from the Seeretarv of Defense 

29 Oct 1969 

8 Jul 1966 

15 Dec 1967 

Mr. McNamara directed Mr .. Resor to reorient the Lance development. 

191. ~emorandum for the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
from the Deputy Secretarv of Defense 

11 Jan 1969 

Hr. Nitze asked General Wheeler to determine if ve should go ahead 
with a new Lance Program of Cooperation. 

192. JCSH-677-69 to the Secretary of Defense 29 Oct 1969 

The JCS requested approval of a Lance Program of Cooperation. 
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176. ~emorandum for the Secretary of Defense 

from the ATSD(AE) 

Mr. Laird kept Mr. Nitze's c~ilings in effect. 

177. Memorandum from the Acting Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

25 Jan 1969 

29 Dec 1961 

Mr. Gilpatrick approved the deployment of Nike Hercules warheads to 
ARNG SAM sites, provided custody will be with memebers of the U.S. 
Armed Forces on active duty. 

178. Letter from the President to the Secretary of Defense 12 Mar 1965 

The President approved the Secretary of Defense's memorandum of 
July 18, 1964, which requested approval for release of nuclear weapons 
to National Guard Air Defense Units in emergencies. The JCS had 
requested-this in a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense of March 5, 
1964. ..-

179. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to 
the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

:<. 

22 Mar 1965 

Mr. Vance gave the JCS approval for the deployment authorized by the 
President. 

180. Public Law 9D-486, subject: National Guard Technicians Act of 1968, 
enacted on August 13, 1968, and effective on January 1, 1969. 

National Guard technicians employed under the act are employees of the 
UnitPd States. 

181. JCSM 105-69 to the Secretary of Defense 24 Feb 1969 

The JCS recommended approval of the transfer of custody of nuclear 
weapons to ARNG Technicians at ARNG Nike Hercules sites. 

182. Memorandum for the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
from the Deputv Secretarv of Defense 

~r. Van~e deferred shipment of additional ADMs to Europe. 

183. JCSM-47D-69 to the Secretary of Defense 

9 Jun 1965 

31 Jul 1969 

The JCS requested approval of an ADM Program of Cooperation. 
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202. NSDM 121 from Dr. Kissin2er to the Secretaries of State 

and Defense and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 
21 Jul 1971 

Approved the FY 1972 nuclear weapons deployment authorization. 

203. NSDM 128 from Dr. Kissinger to. the Secretary of Defense 
and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 

Approved the FY 1972-1974 nuclear weapons stockpile. 

204. JCSM-535-71 to the Secretary of Defense 

16 Aug 1971 

7 Dec 1971 

Resubmitted the ANG transfer proposal with additional information and 
justification. 

205. Memorandum from Secretary Laird to Sec AF and 
Chairman, JCS 

27 Mar 1972 

lssuance of guidance concerning future actions regarding nuclear 
operations)lllllllllll 

206. Memorandum from Secretary Laird to the President 31 Mar 1972 

Notification of completion of. nuclear posture review of~and 
directions he had given to alleviate some potential problem areas. 

207. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense to 
the President 

9 May 1972 

Transmitted the Pres1d~ntially requested war plans study in accordance 
with the parameters of NSDMs 121 and 128. 

208. NSDM 174 Memorandum from Dr. Kissinger to the 
Secretary of Defense and the Chairman, Atomic 
Energy Commission 

Approved the FY 1973-1975 nuclear weapons stockpile. 

209. NSDM 178, Memorandum from Dr. Kissinger to the 
Secretaries of State and Defense and the 
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 

7 Jul 1972 

18 Jul 1972 

Approved the FY 1973 nuclear weapons deployment authorization. 

210. Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense to the 
President 

13 Sep 1972 

Recommend Presidential approval to transfer custody of F-101/F-106 
weapons units to the Air National ~uard. 
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193. ~JCS-SOQ-69 to the Secretarv of Defense 23 Oct 1969 

Responded to and provided the additional data to support the ARNG 
transfer proposal. 

194. ~emorandum from the Secretarv of Defense 
to the President 

Requested approval of the ARNG transfer proposal. 

195. ~emorandum from Dr. Kissinger to the 
Secretary of Defense 

20 Jan 1970 

20 Feb 1970 

Notified SecDef of Presidential approval of the ARNG transfer proposaL 

196. ~emorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, JCS 

2 Mar 1970 

Notifie~JCS of the Presidential approval of the ARNG custody transfer 
and gave authority and guidance on implementation. 

197. JCSM-287-70 to the Secretary of Defense 12 Jun 1970 

JCS re~uested transfer of control of nuclear weapons in F-101 units to 
Air National Guard technicians. 

198. NSDM 59 from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretarv of Defense 
and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 

Approved the FY 1971-1972 nuclear weapons stockpile. 

199. ~SDM 60 from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretaries of 
State and Defense and the Chairman, Atomic Energy 
Commission 

9 May 1970 

9 May 1970 

Approved the FY71 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Authorization Plan. 

200. Memorandum from the Deoutv Secretarv of Defense to the 
Chair!llan, JCS 

20 Nov 1970 

Delegated authority to the JCS to increase approved deployment levels 
in NATO~urope and other deployment increases in any theater up to 
10%. 

201. ~emorandum from the Secretarv of Defense to the 
Chairman, JCS 

22 Dec 1970 

Disapproved the ANG proposed transfer program indicating manpower and 
monetary savings were not substantial enough to warrant Presidential 
approval. 
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219. ~emorandum from the Secretary of Defense to 28 Jul 1973 

the Chairman, JCS 

Notifying of Presidential approval of the FY 1974 deployment plan. 

220. ~SDM 228 from Dr. Kissinger t~ the Secretarv of 
Defense and the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 

Approved the FY 1974-1976 nuclear weapons stockpile. 

221. JCSM-377-73 to the Secretary of Defense 

Requested authority to deploy~W-veapons 
due to site security problems. · 

222. Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense to the 
Chairman, JCS 

Approved ;he deployment of ~,.s;-;;~p~~--·· 
223. Letter from Secretary Schlesinger to Senator 

Pastore, Vice Chairman, JCAE 

Answers questions concerning storage 

224. NSDM 258 from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretarv of 
Defense, the Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 
and the Under Secretarv of State for Political 
Affairs 

8 Aug 1973 

24 Aug 1973 

27 Sep 1973 

3 Nov 1973 

20 Jun 1974 

~ )/ ( I l 

' 
(b) 

. I 
I 

I. . 

/b'/'' 

Approved yield change for non-US NATO forces to~or the B61-2/ ~' ', 
B61-3 weapon. 

225. NSDM 259 from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretarv of 
Defense, Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission and 
the Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs 

ZO Jun 1974 

Approved a program of cooperation for nuclear bomb support of non-US 
NATO nations for the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA) and added the 
B6!-2/B61-3 bombs to previously approved programs of cooperation. 

226. ~emorandum from the Deouty Secretarv of Defense 
to the President 

27 Aug 1974 

Requesting approval of the FY 1975 ~uclear Weapons Deployment Plan. 
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211. Memorandum from Or. Kissinger to the Secretarv of 

Defense 
24 Oct 1972 

Notified SecDef of Presidential approval of the transfer of custody 
to the Air National Guard. ' 

212. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the Chairman, JCS 

1 Nov 1972 

Notified JCS of Presidential approval of the ANG proposal and gave 
authority and guidance on implementation. 

213. Joint State/Defense Memorandum to the President late Nov 1972 

Forwarding a study summari~ical 
removal of nuclear weaponstiiiiiiii!!!!!P 

and military impact of 

214. JCSM-43-73 to tbe Secretary of Defense . · 2 Feb 1973 

Submission of the proposed FY 1974 nuclear weapbns deployment plan. 

215. Memorandum from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretary 
of Defense 

7 Feb 1973 

Approval of FY aircraft~and request for contemplated timing : ~-, 
of the return. ~ 

216. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to Dr. Kissinger 

16 May 1973 

lnformed that F-4s were still committed to SEA, that SlOP alert 1111 1 
llllllllremained valid and would be advised when aircraft become 
~le to resume SlOP. 

217 .. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the President 

8 Jun 1973 

Requesting approval of the FY74 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Plan. 

218. NSDM 226 from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretaries 
of State and Defense and the Chairman, Atomic 
Energy Commission 

18 Jul 1973 

Approved the FY 1974 nuclear weapons deployment authorization. 
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235. NSDM 300 from the President to the Secretaries of 
State and Defense 

16 Jul 1975 

· Approved the FY 1976-1977 nuclear weapons deployment plan; withheld 
approval of the SACEUR Reserve concept; requested rationale for proposed 
reductions and requested revised deployment tables reflecting 
decisions in this NSDM. 

236. Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense to the President 1 Aug 1975 

Forwarded rationale and revised deployment tables that were requested 
in NSDM 300. 

237. JCSM-422-75 to the Secretary of Defense 4 Dec: 1975 

Submitted the proposed FY 1977-1978 Nuclear Weapon Deployment Plan. 

238. Report, "Improving the E:ffectiveness of NATO's Theater 
Nuclear Forces -(1::)"· 

19 Dec 1975 

;> 

239. Hemorandum from ATSD(AE) to the Director, Joint Staff 16 Dec: 1975 

Authorized removal of remaining Honest John~ I 
240. JCSM-2D-76 to the Secretary of Defense 19 Jan 1976 

241. 

Submitted site-by-site review study and recommendations for site 
consolidations and closures. 

~emorandum from General Scowcroft to the Secretarv of 
Defense 

27 Jan 1976 

of an additional-Poseidon reentry 

242. JCSM-127-76 to the Secretarv of Defense 5 Apr 1976 

be sought to remove all ASW weapons 

243. NSDM 328 from General Scowcroft to the Secretaries of 
State and Defense 

4 !iay 1976 

Provided notification that the President had approved a modification 
of SSBN com=itments to NATO. 
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227. JCSM-404-74 tc the Secretarv of Defense 7 Oct 1974 

Reporting on their reexamination of the storage problem. 

• 
228. NSDM 274 from Dr. Kissinger to the Secretary of 

Defense, Deputy Secretary of State and the 
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission 

8 Oct 1974 

Approved the FY75 nuclear weapons deployment authorization. 

229. Memorandum from the Deputy Secretary of Defense 
to the President 

16 Apr 1975 

Requesting approval of the FY 1976 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Plan. 

230. !lemorandum from General Scowcraft to General Wickham 30 Apr 1975 

Informing ·Defense that the President directed that there would be no 
withdr~al of US forces or nuclear weapons overseas areas without 
his expressed approval. 

231. Memorandum from General Scawcraft to General Wickham 23 May 1975 

Th.~;_uident _ '\Wfved verbal request to remove Fd;;-the-.;t;~ ,;;.clear·· f b '( \) 
weapons from ~or retirement.. \. · 

232. Report, WASH-1212, A History of the Nuclear Weapons 
Stockpile (U) FY 1945-FY 1972 and the FY 1973 
Supplement dated 1 July 1974, published by the 
Division of Military Application, U. S. Energy Research 
and Development Administration 

233. Reoart, to the United States Congress in Compliance 
with Public Law 93-365, entitled: "The Theater 
Nuclear Farce Posture in Europe," published by 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense and available 
from the Defense Documentation Center, Alexandria, 
Virginia 22314. 

234. ~emorandum from General Scowcroft to the Secretarv of 
Defense._ 

22 Feb 1973 

April 1975 

30 Jun 1975 

Informed SecDef that the President had authorized continuation of the 
FY 75 deployments pending his decision on the FY 76 plan. 
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253. ~emorandum from the Deputy ATSO(AE) to the Director, 
Joint Staff 

17 Feb 1977 

~arded_~~Peparcment 
1 nuclear weapons from 

in withdrawing remaining 

-· ··-·--·--· 
254. Letter from General Haig to the Secretary of Defense 25 Feb 1977 

Acknowledged the 17 Jan SecDef letter, informed the SecDef that terms 
of reference and development of US position on site assessment was 
unde ........ ay and, as a ow-on, if opportune, open discussions separately 
wit 

... . . -- ... 

255. DJSH-409-77 'to the ATSD(AE) 1 Mar 1977 

Provided notification that a HAC airlift mission had been scheduled 
for 7 March and requested that State be so informed. 

256. Deputv ATSD(AEl Letter to the Director, Bureau of 
Politico-Militarv Affairs, State 

1 Mar 1977 

Requesting State concurrence to change the FY 1977 deployment authorization 
for B6l bombs., in support of allied squadrons in Europe, 

257. Deputy ATSO(AE) Memorandum to the Director, Joint Staff 4 Mar 1977 

~ncellation of 7 March schedule of weapons removal fromtllll 
~ue to political concerns expressed by State Deparcment. 

258. Letter from Director, Bureau of Politico-Militarv 
Affairs to the ATSD(AE) 

4 Mar 1977 

Provided State concurrence in change to the FY 1977 deployment authori
zation. 

259: Secretary of Defense Memorandum to the Assistant 
to the President for National Security Affairs 

Requesting approval of a change to 
delaying removal of 861 bombs from 

260. ~ilitarv Assiscant to the Secretarv of Defense 
Memorandum to the Assistant to the President far 
~tiona! Securitv Affairs 

Providing notification that removal of 
would be due to State desiring 
debate on 
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244. Memorandum from the President's National Seeuritv 

Advisor to the National Seeuritv Couneil Defense 
Review Panel 

25 May 1976 

Reeo=leDded the FY 1977-1978 'Nuelear Weapons Deployment Plan be 
forwarded to the President without an NSC meeting. 

245. Memorandum from the Deputy ATSD(AE) to the Direetor, 
Joint Staff 

Authorized the removal of all ASW weapons~ 

7 Jun 1976 

246. NSDM 332 from the President's National Seeurity Advisor 7 Jul 1976 
to the Seeretaries of State and Defense 

Approved the FY 1977-1978 Nuelear Weapons Deployment Plan. 

247. Memorandum from·the Seeretarv of Defense to·the 
Chairm&D) Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Direeced an early effort to withdraw from 

248. Letter -from the Deputy ATSD(AE) to Director, Bureau of 
Politico-Military Affairs, State Department 

Requested coneurrenee in removing weapons from 

249. Memorandum from the Seeretary of Defense to the 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

21 Jul 1976 

1 Oct 1976 

10 Nov 1976 

Concurred infdos.ing 2_3 nora~~-~ it~ ad reeoDIIIended in JCSM-20-76 and 
provided additional guidanee. 

250. Memorandum from the President's National Security 
Advisor to the Seeretary of .Defense 

18 Dee 1976 

Advised that the President-- to delay withdrawal of 
Sergeant Missile Battalion~ until further notice. 

the 

251. ATSD(AE) Memorandum to the Direetor, Joint Staff 3 Jan 1977 

Provide~ notifieation of 
of the SergeantEarheads 

decision to delay withdrawal 

252. Letter from the Seeretary of Defense to General Haig 17 Jan 1977 

Suggested delay in closing 
examination of the 

Central Region sites, requested 
ar'l.ftn issue aDd agreed to delay 

site discussions 
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270. DJSM-1550-77 to the ATSD(AE) 

Provided notification 
weapons 1110vement, and re•duc:t1Dn 

, 

9 Sep 1977 

coll!>~Btion, · co~pli.mentary · I, 
sites form 11 to~ 

271. ATSD(AE) Letter to Director, Bureau of Politico-Kilieary 14 Sep 1977 
Affairs, State Department 

Forwarded FY 1978-1979 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Authoriza~ion Plan 
for departmental concurrence. 
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261. ~emorandum from the Assistant to the President for 

National Securitv Affairs to the Secretarv of Defense 
31 ~ar 1977 

Approved the FY 1977-1978 deployment plan change concerning 861 bombs 
in Europe. • 

262. ~emorandum from the Deputy ATSD(AE) to the Director, 
Joint Staff 

14 Apr 1977 

that Skate concurred again with removal from 
(ri!Q\Jelltt!d initiation to remove the weapons, and 

informed when withdrawal was complete. 

263. Deputy ATSD(AE) Memorandum to Director, Joint Staff 20 Apr 1977 

Forwarded approval in FY 1977-1978 deployment authorization change 
·concerning B61 bombs in Europe. 

264. DJSM-7@-77 to the ATSD(AE) 26 Apr 1977 

~ification that all nuclear weapons were removed from- .(h){ll 
~by airlift on 23 April 1977. 

265. Deputy ATSD(AE) Letter to Bureau of East Asian and 
Pacific Affairs, State Department 

27 Apr 1977 

Confirmed removal of all nuclear weapons 
1977. 

-------= (,\(I\ 
from--on 23 April ( 11 )• ' ' 

···"'-~~- .... 

:66. C!i-1524-7i to the Secretarv of Defense. 14 Jul 1977 

267. 

268. 

Requested Secretarv of Defense approval to withdraw li'cactical bombs; (b) (I! 
from- · 

Secretarv of Defense Memorandum to the Chairman, 27 Jul 1977 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Approved withdrawal of411itact1cal bombs~after July 26, 
.' 1(1) 

1977. lL 
C!i-1585-77 to the Secretarv of Defense 22 Aug 77 

Requested Secretary of Defense approval to withdraw4iiltground force· 
nuclear weapons ~uring October-December 1977. (Approved 
23 Augllst 1977) 

(b) r 1 ' , 1 I 

' 

269. ATSD(AE) Memorandum to the Secretary of Defense 9 Sep 1977 
Forwarded the proposed FY 1977-1978 Nuclear Weapons Deployment Plan 
for approval. 
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Alaska 

Cuba 

--
Guam 

fOP S£EREf.. 
CHRONOLOGY 

DEPLOYMENTS BY COUNTRY (U) 

WEAPON 

Nonnuclear Bomb 
Bomb 
Genie 
Depth Bomb 
ADM 
Falcon 
153mm Howitzer 
Nike Hercules 

Nonnuclear Bomb 
Bomarc 
Genie 
Falcon 
Depth Bomb 

Bomb 
Regulus 
Tales 

Nonnuclear Depth Bomb 

Bomb 
Nike Hercules 

Nonnuclear Bomb 
Bomb 
Depth Bomb 
Regulus 
Nike Hercules 
Boar 
Hotpoint 
Lacrosse 
Little John 
Honest John 
ADM 
Davy Crockett 
8-inch Howitzer 

INITIAL ENTRY 

Nov 55 
Jan 56 
Sep 57 
Jul 58 
Jan-Mar 61 
Apr-Jun 61,. 
Feb 67 i 
Jan-Mar TO 

Jul-Dec' 50 
Jan-Mar 64 
May 65 
Jul 65 
Feb 68 

Feb 56 
Mar-May 56 
Oct-Dec.64 

Dec 61 

Feb 58 
Nov 59 

Jul 50 
Jun 51 
Jun-Aug 57 
Sep-Nov 57 
Jun 61 
Jan-Mar 62 
Jan-Mar 62 
Apr-Jun 62 
Apr-Jun 62 
Apr-Jun 62 
Apr-Jun 64 
Jan 65 
Jun 65 

B-2 . 

WITHDRA\/N 
' / 

Jun 67 
Jun 75 
Sep 60 

·Jun 70 
Jun 70 
Jun 75 

Jun 71 
Jun 72 

Dec 66 
Jun 70 

Mar-May 56 
Oct-Dec 64 
Dec '65 

Jul-Sep 63 

Oct-Dec 58 
Jul 65 

Apr-Jun 64 
Jun 69 
Apr-Jun 63 
Oct-Dec 64 
Oct-Dec 63 
Jun 69 

Jun 69 
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I COUNTRY 

Guam (cont.) 

Hawaii 

, 

Johnston Is. 

Midway 

-----

.fOP SEe RET 

WEAPON INITIAL ENTRY WITHDRAWN 

Talos I Jul 65 Jun 69 
Astor Nov 65 Mar 74 
AS ROC Jan 66 
Terrier Mar 66 Jan 67 
155mm Howitzer May 66 
Polaris Jul 66 Aug 66 
Nike Hercules Jun 68 Jun 69 

Bomb Jul 54 Jun 69 
Depth Bomb Dec 55-Feb 56 
Regulus Mar-May 56 Jan-Mar 65 
Boar Sep-Nov 56 Apr-Jun 63 
Honest John Jun-Aug 57 Jun 75 
8-inch Howitzer Oct-Dec 58 Jun 72 
ADM Jan-Mar 59 Jun 75 
Hotpoint Jan-Mar 60 Oct-Dec 64 
Nike Hercules Jul-Sep 60 Jun 73 
Little John Apr-Jun 62 Oct 68 
Talos Oct-Dec: 63 Aug 68 
AS ROC Oct-Dec 63 
Astor Apr-Jun 64 
Davy Crockett Apr-Jun 64 Jun 69 
155mm Howitzer Oct-Dec 64 Jun 75 
Terrier Mar 65 Sep 66 
Sub roc Aug 65 
Falcon May 66 Jun 67 

Nonnuclear Bomb Feb 56 Jun 66 
Bomb Sep 56 Sep-Dec 59 

Nonnuclear Bomb Dec 54-Feb 55 Jun 65 

Thor Jul-Sep 64 Jun 71 

Nike Zeus Jul-Dec 63 Jul 66 

Depth Bomb Ju1 61 Jun 65 

'""""'' .. ~ Jul-Sep 53 Jun 65 
Bomb May 54 Sep 63 
Depth Bomb Sep-Nov 57 Mar 61 
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TOP SEE RET 
COUJ;"TRY WEAPON INITIAL EJ;"TRY l.'ITHDRAWN 

.....---
Bo:-1 

• i- Nonnuclear Jul 54 Jun 67 
I Bomb Dec 54-Feb 55 Jun ., '-

280mm gun Dec 55-Feb 56 Jun 60 
8-inch Howitzer Jun-Aug 57 Jun· ., I • 

Maudor Sep-Nov 57 Dec 60 
Depth Bomb Dec 57-Feb 58 Jun 72 
ADM Feb-May 58 Jun 72 
Honest: John Dec 57-Feb 58 Jun 72 
Nike Hercules Jan-Mar 59 Jun 72 
Corporal Mar 60 Jun 65 
Hot:point Jul-Sep 60 Dec 60 
Lacrosse Oct-Dec 60 Dec 63 
Mace· Apr-Jun 61 Jun 70 
Falc:on Jul-Sep 61 Jun 72 
Little John Apr-Jun 62 Dec 68 
As roc Jan-Mar 63 Apr 66 
Terrier Jan-Mar 64 Jun 64 
Davy Crockett Apr-Jun 64 Dec 68 
155mm Howitzer May 66 Jun 72 

.... 
Bomb Dec 57 Jun 77 
Depth Bomb Dec 57 Jun 74 
Hot:point Jan-Mar 61 Sep 61 
Falcon Apr-Jun 

•C 
62 Jun 71 

Terrier Feb 65 Jun 67 
As roc: Mar 65 Jun 74 
Tales Jul 65 Jun 74 

Puerto Rico Bomb Jun 56 Jun 72 
Depth Bomb Apr-Jun 61 Jun 75 

Honest John Jan 58 
280mm gun Jan 58 Jun 62 
8-inch Howitzer Jan 58 
ADM Jan 58 
Bomb Mar 58 
Lacrosse Jul-Sep 60 Dec 63 
Nike Hercules Jan-Mar 61 
Davy Crockett Jul-Sep 62 Jun 68 
Sergeant 

J 
Jul-Sep 63 

155mm Howitzer Oct-Dec 64 

----. 
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COUNTRY 

1--; __ 
.... 

-T9P SEBRET 
WEAPON INITIAL ENTRY WITIIDRAWN 

-
!lomb Mar 58 Jun 65 
Depth !lomb Oct-Dec 59 Jul 76 
Falcon Apr-Jun 62 Jun 64 
As roc Aug 65 Nov 65 
Tales Oct 68 Nov 68 

Matador ; Jau 58 Jun 62 
!lomb 

~ 
Jan-Mar 60 - Jul 74 

B-5 
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COUNTRY 

--

-
United 
Kingdom 

West Germany 

18P SEERET 
CHRONOLOGY 

DEPLOYMENTS BY COUh7RY (U) 

WEAPON 

Bomb 

Nonnuclear Bomb 

Bomb 
I!Onest John 
8-inc:h Hovitzer 
Nike Hercules 

Bomb 
Corporal 
Honest John 

'ADM 
Jupiter 
Nike Hercules 
8-inch Howitzer 

''·Sergeant 
Lance 
Depth Bcmb 
Bomb 
Honest John 
8-inch Howitzer 

B.omb 
Honest John 
Jupiter 
8-inc:h Howitzer 

Bomb 
THOR (Strat) 
Depth Bomb 

Bomb 
Matador 
2801!1m gun 
Honest John 

NATO EUROPE: 

INITIAL ENTRY 

Nov 63 

Aug 58 

Oc:t 60 
Dec: 61 
Apr-Jun 62 
Oc:t-Dec: 63 

Apr 57 
Aug .56 
Aug 56 
Jan-Mar 59 
Jun 60 
Oc:t-Dec: 60 
Jan-Mar 64 
Jan-Mar 64 
Jan-FO!l:> 76 
J an-!!ar 72 
Apr 60 
Jun 61 
Oct-Dec 62 

Feb 59 
!lay 59 
Oct 61 
Jun 65 

Sep-~ov 54 
Oct-Dec 58 
Jan 68 

Mar-May 55 
Apr 55 
Apr 55 
!lay 55 

B-6 

WITHDRAWN 

Jan-Mar 60 

Sep 64 
Jun 76 

Jun 63 

Jun 76 

Jun 63 

Sep 63 

Sep 62 
Dec: 60 
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TBP SEBREf 
COtn.'TRY 1-'EAPON INITIAL El\"l'RY ~l:THDRA~''S 

, 

j:est Gennany Corporal 
-I 

Jun-Aug 55 Mar 67 
. (cont.) 8-inch Howitzer Mar-May 56 

ADM Mar-May 57 
Redstone May-Sep 58 Jun 64 
Nike Hercules Apr-Jun 59 
Mace Oct-Dec 59 Jun 69 
Lacrosse Apr-Jun 60 Dec 63 
Falcon Jul-Sep 61 Jun 70 

·Davy Crockett Oct-Dec 61 Aug 67 
Bullpup (ASM) Jul-Sep 62 Sep 63 
Sergeant Apr-Jun 63 
Pershing Apr-Jun 64 
15Smm Howitzer Feb 65 
Walleye __ ) Jun 72 
Lance Jan-Mar 74 

....... ~ 
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May 23, 1975 

· Jun 30. 1975 

Jul 16, 1975 

Aug I. 19,75 

Jan 27, 197&' 

May 4, 1976 

Jul i. 1976 

jul 19. 1976 

Dec 18, 1976 

Mar 18, 1977 

Mar 31, 1977 

Apr 23, 1977 

JLlmLI 

General Scowcroft notified Gene.ral Wickham that 
the. Pre.side.nt had approve.d a reauest to remove 
~old we.apons from Gua~}to retirement. 

General Sicowcroft notiiie.d the Se.cretary of Defense 
that the President authorized a continuation of FY 75 
deployments pending decision on the FY 76 plan. 

NSDM 300 authorized the FY 76-.Il NWDP. "The 
President approved ·a ceiling~foS NATO Europe. 
The tatal authorized far dispersal outside CONUS was ' 

t.-J It also reau~sted the rationale_ used in developing 
lhe plan and that revlSed tables refiecttng Pres1dent1al 

1 

changes be submitted. 

Secretary of Defense forwarded the rationale and revised 
deployment tables to the President. 

General Scowcroft informed the Secretary·of Defense that 
sident approved an assignment of an additional 

NSDM 328 provided Presidential approval o£ modification 
to SSBN commitments ta NATO. 

NSDM 332 authorized the FY 77-78 NWDP. The Preside'nt 
approved~iling o£ .... far/NATO Europe. The total 
authorized for dispersal outside CONUS~-/ 

All nuclear weapons were removeq1 from~~ 

General Scowcroft informed the Secretary af Defense that 
. the President had decided to delay withdrawal of the 
Sergeant missile battali -
Secretary of Defense requested approval from the 
Pre.sident to delay Wl.<n:arawal{af. B61 bombs from· 

Gene.ral Scowcroft informe.d the Secretary af Defe.nse. 
of Preside.ntial approval in de.layingiB61 bomb with-
drawal.--J' -

All nuclear _weapons were remove.d by air-
~ ~ 
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APPENDIX F 

POLICY AND GUIDAl'lCE STATEMENl'S 

EQ! 

CUSTODY OF NUCLEAR WARHEADS FOR 

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD NIKE-HE:RCULES (U) 
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APPENDIX F 

POLICY STATEMENT 
FOR 

CUSTODY OF NUCLEAR WARHEADS FOR 
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD NIKE-HERCULES (U) 

1 . r/J The custody of nuclear weapons deployed with the Army National 
Guard units, at all times until released for .use, will be with members of the 
Army National Guard who are employed by the Federal Government as National 
Guard technicians. Release of these weapon~ for tactical employinent will be 
authorized only by oft:icers of the U.S. Armed Forces on active duty through 
a Federal chain of c_ommand. 

Z. yti Active Army Commanders will exercise their co:m:nand responsibility 
for the custody and control of deployed nuclear warheads for Army National 
Guard NIKE-HERCULES units through a Federal chain of co:m:nand to include 
responsibility for: the transfer, movement, and access to nuclear weapons 
and the maintenance' of accountability of nuclear weapons. Accountability of 
nuclear warheads will be maintained by Active Army Accountable Officers of 
Army Area commands. The Active Army Co:m:nander's other responsibilities 
for safety, security, storage, and maintenance of nuclear weapons at the sites 
may be discharged for him by the participating States through their National 
Guard chain of command as mutually agreed with each Governor concerned. 

GUIDANCE FOR CUSTODY AND CONTROL OF WARHEADS 
FOR ARlviY NATIONAL GUARD NIKE-HERCULES (U) 

1. (U) Puroose. To establish the policy of responsibilities for custody and 
control of nuclear warheads for the NIKE-HERCULES/MK 31 System when 
issued to the Army National Guard. 

2. (U) Emolovtnent of Nuclear Weaoons. Nuclear weapons will be provided 
for tactical employment by Army National Guard air defense units in 
accordance with: 

a. The appropriate (i) rules of engagement or (2.) interception and 
engagement instructions and procedures. 

b. The authority and conditions specified by the commander of the unified 
command. 

SEE RET 
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3. fJ Policv. The custody of nuclear weapons dispersed at National Guard 
areas (on site) at all tiines until released for use, will be with members of the 
Army National Guard who are employed by the Federal Government as National 
Guard technicians. Release of these weapons for tactical employnlent will be 
authorized only by officers of the U.S. Armed Forces on active duty through 
a Federal chain of command. 

4. ~ Custodv of Nuclear Warheads ·for Army National Guard NIKE..:HERCULES. 

a. Custodv of Nuclear Warheads. Custody is the responsibility for: 
(1) the control of transfer, movement, and access t:o atomic weapons and (2) the 
maintenance !'{accountability of atomic weapons including nuclear and non
nuclear components. (AEC -DoD Stockpile Operations Agreement, March 1967) 

b. Custodial Requirements. The custodial requirements for .National 
Guard technicians are: 

( 1) "''he trans£ er and movement of nuclear weapons within National 
Guard areas (sites) will be controlled for the responsible Active Army Conuna.nde 
by custodians who are members of the Army National Guard employed by the 
Federal Goyernment as National Guard technicians. An Active Army Commander 
will be directly responsible for transfer and movement of nuclear weapons to and 
from such areas. 

(2) The senior National Guard technician on duty at each site will con
trol access to nuclear weapons for the responsible Active Army Commander. 
Access should be controlled to the extent that it would take an act of force against 
an individual ·in a National Guard technician status and, therefore, against the 
Federal Government to gain unauthorized access to a nuclear weapon. 

(3) Army Accountability Requirements. An Active Army Accountable 
Officer under an appropriate conunand will maintain accountability of nuclear 
weapons .. 

5o {$) Release of Nuclear 
NIKE -HERCULES Sites 0 

Warheads Disoersed to Armv National Guard 

a. Control procedures will be esj:a.blished to prevent the launching of a 
nuclear-armed missile prior to authorized release for operational employnlent. 

b. NIKE-HERCULES arm plugs will be inserted in missiles only when 
authorized by appropriate Active Army authority. At all other tiines, arm 
plugs will be removed and safeguarded as a positive means of preventing 
unauthorized arming. 
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6. (~ Command.Responsibilities. In addition to responsibility !or custody 
of :nlclear weapons as described above, the Conuna.nder in Chief, U.S. Army, 
Pacific (CINCUSARPAC) and the Commanding General, U.S. Army Air Defense 
Command (CGARADCOM), retain command responsibility !or safety, security, 
storage, and maintenance of these weapons. By mutual agreement with the 
Governors of the States concerned, CINCUSARPAC and CGARADCOM are 
authorized to discharge these !our latter responsibilities through the appro
priate National Guard chain of command. This authorization is effective for 
so long as the National Guard conforms to pertinent directives. In exercising 
these responsibilities for safety, security, storage, and maintenance, appro
priate Active Army Commanders will in!'pect Army National_Guard air defense 
units and will provide such directives as may be required. The National Guard 
technicians will observe the proper implementa. tion of these responsibilities . 

i. (U) Sa.fetv. The safety rules for the NIKE -HERCULES nuclear weapon 
system must be understood and complied with ~:National Guard personnel 
concerned. 

8 . yl( Security •. 

a.. Installatiob Security. Installation security of on-site nuclear weapons 
and all associated equipment is the responsibility of the State National Guard 
concerned. National Guard commanders will provide adequate guards to pro
tect nuclear weapons and associated equipment located on-site. They will 
ensure the coordination and implementation of prescribed security measures. 
Detailed nuclear weapons security plans will be submitted to CINCUSARPAC 
or CGARADCOM for. review and approval. 

b. Securitv Clearances. The appropriate security clearance will be 
obtained for each National Guard member before he may carry out his specific 
duty in support of this plan. 

c. Securitv Devices. As an aid to maintaining effective custody and 
security, intrusion alarm devices and sentry dogs will be used when practicable. 

9. (U) Storage and Maintenance. The State National Guard concerned is 
responsible for proper storage and organizational maintenance of on-site 
nuclear warheads, utilizing as appropriate the authorized. storage, maintenance, 
and assembly facilities made available by the Active Army. Appropriately 
trained and cleared National Guard personnel will accomplish organizational 
maintenance of nuclear warheads. 
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l 0. (U) Custodial Personnel. All National Guard technicians given custody 
of weapons will be officers, warrant officers, or enlisted personnel employed 
by the Federal Government as National Guard technicians responsive to the 
Secretary of Defense through a Federal chain of command. They will be 
qualified by training and/ or experience and will have appropriate security 
clearances. Personnel and medical records will be screened, and behavior 
of individuals will be observed continually in order to detect promptiy and/or 
prevent aberrant actions. 

11. (U) . Inspections. Army National Guard NIKE-HERCULES units equipped 
with a nuclear weapon system will be subject to inspection by representatives 
of agencies such as the appropriate unified or Army command, Department 
of the Army,- ·or DASA. 

12.. (U) Agreement. A mutual agreemmt between the"Governor of a 
participating State and CINCUSARPAC or CGARADCOM, or their designated 
representatives, consistent with this policy, will be negotiated, prior to the 
transfer of custody of nuclear weapons to National Guard technicians. The . ,. 
agreement will state explicitiy that the National Guard technicians granted 
custody of nuclear weapons are under the sole final authority of a Federal 
chain of command in relation to their custodial responsibilities. Such 
agreement will b.e subject to approval by the commander of the appropriate 
unified command. 
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APPENDIX G 

POLICY STATEMENT FOR CUSTODY OF 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS FOR AIR NATIONAL GUARD (U) 

1. ¢ The custody of nuclear weapons deployed with Air National Guard 
units will, at all ti=es until nuclear weapons are released for use, be with 
active duty US Air Force personnel or with members of the Air National 
Guard who are employed by the Federal Government as Air. National Guard 
technicians. Release of these weapons for employment will be authorized 
only by officers of the US Armed Forces on active duty, through a Federal 
chain of command •. 

2. I§' Active Air Force commanders will exercise their command re
sponsibilities for the custody of deployed nuclear weapons for Air National 
Guard units through a Federal chain of command. These responsibilities 
include the transfer and movement of, access to, and a.ccountability for 
nuclear weapons ~nd· components. The active Air Force conunander's other 
responsibilities for safety, security, storage, and maintenance of nuclear 
weapons may be discharged for hi= by the participating states, through 
their Air National Guard chain of command, as mutually agreed with the 
govenor of each state cone erned. 

GUIDANCE FOR CUSTODY OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS FOR THE 
AIR NATIONAL GUARD. FIGHTER-INTERCEPTOR AIRCRAFT (U) 

1. (U) Purpose. To establish policy and responsibilities for custody of 
nuclear weapons when assigned to the Air National Guard (ANG) for empoy
ment in conjunction with fighter -interceptor aircraft. 

2. (U) Emplovment of Nuclear Weapons. Nuclear weapons will be provided 
for employment by ANG air defense units in accordance with: 

a. The appropriate rules of engagement, or interception and engage
ment instructions and procedures. 

b. The authority and conditions specified by the ccmunander of the 
appropriate unified command. 

3. )!f Policv. The custody of nuclear weapons deployed with ANG units 
will, at all times until nuclear weapons are released for use, be with active 
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POLICY AND GUIDANCE STATEMENTS 

FOR 

CUSTODY OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS FOR 

;~ 

AIR NATIONAL GUARD 

FIGHTER-!1~CEPTOR AIRCRAFT (U) 
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duty US Air Force personnel or with members of the ANG who are employed 
by the Federal Government as Air National Guard technicians. Release of 
these ·weapons for employment will be authorized only by officers of the US 
Armed Forces on active duty, through a Federal chain of co=and. 

4. j1f Custodv of Nuclear Weapons for ANG Units. 

a. Custodv of Nuclear Wea"Dons. Custody is the c cmtrol of transfer. 
and movement of, access to, and accountability for nuclear weapons and 
components. 

b. Custodial Reouirements. 

(1) The transfer and movement of nuclear weapons by ANG units will 
be controlled for the responsible active Air Force co=ander by custodians 
who are active Air Force personnel or who are members of the ANG, em
ployed by the Federat Gover=ent as Air National Guard technicians. An 
active Air...Force com.:nander will be directly responsible for transfer and 
movement of nuclear weapons to and from such units. 

(2) The senior ANG technician on duty in a unit, not collocated with 
a similar·· active Air Foree unit, will control access to nuclear weapons for 
the responsible active Air Force co=ander. Access will be controlled to 
the extent that it would take an act of force against an individual in a National 
Guard technician status and, therefore, against the Federal Government to 
gain unauthorized access to a nuclear weapon. For ANG units collocated 
with similar active Air Force units, access to auclear weapons may be con
trolled by active duty US Air Force personnel or by ANG technicians. 

(3) Accountability for nuclear weapons will be in accordance with 
established Air Force procedures. 

5. ';lj Release and Ex"Denditure of Nuclear Weapons Deployed to ANG Units. 
Control procedures will be established to insure that nuclear weapons are not 
expended until receipt and authenticatDn of an order conveying US Presidential 
authorization for the release of nuclear weapons. 

6. ~ Command Responsibilities .. In addition to responsibility for custody 
of nuelear weapons as described above, the Com.:nander, US Air Force 
Aerospace Defense Cor:runand (ADC), retains command responsibility for 
safety, security, storage, and maintenance of these weapons. CINCONAD 
or the Commander, ADC. is authorized to enter into appropriate agreement 
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with governors of states concerned for the discharge of these four latter 
responsibUities through the appropriate ANG chain of command. Appropriate 
active Air Force commanders will inspect ANG air defense units and will pro
vide such directives as may be required. 

7. (U) Safetv. Safety rules and Air Force directives for Air Force fighter
interceptor nuclear weapon systems used by active Air Force units will be 
applicable to ANG units. 

8 . lj!l Security. 

a. Installation S_ecuritv. The security provided for nuclear weapons with 
ANG units will be comparable to that required for similar resources in the 
custody of active Air Force units. ANG commanders will provide silfficient 
security personnel to protect nuclear weapons and associated equipment wherever 
active Air Force security personnel are not provided. They also will insure the 
coordination and implementation of prescribed security measures. The com
mander responsible...ior security will submit detaUed nuclear weapons security 
plans to the ADC for review and approval. 

b. Security Clearances. The appropriate security clearances for each 
member of the ANG will be obtained in accordance with DoD and Service 
directives before he may be assigned responsibilities in support of this policy. 

9. (U) Storage and Maintenance. Properly trained and cleared ANG 
personnel will accomplish storage and maintenance of nuclear weapons • 

. In cases where nontechnician ANG personnel accomplish storage and main
tenance of nuclear weapons, they will always be under the direct supervision 
of technician personnel. For ANG units collocated with simUar active Air 
Force units, storage and maintenance of nuclear weapons may be accomplished 
by active Air Force personnel. 

10. (U) Convov and Loading. Properly trained and cleared nontechnician 
ANG personnel are authorized to perform those operations relating to on-base 
convoy and loading of nuclear weapons. These operations will always be 
monitored by an ANG technician, 

11. (U) Custodial Personnel. All ANG technicians given custody of nuclear 
weapons will be officers, warrant officers, or enlisted personnel employed 
by the Federal Government as ANG technicians responsive to the Secretary 
of Defense through a Federal chain of command. They will be qualified and 
will have appropriate security clearances. 
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12. (U) Human Reliabilitv Program. The provisions of the US Air Force 
Human Reliability Program apply for each member of the ANG assigned 
responsibilities in support of this policy. 

·13. (U) Inspections. ANG units equipped with a nuclear weapon system will 
be subject to inspection by representatives ·Of the appropriate unified or Air 
Force com=and, the Department of the Air Force, and the Defense Nuclear 
Agency. 

14. (U) Agreeinent. An agreement between the governor of a participating 
state and the ADC or its designated representative, consistent with this policy, 
will be in effect-prior to the transfer of custody of nuclear weapons to ANG 
technicians. The agreement will state explicitly tha.t the ANG technicians 
granted custody of nuclear weapons are under the sole final authority of a 
Federal chain of command with respect to their custodial responsibilities. 
Such agreement .will be subject to approval by the Com=ander, ADC. 
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I 
NUCLEAR AGREEMENTS / ARRANGEMENTS 

through 30 June 1975 
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SECRET ... 
TYPES OF NUCLEAR AGREEMEtll'S 

Atomic Stockpile A. Gov't Bilateral Agreement between United States and .a user Nation 
Agreement B. Provides for introduction and storage within a Country 
(Umbrella c. Provides Policy Guidance for-
Agreement) ( I I Custody, Secur)ty, Safety ah.d Release 'of weapon 

(2) Cost sharing arr·angements and contruction criteri.a 

Atomic Cooperation A. Gov't level Bilateral Agreement between United States and a user 
Agreement (Section 144B Nation 
Atomic Energy Act) B. Exchange of Atomic information useful for mutual Defense Purpose 

(Atomic Energy Act 1959 PL 85-479) 

Service-Level A. Bilateral technical agreement between Military Services of the 
Agreements United States and the user nation 

B. Implement government-level stockpile agreement 
c. Provisions of stockpile agreement expanded and amplified in detail 
D. Defines and as.signs responsibilities 

( I I Command relationship, security, safety custody, etc. 

"Third party" stockpile A. Governmental-level agreement between United States - Third 
agreements nation-and user nation 

B. Stockpiling within territorial limits third .nation for use by NATO 

., committed forces of signatory user nation 
c. Service-level agreements required to implement this agreement 
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NATO (c) 

NOI'ES: 
. , 

COOPERATION 

• 5 Hay 1959 
1 27 Jul 1959 

•II Aug 1959 

• J 0« 19Go 

• 1 May 195Y 
•21 Jul 1961 

•27 Jul 1959 

•22 Jan 1960 

'27 Jul 1959 

1 22 May 1959 
1 16 Aug 196] 

*22 Feb 1956 (f) 
• a, Aus 1956 
•18 Nov 1956 (h) 
• 6 Jul 1961 
*13 May 196~ (1) 

22 Jun 1955 (e) 
•18 Jun 1964 

&liS RET 

STATUS OF' AGREDlErn'S AND ARRANGDlENTS FOR 
NUClEAR WF..ARJNS SUPRJRT OF NON-U.S. NATO FORC£:; 

20 Nov 19~ ~ Jul 1959 
•17 M11.r 1962 

• JO Dec 1?59 3 May 1960 

•1) Jan ll)b? 1 Apr 196] 

• 6 Sep 1960 (a) 13 Mar 1962 
19 S•p 1963 

•27 Har 1959 *19 Jul 1962 (d) 10 Apr 1960 
19 S•P 1963 

•22 Jan 19()0 • 3 Jun 1960 t. Qct 1960 
1 19 Jul 1962 (d) 

•26 Jan I <)Go •11 M&r 1961 18 Apr 1962 
*19 Jul 1972 (d) 

•JO Sep 196] *19 Jul 1962 (d) 18 oct 19{>] 
15 Hay 1964 

9 Jan 1952 *19 Jul 1962 (d) 18 Nov 1956 
• } Aug 1961 

20 Feb 1964 

Accomplished Acccxaplished (b) 
81-Lahrall:r 81-Le.ter&llJ 

(b) 26 Feb 1959 

(b) 17 Jun 19(,0 

1 Apr 1963 

(b) 27 Feb 1961 

(b) 7 Ap• 1960 

(b) 7 Ap• 1960 

6 feb 1962 

1'- Feb 1958 18 Hlly 1960 27 t'eb l'J(·U 

9 Jun 1966 
3 Nov 1967 

(b) 

-' 3 Ap• 1966-
J8 Juo 1961! 28 0f'c l9fl7 

21 Jul 19L7 

25 Aug 1961 
11 Jun 1959 (g) 
18 JW1 196'-

(b) 

Aaterlak (•) lndicatee datea or currently In-Coree agreementa/arrange~ents. 
(ab! - U.S.~agreeMent covering ln German:r onlr; currently considered Inactive but not abrogated . 
( - SHAPE advises that theae arrangements are not required. 
(c - Agreement vlth NATO as a regional defenae organization permita exchange of atomic 
(d) - Hultlnational West Ge1111any between the u.s. 

Weat Gennany conaldered Inactive but 
aBI'eeaent of 22 Jun 1955; considered inactive but not abrogate,J. 

inactive due to phase-out of Thor; conaldered inactive but not abrogatr.d. 
inactive due to phase·out of Corporal ayatem; not abrogated. 

H-J 

weapons; cousldered 'tnactl~ but not abrogated. 
ullea, 
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?2 f"b 19)6 
18 Nov 1956 

22 Jun 19')5 
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AGRED4Effl'S/ ARflAf«jDfEifi'S CONS IDE'RED 
•IHACTJVE .. 

Pru::LEAR WEArortS SUPPORT OF NON-US NATO FORCES 

20 Nov 1958 

9 Jan 1952 
?0 Feb 1961e 

6 Sep 1960 
19 Seo 1963 

19 Jul 1962 

13 Mar 1962 Rorie 27 fpb 19(·1 

11 Jun 1959 

rtOTE: Asr~t-lln~nts/•rrangi'IIIPnla lhbd above are eonaldered lnaclhe due to phaile out. or a apecHic IJih• or 
withdrawal or a country from NATO. None of the abOve aaree.ent•/•rranse•enta haYe been abrosated . 
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NATO 

. , 

5 Hay 1959 
C1 Jut 19~? 

II Aug I ')'J'} 

Doc I'JW 

21 Jul 11}';19 

27. Jllll I •}f,u 

21 Jul l'JW 

22 Hay 1959 
16 Aug 1963 

1.! Aug 1958 
6 Jul 1961 

1) May 1963 

18 Jun. 1961t 

S!CR!'f 

AfiRE»tEtrrS/ ARRAHr.fJ.IENTS Cot4S rDERED 
.. AcfiVi:. 

MJCLEAR WEAI'ONS sij'pjiijff F~ NOH·US UATO FORCES 

17 Mar 1962 

}0 OH 1959 

1] Jan 1962 

?7 Mar 1959 

;>? Jan 1960 

2b Jan 1960 

]0 Sep 1963 

j Aug 1961 

Accompllahed 
BI-Lat.erallr 

19 Jut I962(a) 
19 Sep 1963 

) Jun 1960 
19 Jul 1962(•) 

11 Mar 1961 
19 Jul 1962{•) 

Accanpllehed 
BI-Laterally 

\ 

9 Jul 1959 

) May 1960 

1 Apr 1963 

10 Apr 1960 

It Oct 1960 

18 Apr 1962 

18 Oct 1963 
15 H•J 196~ 

18 Hov 1956 

11.! Feb 

9 Jun 
3 Jloy 

.!!Q!!: (a) - Mulllnallonal Lechnll'al arrense•ent ror atorese In West Germany between the u.s. 1 

Wut Cenaany and lhP. U~1lled Klnsdocn • 
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28 Feb 1959 

17 Jun 1960 

1 Apr 1963 

1 Apr 1960 

7 Apr 196~ 

1958 1~0 27 Feb 1968 

3 ••• 1966 ,.., 
18 JWI 196lt 28 Dec 1967 

27 Jul 1967 

1966 25 AliA 1961 
1967 18 Jun 1961 
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STORAGE LOCATION MAPS 

as of 30 September 1977 

NOTE: Maps are assembled in the same order as the 
deployment tables in Appendix C 
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CHRONOLOGY 
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Jun 14, 1950 

Aug 1950 

Late 1950 

Dec 6, 1951 

May 1951 

Apr 6, 1951 
; 

Jan 1951 

Jul 22, 1952 

Jun 20, 1953 

Jul 1953 

Apr 1954 

·, 

JOP SEGRfT 
CHRONOLOGY 

TRANSFER AND DISPERSAL OF 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

Transfer of~onnuclear components of the Mk 4 bombs 
from AEC to DoD for training. 

Transfer of nonnuclear components from AEC to the USAF 
for storage at overseas bases and to the. Navy for 
storage on the __.,eapons). 

components moved to UK 
and to Guam tilf. 

Nonnuclear components authorized on -·· 
Nonnuclear components authorized on 

President authorized the transfer o~nuclear bombs} 
from AEC to General Vandenburg. This was the only 
dispersal and transfer authorization in fiscal years 
1951 and 1952. 

Theiibomb~transfe;red co .General Vandenburg's custody 
were move to Guam. __. 
Nonnuclear components 4llll authorized for storage in 
UK~ 1Guam, -and on carr_iers. 

President authorized dispersal of weapo~fEC 
control to carriers, ammo ships,/Guam,~and 
the UK. Nonnuclear components c~d ~e stored at the 
above locations and Alaska, Hawaii 
111111111 This constituted the d 
~al yea~s 1953 and 1954. 

Arrangements were made with the AEC for storage of~ 
nuclear weapons on carriers~d Guam.} 

The President authorized the dispersal of nuclear 
weapons under AEC control to ammunition ships, cruisers 
and submarines. 
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Dec 1, 1954 

Jan 1955 

Aug 29, 1955 

Mar 8, 1956 

Nov 24, 1956 

Aug 6, 1957 

·'· 

Jan 3, 1959 

Feb 26, 1959 

Nov 5, 1959 

Jan 16, 1961 

fBP SEeRET 
For FY 1955 the President 

lllllnuclear weapons}from 
authorized to co~ 
Germany, Hawaii, Guam, 

transfer of 
Dispersals were 

to UK,!~ 
naval vesse~o 
and. West Germany had also 

on December 1, 1954. 

·The President authorized -low yield (under DoD· 
custody) and -high yina(under AEC custpde/ to be 
dispersed in CONUS, ·UK,~ West rmany, 

/on Guam, --Hawai~els/in FY 1956. 

The President amended the Au~9, 1955 
and established a ceiling ofJIIIIweapons 
£erred from AEC to DoD, exclusive of high 

authorization 
to be trans
yield.} 

The FY 1957 dispersal plan was approved. Totals of 
~ow yield under DoD and-high yield under AEC 

could be dispersed.[ 

A total ofAIIIIalow yield an~tllljihigh yield weapons 
and a combined total oftlllll~authorized for 
dispersal during FY 1958. · 

The President ordered the transfer of ...... low yield 
and -high yield weapo~(for the first time) to 
DoD for FY 1959. The hig yield weapons were to be 
transferred when AEC and DoD had worked out the 
arrangements. 

The President authorized the transfer of~nuclear 
weapo'!!] to DoD for FY 1959. This author>.zation replaced 
the FY 1959 January 3, 1959 approval. DoD now was 
authorized custody of both low and high yield weapons. 

The President approved 
authorized DoD custody 

The FY 1960 dispersal plan 
Eisenhower. DoD was given 

A-3 
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May 20, 1961 ·,. 

Apr 10, 1962 

Oct 23, 1962 

Dec 26, 1962 

Feb 27, 1963 

Jun 16, 1964 

May 17, 1965 

Jun 1, 1965 

Feb 10, 1967 

TOf SECRET 
President Kennedy approved the FY 61 NWDCP of January 16, 
1961 provided that additional weapons were not dispersed 
in support of non-US forces and subject to the desirability 
of retaining a substantial reserve in the National 

·stockpile Sites. This was the basic dispersal authoriza
tion for US forces for FY 61, 62 and 63, and for non-US 
forces in FY 61. 

NSAM 143 authorized the dispersal 
support of designated non-US 

of forces iililliit;t:;h;;e~1~l;;o:~a::d·~ing of 

was the basic dispersal authorization 
farces far FY 62 and FY 63. 

NSAM 197 required "approvals in principle" by the Presi
dent for support of non-US farces. Dispersal approval 
far weapons for these forces would continue under NS~~ 143. 

President Kennedy disapproved the p~ FY 62 dispersal 
,., ·plan but did permit DoD custady~W..n.~~l.~a_:. weapons,' 

and components. 

The Deputy Secretary of Defense clarified the President's 
authorization/denial of December .. 26, 1962. He permitted 
the additional dispersal~weapons/aver the 
January 16, 1961 (FY 61) authorization to areas under 
full US control. 

NSAM 305 approved the FY 64 NWDCP. lt authorized DoD 
to obtain custody~~uclear weapon~and components. 
It continued the requirements of NSAMs 11r.!, 160 and 197. 

The Secretary of Defense, Mr. McNamara, imposed a ceiling 
oflilaAD~~hich could be dispersed to Europe. 

NSAM 334 approved the ~VD~~5_and_r1 __ Q9; DoD 
was authorized cuStody of~uC:le~r ~eapons.•f No 
additional AD~s could be d1spersed to Europe. ~ceiling 
~eapons was imposedjon NATO Europe. NSAM 143 

and NSAM 197 actions were continued. 

The President authorized the transfer to DoD of all 
finished nuclear weapons in the stockpile. 
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Aug 4, 1967 

Jan 26, 1968 

Jan 26, 1968 

Apr 6, 1968 

, 
Jun 11, 1968 

'f. 

Jun 25, 1968 

Aug 6, 1968 

Jan 18, 1969 

May 9, 1970 

JOP SECREt 
NSAM 364 auehorized DoD eo disperse weapons for FY 6i 
and FY 68.~.:eitings of~weapons /far NATO 
Europe and~Ms far Europe was cane~ued. --- - ,-
The Depuey Secreeary a£ Defense noeified the JCS ehae 
no additional dispersals would be made eo NATO Europe 
and that he intended ta hold the number a£ in 

in 
nuuibers 

actually as af December 31, He allowed a 
10% average far weapons afloat. Any dispersals aver 
these limits had ta be approved by the Secretary a£ 
Defense. 

The actual number af weapons in NATO Eurape~s-:J 

Ih~~uty Secretary a£ Defense a~zed an increase 
a£ ~weapons ta his ceiling af ~weapons/ for the 
Atlantic Fleee. 

NSAM 370 approved the NWDCP far FY 69. The ceilings 
~far NATO Europe and • far ADMs)in Europe 

were caneinued in effect. NS~ 143 was modified ta 
permit "case by case" dispersals .ta be authorized by 
the annual NWDCP. A ceiling~ weapons/ was set 
far dispersals outside a£ CONUS. -

The Deputy Secretary a£ Defense established a new 
ceiling~- weapons /afloat less Polaris warheads. 

The DeDuty Secretary of Defense established a ce~ 
I of- weapons/ for NATO Europe and a total) a£-- -· ---weapons afloa9 excluding strategic offensive m~ssiles. 

NSAM 372 authorized the FY 70 NWDCP. The ceilings af 
~anc!lll for total weaponsjin NATO Europe and ADMs 

in Europe ~as continued. The maximum number of weapons 
outside CO~"t!S •·as~ at -] 

NSDM 60 authorized the FY70·NWDCP. The President desired 
revised ~ATO and ADM tables. Revised tables as approved 
established NATO. Europe 1 ceiling at._, the ADM ceiling 
for Europe1at ~~·maximum number of weapons outside 
CONUS was set~--' 
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Nov 20, 1970 

Jul 20, 1971 

Jul 18, 1972 

Jul 18, 1973 

Jun 20, 1974 

Oce 8, 1974 

Apr 30, 1975 

fOP SfCREr 
The Depuey Secrecary of Defense delegaeed auehoriey 
eo ehe JCS eo increase approved deploymene levels in 
NATO Europe when specified condieional deploymencs 
vere made and to increase specified deployments in 
any theaeer up eo 10% when necessary eo meet contingencies. 

NSDM 121 auehorized ehe FY72 NWDCP. The Presidenc 
approved·ceilingslofJIIIIa~NATO Europefaiil.tlltfor 
#)Ms I in Europe. He denied an increase L of' weapons . 
--- A ceiling ~~was setTer dispersals 
~CONUS. . . · 

NSDM 178 authorized the FY73 NWDCP. The Presidene 
approved ceilin~-t~INAIO Europe and a European 

_ -!.E!...M ceiling of~A cei:Ifng~was set for 
weapons dispersed outside of CONUS. 

NSDM 226 authorized the FY74~. The President . 
escablished ceilings/of -for NATO Europe and
for AD~ in Europe. "'Tfij; tot authorized for dispersal 

. outside CONUS~ ~ 

The President, by NSDM 258, approved a change to.the 
nuclear weapon yield constraint imposed b~SAMs 143 
and 199. The yield shall now not exceedlllllkt 
(accommodating B61-2 and B61-3 nuclear bomb support 
of non-US NATO forces). 

NSDM 274 authorized the FY75 NWDCP. The Preside~ 
enablis\led ceilingsjof .. f$) NAl'O Europe and
for ADMs: in Europe. A ceilingrof -was see for 
dispers;ls ouuide CONUS. '--- -

General Scowcrofe, Depuey Assistant eo the Presidene 
for Naeional Security Affairs, notified General Wickham, 
Military Assistane eo ehe Secretary of Defense, that the 
Presidene had direceed there would be no withdrawal of 
US forces or nuclear weapons from overseas areas without 
his expressed approval. 
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NUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

BY 

COUNTRY, REGION, AND AFLOAT ... --

(FY 1961 through FY 1977) 

'·' 

NOTE: Pertinent footnotes are indicated as necessary. 
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S T'RA n:r.;r C Off E 1G I vt 
IHullu 
~\11 Inti A~l 

STIUTT.CU: Dtf[IIStvt (b) 
Air-to-Air Mlllilrl ..... 

TACTICll OHUISM _ .. 
A~ (w•lll'y•) 
Tactlr•l Hltlllr• 
H•c~{c) 
llnoo~ s l John 
l.•ltlt John 
\'l"r&hll•r: 
s .. ,., .. nt 
Vonrt 
D•~) r:rockPU 
O!htr I (I 

Tubr Artllltry 
B-Ind\ Howl\ur 
1~·- How\\IIH 

Othrr 

TACTit"AL D[fT.ItSI'([ 
AWl 
Tartl:al Air Derenle 

Falcon 
Nll11 Herclllu 

fU:ET lo'J'.:/U'J 
ASW 
AAW 

TOTAL ('!oil WAI'Jir.ADS 

C(lrnr. an.t o .. '!neas. 

•t OF SEC I\!' 
:fiiCLEAR WARUIAD DEPI.OYMtlfTS 

1•1 
1•1 Air-to-Air J~lullu and Surhce-lo-Alr Hlutlu In COMJS and Al11h are lnc:htded In the- 1trr..teale defeuthl! c•t•sor,.. At all oth'!r 

locat.\ons thtJ are carried as t•ctlc•l defantl¥1 e•c•p~ tor Thor vhen on John•ton l•l•nd. 
H3tldor 1nd Hace •lstllea are c1asaed 11 taetlcal orrena~•e -.aponl. j 
Nuc:h&r va:-twad dcplo)'l'anta prior to 1961 are not 1hovn 11 tahllnl record• Indicate uriM!ada oniJ hJ Harll n•&."1tlf!t aM/or capsul ... 

Appendix 8 shovl the IJslt••• In nch countrr tron 1951 or Initial enttJ thrOulh current date or vllf'!drawal date, ---· _ 
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. TCSP' 3!CRK 
fiU:U:AR WARI!f.AD llF.PI.nYMmT!'; 

CONUS • DOO (~) I 
r FT61 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Hlulle• 

U71 

hmb1 and ASM1 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Alr-to-Atr Ml •• ll@l ..... 

TACT I CAL Ont:HSl VE 
9mb• 
ASH {Wall~yt') 
T•ctlcal ~lslll~a 

Hace 
llone•l John 
Lit tl@' John 
~r•hlns 
Seq1e1nt 
LAnce 
Da'IJ' Crockett 
Other 

Tubl! .Artlllerr 
8-lneh Rovltler 
155nD Howl Uer 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFEI'ISIVE .,.., 
Tactical Alr Defenae 

fa leon 
Nlke llerculu ., 

FLEET Mlli/AA~ ... 
""~ 

TOI'AL WARHEADS 

1 (•) - Dou not Include Alaaka and llavall. 

L 
C-l 
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i STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
HI nile• 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Ml•allea 
SAMo 

TACTICAL OFFENSCVE -·· A~ (WallP.JI!) 
Tactlcd Mlnlle• 

Mace 
Honeat John 
Little John 
~nhlns 

Ser8f'lnl 
t..ancf' 
D&v)' Crockett 
othi!T (b) 

Tube A.rlllhry 
6-lnch HowlltH 
l5511D Jlovllter 
Othu 

TACTICAL DD'ENSIV! 
lli4o 
tacileU Air Derenae 

Falcon 
"lite Herculu 

FLEET ASW/AJ.W 
ASW 
AJ.W 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

l•) L) - Include• Alaelta and Havall. 
- See epeclfle countrlel ror lndl•ldual •r•te~a. 

-lUI"' lit£1:1Hiii:r 

rrucLEAft WARHEAD DEPLOTKEHTS 

OIJI'SmE conus (a) 
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., 

----
/ STRATEGIC OHErfirvt 
t Mlullee 

Ballbe and ASH• 

..... 
TACTICAL OFTENSIVE 

flaabe 
A!J4 (Walleyd 
Tactical Hlullt"l 

Mace 
I!Ont"ll John 
Llttll!' John 
reuhlne: 
St"r&l!•nt 
Lence 
Dary Crockett 
Otltt!r 

Tt~be Art lllery 
e.tneh ffovt her 
155aa ttovlt&er 
OUll!r 

TACTICAL OEFENSM -· tactical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Rlke Heorcule• 

FLI:ET ASV/ AAW 
Asw 
AAW 

TOTAL UAIUI&ADS 

L 

lOP S!CftE'J 

H'llCLEAft VARUEAD DEPLOYMEifi'S 

~ 'I!1! !!ll 
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., 

511\ATEr.Ic OfFENSIVE 
Hhsllf'S (a) 
fknbs and ASHs 

STRATEr.IC DEFENSIVE 
Alr~to-Alr Hl11lle• ..... 

TACTICAL OffENSIVE -·· A~ (wellf're) 
tactical Mlsellf'l 

Mace 
Hon••l John 
Little John 
J'l!orehlnl 
Ser1e•nt 
t..ancf' 
Davy Crockf'll 
Other 

Tubf" Artillery 
6-tnch Hmdller 
l55nn Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE ..... 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Hike Herculel 

FlEET ASW/AAW 
ASW ... 

TOTAL WA.RIIEMJS 

L 

,.,,. SE&AU 

HUCI..E.Afl WAAilEAD DEPIDJ'IoRNTS 
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I 

( 

., L 

STRATEGIC OFFE~IVE 
Hlulh!l 

STRATEGIC DD'EtiSIVE 
Alr-to·Alr Ht••lle• ..... 

TAcriCAL OFJ"EIISlVE -·· A!}ol (wallere) 
tactical Hlnllu 

Mace 
Hone1t John 
Little John 
~rlhlnt 

Serseant 
Lance 
D•vy Crockett 
Olhn 

Tubt' Artillery 
B-lnch lktvHar 
15Scsn Uovlller 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFEM91VE 
AD4o 
Tactlul Air Detenu 

hleon 
Mike Herculea 

FLEET IJJW/AAW 
A61l .... 

TOI'AL WARti'.ADS 

TOP SE8RET 
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., 

r STRATEGIC Off&HSJVE 
Mlullu 
Banba and ASMa 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Hlaall~• 
SAMo 

TACTICAL orn:"SIVE 
Bomba 
ASH (Watley~!) 
Tactical Hl11llea 

Mace 
Honest John 
Lllth John 
P-nshtna 
Serse•nl 
lAnce 
DIY)' Crocllell 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8-lnch Howlher 
l55aa Howl tzer 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE ..... 
Tactical Air Defenae 

Falcon 
lUke Huculu 

fLEET ASW/AAW 
Asw ... 

TOI'AL WARHEADS 

L. 
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T8P &EIRET 



~~RATEGIC OffEIGlVE I f Mlulln (a) 

L-

&a.b1 and ASHa 

S'll\ATEGJC DF'J'EHSIVE 
Alr-to·Alr Hl••lle• 

""'' 
TACTICAL OffENSIVE 

Ban be 
A94 (WalleJ"e) 
Tactical Ml11llea 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
renhlns 
Ser@eant 
l.Am::e 
Oav,. Crocllell 
Other (b) 

Tube ArttllH)' 
8-lnch Hovllrer 
1')5-1 Uowllter 
Other 

TACTICAL DD"ENSJVE 
Abio 
Tactlul Alr Oerenu 

Falcon 
"O.e Herc:ulel 

fl.I>;T ABW/MW 
ASW 
AAW 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

(a) - Jupiter. 
(b) • Corporal. 

iOP &liGAET 

NUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOJMEHTB --..--

' 

C-10 -. ( 

yep 5E8RET 

• 



I 

., 

STRATEGIC Off"EHSIVE 
Hlullea 
Bcnba and A~s 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Alr~to-Air Ht1allea ..... 

TACTICAL OffENSIVE 
B011:1b1 
Ag,t (Wal h!Je) 
Tactical Ht1allea 

Mace 
lloneat John 
Little John 
rHahln& 
Seraee.nl 
Lance 
D•VJ Crockett. 
Other 

Tube Arlllletf 
8-lnch Howlher 
15~ Hovlher 
Other 

TACTICAL DD'ENSIVE ..... 
Tactlcd Atr Derenu 

Falcon 
lllke Herculu 

FLEET A!lW/AAW 
ASW 
AAW 

TCJI'AL WQKEADS 

_nh:? 

i UP SESRE'J.. 

NOCLEAR WARfiElD DEPLOYMENTS 

I 

( 
I 
I 
! 

I 
C-11 

'FOP 5 FCPFT 
FORMERLY AESTRICH 

••••U•otool II ~-&toot 00 
U-OI<OOhO - .. _,, .. , Hool .. 
u I ooo oo h•o•t• ..,.,,..,,,,,,., 

....... ···- h .......... .. 



I 

., 

STRATEGIC OffENSIVE 
Hlullu (•) 
8cab1 and ASH• 

·STRATEGIC DD'EHSIVE 
Air-to-Air Mlaallea 
BAHo 

TACTICAL OfFEICSIVE -·· ASH (W.tleye) 
tactical Hlullu 

Hace 
Honut John 
Lilli~ John 
Pruhln1 
SH8tant 
Lance 
Dny Crocke ll 
Other 

Tube Arllllny 
B-lnch Hot~lltu 
155aa Hovttur 
Other 

TACTICAL DEfENSIVE ..... 
tactical Air DeCenle 

Falcon 
IItke Jl@rculea 

FLEET ABV/MW 
ABW 
MW 

TOrAL WARHtADS 

(a) - Jupiter. 

'---· 

lOr ... , ..... , ..... 

NUCLEAR WUBBAD DEPLOTHKKTS • 
I 

i 

·--. I 
C-12 

FORMERLY RESTRICHD .................. ··-.. ···-. SE8RiiT lOP • •••• 11 .. .._, ......... .. .. .. .. ....... ....... _,_ . ...... -- ·-- ......... . 



lOP ~1!8R&T 

I 
IIOCLF.AR WARtu:AD DEPLOIMEtri'S 

J UN lTED kl MGIKI4 

FY61 FY62 FY6J ~ FY65 n66 FJ67 ~ \ FY69 FY70 • FY71 !:!E rY7l FY7' U11 
STRATEGIC OFTtNSIVE 

~ 

Mlullu (•) 
Bmbs and A94• 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Al~·to-AI~ Hl•sll~l ..... 

TACTICAL OFFEMSIVE ...... 
A~ (W•Il~ye) 
T•ctlcal Mlssll~• 

Hsce 
llontsl Jotm 
Lllllt John 
rushtne 
Se~st•nt 

lA net 
Devy Crock~ll 
Olht~ 

Tube Arlllh~y 
B·lnch Ho"lhu 
l)looo Hovlttet-
Other 

Tact.lcd Alr Derense 
Falcon 
Rtke He~eulu 

fLEET ASW/AAW ., 
••• ... 

TOTAL WAAia:ADS 
I 

(a) • thor. I 
~. -·-·· 

C-ll 

IUP !1!8RET ......... 



. , 

l. 

S1RAH:tiiC onEN!>IVE 
HI :\SliPs 

e~hs ""'' A~! 

STRATEGIC DEfENSIVE 
Alr-to-,\lr Mlullu ..... 

TAL,.ICAL OHENSIVE -·· ASH (WaiiPlt') 
tactical HlaaiiPS 

Macr 
Honul John 
LllliP John 
rrrlhlns 
5Pt@PIIIll 
l..anrr 
D•~J croclu·tt 
Olli!'t (a) 

Tubr ArllllPt)' 
8-lnch /lovlllrr 
15511111 llovlttPr 
Olhll't (b) 

TACTICAL DEfENSIVE 
All4o 
Tacllcal Air Defrnse 

Falcon 
Hike lferculu 

rLEET ASW/AAW 

••• ... 
TOTAL WARIIF.ADS 

!•! · Corporal 1 Red atone, l.Acro:uf':, Halatlor • 
b • 2&n Cun. 

TGP &liGAU' 

KUCLEAR tiARHF.AD DEPLOJHEIM'8 I 
WEST GERMANY I 

I 

' I 
I 

C-llt 
fORMERlY RESTRICT ............ 

lOP SE8AiT ··-·· ...................... .. ............................... ··- ... ~ .. ·- ·-· ......... 



., 

rSTRATEGIC OFFENS~ 
Mlullea (b) 
Bombs and ASHs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs (c) 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
A~ (Walleye) 
Tactical Hlsalks 

Mace 
Honest John 
Ll ttle John 
~rshlng 

Sergeant 
La net' 
Davy Crackel t 
Other 

'1\J.be Artillery 
8-tnch Howitzer 
l55um Howl her 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE -· T&ctlcal Air Defense 
Falcon 
Mlke llercules 

FLEET ASW/AAW 
ASW ... 

TOTAL WAFIHF.ADS 

(•b! - Includea 11111111111 
( - Polaria. ~ 
{c) - Bcmarc, Nlke Hercules, 

'F8P !l!eRET 

NUCLEAR WAIUIEAD DEPLO'I'MEHTS 

ATLANTIC (a) 

C-15 

•l'OP &E&Rn 
................... ......... 

'--~ 

_) 



I STRATIXHC ot'fENSIVE 
Mlullu 
Bmbs and ASH• 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Mlaallel 
SAHS (a) 

Mace 
Hone•t John 
Little John 
Penh Ins 
Ser1eant 
Lance 
DaY)' Crockett 
Other 

Tube Art II lerr 
6-lnch Hovltler 
155aa ltovlt.z.er 
Other 

TACTICAL DErErt;IVE 
AD4o 
Tactical Air Defenle 

Ulcon 
"Ike Herculu 

FlEET ASW/AAW .... 
uw 

TOFAL WARIIEADS 

1'8P &E8RE~ 

/ 

UE.. !!1l 
( 

C-16 

1GP SEBREf ... , .... . 
·-~ ................ .. 

::_;;.,...::·: OUo .. h•otto .. ••••••• ... • ......... _ .... ,, ....... . 



r· 

., 

STRATEOIC OfFENSIVE 
Mlutli!a 
Bmtba and ASM1 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Hlaalle• 
SA»h (a) 

TACTICAL OFfENSIVE 
Ba~ba 

ASH (wallere) 
tacltcal Mlaallel 

Mace 
I lone 1l John 
Little John 
I'!' rahl na 
Serseant 
t..nce 
D•VJ Crockett 
Other 

Tube ArllllerJ 
8-tnch Hovllt.er 
15• Havltter 
Ottte'r 

l 
TACTICAL Dti'EHSM I 

AUto 
Tactical Alr Det<!nte] 

Falcon · 
Mille Uerculn 

FLEET ASW/AAW 1 
ASW I ... ' 

rurAL WARHEAI>S \ 

(a) - Rlke Herculea. 

JfUCLEAR WARIIEAD bEPLO'I'MENTS -
lOP SECHE;r 

--\ 
\ 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 

lfUCLEA.A VAJIIIEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

Balbi and ASHe 

STRATEGIC DEFEitSIVE 
Atr-to-Alr Miaaliea 
SAM I 

TACTICAL OFFENS lYE -·· A~ (Wall ere) 
Tactical Mlaallea 

Mace 
llo~al John 
Little John 
P!'rahlna 
Serseant 
._.nee 
D•YJ Crockett. 
Other 

Tube Art.lllerr 
8-lnch Hovlher 
155a:a Hawlt.ter· 
Other 

tactical Air Derenae 
rat con 
lflke h!rcule. 

FIZET ASW/AAW -... 
TO'tAL WARIIEAD9 

.... 
FJ61 .. --

--' 
j 

I 

I 
I 

I 

FORMERLY RESTRICJED 
C-IJ 

l'8P 5 npn 
.............. ..... . ...... . -.-··· ............... .. ............... ,. --.... . ·-- , ... ~ ....... ·-·· ..... , ... . 

i 
\ 
I 

I 

I 

i 



., 

S1'RATEGIC OHEKiiVE 
Hlutil'!l 
Banb1 •nd ASH• 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Alr-to-Alr Hllelll'!l ..... 

tACTICAL OFf'EI'ISIVE -·· ASH (walleyl'!) 
Tlctlcd 14llllll'!l 

HICI'! 

llonl'!lt John 
Llttll'! John 
rl!'rahlna 
Serseant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8-lnch Ho111lter 
155nn Ho111lur 
Other 

TACTICAL DEfENSIVE -· tactlc•l Air Defenle 
rdcon 
ntke Herculu 

FLEET ASW/AAW 

••• ... 
TOTAL WARIIEADS 

\.__ 

~lOP SEelll!T 

NUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOTMEtfT9 

PUERTO RICO -I 

0 

0 

_/ 
C-18 

FORMERLY RESTRI(;TE 

Tel* I!Cill!f •··········· .. . .. , .. , .. -........ . ................... . .. . . ........... , ...... -... . ... . ..... ···- ·-··· ........ . 



I 

., 

/ 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Mlnilu (a) 
Bc:aba and ASHa 

STRAnG IC DEF'EHS I VE 
Air-to-Air Hlaall~• 
SAHo 

TACTICAL c»'fEHSlVE -·· A~ (Walley~) 
Tactical Mlaallea 

Mace 
lloneet John 
Lllth John 
J'erahlll8 
Storaeant. 
Lance 
DnJ Crock!! ll 
Other 

Tube Artlllerr 
8-lnc:h Hovltter 
15S.. Hovllter 

· Other 

TACTICAL DEn:HSIVE ..... 
ractlc&l Air Defenu 

Falcon 
lUke Herculu 

FlEET ABW/MW 
ASW 
MW 

TOTAL WARHF.ADS 

(a) - Poh.rta. 

'f8P 5EeRI!l 

( 

I 

FORMERLY RESTRICT 

T8P llli:GRE'f 

• 



1 STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
HluHea (b) 
Bamba and ABMa 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Atr~to-Air Hlatllea 
SAMo (o) 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bamb1 
ASM (Walleye) 
Tactical Mla11lle1 

Maca 
Honret John 
Little John 
Perahlns 
Serseant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
OthH (e) 

Tube Artillery 
8-tnc:h Howl tzer 
15511111 Howitzer 
Other (f) 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
AJ>IO 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
ftlke Herculea 

FLEET ASW/ MW 
ASW 
MW 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

!:l - Does not Include Alaaka, Jlawall and Afloat • 
.. Regulus, 
- Thor. 

ROCLEAa WAIUIVJ) DEPLOYMDTS 

~(·) 

FY66 FY67 

(.) 

!:l - Four Hike Zeua not included In FY 64 and FY 65 totals. 
- Matador, Lacrosse. 

r) .. 2&l.m Gun. 

l---- YeP 
C-20 FORMERLY RESTRICTED 0 
SEIRE~ ............. .......... c• •• 

_.... ......... "'...... .... c ...... _ .......... •. ....... , .•...•. Dto·-·· ... ·- ·-- ""'· ...... 

I 

( 



. , 

l 

STRATEG JC OfTEtc3 fVE 
Mlull!!l (•) 
Balbi and ASH1 

STRATEGIC DEFEH31VE 
Air-to-Air MtiiTI!!a ..... 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 

""''' ASM (Wall~)'~) 
Tactical Hlullu 
H•c~ 
llon~al John 
Lilli~ John 
l'!!rahlll8 
s~raeanl 

D•VJ crockett 
Other (b) 

Tube A.rlllltr)' 
8-lnch Howitzer 
155nl.llovlhet 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE -· Taetlcal Air Detenae 
ralcon 
lUke H!rculea 

FLEET ASW/AAW ... 
AJ.W 

TOI'AL WARHEADS 

(e) - fii!KU]US, 

(b) - Lacroue. 

lOP SEC REi 

NOCLEAR NAFIHEA.D DEPLOJMERTS 

~ 

C-21 

""TOP &EeRE't' 
fORMERlY RESTAICHD ................ . ..... .. ··-···"'- ................ _ 
U •• 01e .. feollt• DIIM .... aeo-

1• .... ··- ·-· ....... .. 

\ 

• 

I 
/ 



··-' STRATEGIC Otl"ElGIVE 
Htullr.!l {a) 
Bcnhr. iln•l A!":M:: 

STRATEGIC £ltf'ENSJVE 
Air-to-Air Min Ilea ..... 

TACTICAL OH'EHSIVE 
8C.bl 
ASH (Walleyd 
Ta~llcal Hlaalles 

Mac-e 
llo~ll John 
l.lltle John 
~rahl "8 
Sf'raeant 
l.anc!' 
llavy Croo"kl!'lt. 
Olhl!!'r 

Tube ArtiiiH)' 
8-lnch llovltur 
·~jao lfovlller 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
AIJ4o 
tactlc&l. Air Derense, 

hlcon 
Mike llerculu 

FLEET ASWl AAW ' ASW ' ' ... 
J 

TOTAL WA.AitF.ADS 

'• 
(a) - Re~lua. 

f 
' 

-

Fr61 

" 

TOP 

I 
\ 

S!CftK 

STRATEGIC OFf'EMSIVE 
MlUilf'S 
Bc.bs •nd A::M!I 

STRATEGIC Dt:f'ENSIVE 
Air-to-Air "I niles 
SAHa (a) 

TACTICAL OHENSIVE 
Ball be 
ASH (Walleye) 
Tacllcal Mlsallu 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
PerlhlnK 
Scrsf'ant 
Lance 
Davy Crockf'll 
Other 

Tube Art lllf'r)' 
8-lnch Hovll:r.er 
15- llowiUer 
Other 

lll:LEAR WARHEAD DEPlDJHEn& 

JOHHSTON ISLAND 

T&ctlc:al Air Det .. nse 
Falcon 
like Herculn 

fLEEr ASW/ AAV 
ASW 

0 ... 

0 TOrAL WARIIEADS 

(a) - Thor. 

C-::!2 

lli8RET 
•........... ...... . .. .. -... - .. -·-· .... -.. . . ....................... -

....... &1- ·-· ......... . 

0 

() 



. , 

I STRATEGIC OffENSIVE 
Mhallu 
Ballba and ASHa 

STRATD.;(C DErEICHVE 
Air-to-Air Hl11ll~• ..... 

TACTICAL OffENSIVE -·· A!Jot (walleye) 
Tactl~al H\11lles 

MICf! 

IIOnf'st John 
Lillie John 
l'l!uhlns 
Seraeant 
Da~y CroclleU. 
Olh!!r (a) 

Tube Arlllhr)' 
8-lnch Hovlher 
15)nl Hovlhu 
Other (b) 

TACTICAL DEfENSIVE ..... 
Tactical Air Defenae 

Falcon 
nlke ·Uercut .. 

FLEET ASV/AAW 

••• ... 
TOI'AL WARIEtADS 

(a) • Matador, tacroaae. 
(b) .. 2ac.. Gun, 

L-

,.... TOP Sl!:eRET 

NOCLEAA VMHEAD DEPLOJMFJml - :~. 

FY61 Fr71 I 

-l 
C-21 

fORMERLY RESTRICH ............ ... . ....... . "-···- ... ··-·'"'' ....... .. . ................. __ _ ·- ........... ·-··· ...... .. YOP 



., 

-
STKATEG IG OfFENSIVE 

Hlnllel 
Baab~ anol ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENS lYE 
Air-to-Air Ml••lirt 
SAHI (a) 

TACTICAL Off'EHSIVE 
Bfnbl 
A~ (Walle)'e) 
Tactical Hlullu 

Mace 
llonell John 
t.lltle John 
f'fouhlng 
Sf'rseanl 
I•nc:e 
D.,.')' Crorkell 
Other 

Tube- Arllllerr 
6-lnc:h Howllter 
15~ llovltr.u 
Other 

TACTICAL DEfENSIVE 
AIM• 
tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Hike ~rcuh-a 

flEET ASW/AAW 
ASW ... 

TOI'AL WARHEADS 

lfUCL£AR WARHEAD DEPLOY14EHTS 

(a) - Rille teu1~ not lnclutled In total deplopent. riKUJ"e&. 

L_ 

~TGP 

0 

0 

T8P 

SE8AU 

JRJ:LUR IIARHEAD DEPL01HEif'J'9 

STRATEGIC OfTEICUYE 
Nlulln 
bba and ASH• 

STRA\!XllC DEft: ItS 1VE 
Alr~to-Air Hl••llea 
SAM• 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE -·· A!l4 (wallere) 
tactical Ml11lle1 

Mace 
llonut John 
Little John 
~uhtns 

Serseant 
lAnce 
DIV)' Crocht.\ 
Other 

Tube Arltller)' 
8-tnch llowttzer 
1')5.- lkNlt.ter 
Other 

tAc:JJCAL DEFENSIVE ..... 
!'actleal Air De£en1e 

Falcon 
like Herculu 

FLEET ASW/AAW 
ASW ... 

TOI'AL WARIIEADS 

MIDWAY ISLAim 

FORM£RlY RESIRICU ........... , " ........ ___ ,.. -- ............ ..-
•• ••oo .. '"''''" oo,_ ... .,_ ·- ....... ·- ............. . 

I 

0 

0 

I 

• 



. , 

fl 
j STRATlXilC OFFENSIVE 

Mlnllu -·· STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Miaallel ..... 

TACTICAL OrfEtiSIVE -·· ASH (Well•rd 
Tactical Ml11llee 

Mace 
Honf'! l John 
Little John 
1'\er•hlnl 
SU"Jf'lnl 
Oav7 Crockett 
Other (•) 

Tube Arlll hr)' 
8-lnch llowttrer 
155-n·llowlller 
Other (b) 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
AIM• 
tactical Air Defenae 

Falcon 
ftlke Hercule1 

FLEET ASW/AAW 

••• ... 
TOTAL WARIIEADB 

la) -Matador, Lacro1ae. 
b) ... 281la. Oun. L __ 

lOP 5E8AET 

- '!!Ll / 

C-25 

fORMEHLY RESTRICHO ............. " ······· .. 
'TJ,j:Qia.IIIIL-JIN5~COIANii~Tf-- ··-····- ... _ ..... -· "·-• .. .. ................ _ .. _ 

......... ·~ ·-· ........ . 



., 

( STRATEGIC OFfENSIVE 
Hlullu 
lk:abl and A!J4e 

STRATEGIC DErENSM 
Alr-to-Atr Mleell~• ..... 

TACTICAL OITENSIVE -·· As.t (Wall~rd 
Tactical Hleellel 

Mace 
llonee t John 
Little John 
~ut.tue 

Seraeenl 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
OthH (a) 

Tube Artllluy 
B-tnch Hovll~er 
l55a:D How I her 
Other 

TACTICAL DEf£11SIVE 
lii{,. 
Tactical Air Defenae 

Falcon 
Rlke li@rculu 

FLEET A13W/AAW 
ASW ... 

TOI'AL WAJUDD9 

(a) "'MaUdor. 

1- ---

lOP 

HOCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

I 

C-26 

T8P ucR&J 

• 



r STRATEGIC OFfENSIVE 
Millie lie• 
Bomba and A9ta 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Alr-to-Alr Mleell~• .... 

TACT JCA L OfrEHS I VE -·· A~ {Walleye) 
Tactical Hlaellea 

Mace 
lionel t John 
Ll tlle John 
Penhln1 
Ser1eant 
[A nee 
Davy Crockett 
other 

Tube Artillery 
8-lnch Howltr.er 
155 .. ttovtt.zer 
o.ther 

TACTICAL DD'EHSIVE ..... 
Tactical .Ur Defense 

Falcon 
Mlke Herculu 

FLEET ASW/AAW 
ASW 
MW 

TOJ'AL WARHEADS 

9E6AH 

NUCLEAR WARitt:AU Ut;t'WIHt.ftHo 

I -

I 

C-21 

fORMERLY R£SJRICJ 

lOP I!Cfti:T 
.......... 0 ......... . .. -.... ·-·· ................. .. ...... .... .. ....... , ........... . - ............ ·-··· ........ . 



., 

\ 

STRATEGIC OfTENSlVE 
Htntlu (b) 
Bcmba and A94a 

STRATEGIC DD'EitSIVE 
Air-to-Air Mlaallea ..... 

TACTICAL OfTEHSIVE 
Ba~~bl 

A.SM (Wdleye) 
Tactical Hlaallea 

Mace 
llonut John 
Little John 
Perehtns 
Serae•nt 
Lance 
Davy Crockell 
Ot~r (c) 

Tube lrtlllery 
8-lnch Howltar 
155al Hovl tzu 
Other 

TACTICAL llEFEHSIVE 
AIMO 
Tactical Air Detenae 

Uleon 
Mike lfereulu 

fU:~ ASW / AAW 
ASW 
AAW 

torAL WARHtADS 

!:1 - Includu Athnt.le, PaeHie and Mediterranean, 
- Reaulu•• Polarh, roeeldon. ' 

(e) - HaUdor 

. IU'II-.-1&._e~~~-ti~IL~I~ 

KUCLEAfl WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

AFLOAT SI.J.IHAAY (a) 

n65 nL6 FY67 nt:.B 
) 
' 

C-28 

fORMERLY R£SIRICJE 

TBP &E8REf- .............. . ...... 
••-'"""- .. oaoo .... , ... , "•-••• .. .... .. ,. ................... . ... ... .. _ .............. .. 



I 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Mlullu (•) 
Bcaba and ASHa 

STRATEGIC OEf-EHSlVE 
Air-to-Air Klaallee ..... 

TACTICAL OFFEH91VE 

""''' A5H (Wall~yt} 
T~ctlcal Hl••ll~• 

Mace 
Hone1l John 
Lillie John 
Puehlns 
Seraeant 
DaV)' Croclo.e t t 
Other 

Tube ArtlllerJ 
8-tnch Howltur 
155oa Uovltaer 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
Ali4o 
tactical Air Defenee 

Fdcon 
Nlke Hl!rculu 

FLEET ASW/AAW 

••• ... 
TOJ'AL WARHEADS 

,.8P 

HUCL.EAA WARHEAD DEPLOJMEHTS -AfLOAT ATlArrriC 

C-29 

lOP 



STRATEGIC OtTEHSIVE 
Mlullu (a) 
Banba •nd ASHa 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Alr·lo·Alr Mlaallea 
SAHo 

TACTICAL OHEI'fiiVE -b· A94 (W•llrrr) 
T•c:tlc:al Mllallea 

M•ce 
Honeat John 
Little John 
~rahlns 

St!r8e•nt 
Lance 
Davy Crocke ll 
Olht!r (b) 

Tube Arllllerr 
B·lnc:h llowllter 
l5!ina llowltzer 
Other· 

TACTICAL DEFEIISIVE -· Tactical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Mike Herculu 

FU:E'l ASW/AAW 

••• ... 
rorAL WARHEADS 

Ia) - Regulua, Folarll. 
b) - Matador, 

. TOP . SECRET 

HUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOTMEKTS 

AfLOAT • PACIFIC 

C-30 

T8P &E8RET 

i 
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T.IICliCAI. Of 11/.~;Jyt 
l•nn.ba 
J\!.:4 f'•nll,.yr) 
JH,'liCI( /1\~~lif'l 
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t:r>m:sl Jnt.n 
1.1 t t lr Jolm 
r·ratd•r. 
! \'T ~"'"' 
I•••)" CruO.dt 
('t 1 ,. r 

~·.,(' :.rtlllrry 
;~-Inch ilO'illhr 
l'))an Uow1tter 
OtMr 

':"Ar.t'lCAL DEF£14SIVE 
ililll 
t•cllc:•l Air Dehnu 

f IlCOn 

Nlk~ tkrc:ulu 

FU:f:T ASW/AAW 
ASW 
MW 

TOTI.L WAAUF.ADS 

(•) ~ Pola.rh. 

(1'81' SECRET-. 

NUCLEAR IIARHI:AI' O!PLODII:Irrs 

AFLOAT • HF.DJTERP.AJfEAI'I 

C-ll 

,.eP UQAEJ 
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.-
STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 

Missiles 
Bombs and ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-~o-Air ~lissiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (l<alleye) 
Tac~ical Missiles 

Mace 
Hones~ John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant ' 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

i. 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155mm Howitzer 
Other 

TAC!ICAJ. DEFE~HV':: 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET AS\1/ AA'W 
AS I! 
AA!,; 

TOTAL I<ARHEADS 

-~T 
t.1JC:.:::.AR WARHEAD DEPLO\'m:l'o"TS 

TOTAL-DoD 

C-32 
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~ 
STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 

Missiles 
Bombs and ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (llalleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

Hace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing , 
Sergeant 
Lanc:e 

· Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
l55mm Howitzer 
Other 

TACIIC:AI DEFENSIVF 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET AS\1/ AAW 
AS!,/ 
AAI,/ 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

lOP SE&R£T 
NUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

CONUS-DoD 

FY77 FY78 

C-33 FORMERLY RESTRIC 
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.--
STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 

Missiles 
Bombs and ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
AS.'! (Walleye) 
Tactical !Ussiles 

~lace 

Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant ,., 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
811 Howitzer 
1551!ll!l Howitzer 
Other 

TA~TICAL DEFE~SIVE 

ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET AS;;/ AAIJ 
AS II 
AA\1 

TOTAL IJARHEADS 

TOP_ SEBRET 
~~CLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

OUTSIDE CONUS -
FY77 FY78 

--' 

--



·-----

,-STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and AS lis 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Nissiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFE:RSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (t<lalleye) 
Tactical !Ussiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other :c 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
l55mm Howitzer 
Other 

TArTICAl. OFFENSIVE 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET ASI;/ AAW 
ASW 
AA!,; 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

TOP SECR£T 
1.1JCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

ALASKA 

FY76 FY77 FY78 

C-35 
FORMERLY RESTRICT 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and AS! is 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air ~lissiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (Walleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

~lace 

Honest John 
Litrle John 
Pershing 
Sergeant " 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Anillery 
8" Howitzer 
155= Howitzer 
Other 

IACT1CAL_DEFENSIVE 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEtT AS\1/ AAW 
ASW 
AAt,; 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

..,TQP SEERtl 
NUCLEAR WAR!!EAD DEPLOYME!>'TS 

HAWAII 

FY76 FY77 FY78 

C-36 
A 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and ASI1s 

STRATEGIC. DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSTVE 
Bombs 
ASM (Walleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other''' 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155= Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAl. DEFENSIV:: 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEET ASII/AAW 
AS II 
AAW 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

TBP SEBREf 
NUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

NATO EUROPE 
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J8P SECRET 

FY77 FY78 
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JOP SEEftiT 
h1JCLE.AR WARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS 

' 

FY76 FY77 FY78 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SA!'is ,-

TACTICAL OFFE~SIVE ~ - ! 
Bombs - • 

ASH (Walleye) 
Tactical Missiles _.;..j 

'- tlace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant,.. 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

;r. 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howit.zer 
155= Howitzer 
Other 

TACTir.AI DEFE!>SIVF. 
AD !is 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET ASIU AAW 
ASW 
AAW 

! TOTAL WARHEADS - -: ___. --
C-38 .FORMERLY RESTRICTED 0 
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NUCLEAR IIARHEAD DEPLOYMENTS , __,., 
~ 

FY76 FY77 FY78 
~ 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and AS!is ; 

I 
STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE I 

I 
Air-co-Air Missiles I SAMs 

' -I ~ 

! TACTICAL OFFENSIVE -Bombs -ASM (I/ all eye) 
Iaccical Missiles 

Mace -Honesc John -Lictle .John 
Pershing 
Sergeanc 
Lance 
Davy Crockecc 
Ocher 

Iube Arcillery • -8" Howitzer 
155mm HoYiczer 
Ocher 

IAr.IICAL DEFENSIVE 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon -Nike Hercules -FLEET AS\/ I AA'W 
AS'W 
AAW 

IOIAL \~ARHEADS .. - .._, 

C-39 

TBP SEeRET 

.-



,-

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs anc! AS!is 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASH (t<alleyer 
Tactical Missiles 

Mace • 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant ; 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
l55mm Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
ADMs 

.Tactical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET AS\l/ AAW 
ASW 
AAW 

TOTAL \1ARHEADS 

--

~~CLEAR WARHEAD DEPLO~~~!S -
FY76 FY77 FY78 

- - 7 

0 

0 - • 
- -
• • 
• -- • :-·- - / 
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FY76 !112 FY78 

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-~o-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs - -ASM (t<alleye) 
Tac~ical Missiles 

Mace • Honest John 
Linle John 
Pershi~>g 

Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crocke~~ 
O~her :'. 

Tube Ar~illery • -8" Howitzer 
155mm Howitzer 
O~her 

TACT1CAL DEFENSIVE 
AD!1s 
Tac~ical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEE! ASII/ AA>I 
AS >I 
AA>I 

TOTAL >IARHE.ADS 1lii 

C-41 

JQ? SEeftH 



STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
·Missiles 
Bombs and ASl1s 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-co-Air ~lissiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (t~alleye)
Taccical ~issiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artilleiy 
8" Howitzer 
155= Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAl. DEFE:i~IVE 
AD~s 

Tactical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET AS:I/ AAOI 
AS\i 
AA~ 

TOTAL l<ARHEADS ·---

TOP StBRfT 
NUCLEAR wARHEAD DEPLO~!S 

lOP SEBREf 

Fi"76 

r 

-
-
-

-

' 
FY7i 

---, 
I .. 

.. 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs ancl AS!~ 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-~o-Air ~tissiles 

SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (t<alleye) 

··- Tac~ical Missiles· 
~lace 

Hones~ John 
Linle John 
Pershi,Jlg · 
Sergean~ 

Lance 
Davy Crocken 
O~heri. 

Tube Ar~illery 
8" Howitzer 
155~:~~~~ Howiuer 
O~her 

TACTir.AJ DEFEKSIVF. 
AD~!s 

Tactical Air Defense 
Falcon 
!like Hercules 

n::ET AS I/ I AAI< 
AS\; 
AAW 

TOTAl. \;Al'.iiEADS 

TBP SECRET-
NUCLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMEI\"TS 

UNITED KINGDOM 

FY76 

c-.:; 

-lQP SECREt 

FY7S 

A 

.-



.STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs ·and AS! is 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs · 
ASM (l~alleye) 

Tactical Missiles 
Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing , 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Art.illery 
8" Howitzer 
15511111! Hovit.zer 
Other 

TA~TICAL DEFENSIVE 
AD~Is 

Tactical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEET AS\1 I AA\J 
AS II 
AAII 

TOTAL IIARHEADS 

TOP SEER£1 
t.1JCLEAR WARHEAD D~LOYMENTS 

WEST GERMANY • 

FY76 FY78 

C-44 
FORMERLY RESTRICTED 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and ASlis 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-co-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASH (t<alleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

Mace 
Honesc John 
Litcle John 
Pershi~ 
Sergeanc 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other,, 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155111111 Howiczer 
Ocher 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
ADXs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEE! AS\1/ AAW 
AS\.; 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

-fOP SEERH 
h~CLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMEh75 

ATLANTIC 

FY76 FY78 

C-45 
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49P SEERLl 
l'UCLl:AR ;.:ARHEAD DEPLO~XTS 

FY76 FY77 :ns 

STRATEGIC OFF::XSI'.'E 
Missiles 
Botlbs and ASHs --I STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE .l Air-to-Air 1-:issiles -SA!is ___ __) 

TACTICAL OFFE:\SI\"E 
Bombs 
ASM (Walleye) 
Tac:tic:al !·!issiles 

~!ace 

Honest John 
Li:tle John 
Pershing 
Sergeant ,., 
Larice 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

'· Tube Anillery 
8" Howi~zer 
155mo Howitzer 
Other 

TACT1CAL DEFENSIVE 
ADMs 
Tactical Air "Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEET ;.s;l/ AAt,/ 

AS II 
AA;J 

TOTAL l<ARHEADS .. --
C-1.6 

TBP SECRET 
u ....... , ••• .,, 

AO..,Iftottrot-
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and AS!is 

STRATEGIC DEF::::SIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SA. 'Is 

TACTICAL OITE::SIVE 
Bombs 
AS:i (l~alleye) 

Tactical :iissiles 
:-lace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershirtg 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other '· 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155= Howitzer 
Other 

TAC7ICA'- DEFE~~IVE 

AD:·ls 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

t:...=:!T AS~~·t ;..;..Tt; 
AS~,· 

~4.;.: 

T07AL l~A!Ui::ADS 

TBP SEERET 
h~CL!AR wARHEAD DEPLOYME~1rS 

~QP SECRET 

....... ---

F'i·-" 
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-
STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 

Missiles 
Bombs and AS! is 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-~o-Air ~!issiles 

SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFEKSI~E 
Bombs 
ASH (l<alleye) 
Tac~ical Missiles 

Mace 
Hones~ John 
Lietle John 
Pershing ..
Sergean~ 

Lance 
Davy Crocke~t 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155mm Howi~zer 
Other 

TACTir:AJ. DEFENSIVf. 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET AS\;( AA\; 
AS\/ 
AA\1 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

TBP SECRET 
1-."'JCLEAR t~AR."lEAD DEPLOYME!-.15 

PACIFIC 

TOP SEeRET 

FY76 FY77 
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/ 

.---
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I 
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T--STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and· AS!-15 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air ~lissiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (l<alleye) 
Tactical ~issiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howi~zer 
l55cm Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FLEET ASt; I AAW 
ASW 
AA"W 

TOTAL t<ARHEADS 

TBP SECRET 
h~CLEAR WARHEAD DEPLOYMEh!S 

GUA.'! 

FY76 FY77 FY78 

FORMERLY RESTRICr 

--



~TRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
' Missiles 

Bombs and ASMs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
AS:! (l~alleye) 

Tactical Missiles 
Hace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing , 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artil!'ery 
8" Howitzer 
155= Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAl OFFENSIVE 
ADMs 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEET AS;I/A..W 
AS!.; 
AAW 

TOTAL WARHEADS 

fBP SECRET, 

C-50 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
Bombs .and AS!is 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-~o-Air ~lissiles 

SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (t<alleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing , 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
B" Howitzer 
l55t:llll Ho'llitzer 
Other 

TACTICAl DEFENSI\~ 
ADMs 

·ractical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEE! AS;I/AAW 
ASW 
AAt.J 

TOTAL IIARHEADS 

TOP SEGRH-· 
~~CLEAR WARHEAD,DEPLOYMENTS 

AnOAT SUMMARY 

FY77 FY78 

C-52 FORMERLY RESTRICTED 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 

. Bombs and ASI1s 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (Walleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little .John 
Pershing 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy c.-ocket t 
Other . 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155=> Howitzer 
Other 

TACTICAL DEFE~SIV! 
AD:1s 
Tactical Air Defense 

Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

FEET AS:I/AAT,i 
ASW 
AA~ 

TOTAL IIARHEADS 

.... lBP SECfttT 
1>1JCLEAR T,iAJU!EAD DEPLOYMENTS 

AnOAT-ATLAN!IC 

FY77 FY78 

C-53 
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STRATEGIC OFFE~5IVE 
Missiles 
Bombs and ASUs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (Walleye) 
Tactical Missiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little John 
Pershing ,
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockl!tt 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
l55mm Ho"itzer 
Other 

TA<"'IICAT. Dl'FENSIVE 
AD !-Is 

7actical Air Defense 
Falcon 
Nike Hercules 

nEE'! AS I: I AAl; 
AS \I 
AA-,; 

TOTAL I<ARHEADS 

TBP SECREt 
~1JCLEAF. :.:AP-'iEA!l DE!'LOY!'Z:'7S 

AFLOAT-PACIFIC 

FY76 FY77 FY7S 

C-SI. 

TBP SECRET 
1-.lt .. A10"''f [,.•til' At~ !i-!!J,;. 
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STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE 
Missiles 
3ocbs and ASUs 

STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE 
Air-to-Air Missiles 
SAMs 

TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Bombs 
ASM (Walleye) 
'Tactical !~issiles 

Mace 
Honest John 
Little "'"ohr: 
Pershing 
Sergeant 
Lance 
Davy Crockett 
Other 

Tube Artillery 
8" Howitzer 
155!!:1l Howitzer 
Other 

T"'C77CAL DEFEKSIV'S · 
All~s 

Tactical Air Defense 
Falc:on 
Kike Hercules 

Ft::ET As;; I AA'.I 
. .:..s;~· 

A..-\i.·i 

AFLOAT-MEDITERRANEAN 

FY77 'FY76 

C-55 FORMERLY RESTRICTED 
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TOP SECR£T 

APPENDIX D 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

AUTHORIZATION AND DISPERSALS 

BY LOCATION 

(FY 19o7 through FY 1977) 
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-1 wtS'ITRN E\IIIOR: 

Unlhd ktnac!ca 
Well GU .. I:'IJ 

totAL - nmort: 

PACIFIC 
~(•) 

Hawaii 

- tori. 
MUlAT 

PACUJC 

totAL QJTS[Dt US 

tOTAL IN COlitiS-DoD 
.. A£C 

TC1JAL US STOCKPI~ 

-~~re 
-~ted, 

f8P 5Eefti!!T 

tranarerrecl Cram AEC to General Yandenburl tn April 1951 and vera then deplo,ad to ou .. , 
veapona •ere never deplo,ed to tbeae eOUDtrl••· 
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lOP SEeftft 
:>t:CLEAR \."EAP0!\5 

ACTHORIZATIONS A~~ DISPERSALS 

,_--
/ WESTERN EUROPE 

om 
West Germany 

Subtotal ... 
TOTAL liUROPE 

ATLANTIC )·(_ 

TOTAL ATLANTIC 

PACIFIC 

Guam 

TOTAL PACIFIC 

AF1.0AT 

TOTAL OVTSIDE VS 

TOTAL IN l!S- DOD 

-ERDA 

TOTAL l!S STOCKPILE 

BY LOCATION 

FY 76 FY 77 

Auth Auth Disp Auth - -~ 

(f) 

(f) ~warheads in excess to European requirements being retained in-theater 
Ior XBfR purposes. 

(g) .additional 1.'arheads were deploved t 

Government request and CS Presidential apprc·J~l. ____ / 
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TOP SECREt-

APPENDIX E 

NUCLEAR llEAPONS STOCKPILE 

'· (End FY 1947 through End FY 1977) 

\ 

I 
; . 

I 
' 

~OT!S: 1. The warhead totals include those for maintenance, 
retrofit~ stockpile sampling. destructive testins, 
operational spares and retirement. 

2. The differences bet~een the individual totals in 
these stockpile tables and other tables involve 
unassociated warheads and certain weapons held by 
the DoE (formerlv AEC) in CONUS. 

3. The MACE and MATADOR missiles ~ere classed as 
strategic offensive weapons during the period 
!955 through 1960. Subsequently, they were classed 
as tactical offensive missiles. 
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~~ 5- ll.J Cap 1\.\TA.DOA 
~~- ::-e n t~.Act 
10< O""B Y~ ~tAff: 
1,. _lo'} Yl ATIA'i/TIOI 
13'. lo;J Yl ATLAS D 
16 lo? 1<' JUPITER 

Stl B•atd fllasllrl 
I~ ) hof;•IO Clp IU:GUW~ 
H)o <''I Ri:r.UUIS I 

tnlli. :;tP.Atrt;!C Olfti4Sivt HIS511LS 

T~Cl l1:.tl. Ofl"!:NSIVE 
-"'ji;",;r.~ 

I iii ·""'" 
1.>1 I I<! i'l••r 
101 I II 
101 IV 110/I.)CI/11.0 Clpl 
t-0 ., l)f./";1.0 C.Jll 
HJo. S IIJ/170U6& Caps 
IDI 'i 1)0/710 C1p1 
t+. ) t?O c•r• 
tDI 6 1){'1/~l.O r.•r• 
tt. h ll'>/17D/2b0 c.'P' 
I'll 6 1~11/<'10 C•r~ 
t-0'. 1 HoO/ 1?') C"P' 
,. 7 l)0/2IaC. ('.lpl 

JOt 1 110/150/II'J/ ~10/260 Caps 
lOt 8 f/91/992 rz Cun '=or~a 
Ilk 11 99l/f!92 P7. Cun Cot·u 
Hk J 2 l9Q Cap• 
Hk 12 lJ0/2~0 car• 
lOt 12 ll0/170/260 Cape 
~ 11. l)O Cap 
t'.A I) l)OC•p 
Uk 15•2 
tlklllSOCap 
Ilk 18 150/210 Cap• 
Hk t~t 15o c•r 
tOr. ;:"" lSO Cap L"" >1 

• TOP u:eftET 

HUCLI.AJI WEAfOIIS STOCitriL£ (Eud Flu:al Yur) I 

__ ) 
R£STIUC1m DA I 
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]-·TACTICAL Of"fE:rtSIVE (Conllnutod} 
I Bombs (conllnu@d} 

~~8 Yl 
Hk ~8 Y2 
Hk ~8 J) 
Hit <.'8 yl, 
Hk ]li IIOTI'OIN'f (Hk 10)) 
Hk ]6 Yl/2 l'jO CIIJI 
Hit }6 Yl/'? 
Hk ]9 1 '}0 C:sp 

"" ]9-1/> 
TCYI'AL TACTICAl, BCMBS 

TAcllca1 Hlssllee 
Hll 1 IJO/;>I,u Caps CORIOML 
Hk 1 IIU/170/:;I0/26o Caps CORNIIAL 
Hk 1 190 Cap UOIIEST JOIIH 
Hk 1 I J0/2liO Caps IIOHf.ST JOI(n 
Hk 1 110/170/260 Caps IIOIIEST JOIOi 
Hk 3 I Y 1 IIOKEST JOt lit 
Hk ]I !2 IIOHEST JOIDt 
Hk 31 I] HONEST JOlot 
Hk 39 12 REDSTONE 
Hk i!O Y 1 LACROSSE 
Hk ~0 !2 LACROSSE 

nuclear ArlllleTr 
H.k 9 2e&lli Oun 
Mk 19 991/992 PZ 280m~ Cun 
Hk 19 993 PY 2&lrn Gun 
Hk 23 16-lnch Shell 
Hk ll 992 PZ 8-lnch Howitzer 

TOI'AL TACTICAL MlSSJIZS/ARTllJERI 

992 F'Z Oun Trpe 
Mil 1 Al1t '270/2f'Xl Cap• 
H11 1 AI1t 19P Cap 
Hk 1 ADM 1)0/2~0 Caps c 1 AI>< 110/170/260 Cap• 

1'8P Ui~Riit, 

NUCU:AR WEAI'ONS sTOCKrJU·: (Coullnucd) 

~I 

!-) 
--- .-~A-rT 
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T8P &E&AU 

NU:IEAR WEAPOHS STOC.'KPilE {ConllniX'd) ·--") 

r FYI17 n'•ll FY~9 FY50 FY)I n52 n:;J FY5~ FY55 rY56 !:lli n~u ill2 ill!! 
TACTICAL Ot:t"ENSIVE (Contlnnf'd) 

Air Defense 
Mk 25·0 GEifiE 
Hk )l Yl Nil!: IIERCtnES 
Hk ]1 T2 HIICE IIF.RCI.IIES 
Hk Jl J~ HikE HERCUlES 
HJl ~0 rt BCHA.JlC 

TOfAL TACTICAL DEfENSIVE WARHEADS 

FlEET ASW/AAW 
ASW -7 1]0/2~0 Caps BETTY ... 1 110/170/260 C8pl BETTY 

Hk l .. UJUJ (Mk 101) ... 
Mk )0 TAIJ)S 

terrAL ASW(AAW WASIUF'.ADS 

\.. ' 

GRAND TarAL • ~lEAft WARHEADS 11 -.;r. 17.9 2911 u TJ; 1m mo 22llO 3620 jll28 7402 i'?'j05 ·:~l _} 

·E-'-
T8F Sl!81t!T 

fttSTRICUO OAT A 
'~" ,.....,._.,_ ..... flo 

•• olollooMI " ... .. ........ -......... ~·· .... , _ ............ ·-······-" 
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"" "' "" "" "' "' ~,.. Baspd Hlsallee 
~Rr.t:liUIS 

Hll l.7-0/I NllAJI if!2 
Hk lq.2 Y? I'OIAiliS 
Hk 58 NJIARIS A) 
Mk (,!J rosE IDON C) 

TOTAL STRATEGIC OFFEMSJ MISSILES 

\. ; .. TOTAL STRATEGIC OffENSIVE WARHEADS 

T8P SlifOAiiiJ 

KliCIF.AJl WEAI'ONS STOCKPILE {End Flscd Year) 

fY75 -, 
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STRATEtjJC 0Ef'EN5IVE 

~ 
Surrac~-to-Air Htaellea 

Hk .H-0 y[ NII'CE fl:mCUIES 
Hk ]1-0 Y2 NIKE HE.'Rt111ES 
Hk ]1·0 y4 NIKE IIEI!£.11~ 
Hk t.o-o yt 
Hh 1.9-6 T2 
Hk !10 Y) 
Hll 6b Tl 

71 Y I 

TO'TAL STRATEr.IC WMUEA.DS 

TACTICAL OffF.N~IVE 
----=rae tiCiJ- e;;;:;b"8 

""' 5 170/260 
HI! 5 li}O Car 
Hll 5 210 C•JI 
Hll 5 ?~0 Cap 
H). 1 170/ ?60 
Hll 7 190 Cap 
10 1 210 C•p 
Hll 1 2~0 

"" >7-1 
Hll 28-1 

"" "" Mil 28-2 

"" J~-2 
"' ~J Yl 
Hll tq 12 

"' ~J Yl 
"' ~J ·~ 
"' ~J 15 
"' ~5-0 

T8P !IEefti!T 

MICLEAR WEAPONS STOCKPIU: .(Conllnu~d) 

!!ll 

!-6 ntsmrcn:o DAT" 
" ......... ~. ··~-·~· 

TBP UCBET •• ,. .... .,. ••n •" .. 
1n• ~•'"~ .. 4.., ... , ... oo -r ...................... 
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TACTICAL OUENSIVE (Continued) 
T•ctlcal Hlaallea 

Hk 5 ?10 Cap MATADOR.~ 
to. 1 11D/76o C•p conroRA 
Mil 1 ;'10 CIJl COIIroRAL 
Hk 1 ;ot,o CIIJl CORmRAL 
Mil 1 1711/?f•O Cap IK>HI:!iT J .. ll 
Hk 1 ;>IO Car llOHEST JOUH 
H)o. 1 ;>Ito r:ep t 

Hk ?B Yl HACE: 
Hll :'U 
HJo. ;-B 
... ll 
Hk Jl 
Hh jl Y 1 lllltif:!iT JOI!fl 
H1l J9-l y? ROISTONE 
H11 '•D-1 Yl lACROSSE 
Hk lt0-0 y? IACROS~f. 
Mil 1.5-0 Y2 1.1-MlE 
Hk '•5-0 rJ LI'M'li: 
Hit 50 Yl rERSIII r«J 
1-01 50 12 I'ERSIOJ«J 
Hk 50 T] J'EIISIUJil 
HI< 52·1/2 11 
Hk 52-1/2 12 SERGEANT 
Hk 5~-2 DAYY ~ 
Mil 70 LANCE~ 

Nuclear Artlllerr 
H1l. 19-0 2lblill Gun • 
Hk 19-0 28om Oun 
Kk 33-0 8-lnch Howltze. 
Hk H-1 6-lnch Uowltu 
Hit l18 155m! llovl t.zl!'r ( 

TarAL TACTICAL MISSILES/ART LLERY 

TOtAL TACTI~L orFEHSM WARIIEADS 

lOP SEC:CE~ 
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HUCLEAR WEAPONS STOCKPILE (Coflllnul!d) 

~ n64 rr65 ~ n67 n6B !!ll n72 !ill 

I I 

., 

\ 
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--JDP &t~lttT 
APPENDIX E 

~~CLEAR ~ONS STOCKPILE 

Sea Based Missiles 
!!K 58 POLARIS A3 -
~ 68 POSEIDON C3 

TOTAL STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE MISSILES 

Lavdown Strategic Bombs, A-S Missiles 

!1K 28-2Y1 
!IK 
!IK 28-2YJ.,. 
!IK 28-2YS 
!IK 43Yl 
!IK 53-0Y 
HK 53-0y2 
!IK 28-1\;·1 HOUNDDOG -
!IK 61-1 (- -
MK 69-0 s~ 

TOTAL LA\~OWN STRATEGIC BOMBS, A-S !ISLS 

Otner Strate2ic 3ombs 
!IK 41-0 (~ 

TOTAL OTHER STRATEGIC BO~ms 

TOTAL STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE WARHEADS 

s 

Surface-
~I< 66 Yl 
~ 71 Yl 

TOTAL STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE MISSILES 

TOTA~ STRATEGIC ~ARHEADS -
E-9 

FY76 IT77 FY78 

--; 

FORMERLY RESTRICTED DA 

..... ,.,,.,.,_ Ill. aiiCioan,. ... ...... 
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.,._._ A•••uc ,_,,, Act, 1116, 
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-, TACTICAL OFFENSIVE 
Tactical Bombs 

MK 28-1/2Y2 
MK 28-l/2Y3 
MK 43 Yl 
MK 43 Y2 
MK 43 Y3 
MK 43 Y4 
MK 43 Y5 
MK "57-1/ 
MK 61-0 
MK 61-2 
MK 72 Y1 

TOTAL TACTICAL BOMBS 

Tactical Missiles 
MK 31 Y1 HONEST JOHN 
MK 31 Y2 HONEST JOHN 
MK 31 Y3 HONEST 
MK 50 Yl PERSHING 
MK 50 Y2 PEKSHING 
MK 50 Y3 PERSHING 
MK 52-1/2Yl SERGEANT 
MK 52-1/2Y2 S~T 
MK 70 !.ANC£. (-

Nuclear Artillerv 

MK 33-0 8-inch Howitzer 
MK 33-1 8-inch Howitzer 
MK 48 155mm Howitzer 

lVI 

TOTAL TACTICAL MISSILES/ARTILLERY 

TOTAL TACTICAL OFFENSIVE WARHEADS 

TACTICAL DEFENSIVE 
ADMs 

MK 45-1 Y2 MADM 
MK 45-l Y3 MADM 
MK 45-l Y4 MADM 
MK 54-0 Yl SADl! 
MK 54-0 Y2 SADM 

Tactical Air Defense 
MK 3!-0 Yl NIKE HERCULES 
MK 31-0 Y4 ~IKE HERCcLES 

TOTAL TACTICAL DEFESSIVE '·.'ARHEADS 

TOTAL TACTICAL ;;ARHEADS 

v .. w ...... 

FY76 FY77 

E-10 
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IT78 
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fOP SECREf 
FY76 Fi77 FYiB 

-· 

AAW 
~ 3()-2 TALOS 

MK 45-0 Yl TERRIER 

TOTAL ASW/AAW WARHEADS 

GRAND TOTAL. NUCLEAR WARHEADS -- ---· 

E-ll 
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